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ABSTRACT 

Cinematic adaptations of "classic" novels have long been viewed by filmmakers 

and critics as vehicles for understanding the art, mind, and even the personality of the 

original author. By examining the film and TV adaptations of Thomas Hardy's novels and 

by analyzing critics' opinions on the "fidelity" of these films to Hardy, we can see that this 

author is popularly perceived to be a pastoralist, classical tragedian, gloomy pessimist, and 

ardent social critic. Though there is considerable truth in these images, they do not 

convey all of who Hardy was and what his novels convey. Moreover, these perceptions of 

Hardy actually have their roots in the earliest reviews of his novels, and they have been 

largely reinforced by the decades of criticism that followed. But Hardy's novels actually 

resist simple classifications; they are multi-generic and are constantly involved in the 

process of deploying and questioning the language that is used by the characters and by 

the readers to construct a sense of reality. Since Hardy's novels are continually 

interrogating language and genres, they border on being self-destructive and incoherent. 

The function of some literary criticism of Hardy has often been to make his novels 

coherent and easy to understand, and to a large extent literary critics have created their 

own "versions" of the novels that have often become accepted by general culture. In 

chapters on the individual novels, this study isolates the critical histories of Far from the 

Madding Crowd, Tess of the d'Urbervilles, and Jude the Obscure, critically reads the 

novels to determine both how they give rise to and challenge popular and critical 

assumptions; and utilizes Barthean-derived theories on intertextuality and film adaptation 

to consider how filmmakers have intercepted not only Hardy's plots, but the critical 
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interpretations of his novels, to replicate and codify on the screen familiar images of 

Hardy. The film and TV versions of Hardy's novels are both reflections of how these 

works traditionally have been read and perceived, and reflectors on how Hardy's novels 

continue to be read. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
SEEING HARDY, KNOWING HARDY 

Thomas Hardy was bom shortly after the invention of photography; as a result, he 

is one of the first "great writers" for whose life we have a near complete photographic 

record. We first see him in about 1856, when he would have been sixteen and perhaps 

beginning his apprenticeship with a Dorset architect, standing stiffly and holding his hat by 

his side, clearly trying to look as dignified and professional as any sixteen-year-old 

possibly can look. Through seventy years of photographs we can watch him grow and 

mature; we see the arrival of the full beard he wore at the height of Victorian fashion, 

accompanied by the gradual disappearance of the hair on his head; we see him as the 

respected writer at the peak of his career, bearded no longer but sporting a luxuriant 

mustache; and, finally, we see him as an old man, a stately grandfather figure whose deep 

wrinkles and sharp eyes bespeak years of experience and wisdom. The image of this latter 

Hardy is perhaps the one most people know best: photographs of Hardy as the "Grand 

Old Man" of English Literature appear on or in modem-day copies of his books;' and 

when his home town of Dorchester chose to honor him with a statue, the citizens decided 

to depict him as a very old man, seated and staring down at the people who must, in 

return, look up at him. In all those years of making images of Hardy, one constant 

emerges: he always looked very, very serious. 

Of course, this is the problem with just about every photograph that was made 

during the era of the plate process: the subject had to stay still as a waxwork for several 

mmutes, often with his or her head held in place by a hamess that could have been put to 
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use during the Inquisition. The ordeal was enough to make even the most good-humored 

individuals-Dickens, for instance, or Mark Twain-look as though they were about to have 

several teeth pulled. But even in the photographs of Hardy that were taken after plates 

were replaced by high-speed film and cumbersome cameras gave way to small Kodaks, he 

still looks serious, or dejected, or as if his mind is dwelling on thoughts that metaphorically 

take him outside the photographer's studio. Somehow, the pictures of Hardy seem to fit 

the image of him that is generally thought to emerge from his novels, stories, and poems; 

his is a sober face, a sad face, the face of a tragedian. We know that the stiff and glum-

looking Dickens we see in many photographs isn't the real Dickens-too many biographies 

and personal testimonies attest to his whimsical, mercurial, and fun-loving nature-but, for 

Hardy, those dour images just fit. For this reason, the cover of the 1998 edition of The 

Thomas Hardy Year Book might deliver a shock to anyone who knows the physical image 

of Hardy, since it displays what is perhaps the most unusual photograph of him ever 

printed. The photo was taken toward the end of his life, when his status as "Grand Old 

Man" was confirmed, and was obviously a rejected shot, since Hardy appears in the same 

clothes and in much the same pose in a much more widely-published photograph. What 

makes this portrait so unusual is that Hardy is not looking straight ahead-his eyes are 

shifted to the left, as if he is looking at someone standing to the photographer's right-and, 

more importantly, he has been caught smiling. He appears to be in the middle of 

chuckling over a joke, or perhaps cracking one of his own. It's actually a fairly good 

picture-sound in composition, warm in subject matter-but it seems so strange, so 

unfamiliar, so i/M-Hardean. 
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Despite my focus on photography, I have to state that this study is not particularly 

concerned with the photographic images of Thomas Hardy the man-rather, my concern is 

with cultural and societal images of Hardy as a writer and of the kinds of novels he wrote. 

However, the photographs of Hardy and how we respond to them illustrate a notion that 

is at the heart of this study. Roland Barthes writes of a phenomenon he calls the 

"photographic paradox," which is that the photo by itself no '^code"-no system of 

signifiers by which it can be understood as anything other than an "analogue of reality" 

-but that the person or persons who perceive the photograph will "read" it according to a 

system of culturally-generated and culturally-understood signs (Responsibility of Forms 5-

8).' Someone who does not know who Hardy was, has never heard his name, and has 

never read a word of his fiction or poetry, is likely to look at any of the photographs of 

Hardy and simply see a man who obviously lived a long time ago, and read his face as 

registering whatever he was feeling or thinking about at that moment. However, for 

someone who knows Hardy's fiction or knows something about him personally, his 

photographs are likely to confirm or refute what that person already knows about him 

through biographies, critical studies, or-what is of most interest here-through his actual 

works. If a person's culturally constructed image of Hardy is that of a sober Victorian 

gentleman who wrote tragic novels, then most of the photos of Hardy are likely to confirm 

that "reading" of his personality; however, the photo of Hardy on the cover of the Year 

Book-one that presents an image of Hardy as perhaps having an impish sense of humor-is 

likely to seem strange or disconcerting. We have perhaps seen a large-scale illustration of 

this phenomenon with a particular photograph of one of Hardy's contemporaries, Albert 
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Einstein. The cultural image of Einstein is so entrenched that his face has become 

caricatured as the quintessential "professor" in cartoons, on television, and in film; and his 

name, of course, has become synonymous with the word "genius." Many photographs of 

Einstein are in circulation, most showing him contemplative or staring out at the viewer 

with a quizzical expression; but by far the most famous picture of him-the one that has 

achieved the status of cultural icon-shows him sticking out his tongue. This image so flies 

in the face of what we know about Einstein and so throughly parodies his status as world-

renowned genius that it seems subversive-not so much of Einstein himself, but of the 

culture that created his image. 

But where do cultural images of people like Hardy and Einstein come from? In 

modem times, the news media no doubt do a great deal to create popular images of 

celebrities, politicians, and, occasionally, writers-many of which are untrue and damaging 

-but where do culturally understood messages come from when the subject is an author 

whose works have long been canonized and who died decades before he could be 

interviewed on TV? We can point to numerous sources; schools that make the author's 

works "required reading," critical studies, societies set up to preserve the author's 

memory and the reading of his or her books, and conferences on the writer's works. 

However, I believe that the most pervasive means of creating cultural images of authors is 

through the film adaptations of their books. The cinema is the twentieth century's most 

popular and successful form of entertainment; and from its very inception it has been a 

medium that draws from all other media-especially from popular and from "classic" 

novels. This fact has often had troubling implications for literary scholars, many of whom 
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have charged-and continue to charge-that film versions of novels automatically cheapen 

and distort the source material, misrepresent the author's goals, and essentially create false 

impressions of what the novel is about. Oftentimes, critics will also question what a film 

adaptation does to the image of the actual author ; for instance, most film adaptations of 

Gulliver's Travels tend to be directed toward children, and many critics have rightly 

argued that such approaches to Jonathan Swift's bitterly satirical novel give the false 

impression that he was the eighteenth century's equivalent of Lewis Carroll, a figure who 

loved to entertain children with whimsical stories of tiny people and giants. However, 

when one considers the "image" of an author that is presented by a film adaptation, a 

question that should quickly come to mind is this; does the film actually create this 

particular image, or did the filmmakers perhaps latch on to a pre-existing image of the 

author and of what he or she wrote, and merely carry it into the film adaptation? 

Certainly, it is difficult to believe that film alone reconstituted Gulliver's Travels as a 

children's story; it is more than likely that early book versions of the story specifically 

adapted for young readers and play versions of Gulliver that were meant for children 

existed long before Swift's story was adapted to film. 

With Thomas Hardy, the case perhaps can be made that his cultural image was put 

into place long before he attracted the attention of filmmakers, and it can further be argued 

that films have had little impact in shaping his image. In fact, it may seem strange to even 

embark on a study of film adaptations of Hardy's novels because, until the 1990s, at least, 

they have been few and far between. As I explain in chapter one, several film versions of 

Hardy's novels were made during the silent era, but each one of those films is now lost or 



unobtainable; and between 1929 and 1967 there were no film adaptations of Hardy's 

works at all. A few TV adaptations of Hardy's works were made in the 1970s, and at the 

end of the decade Roman Polanski's 7e5s-based on Tess of the d'UrberviUes-diTpxiedXtA, 

but then there was nothing more based on Hardy's novels until the mid-1990s. Unlike 

Dickens, Jane Austen, the Brontes, and-in the 1980s, at least-E. M. Forster, Hardy has 

not been a particularly popular subject for filmmakers; so one could say that there aren't 

enough Hardy adaptations to merit a full-length study like this, and especially that the 

relative dearth of Hardy adaptations means that they have had only a perfunctory impact 

on his cultural image. However, I believe that such suppositions would be false for two 

reasons: first, this study takes into consideration three feature-length films and four 

television serials or movies based on Hardy's novels, which is a good, substantial number 

of adaptations to consider-certainly there are more film versions of Hardy in existence 

than there are of Forster's works; and, second, even though the number of adaptations 

from Hardy's works hasn't been as extensive as those from Dickens or Austen, the films 

are still numerous enough-and their viewership has been wide enough-to contribute to a 

cultural perception of Thomas Hardy and of what he wrote. As proof of this laner claim, I 

offer my own experience of gaining a cultural understanding of Hardy, which was largely 

dependent on my awareness of film. 

I first became aware of Hardy in the late 1970s, when I was in junior high school. 

A teacher had suggested I read C. S. Forester's "Horatio Homblower" novels, and I took 

his advice. I liked the books and I soon took an interest in the historical era Forester 

wrote about; and this interest naturally led me to learning about Lord Nelson and his flag 
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captain, Thomas Hardy. The name Hardy rung a bell; my school library had a few musty, 

hard-bound copies of his novels, and I recognized two xwXe^Jude the Obscure and The 

Mayor of Casterhridge-\iticA\xsit my parents had watched the TV adaptations on 

Masterpiece Theatre? A third title, though. The Return of the Native, struck me as 

particularly interesting: it had the sound of a south-seas adventure about it, and it didn't 

seem unlikely to me that, once the Napoleonic wars were over. Admiral Hardy retired to 

write a few ripping yams. It took only a quick look through Native to realize that the 

novel had nothing to do with adventure-in fact, it looked like a bore; the kind of book no 

one really read, but only kept on their shelves-and a check into the Encyclopaedia 

Britannica showed me that there was the Thomas Masterman Hardy who sailed with 

Nelson, and plain Thomas Hardy who lived somewhat later and who wrote books. It 

would be several more years before I discovered the latter Hardy admired the former, 

wrote extensively about the wars in which he fought, made him a character in both The 

Trumpet-Major and The Dynasts, and fancied himself a relative.* 

Not long after I came to the realization that there was a novelist named Thomas 

Hardy, his name began to appear in the news in connection with an "arty" new film that 

was about to be released in America, Tess. I had little interest in seeing this film-I was in 

the first vanguard of American kids whose perception of a good movie was shaped by 

George Lucas and Steven Spielberg-but for whatever reason, Tess's ad campaign made an 

impression on me; I vividly recall the commercial, showing an image of Stonehenge 

looking more tumble-down than in the pictures I'd seen, and Nastassia Kinski in Leigh 

Lawson's cart, protesting, "But I don't want to be kissed, sir!"; and, of course, Kinski's 
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face was hard to escape, as it stared out from posters, newspaper ads, and paperback 

books. I saw the film reviewed on Siskel and Ebert's old PBS program; saw other TV 

critics speculate about Tess's chances at the Oscars and talk ominously about the fact 

Roman Polanski couldn't return to the country; and I heard-or read-many critics gloss the 

novel as Hardy's finest tragedy, and even as his "masterpiece." In spite of all the hype and 

the praise, though, I still had no desire to see the movie-and that desire essentially stayed 

in place until 1989, the year I finally read Tess of the d'Urbervilles and then experienced a 

rather typical desire to "now see the movie." 

What I saw amazed me. Polanski's film seemed to me to be remarkably faithful to 

the novel-even though I couldn't overlook such omissions as the death of the horse and 

Angel's sleepwalking; moreover, in terms of its visual qualities, the film precisely 

embodied what I imagined the novel to "look" like. The actors were perfectly cast; the 

muted colors were in keeping with Hardy's depiction of nature; and the film's stately pace 

complemented the rhythm of the novel. For years, Polanski's Tess stayed in my mind as 

an ideal literary adaptation-and I still admire it both as an adaptation and as a film-but as I 

began to study Hardy's fiction in earnest, and as I began to realize that much of what I 

read about his fiction didn't always match what I knew about Hardy's fiction, I started to 

wonder if Polanski really had crafted a faithful version of Hardy's novel, or if I had 

actually read Polanski's film back into the novel. True, I had read the book first; but I still 

knew the film from the clips and from the reviews; and the film was constantly on my mind 

as I read, for there on the cover of my used Signet edition of Tess was Nastassia Kinski. 

It is entirely possible, then, that I accepted Polanski's film as faithful to the source because 
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for ten years I'd been conditioned to accept it as faithful. 

A major goal of this study, then, is to determine the degree to which cultural 

images of Thomas Hardy-as thinker, writer, and human being-have been created by the 

film adaptations of his novels; or, what I believe is more precise, the degree to which the 

films capitalize on already-existing images of Hardy and disseminate them back into the 

culture at large. A central tenet I will be dealing with is that Hardy's novels are not driven 

by plot: rather, they are driven by the perspectives that are deployed by the characters and, 

sometimes, by the narrator; and this approach makes Hardy's novels multifaceted and 

generally unstable. Film, by contrast, is a relatively stable medium that depends on a more 

unified point of view than the ones that are deployed by Hardy; therefore, tension 

automatically exists between Hardy's novels and film form. I believe that Hardy's novels 

cannot be "faithfully" adapted to film because his technique of utilizing multiple 

perspectives and, as is often the case, multiple voices, does not readily lend itself to film; 

however, what is readily adaptable to film are the numerous "critical" versions of Hardy's 

works. Hardy's multifaceted approach has often baffled critics of his novels, and in effort 

to make his works comprehendible, critics have often grafted particular readings on to 

specific works. Many of these critical readings have gained such popularity that they are 

accepted, often without question, not as interpretations of what Hardy wrote, but as the 

work itself This study will show that the filmmakers who have brought Hardy's novels to 

the screen have often dramatized not Hardy's actual novel, but the work as it has been 

apprehended through the lenses of the critics; and it is largely in this sense that the films 

both embrace a cultural understanding of Hardy and also return that reading to the culture 
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from which it sprang. 

In making this argument, I am not necessarily breaking new ground. This study 

was very much influenced by Peter Widdowson's Hctrdy in History: A Study in Literary 

Sociology (1989), which traces the construction of Thomas Hardy's image by critics, in 

the schools, and in radio, television, and film. It was probably Widdowson's book more 

than any other that convinced me there is much more to Hardy's fiction than a collection 

of pastorals, tragedies, and meditations upon the workings of Fate; and which convinced 

me to examine the role critics have played in shaping our perception on and understanding 

of both Hardy's fiction and Hardy's own persona-as well as Hardy's own personal role in 

shaping these images. While I was researching the earliest reviews of Hardy's novels, I 

was surprised by how many of today's critical perspectives were actually in place from the 

very beginning. Oftentimes, it seems that what we think of as radical new approaches in 

the criticism of Hardy's fiction-such as feminism and Marxism-are really Just the latest 

offshoots from ways of reading those novels that began in the original reviews. Therefore, 

I found it necessary to trace the critical history of each novel that I will examine in this 

study and then consider the degree to which the novel supports and/or rejects those 

critical readings. My approach differs from Widdowson's in that he traces the critical 

history of Hardy's novels primarily to uncover the critics' own attempts to apply 

humanistic, culturally "approved" values on to the original novels. While Widdowson 

brilliantly demonstrates how entrenched certain readings of Hardy's novels have become, 

he also seems to fall into a trap he would presumably be trying to avoid-that of reading 

Hardy one way. Widdowson's central argument is that the "true" Hardy-the one who has 
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been obscured by years of humanistic interpretations-is essentially Marxist in his outlook; 

and it seems to me that a Marxist perspective is only one of many that Hardy typically 

deployed. To tie Hardy down to creating only one "type" of fiction is not necessarily to 

misread him, but to radically reduce him. 

My own critical approach in this study derives from many disciplines. Since I 

believe that Hardy's novels are multifaceted and that they are doing many often 

contradictory things at the same time, I have relied on such approaches as semiotics, 

deconstructionism, and reader response theory, and I have made use of such critical 

theorists as Mikhail Bakhtin. My approach to the films, however, is much more 

structuralist in nature; and in discussing the films I specifically utilize a critical framework 

devised by Brian McFarlane, which he in turn adapted from the theories of Barthes. My 

approach creates something of a critical bricolage; but I believe that were I to utilize one 

critical apparatus in this study, I would be forced to often warp and distort Hardy to fit my 

own interpretation. Furthermore, I conceive of this study as a cultural critique that takes 

more than one medium into consideration; as such, I too need to utilize more than one 

critical framework in order to do justice to all media that are considered here. 

I also need to point out that my interest in Hardy's multiple perspectives has been 

traced before by many earlier critics. In fact, my central argument about the novels 

themselves embraces some fairly common conventions; for instance, that Hardy constantly 

deployed numerous perspectives, made use of multiple figures who narrate large portions 

of the action, and that his novels are constructed in such a way that they often interrogate 

literary genres and even the language upon which they are built. I see this study as a 
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complement to, if not an extension of, such works as J. Hillis Miller's almost indispensable 

Thomas Hardy: Distance and Desire (1970) and J. B. Bullen's The Expressive Eye 

(1986), both of which are concerned with the degree to which Hardy's novels are built 

upon the deployment of point of view. Numerous other studies have also dealt with this 

aspect of Hardy's fiction, and their works are credited in the appropriate chapters. 

Where I see this study as offering something truly new and unique is that I believe 

this is the only full-length work that examines not only Hardy's fiction, but how that 

fiction has been interpreted by critics, and how both Hardy's actual novels and the 

critical/cultural interpretation of those novels are adapted into film form. To some degree, 

Widdowson also undertakes this project in Hardy in History, but he deals with film and 

television adaptations in only a portion of one chapter; and, again, I see Widdowson's 

project as being more geared toward pre-determined ideological ends than is mine. 

Several essays touch on how the film adaptations of Hardy's novels play upon cultural 

images of Hardy and his works-most notably, Roger Webster's "Reproducing Hardy" 

(1993)-but, for the most part, the essays that examine the film adaptations of Hardy are 

written by Hardy scholars who clearly disapprove of what the filmmakers have "done" to 

the author. There is a surprising number of harsh, dismissive, and often pedantic critiques 

that trot out all of the cliches that have traditionally been used against film adaptations-

that a particular film is a "dumbed-down" version of the novel, that the film misrepresents 

the book, that it misses something essential about the novel, and so on. All too often, 

admirers of Hardy tend to fault the filmmakers for not being true to the critic's own 

particular interpretation of the novel. One of the most recent examples of this kind of 
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criticism is Charles L. Fierz's analysis of Tess, tellingly entitled "Polanski Misses" (1999). 

Fierz's central thesis is that "Polanski misread Hardy's novel by underestimating Tess's 

strengths and by overlooking Hardy's thesis concerning the catalytic of family alcoholism 

in undermining her character" (103). Such an argument about family alcoholism being a 

determinant in Tess's behavior is interesting and I believe that the novel supports such a 

reading; but is that the only type of reading that Hardy's Tess generates? It seems that 

alcoholism is offered by Hardy as one of many causes for her tragedy; so to fault Polanski 

for not focusing on this one element (which I'm not sure is even true) strikes me as 

disingenuous; Fierz seems angry that Polanski didn't read 7^5  ̂of the d'Urbervilles 

exactly as he himself had done. One of the things I have sought to do in this study is to 

move away from the type of critique that bashes a filmmaker just for making a film that 

isn't "true" to every character, word, and semicolon in the novel; rather, I have tried to 

examine those elements in the novels that can be adapted to film form, and I have 

attempted to bridge the gap between literary criticism and film criticism. A good deal of 

chapter two is dedicated to examining the various theories on film adaptation, and to 

accepting a theory that both does justice to the source novels and to the films that are 

based on them. 

As I researched this project, one of the surprises I discovered is that relatively little 

has been published on the film and TV adaptations of Hardy's novels. There have been 

several articles written on Polanski's Tess, a handful of essays on John Schlesinger's Far 

from the Madding Crowd, but next to nothing on Michael Winterbottom's Jude, and-with 

the exception of Widdowson's chapter-absolutely nothing on the TV serials and 
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miniseries. Furthermore, the only book-length studies that consider the film adaptations of 

Hardy's novels are two unpublished dissertations, which I consulted before I began this 

project. The first, Shirley M. Haynie's Resolving the Dilemma of Mixed Reviews: 

Faithfiil Film Adaptations of Thomas Hardy's Far from the Madding Crowd and Tess of 

the d'Urbervilles (Southern Mississippi, 1990) is an interesting and valuable analysis of 

how film criticism as a discipline often seems to be ill-equipped to offer workable 

frameworks for testing the "fidelity" of literary adaptations; but, fi'ankly, I found the 

emphasis of this study to be geared more toward film criticism in general, and less 

specifically toward Hardy, and so I was not able to make use of it in this study. The 

second dissertation, Christina Vick's Cinematic Aspects and Film Adaptations of Selected 

Works of Thomas Hardy (Texas A & M, 1990) argues that Hardy was influenced by the 

theater, and that the "theatrical" quality of his novels make them highly adaptable to film 

form; and while I found Vick's study to be interesting, Joan Grundy's Hardy and the 

Sister Arts (1979) is a much more extensive examination of the many visual arts from 

which Hardy borrowed. 

The present study is laid out along the following lines; the first two chapters are 

essentially introductory. Chapter one establishes the basic argument of this study; that is, 

that film has been instrumental in shaping cultural images of authors, including Hardy, and 

it traces those cinematic images to dominant critical and cultural interpretations of the 

novels and of the people who wrote them. Chapter two is much more methodological in 

approach; it traces the history of the various theories on film adaptation, evaluates two 

theories on adaptation, and chooses one as the best possible approach toward applying 
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adaptation theory to Hardy's novels. Chapter two also offers an analysis of how Hardy's 

novels are structured and considers what is in those novels that do and do not lend 

themselves to adaptation. The next three chapters are individual studies of the film 

adaptations of Far from the Madding Crowd (1967), Tess (1979), and Jude (1996). Each 

chapter is built on a tripartite structure; the first part offers an extensive critography of the 

novel, examining the dominant critical strains that have helped construct dominant images 

of that novel and of Hardy; the second part is an examination of the novel that takes into 

consideration how the novel is structured and whether or not the novel supports its 

dominant critical readings; and the final part is an examination of how the filmmaker 

brought not only the novel to the screen, but how the film itself often endorses and 

reinforces the dominant cultural ways of reading Hardy's novels. The final chapter is an 

examination of four adaptations of Hardy's novels that were made for television, and, 

again, my focus here is on the images that these adaptations create or simply reinforce of 

Thomas Hardy and his works. 

What I hope the reader will come to recognize-as I myself came to see during the 

process of writing this study-is that what I am presenting is not just an examination of 

how novels may be turned into films, but of how a particular Avriter has been kept alive 

and current throughout the twentieth century and into the start of the twenty-first. This 

study is as much a work of cultural history as it is a critical work; it takes into 

consideration how Hardy's novels were interpreted in his own time and how they have 

been kept alive through generations of critical movements; and how various eras and 

different filmmakers have occasionally used Hardy to reflect upon their own times. Seeing 
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Hardy oftentimes involves more than examining his works, his life, his thought, or even 

the films based on his novels; it involves seeing ourselves in Hardy, and ultimately 

knowing who we are as readers, as viewers of films, and as a culture. 
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NOTES 

1. See, for instance, the Oxford "World's Classics" edition of Hardy's Selected 
Poetry. The cover shows a portrait painting of the octogenarian Hardy in 
academic robes, looking like a stem, aged don. 

2. Barthes writes specifically of the ney^spaper photograph, and he suggests that 
other photos-such as those that would be placed in a family album-are not 
paradoxical. However, I believe that Barthes's theory applies to popularly 
reproduced photographs of Hardy, since-like newspaper photos-they are often 
meant for mass consumption. 

3. Jude the Obscure first ran on Masterpiece Theatre in late 1971 (see chapter six), 
when I was too young to be aware oHt. Jarvik reports that the serial was re-run 
on Masterpiece Theatre (102-3), so I believe that I am recalling a much later re-
broadcast oiJude. 

4. See Millgate, Thomas Hardy 4 and 537/i., for Hardy's belief that he was related to 
the naval hero. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
"STRANGE BUSINESS": THOMAS HARDY, 

THE CINEMA, AND THE CRITICS 

In the summer of 1921, the Progress Film Company of Shoreham, Sussex, began 

shooting a motion picture version of Thomas Hardy's 1886 novel. The Mayor of 

Caster bridge. Apparently, much of the film was shot on location-or, to be more precise, 

in those real places Hardy used as models for his fictional ones-and on July 2 the 81-year-

old author witnessed the moviemakers at work.' Later, Hardy wrote to Florence 

Henniker: 

This morning we have had an odd experience. The film-makers are here 
doing scenes for "The Mayor of C." & they asked us to come & see the process. 
The result is that I have been talking to The Mayor, Mrs Henchard, Eliz. Jane, & 
the rest, in the flesh. . . .It is a strange business to be engaged in. 

{Collected Letters VI; 93) 

Also strange is that, at this time. Hardy would find the filmmaking process to be strange. 

By 1921, Hardy was not new to movies. He had first been contacted by a film company in 

1911 about shooting Tess of the d'Urbervilles (CL IV; 140); and in that same year an 

American film company released an adaptation of Far from the Madding Crowd. Tess 

would emerge in 1913, and a British Madding Crowd would be made in 1915 

(Widdowson, Hardy in History, 94). Hardy was at least peripherally involved in the 

negotiation for the sales of the film rights to the novels, and he certainly saw the 1913 

Tess (CL 1V;312); further, he had for many years been adapting his own novels to the 

stage and had been dealing personally with actors, so it is surprising to learn of the wonder 

he felt at seeing one of his stories filmed. In his own mind. Hardy didn't merely chat with 

the actors-he spoke to his characters, real and "in the flesh. 
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In many ways. Hardy's attitude toward visiting the cast and crew on the set of 

A/qyor-part wonderment, part dismissiveness toward a new medium he often found 

bewildering-is indicative of his approach toward film as a whole. Essentially, Hardy 

understood that he had a personal stake in the movies that were based on his novels, if for 

no other reason than the success or failure of a given film would have an immediate impact 

on sales and would more than likely influence how the novel would be perceived by the 

general public. In 1911, after he was first approached about the film rights to Tess, Hardy 

wrote to his publisher, "I should imagine that an exhibition of successive scenes fi-om Tess 

(which is, I suppose, what is meant) could do no harm to the book, & might possibly 

advertise it among a new class" (CJL IV:140)-which means that Hardy immediately 

understood the benefits of the book/movie tie-in. If the moviegoers who didn't usually 

read good literature (it's hard not to detect a tinge of snobbery in Hardy's comment) liked 

what they saw on the screen, they might seek out the source novel. Elsewhere, though. 

Hardy's enthusiasm for the potential of 61m to increase his book sales is tempered by the 

realization that a poor adaptation could have the effect of damaging both sales and the 

novel's reputation. After he signed the film rights to Tess to Famous Players in 1913, 

Hardy seemed to suffer some remorse: he asked his publisher if he had inadvertently given 

the filmmakers the "power to tamper with the story to an extent, such as might injure its 

circulation[;] e. g. changing it from a tragedy to a story in which everything ends happily," 

and he suggested a clause be added to the contract stating that the filmmakers could omit 

individual scenes, but not take liberties with the actual story (CL IV;302). Likewise, when 

Harold Macmillan was negotiating the sale oiMayor to Progress in 1921, Hardy 
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suggested to him that, "in order to run no risk of injuring the sale of the book," the 

filmmakers be contractually obligated to make "No alteration or adaptation. . .such as to 

burlesque or otherwise misinterpret the general character of the novel" (CL VI; 72). 

As can be seen here. Hardy's attitudes toward selling his film rights waver between 

the paternalistic and the mercenary (something that should be taken into consideration by 

those who have implied that Hardy's sympathies were essentially Marxist); but his always-

present concern with the bottom line also made him remarkably savvy in terms of 

understanding what will "sell" with filmgoers. For instance, in 1919 he wrote to Frederick 

Macmillan, "The Mayor of Casterbridge, The Trumpet Major, and (if they want sensation) 

Desperate Remedies, would film very well" (CL V;335). In the end, though, the new 

medium seemed to leave Hardy baffled and ultimately quick to disassociate himself from 

the finished films. His comment on the 1913 Tess is that it was "a curious production, & I 

was interested in it as a scientific toy; but I can say nothing as to its relation to, or 

rendering of, the story" (CL IV:312). Later he wrote to Edward Clodd about the same 

film, "You would be amused to see an Americanized Wessex Dairy. However, it doesn 7 

matter to me or the book how they represent it" (CL IV:328). Certainly these are 

disingenuous admissions from a man who was at such pains to ensure that the filmmakers 

maintain some fidelity to his original story. 

These anecdotes, I hope, return us to the question of why Hardy would feel such a 

connection to the actors on the set of The Mayor of Casterbridge. If his only concerns 

were sales and a reasonably faithful rendering of his original story-and if he didn't 

particularly like or understand films to begin with-why would he become so swept up in 
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the filmmaking process that he saw his characters seemingly come to life? So far as I 

know, no one has written on the effect of watching a film being made, but Christian Metz 

has contended that watching a finished film is like looking into a mirror in which the 

spectator sees everything reflected but the self-and this act of seeing in turn forces the 

subject to recognize himself or herself as a perceiving subject {Psychoanalysis and 

Cinema 48-9). Although I do not wish to make this a psychological study of Hardy 

himself, it is possible that, on some level. Hardy realized the element really missing from 

the filmmaking process was, quite simply. Hardy. In his novels and in the plays he 

adapted from his own works. Hardy was palpably ihere\ but when he watched a film based 

on one of his novels-or even when he viewed the filmmaking process-he found himself in 

the uncomfortable and paradoxical situation of not seeing himself m the film, but of 

observing his characters coming to life independent of him.^ Perhaps this small 

phenomenon helps explain the diffidence Hardy apparently felt toward the films based on 

his novels-and the diffidence so many novelists have felt toward adaptations of their 

works. 

Of course, whether or not Hardy was frustrated because he felt his own absence in 

these films is something that will never be known. If he did try to see himself in the 

adaptations it would only be appropriate, since spectators have long tried to see the 

original authors in the films based on their works, and oftentimes they have even viewed 

film adaptations as a way of experiencing and understanding that writer-either as an artist 

or as a person, or both. Certainly, for years moviemakers have understood this desire, and 

they have often marketed literary adaptations by exploiting and building upon what is 
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known not so much about the novel, but what is known about the novelist. For instance, 

Frank M. Laurence has argued that the popular image of Ernest Hemingway as a lover, 

adventurer, "tough guy," and, ultimately, writer, is largely the product of movie 

advertisements. By announcing that a given film was set in "Hemingway's Paris," 

"Hemingway's Spain," or "Hemingway's Afiica" (21), and by playing up the supposedly 

autobiographical elements that informed the original novels and stories, movie 

advertisements succeeded in telling the public "what [Hemingway's] writing was like. 

Movie publicity was a kind of vulgar literary criticism. Some of it was embarrassing, but it 

served to widen his name recognition within the public that might never have read a word 

he wrote. In part this may explain why Hemingway was known as a cultural hero so 

deeply through U. S. society" (Laurence 24-5). What Laurence is suggesting is that 

publicity can serve as a means for condHioning: the moviegoer enters the film expecting it 

to be a reflection of how the author wrote and lived. An obvious example of this kind of 

conditioning is MGM's original theatrical trailer for Doctor Zhivago (David Lean, 196S), 

which begins with a lengthy biography of Boris Pasternak and moves into an exegesis of 

the suppression of the novel-and of Pasternak's artistic freedom-in the Soviet Union.* 

Set in this personal context, the filmgoer is invited to view Doctor Zhivago not just as 

spectacular entertainment, but as a representation of what Pasternak lived through and as 

an indictment of a political system that suppressed Pasternak's art. Similarly, publicists for 

films based on Hardy's novels have often tried to show that the film is faithful to some 

aspect of Hardy's life or experiences, usually by stressing that the movie is true to the 

locations and to the times in which Hardy lived. The trailer for The Scarlet Tunic (Stuart 
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St. Paul, 1997)^ makes a great deal of the fact the film was shot in the "only" place where 

it could be made, "Hardy's Wessex"-as if this information excuses the film from being so 

far removed from the source story, "The Melancholy Hussar of the German Legion," that 

little in it is recognizably Hardean. 

As influential as movie ads may be in building an image of the original author, they 

are still transitory things; advertising changes with every re-release or new video version 

of a film; original trailers are not in general circulation and are usually to be found only in 

special edition videos, on DVDs, or on "classic" movie channels on cable, where they 

often take on the status of cultural artifacts; and original print ads are available mainly 

through archival research. It is the films themselves that more often than not do a great 

deal to create an image of the author of the original text. Occasionally, this can be done 

by inserting the author as a character into the film, as is the case in James Whale's Bride of 

Frankenstein (1935). The film begins on a self-consciously dark and stormy night in 

about 1814, with a gathering of three famous figures, Percy and Mary Shelley and Lord 

Byron. Mary (Elsa Lanchester) is shown to be the model of Regency domesticity; she 

demurely sews by the fireside, expresses fear of lightning and of the dark, and goes into a 

near panic when she pricks her finger. "Can you believe that bland and lovely brow 

conceived of Frankenstein?" Byron (Gavin Gordon) demands. Mary Shelley in the film is 

established as a portrait in duality, someone whose seeming simplicity both masks and 

embraces humanity's "dark side"-a fact that is reinforced toward the end of the film, when 

the monstrous "Bride" is brought to life and she turns out to be played by none other than 

Elsa Lanchester. Interestingly, the "divided" author in the film is perhaps a reinforcement 
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of the way Mary Shelley has long been viewed by critics and biographers. As Fred 

Botting explains, "as many identities are found for [Shelley] as there are splits identified in 

her mind. Polarised between precariously shifting and opposed limits that define her as a 

radical or a conservative, as artistically imaginative or passively fanciful, as a loving or 

hateful wife or daughter, the name 'Mary Shelley' engenders a multitude of different 

signifieds" (82). Apparently, no matter what the dividing lines are, Mary Shelley is 

popularly viewed as "split," and Bride of Frankenstein illustrates and perhaps codifies that 

division.*' 

Even when the author of the original novel is never mentioned or alluded to in a 

film adaptation, a director can still show that the film is about that author through such 

devices as casting and makeup. In the film of D. H. Lawrence's Women in Love (Ken 

Russell, 1969), Alan Bates is cast as Rupert Birkin; and though in the novel Lawrence 

gives only a sketchy physical description of this character, for the film Bates has been 

given a hairstyle and a full beard that make him look unmistakably like Lawrence himself 

Since Birkin stands most firmly for connection between and among the sexes through 

either copulation or intense physical contact (as in the nude wrestling scene with Gerald 

Crich [Oliver Reed]), Bates/Birkin reinforces in the viewers' minds the popular image of 

Lawrence as the "priest of love," whose life and work was dedicated to promoting ardent 

sensuality. 

Hardy, too, has been "portrayed" in two film adaptations of his novels—through 

"cameos" in John Schlesinger's Far from the Madding Crowd (1967) and in the Arts and 

Entertainment network's Tess of the D 'UrberviUes (1998),' both of which will be 
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discussed in the appropriate chapters-but, more than anything else, filmmakers have 

chosen to "portray" Hardy on screen by tapping into a certain cultural awareness of who 

Hardy was and of the "kind" of fiction that he wrote. As a canonized writer. Hardy has 

been absorbed into the general culture of Great Britain, and, to a lesser extent, into 

American culture: his poetry has been widely anthologized; his fiction is extensively taught 

in primary and secondary schools;' and his best-known novels exist in dozens of editions 

and are still widely read by the general public. Like all writers who maintain a certain 

currency or name value. Hardy has an identity both generated by what he wrote, and 

which exists independently from what he wrote. Someone who has never read a word of 

Hardy can still get an idea of who he was by hearing about him from those who have read 

Hardy, by encountering references to him in articles, or by reading about him in 

connection to writers Hardy has influenced.' In short, popular conceptions of Hardy are 

"out there," familiar to many people; and the goal of this study is to determine how the 

film adaptations of Hardy's novels become means for experiencing Hardy's world, vision, 

and art-in essence, of seeing Hardy. 

To understand how Hardy has been "seen" on film, it is worthwhile to examine 

how other popular or canonized authors have been made visible through cinematic 

adaptation. The most natural starting point, of course, is Charles Dickens-both because 

arguably more films have been made from his novels than fi'om any other author's, and 

because at least as early as Eisenstein's famous essay, Dickens has been regarded as a 

novelist whose narrative techniques anticipate film form, an element that has in part made 

his novels adaptable to the cinema.'" More importantly, as Mike Poole argues, "by a 
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curious kind of slippage, Dickens has come to stand for the whole Victorian era in popular 

memory, and this means that adaptations of his work are often perceived as offering 

unmediated access to Britain's past" (160). True enough, but I would like to offer a 

qualification to Poole's statement; to most people, Dickens does not stand merely for the 

"Victorian era" in general, but for a specific version of the Victorian era-one filtered 

through the imaginative lenses of Dickens himself. We think of this particular version of 

Victoriana as "Dickensian," a term that comes readily encoded with a variety of images-

orphans, beadles, Christmas celebrations, twisted and lawless London streets and 

alleyways, debtors' prisons, gaslight villains, good-hearted petit bourgeoises, monolithic 

and heartless bureaucratic institutions, and so on. For readers, Dickensian qualities may 

also be further refined to include a complex plot that hinges on coincidence, disguised 

identities, and more than one deus ex machina, but even for those who have not read 

Dickens a sense of Dickensiana can be conveyed by the fact the illustrations from his 

novels are still widely produced-not Just in editions of the novels themselves, but in 

history and reference books, on greeting cards, and (most notoriously) in catalogues-and 

these illustrations have done a great deal toward solidifying a general concept of what 

Dickens wrote. 

The extent to which the illustrations have contributed to our understanding of 

Dickens can be seen by examining a pair of American film reviews that followed the 

release of David Lean's 1946 adaptation of Great Expectations. The anonymous reviewer 

in Time claimed that "most Dickensians will love it. And countless people who can't take 

Dickens are likely to hurry back to that author with a new understanding" ("Great 
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Expectations" 100). In part, what makes this film so identifiabiy Dickensian for this 

reviewer is that, "In both casting and composition, there is a good deal of intelligent 

derivation fi'om Dickens' inspired illustrators, Cruikshank and 'Phiz' (Alec Guinness as 

Pocket is a Cruikshank in the flesh)" ("Great Expectations" 99). To this reviewer. Lean's 

Great Expectations becomes a way of experiencing and understanding Dickens in part 

because the film looks like what something by Dickens should look like. However, James 

Agee, writing in The Nation, found the look of the film to be slightly untrue to the author 

of the novel: 

I. . .wish that the Dickens illustrations had been studied still more faithfully and 
imaginatively-that the whole tone of the film had had a kind of India-ink darkness, 
psychologically as well as visually; for it seems to me they had hold of a story 
much more cruel and mysterious than the one that got told. (80) 

Agee goes on to say that the hypothetical film that would have emerged from such a study 

of the illustrations "would have been still more faithful to Dickens-or my idea of him, 

anyhow" (80; my emphasis). Both reviewers' attention to the original illustrations is right 

on target, for Lean did, in fact, base the "look" of the film on the drawings that Habldt K. 

Browne ("Phiz") made for Dickens's earlier works and, to a lesser extent, on Cruikshank's 

drawings for Oliver Twist (Anderegg 42)-a significant fact since Great Expectations, 

alone of the novels Charles Dickens wrote, is devoid of illustrations. Browne and 

Cruikshank have been so instrumental in putting into peoples' minds what a Dickens novel 

is that the director in all probability felt he had to be faithful to their versions of Dickens, 

and two critics evaluated Lean's film in this light. Agee even goes so far as to admit that 

the drawings have contributed to his notion of who Dickens himself was-a writer who 
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delves into the dark and cruel aspects of the human psyche. 

Lean's Great Expectations is a superb example of a film that is generally 

considered to be faithful to its source novel because it capitalizes on familiar images and 

concepts associated with that author. However, if a filmmaker takes only the basic idea of 

the novel, or if only a few elements firom the novel are filmed, a viewer may feel that he or 

she has been denied access to the original author and/or his book. Alfonso Cuaron's 1998 

Great Expectations, for example, makes no attempts to seem authentically Dickensian; 

though it retains the story's original title and the bare outline of the plot, the movie is set 

in modem-day Florida and New York, thus necessitating a "look" far removed from 

Cruikshank and Browne; and Cuaron radically simplifies the story and changes the names 

of most of the characters. Not surprisingly, many critics complained that Dickens isn't 

"in" this film; for instance. Variety's Todd McCarthy charges that "Dickens' story has 

been too pared down . . to the point where it comes close to seeming like just another 

success story with a few regrets piled up along the way. Director Cuaron [5/c] has 

attempted to replace Dickens' wealth of social detail with flourishes of magical realism, 

. . .but they don't carry anywhere near the equivalent weight" (92). However, critics who 

liked the film seemed to feel that the best-perhaps the oniy-way to enjoy this new Great 

Expectations was to take it for what it is and to exorcize the ghost of Charles Dickens. 

John Wraithall in Sight and Sound, for instance, says that the film's modernizing approach 

"might seem a perverse way to tackle Dickens, a writer whose vivid evocation of place 

and social milieu has generally lasted better than his coincidence-laden plots. . . .The 

result, if light on Dickens, is far more exciting than one can imagine a straight version 
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being" (45). The irony here is that Cuaron's Great Expeclaiions is neither more nor less 

true to Dickens than was Lean's film;" but because Lean chose to stay faithful to the 

Dickens we know from the illustrators, critics tend to perceive his Great Expectations as 

"authentic," something that supports what we know about Dickens. The Cuaron film is 

generally held to be enjoyable only if Dickens is first taken out of the way. 

In recent years, perhaps no films have done more to both play upon and to create 

an image of a particular author than have the adaptations of E. M. Forster's novels. In a 

short stretch of time (1984-1992), all but one of Forster's six novels were filmed, and 

three of those films were made by the team of Ismail Merchant (producer) and James 

Ivory (director). This apparently sudden interest in Forster by both moviemakers and 

audiences resulted in a genuine phenomenon that brought Forster back into prominent 

view as a novelist.'^ Many reviewers, in fact, seemed to approach the films as if they 

weren't so much adaptations, but as if they were Forster himself, revived from a 

cryogenic sleep and welcomed into a world that can now appreciate him. David Ansen of 

Newsweek asks. 

What is it about the diffident homosexual Edwardian novelist, whose skeptical 
liberal humanism is streaked with a hint of metaphysics, that speaks so eloquently 
to moviegoers of the '80s and '90s? If D. H. Lawrence was the classic author of 
choice for moviemakers in the unfettered '60s. . ., the quieter rebellion of Forster-
with his belief that it is "private life that holds out the mirror to infinity"-seems to 
resonate in these more perplexed, inward-drawn times. ("Forster Revisited" 66) 

To Ansen, Forster is a kind of prophet whose understanding of his times gives us a key to 

understanding our own. Likewise, Time's Richard Corliss, in his review of Ivory's 

Howards End (\992), is amazed by Forster's power of prophecy: "How modem, how 
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very 1990s, the story of 1907 plays today. It is about real estate, and failing insurance 

companies, and the collision of feminism and domesticity, and the way the upper class 

misuses and misunderstands the masses" ("Doing It Right" 72). It is interesting that 

neither of these reviewers suggest the filmmakers might be tweaking Forster's novels and 

adapting them in such a way that they are made to shine a light on modem times, or that 

they themselves are reading the 1980s and 1990s into Forster's novels. In both reviews, 

James Ivory is praised for his ability to "capture" Forster and to present him to modem 

audiences virtually unchanged. June Perry Levine, in her analysis of Ivory's A Room with 

a View (1986), practically dissects the script to show that Forster himself is, indeed, visible 

in the film. To Levine, "Book and chapter titles, along with the names of characters, 

reveal the presence of the 'implied author'. . . By choosing to feature so many of the 

titles. Ivory and [screenwriter Ruth Prawer] Jhabvala reproduce directly in the film the 

Forsterian voice" (71). What all of these critics indicate is that the filmmakers-Ivory 

especially-have pulled off the task of not so much adapting Forster's novels, but 

transferring them to the screen, so that what is presented to the audience is the novel 

itself; and-amazingly-the novel proves to be relevant to a modem audience. It is 

somewhat telling that, in his review of Ivory's A/ai/r/ce (1987), Ansen says the film fails to 

measure up to the same director's A Room with a View, not because of any problem with 

the script, acting, or direction, but because "the source isn't as good." The title of the 

review-" A Closet with a View: Forster's Secret Novel"-doesn't even convey that a film is 

under discussion. 

The matter of Forster's sexuality has also been incorporated into a few of the 
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Forster adaptations, and this too allows one to view the films as providing access to the 

original author. Though both Cairns Craig and Peter Hutchings have argued the film 

adaptations of Forster have less to say about the Edwardian era than they do about our 

own desire to reflect upon a supposedly simpler time (Hutchings 213 ff; Craig 10 ff), 

Hutchings at least-and perhaps unknowingly-indicates that one of the films ultimately 

reproduces what most people know best about Forster. One of Hutchings' most pointed 

criticisms about A Room with a View is that. 

As the foppish Cecil Vyse, Daniel Day-Lewis is immediately identifiable as an 
1890s-inspired version of his contemporary gay role \n My Beaittijul Laundrette  ̂
and the film plays upon an opposition between Cecil's effeminacy and George's 
more forthright, exuberantly physical heterosexuality. On this level, the film "outs" 
aspects of the novel, exposing homosexual undercurrents. (223) 

Hutchings also brings up the casting of openly gay Simon Callow as Rev. Beebe, claiming 

Callow's presence "obviously draws out the implicit homoeroticism of the pond scene" 

(224), in which Beebe and several young men frolic naked. It could also be said that this 

bit of casting says a good deal about Ivory's knowledge of what is going on under the 

surface of the novel, since in Forster's manuscript versions of/?oom. Rev. Beebe clearly 

shows a homosexual attraction toward the character of George (Levine 74). The gay 

subtext of Ivory's A Room with a View is perhaps a subtle and even winking way of 

"outing" Forster himself 

An even more interesting example of "outing" the original author occurs in Oliver 

Parker's 1999 adaptation of Oscar Wilde's 1895 play. An Ideal Husband. Wilde himself 

had been the subject of Brian Gilbert's biopic just the year before, so it could be argued 

that a new-found popular interest in the playwright spurred this adaptation; but in 
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Miramax's production notes for the film, writer/director Parker states the decision to film 

the play was made because of its "contemporary connections" to culture and politics 

{Ideal Husband). Still, two of the stars, Rupert Everett, who plays Lord Goring, and 

Minnie Driver, who plays Mabel Chiltem, both indicate that, to themselves at least, the 

film is a vehicle for reflecting upon the persecution Wilde was forced to endure. Everett 

calls Wilde "a very contemporary character," and says that "as we come of [5/c] the end of 

this millennium, a hundred years after he died, it's interesting to think of him and how 

much and how little things have changed" (Ideal Husband). Similarly, Driver says. 

At a time when you think someone would just be so angry at the way they were 
being treated, he comes out with this wonderful theme; we are none of us perfect. 
There is grace, beauty and love in imperfection. This is, I think, one of the gentlest 
and loveliest things Wilde could have said about the world. Especially at the time 
when he was being mercilessly persecuted. {Ideal Husband) 

It is ironic that neither star dare speak the name of the charge under which Wilde was 

prosecuted, but as is famously-or notoriously-known, it was for homosexual conduct. 

Both Everett and Driver-or the person who edited and complied their comments-suggest 

we read between the lines of these obtuse statements and reflect upon our own culture's 

treatment of gays and lesbians. Parker also hints at the presence of the gay playwright in 

some key ways; most obviously, Wilde is "outed" in a sequence where the Chiltems 

(Jeremy Northam and Cate Blanchett) attend a performance of Ute Importance of Being 

Earnest, and Wilde himself (Michael Culkin) appears at the curtain-call. During Wilde's 

famous address to the audience, the camera cuts between Wilde and the box in which Sir 

Robert and Lady Gertrude are seated. Gertrude asks her husband, "Is there in your life 

any secret honor or disgrace?"; to which Sir Robert responds, "Gertrude, there is nothing 
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in my past life that you might not know." Dramatically, of course. Lady Gertrude's 

question concerns the possibility that Sir Robert has sold government secrets; but this 

short question-and-answer sequence also points ironically to the Wilde character on stage, 

and reminds us that Wilde's "secret life" would lead to his own disgrace (shortly after the 

premiere of The Importance of Being Earnest, as a matter of fact), and that this scandal is 

one of the things that keeps him of interest today. 

A more telling reminder of Wilde's sexuality is Parker's reconfiguration of the play 

to make Lord Goring the central character in the film. Goring in the play is certainly 

Wilde's stand-in-an idle dandy and wit who dispenses Wildean aphorisms-and his only 

real plot purposes are to resolve Sir Robert's crises and to satisfy the demands of a 

conventional marriage theme. Parker, however, turns Goring into a chronic womanizer 

who must ultimately fight off the designing Mrs. Chevely (Julianne Moore), renounce his 

ways, and find true love and happiness with Mabel. By casting Everett, a gay actor who is 

often associated with gay roles {Another Country. My Best Friend's Wedding, and 

Schlesinger's The Next Best Thing) as such an aggressively heterosexual Goring, the 

filmmakers seem to be playing an elaborate variation on Victor/Victoria: a gay actor is 

playing a straight version of a playwright who was himself gay. Parker's Ideal Husband 

often winks at its audience, reminding them that the dreadful secrets it talks about have 

less to do with government swindles than what the original author himself tried to conceal. 

For years, then, filmmakers have used various devices in their films-authentic 

locations, images associated with authors, and common knowledge about certain authors-

in order to make their films reflections on what we know about those authors; and critics 
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often affirm that knowledge in their reviews or construct their own alternate ways of 

viewing the author. Such efforts on the part of filmmakers and critics to make the author 

"visible" would seem to support Roland Barthes's contention that "the explanation of a 

work is always sought in the man or woman who produced it, as if it were always in the 

end, through the more or less transparent allegory of the fiction, the voice of a single 

person, the author 'confiding' in us" ("Death of the Author" 143). Barthes argues that 

the "author" is actually a modem construct, the end product of four "isms"-empiricism, 

rationalism, humanism, and capitalism (142-3)-that all privilege the intrinsic value of 

individual human effort. Though I am not entirely convinced by Barthes's argument that 

the author is really nothing more than a "shaman," a manipulator of pre-existing linguistic 

signs (see below, chapter two), he is certainly correct that Western critical culture does 

tend to view the author as the ultimate authority behind a text. By and large, we tend to 

conceive of a work of literature as the expression of a unique and individual mind, and as 

the property of the person who created it; and we seem to expect that the adapter of the 

novel to film form will do something to acknowledge the presence-even the personality-of 

the individual who brought the original work into being. 

This naturally brings us back to Thomas Hardy and the issue of how the cinema 

has helped to construct an image of this author and his works. The task at hand is quite a 

bit different-perhaps easier-than it would be to study the ways an author like Dickens has 

been represented on the screen, since relatively few Hardy novels have been filmed. To 

make the task easier still, filmmakers have been interested only in a certain kind of Hardy 

novel-the kind that the author himself lumped into the category "Novels of Character and 
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Environment" for the 1912 "Wessex Edition" of his works. The problem with analyzing 

the ways an author like Dickens has been represented is that there is simply too much to 

work with. It is safe to say that every novel Dickens wrote-and many of his short stories-

has been adapted to the screen, and some, like A Christmas Carol, have been shot literally 

dozens of times. Through watching film versions of Dickens, a person can develop at 

least a passing-if, at times, uninformed—familiarity with Dickens and never have to read his 

actual books. By watching the scores of David Copperfields, Oliver Twists, and Old 

Curiosity Shops that have emerged over the decades, one can come to any of a number of 

conclusions as to how filmmakers and audiences from different eras have read, interpreted, 

and utilized Charles Dickens. For example, a character like Scrooge has become so 

familiar to the general public as to be a stereotype, and by viewing how different actors 

have played him and brought out hitherto unseen nuances in his character, one can gain 

insight into the depth of Scrooge-and into the writer who created him. Likewise, the 

seeming inevitability of a new film (or TV) version of Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights, or 

Pride and Prejudice every few years says a great deal both about how familiar we are with 

these stories, and how much more we are willing to see both in the books and in the 

people who wrote them. Hardy, however, has had only three novels filmed in the era of 

sound and color, and each was made only once (this does not, of course, include TV 

versions, which will be handled separately).'^ With so little of Hardy on the screen, the 

picture of him becomes much more confined. 

It would be interesting to begin this discussion by focusing on the films Hardy 

himself saw or could have seen, and considering the kind of "Hardy" they created, but that 
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task is now nearly impossible. The silent versions of Hardy's novels now exist only in 

fragments or have vanished altogether. Most disappointing, perhaps, is the loss of 

MGM's 1924 version of Tess of the d'UrberviUes, which was both updated to "modem" 

times and released with alternate endings-one tragic, the other happy (Hardy's opinion on 

this film, I believe, is unrecorded).'^ It is also interesting to speculate on the "could-have-

beens," those Hardy films that never were. The Associated British Picture Corporation 

embarked on an adaptation of The Mayor of Casterbridge in 1949, but abandoned it as 

too expensive and as having no commercial potential in America (Dickinson 363); and 

David O. Selznick tried for years to make his own 7(?£s^-conceiving of it both as an epic on 

the lines of his own Gone with the fVhtd (1939) and as a vehicle for his wife Jennifer 

Jones-but he never got beyond a volume of production notes that his heirs later sold to 

Roman Polanski .'^ Since both of these aborted projects would have been made during the 

"golden ages" of both Hollywood and British film, it is fascinating to consider how Hardy 

would have been represented; but the critical response to the three Hardy films that were 

made is sufficient to show how many film reviewers conceive of Hardy and how they view 

the films as a means of understanding the author. 

In examining a selection of contemporary reviews for Far from the Madding 

CroW (John Schlesinger, 1967), Tejj (Roman Polanski, 1979), zs\AJude (Michael 

Winterbottom, 1996), that were published in newspapers and periodicals with mass 

circulations, it is amazing to note how many film reviewers become de facto Hardy critics. 

A good many reviewers seem to find it obligatory to offer commentary on the source 

novels and occasionally to recite facts about Hardy's life, as if in so doing they are offering 
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a standard of truth by which the films may be evaluated. At times, it even appears that 

some reviewers are less interested in commenting on the film in question than they are in 

pontificating on the quality of the source novel. Schlesinger's Far front the Madding 

Crowd, for instance, yielded this backhanded compliment to Hardy: "Hardy's vision, while 

confined to the assumptions of his time, nevertheless has breadth and psychological 

acuteness; he was, at least, in the second rank of greatness" (Alpert). The review goes on 

to say that Schlesinger's "high-minded" treatment of the material does justice to the 

novelist's "vision." The Times, however, was downright unflattering to the author, 

bemoaning that "Hardy, obviously, is not the easiest novelist to adapt. His own dialogue, 

such as it is, is generally poor, and his construction rambling, with a heavy dependence on 

sheer coincidence to keep the story moving." In this reviewer's terms, Schlesinger's 

Crowd is disappointing because, "To film [Hardy], one must first dramatize him; seize the 

essential and re-create in film terms. The one thing one cannot do is what Frederic 

Raphael, the script writer here, does: passively drift along in his wake, presenting gems 

from Hardy transcripted with literal directness from the book" (Taylor). Andrew Sarris, 

then a highly influential film critic for The Village Voice, found in the film an excuse to 

indict the long-dead novelist: "What does Thomas Hardy's 1874 novel tell us in 1967? 

That life is cruel and nature indifferent? That man's folly is fed by woman's 

capriciousness? Or is it merely the musty smell of Literature that motivated this super-

production?" The review concludes, "We should forget Hardy as a screen subject as the 

French should forget Balzac" (33). Judging fi-om these comments, one would think not 

that a director, screenwriter, and cast are offering their own interpretations of Hardy, but 
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that Hardy himself wrote the script and perhaps had a hand in the direction. 

This tendency to critique the original novel through the film is visible again in the 

reviews of Polanski's Tess. Writing in Cineaste, Melanie Wallace claims "the complexities 

in Hardy, who was, above all, conscious of the classes and mores that ruled late Victorian 

England, become cumbersome in Tess [the movie], and what is lost, in the final analysis, is 

the pervasive sense of drudgery and poverty that the novel abounds with, as well as the 

realization that the tragedy of modem love is that it is unrequited" (qtd. in Ozer 1982, 

954). Whether "drudgery and poverty" pervade the Talbothays Dairy sequences in 

Hardy's novel is debatable, as is the question of whether a character like Angel Clare is 

even capable or deserving of love-modem or otherwise; but Wallace is clearly 

disappointed that what she expects to see in the film isn't there. Another disappointed 

reviewer is Tom Milne, for whom the film Tess is a "reductio ad absurdum " of Hardy 

because Polanski misses what Milne feels are such important connections as the fact that 

"Hardy constantly implicates Tess with the landscape, not least by his meticulous 

descriptions of the various long and painful joumeys back and forth through Wessex on 

foot, which mirror her arduous path through life" (qtd. in Ozer 1982, 956). John Coleman 

doesn't even mention Tess in the opening paragraph of his review, but instead he focuses 

entirely on the author; "Thomas Hardy is one of the most 'cinematic' of great novelists. 

His eye shifts from speaking detail-a marmalade jar of flowers by a baby's grave—to broad 

vistas, a green world sweepingly seen from a ridge. There are times when he might be 

writing not merely for the wide screen but for the camera itself, directly, inviting close-

ups, medium or long shots, proposing such movements as a track or pan" (qtd. in Ozer 
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1982, 957). Ultimately, Coleman's review winds up being an appreciation of Tess's 

camerawork, which he does feel complements Hardy's novel. 

More recently, Winterbottom's Jutk has initiated an entirely new round of reading 

the novel through the film, with many reviewers diligently reminding their readers that the 

original novel was a shocker that attacked the very society from which it sprang. 

Rosemary Ashton states, "Hudy'& Jude the Obscure lays the blame for the tragedy of 

Jude Fawley and Sue Bridehead largely at the door of an uncaring, rulebound society, 

though, in fact, both characters-particularly Sue-contribute to their own unhappiness" 

(22). Even though she finds Winterbottom's treatment of this element in the film 

"confusing," Ashton still concludes it "should come as no surprise that an enigmatic and 

often flawed novel such as Jude the Obscure has been turned into a beautiful but flawed 

film" (23). Ashton's view on the source of the novel's tragedy is something of a rarity in 

criticisms of the novel that appear in film reviews, in that she acknowledges the characters 

bear some responsibility for their fates; most other reviews tend to echo the popular view 

that Hardy blamed society for what happens to his characters, and for this claim he himself 

was condemned by society. Michael Wilmington of the Chicago Tribune, for instance, 

says, "Damned in its day as obscene and blasphemous. Hardy's novel-which attacked 19th 

Century British social prejudice and the institution of marriage itself-was also shockingly 

suggestive in its sexual undercurrents" (7J). Ironically, Wilmington feels that 

Winterbottom's interest in this aspect of Hardy's novel is to the detriment of another one 

of its crucial elements: By "focusing so heavily on Jude's sexual ruin, it tends to downplay 

the dashing of his intellectual dreams" (7J-K). Lawrence Van Gelder in the New York 
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Times reports, "Hardy's 189S work, with its portrayal of a society that crushed those who 

challenged its rules, drew so outraged a reaction from Victorian England that the author 

never again wrote a novel." Jude strikes Van Gelder as untrue to Hardy because "the role 

of society has been shrunk. From this imbalance emerges not a great tragedy but a tale of 

doomed romance." Finally, Georgia Brown in the Village Voice says the novel "created a 

scandal for criticizing marriage. Hardy not only shows the bondage of sanctioned unions 

but then has Jude and Sue living together and having two children (they also adopt Jude's 

son by Arabella). For this sin, they become the world's outcasts" (qtd. in Ozer 1997, 

765). Brown's review appears to chide Winterbottom for "lightening" the story and 

thereby robbing it of its impact. 

These "pocket" critiques of the novels contained within reviews of the films do 

little more in themselves than show the reviewer's knowledge (accurate or not) of the 

source material, and they usually serve the purpose of providing a yardstick by which the 

reviewer may praise or dismiss the film. But the very presence of these critiques inside the 

reviews shows that many reviewers feel they must defer to the authority of the original 

novel when they are faced with a film adaptation. In many cases, it seems the film is not 

allowed to function on its own terms; it becomes, in fact, a representative of the novel 

itself And, from time to time, the film becomes a surrogate even for the novelist. Just as 

a good deal of ersatz literary criticism makes its way into the reviews, so too does 

biography. Timers review of Schlesinger's Far from the Madding Crowd, for instance, 

begins by reminding us that 

Before he became a novelist, Thomas Hardy was an architect. Though he seldom 
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practised his profession, he never quite abandoned its principles. Like Victorian 
buildings, his books were sturdily constructed, gloomy, and based on strong, 
pseudo-classic foundations-mostly imitation Greek tragedy. The film of Far from 
the Madding Crowd remains faithful to that arrangement-and therein lie its virtues 
and flaws. ("Vivid Victoriana") 

That Hardy was an architect is, of course, true; but why is this fact inserted into a film 

review? The reviewer's opinion aside, it is doubtful Hardy's first career influenced his 

writing beyond the creation of Christopher Julian, the architect-hero of The Hand of 

Ethelberta (1876); and certainly Henry James for one would quibble with the notion that 

Hardy's novels were built on sturdy foundations.'' In fact. Hardy's episodic plots are 

reminders that he wrote while the serial and the triple-decker novel still flourished. What 

is ultimately off-putting about this review, though, is the contention that Hardy always 

wrote gloomy and tragic novels. This statement indicates the reviewer has read only the 

most famous of Hardy's novels, but even then not all of them-and this certainly applies to 

Far from the Madding Crowd-^re laden with doom. This biographical tidbit serves its 

purposes; to provide a starting point for a critique of Schlesinger's film, and to let the 

director off the hook; to this reviewer, the "flaw" in the novel is that Hardy's depiction of 

the countryside dwarfs his characters-and Schlesinger's film, in being faithful to Hardy, 

retains this fault. 

Film critics were generally disinclined to read Polanski's Tess as a reflection on 

Hardy's actual life, but a few reviewers did see the novel as embodying something Hardy 

felt deeply-a sense of connection with and love for his native land-and at least two critics 

saw the film as trying to capture Hardy's own appreciation for nature. Robert Hatch, 

writing in The Nation, says Polanski "matches his pace to Hardy's progresses through the 
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story, developing it, as it was written, in almost self-sufficient episodes, pausing for 

leisurely appreciation of the English countryside that the novelist so loved (the film was in 

fact shot in France)" (29). Stanley Kauffinann, however, found that the film's depiction of 

the countryside came up short compared to that of the "real" Wessex he himself 

experienced, an experience which (he implies) Hardy both captured and influenced: 

Two summers ago I spent a few days in Dorset, which is most of Hardy's Wessex, 
three miles fi'om Mamhull, which is Tess's Marlott; and, no doubt influenced by 
Hardy's vision, I saw that wonderful countryside as living-busy in its thriving and 
its cycles-rather than as a set of postcards. Polanski and his cinematographers 
show some rough farm work, but when they look at the countryside, it becomes 
picturesque, which is not how the characters often see it or what the tragedy 
needs. (20-1) 

In both of these reviews, the reality Hardy must have experienced becomes for the writers 

a kind of reality they want to see reflected in Polanski's film. In this case, each reviewer 

seems to regard Polanski's Tess as a means to tap into Hardy's mind and feelings about 

nature-even though the landscapes Hardy wrote about have long since been altered by 

technological progress and were, in fact, being altered even as Hardy wrote about them-

and even though Tess was shot across the Channel in France. 

Lastly, though the reviewers of Michael Winterbottom's Ji/c/e tended to focus 

mainly on the outcry the original novel created, at least one reviewer saw the opportunity 

to recite some "relevant" biographical information that explains the creation of Hardy's 

novel and exposes its central themes; 

Hardy, who called "Jude the Obscure" a "tragedy of failed ambitions," 
started writing it right after the death of Tryphena Sparks, a cousin very like Sue 
Bridehead, with whom as a young man he had a tortured and unsatisfying affair. 
And, since the self-taught Hardy was, like Jude, an autodidact and ex-stonemason, 
the story is obviously a kind of mournful love poem, trembling with accusation and 
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bitterness. 
Hardy may have succeeded where Jude failed, but he was well aware of the 

dashed dreams and blighted lives of many of his fellow humans, raised in poverty 
and deprived of the radiant knowledge and opportunity Jude so desperately seeks. 

(Wilmington 7J) 

Michael Millgate's 1982 biography of Hardy succeeds in largely dismissing the popular 

notions that Sue Bridehead was based on Tryphena Sparks and that Jude became Hardy's 

meditation on their doomed love affair (Thomas Harcfy 347), and the reviewer truly goofs 

in saying that Hardy, proud son of a stonemason though he was, practised the trade 

himself; but the use of these biographical legends says a great deal about this particular 

reviewer's approach to Winterbottom's film: he evaluates it as something that illuminates 

and perhaps provides access to the life of Thomas Hardy himself A modem motion 

picture in this way becomes a means through which an author may be experienced, 

understood, and perhaps even be made real. 

Once again, the reviews just cited were all contemporary, written around the time 

of the films' initial release dates, and all appeared in newspapers or periodicals that were 

widely distributed. The reviewers who used their columns in part as vehicles to examine 

Hardy and his original novels, then, were in some respects presenting Hardy for the 

consumption of a wide reading public. Just working from the reviews, some broad 

generalizations about Hardy the man and Hardy the writer can be drawn; he was a 

working-class figure from rural England, self-taught, unlucky in love but a lover of nature, 

whose cumbersome, often clumsy, frequently depressing, and always tragic novels still 

shocked his contemporaries with their sexual frankness, and which today remain of 

interest for Hardy's descriptive abilities, his evocation of nature, and for his concern for 
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the poor and working classes. This, no doubt, fits the general picture of Hardy that many 

people who have read at least one of his novels already has: in fact, this description of 

Hardy isn't too far fi'om the biographical blurbs that are printed at the fi'ont or back of just 

about every paperback edition of his novels. This, perhaps, is the Hardy most of us know 

and understand. 

Now, at no point do I wish to suggest Hardy was someone entirely different from 

this quick biographical sketch. The data presented are essentially correct, if they are 

incomplete and radically simplified, but therein lies the rub; for the popular conception of 

Hardy is laden with commonplaces and stereotypes that are often never challenged and 

which are codified as authentic." Peter Widdowson has created a through study of the 

ways Hardy has been reproduced in the popular imagination; and to Widdowson, the 

"positive commonplaces" about Hardy the writer may be broken down into 

his descriptions of "peasant life" and his "Shakespearian" rustic characters. . .; his 
creation of the myth of "Wessex"; his description and deployment of the natural 
environment; his nostalgia for a passing rural world; his poetic style; his "Greek" 
conception of tragedy, tragic characters, and Fate. . .; and the "universal" 
significance of his characters and settings. {Hardy in History 16) 

In the film reviews previously cited, we can see that many of the "Hardean" characteristics 

that Widdowson delineates-especially those about nature and tragedy-have either been 

identified by the reviewers as operating within the films, or the films have been criticized 

by the reviewers for not adequately embodying these Hardean qualities. Likewise, many 

of the film reviewers echoed some characteristic complaints about Hardy, which 

Widdowson also categorizes in his study. Accordingly, Hardy has long been faulted for 

violent sensationalism; artificiality of plot. . .; chance and coincidence; 
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"melodrama". . "flat" and "unconvincing" characterization; awkwardness and 
pedantry of style. . .; "fashionable pessimism" or "gloom"; didacticism (or "ideas"); 
and Hardy's [failed] attempts to write about any society other than rural "Wessex". 

{Hardy in History 17) 

As we have seen, many film reviewers also couldn't resist knocking Hardy for crafting bad 

plots and for writing poor dialogue, for espousing irrelevant-or just plain dated-ideology, 

and for simply being damned depressing. These popular conceptions of Hardy-both 

positive and negative-are what many reviewers expected to, and sometimes did, see in the 

films; and it is this Hardy they have recreated in their reviews. In some respects, the film 

critics are contributing to a process of seeing Hardy that began at least as early as 1912-

and which had its beginnings with Thomas Hardy himself. 

To again borrow an argument from Peter Widdowson, the basis of a good many 

preconceptions about Hardy is the General Preface to the 1912 "Wessex" edition of his 

novels and stories (Hardy in History 47-55), in which Hardy himself explains how he 

created Wessex and tells the reader what makes his fictional landscape significant; 

I would state that the geographical limits of the stage here trodden were not 
absolutely forced upon the writer by circumstances; he forced them upon himself 
from judgment. I considered that our magnificent heritage from the Greeks in 
dramatic literature found sufficient room for a large proportion of its action in an 
extent of their country not much larger than the half-dozen counties here reunited 
under the old name of Wessex, that the domestic emotions have throbbed in 
Wessex nooks with as much intensity as in the palaces of Europe, and that, 
anyhow, there was quite enough human nature in Wessex for one man's literary 
purpose. So far was I possessed by this idea that I kept within the frontiers when 
it would have been easier to overlap them and give more cosmopolitan features to 
the narrative. (394) 

Hardy goes on to say that his characters are "beings in whose hearts and minds that which 

is apparently local should be really universal" (394). There we have it, straight from the 
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source; Wessex is a stage upon which modem equivalents of Greek dramas (read: 

tragedies) are enacted by rural characters who embody "universal" qualities. In two 

passages Hardy makes a claim for himself as an author of pastoral tragedies; and in the 

next paragraph he broadens his self-definition by declaring his novels have recorded "for 

[his] own satisfaction a fairly true record of a vanishing life" (395). It would seem that 

this claim to realism would cancel his claim to being a pastoral tragedian, but Hardy's self-

characterizations have rarely been questioned, and in fact some critics have suggested it is 

Hardy's depiction of the passing rural world that makes his novels pastoral tragedies. 

Hardy's image has been further codified through the General Preface by his 

categorizing his novels and story collections into three ranks; the first being 'Novels of 

Character and Environment," the second "Romances and Fantasies," and the last-I use 

this word deliberately-"Novels of Ingenuity." Hardy describes the first category as 

containing those books "which approach most nearly to uninfluenced works; also one or 

two which, whatever their quality in some few of their episodes, may claim a verisimilitude 

in general treatment and detail" (393). What Hardy means by "uninfluenced works" is a 

mystery, since in the same Preface he claims to be influenced by Greek drama; but his 

favoring of "verisimilitude" is striking, for the second and third categories of his fiction are 

so ranked because of their "not infrequent disregard of the probable" and the "artificiality 

of their fable" (393). So Hardy is favoring realism, and it is this quality that has elevated 

seven of his novels to pride of place. Not surprisingly, the top category contains every 

novel generally considered to be, if not Hardy's best, then certainly his "best loved:" Tess 

of the d'Urbervilles, Far from the Madding Crowd, Jttde the Obscure, The Return of the 
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Native, The Mayor of Casterbridge. The Woodtanders, and Under the Greenwood Tree, 

in this order; while the third category, "Novels of Ingenuity"-those Hardy says were 

"written for the nonce simply" (393)-consist entirely of those novels that have at various 

times been dubbed Hardy's worst efforts in fiction; Desperate Remedies, The Hand of 

Ethelberta, and A Laodecian. Not surprisingly, the bulk of Hardy criticism has focused on 

the Novels of Character and Environment, and every film that was based on a Hardy novel 

came from the first category. Few authors have done more than Hardy to establish who 

they are, how they should be read, and what their "best" books are, so shouldn't Hardy be 

seen as the best authority here? 

The answer is a qualified no. Hardy gives the impression in his General Preface 

that his novels are all part of an organic whole and that from the beginning he had a 

carefully-planned scheme for Wessex in his head; however, many scholars (see, for quick 

reference, Simon Gatrell's Hardy the Creator) have shown that Hardy subjected his novels 

to constant revision, changing place names, and adding or deleting information to make 

the locations in one novel conform to those in another. Hardy's fiction of a uniform and 

coherent vision of Wessex in which all his dramas are played out is so seductive that his 

books that move the action away from Wessex-such as The Hand of Ethelberta (1876), 

with its many London sequences; and A Laodecian (1881), which trots all over Europe-

seem atypical of Hardy, and are therefore easily marginalized in his canon. Also, by 

inviting his readers to see his novels as embodying themes from Greek tragedy. Hardy 

forces them to concentrate only on those books that do contain a general conception of 

tragedy-those that have been classified by the author as Novels of Character and 
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Environment. As a result, such works as the farcical The Trumpet-Major and the 

broad comedy Two on a Tower (1882) must be perceived as lesser works, since they don't 

fit into the author's scheme of grand tragedy. But, again, this scheme is nothing more 

than an elaborate fiction; it is as if Hardy is disallowing himself to be read as anything 

other than a pastoral tragedian with an eye toward a vanishing way of life. 

Why Hardy would go to such pains to create this image for himself is debatable; 

but a powerful explanation is offered by Widdowson. According to Widdowson, Hardy 

chose to privilege one "category" of novels and consign the rest to "lesser" status because 

those so-called minor novels are deeply concerned with matters of social class, and Hardy 

was desperate to conceal his own working class origins; the "minor" novels often deal 

with themes of art and artifice, themes that had by 1912 become reviled by Hardy's critics; 

and, finally, the minor novels contain a good deal of autobiography, and-again-Hardy 

wished to deflect attention from who he was (Hardy in History 53-4). To Widdowson, 

Hardy was deeply invested in obscuring his class roots and fitting into bourgeois British 

culture; therefore, in the General Preface, he merely codified an image of himself that was 

already developing among the critical establishment, and he adopted a system of 

classifying his novels that some earlier critics had informally proposed (Hardy in History 

49-51). Hardy, in Widdowson's reading, both accepts a way of being classified by society 

and allows society to reaffirm what it likes best about his fiction-its pastoral, tragic, and 

ultimately humanistic qualities. 

Widdowson's explanation of how Hardy has been appropriated by popular culture 

is, I believe, entirely correct; but I am less convinced by his argument that Hardy's actions 
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were mostly geared toward masking his class origins. Like George Wotton in Thomas 

Hardy: Towards a Materialist Criticism (1985) and Joe Fisher in TJte Hidden Hardy 

(1992), Widdowson seeks to uncover a "truer" Hardy-the Hardy who has been concealed 

through years of being constructed along humanistic lines-and, essentially, to reclaim this 

Hardy for Marxist or materialist purposes. Certainly, all three of these studies are valuable 

and often brilliant, but I believe that these critics fall into the same trap they try to 

discredit-that of reading Hardy one way. One of the tenets I will pursue in this study is 

that Hardy leaves himself open to being read numerous ways, for he is not so much 

engaged in concealment or subversion as he is in deliberate contradiction}  ̂ In December, 

1885, as he was working on The Woodlanders, Hardy made the following notation; 

The Hypocrisy of things. Nature is an arch-dissembler. A child is deceived 
completely; the older members of society more or less according to their 
penetration; though even they seldom get to realize that nothing is at it appears. 

{LifeMS) 

This short passage, I believe, does more to explain Hardy's intentions as a writer and his 

actions as an artist than anything else he wrote. Hardy's novels are largely concerned with 

the issue of misapprehension; his characters are continually seeing signs and symbols and 

using their interpretations of these visual stimuli as a way of interpreting the world around 

them and making decisions about their lives and actions. Consider, for instance, the 

significance with which Jude invests Mr. Phillotson's departing words in the opening 

chapter of Jude the Obsctire (1895). Phillotson's speech about the significance of a 

university degree really applies only to himself, yet Jude sees that the schoolmaster is 

talking to and about him. Jude's subsequent actions are directed by his mistaken 
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assumption that a degree will define his role in the world, and he reads each new "sign" 

along the way as confirming or rejecting his actions. However, Jude's perceptions do not 

mesh with the reality around him; further, they conflict with the perceptions of Sue, and 

the result is two people who blind themselves to other possible truths and realities. To 

some degree, the theme of misapprehension informs each of Hardy's novels; and at times 

(as will be shown in subsequent chapters) it seems Hardy deliberately wants his readers to 

misapprehend what he wrote. 

Why Hardy would want readers to misapprehend his fiction is tied up in what 

seemed to be his conviction that a novel could be more than what its genre (or genres) 

dictated it be.*° As readers and critics have long noted, at times it is difficult to say for 

certain what "kind" of fiction Hardy wrote because he would often set up a novel as one 

thing and abruptly reveal it to be something else. Take, for example. The Trumpet-Major. 

Hardy, as is well known, was fascinated with the Napoleonic era and with the efforts that 

were made during that time to secure Dorset from a possible French invasion; and Hardy 

was careful to present his novel as an accurate reflection of this unique period, writing in 

his 1895 preface to the novel. 

The present tale is founded more largely on testimony-oral and written-than any 
other in this series [of novels]. The external incidents which direct its course are 
mostly an unexaggerated reproduction of the recollections of old persons well 
known to the author in childhood, but now long dead, who were eye-witnesses of 
those scenes. If wholly transcribed their recollections would have filled a volume 
thrice the length of The Trumpet-Major. (57) 

Hardy then goes on to say the oral testimonies were corroborated with and given structure 

by contemporary newspapers and by historical accounts of the period (57-8). In effect. 
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Hardy claims to be working within the genre of the meticulously-researched historical 

novel pioneered by Scott. Yet, in spite of the novel's supposed historical accuracy, at 

times it reads as a Restoration comedy, complete with characters scrambling in and out of 

rooms to avoid uncomfortable entanglements, and a virtuous heroine guarding herself 

against a stupid Lothario figure. The farce of the plot seems to be at loggerheads with the 

historical accuracy of the setting so that history is undermined by comedy, and comedy is 

distanced and displaced by history.^' A more thorough explanation of how Hardy 

displaces genres will be offered in the next chapter; for now it will suffice to say that 

Hardy puts different genres in opposition in order to break down both those genres and 

how they have traditionally been interpreted. What he accomplishes is to question what 

genres and language mean, and how they are constructed. Hardy's General Preface also 

puts language in opposition, as here he calls his best works "uninfluenced" yet also 

influenced by the Greeks; and he declares that his Wessex locations have all "been done 

from the real," even though "no detail is guaranteed" (395). Hardy deconstructs his own 

Preface and his own meaning, challenging the reader to question the language he or she 

uses to read meaning into the Preface. 

As should be obvious by this point, what I am working toward is an interpretation 

of Hardy's novels along Bakhtinian lines; a typical Hardy novel, like The Novel of 

Bakhtin's description, "parodies other genres (precisely in their role as genres); it exposes 

the conventionality of their forms and their language; it squeezes out some genres and 

incorporates others into its own peculiar structure, re-formulating and re-accentuating 

them" (5). As such, a Hardy novel can generate numerous readings, none more or less 
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"correct" than another;^ yet a good deal of criticism has tried to rein in Hardy's novels 

and render them coherent and unified texts. The problem is that criticism has largely tied 

Hardy down to doing just one or two things-creating pastoral tragedies, decrying the 

plight of the working class, subverting capitalism-when in fact his novels are usually doing 

several things at one time, simultaneously embracing and questioning all means of being 

read. If Hardy has an overall theme it is the fallacy of reading coherence into incoherent 

words, texts, and images, and the mistake of the individuals who guide their lives and 

actions according to these readings and misreadings. 

If this interpretation of Hardy I am proposing is valid, a natural question arises; 

how can Hardy's novels possibly be filmed with any degree of accuracy or fidelity? As has 

been argued throughout this chapter, criticism has played a major role in constructing both 

an image of the author and of what that author wrote; and as we have seen in the reviews 

of the three film adaptations of Hardy's novels. Hardy has a long-established image to 

which filmmakers have largely adhered-or perhaps, as some critics have charged, 

distorted. It is the contention of this study that Hardy's novels are extremely difficult to 

film as written, however, his stories may be filmed if they are first filtered through a given 

set of critical and cultural concepts about Hardy and his works. It is through seeing Hardy 

as he traditionally has been seen that a recognizable "Hardy" emerges through film, and 

that a "coherent" translation of his novels to film form can be made. Essentially, the goal 

of this study is to understand how Hardy has been seen through film (and, in chapter six, 

how he has been seen through television), and how these ways of seeing Hardy make him 

comprehendible to culture at large. However, before any individual film or novel can be 
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discussed here, it is necessary to consider both what a film adaptation is, and how a 

filnimaker can go about adapting Hardy to film. 
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NOTES 

1. Most of the information contained in these opening sentences was derived from 
Bird, 43. Bird's labeling the 1921 Mayor the "first" Hardy film is something of a 
mystery; it is actually the fourth. 

2. In the Life, Hardy indicates he is most interested in the lack of effect the actors had 
on the Dorchester townspeople. He remarks that in spite of the actors' yellow 
face make-up and period costumes, the locals "seemed not to notice the strange 
spectacle" (414). Bird also comments on this (43). 

3. Roland Barthes writes of a phenomenon he associates (in part) with viewing a 
disguised actor in a film, a phenomenon he describes as the "obtuse" meaning of 
film (Responsibility of Forms 48 ff). Barthes' concept is multilayered, but Derek 
Attridge has suggested that experiencing "obtusus" is to read deep personal 
significance into what is being viewed (80 ff). It is possible, then, that Hardy saw 
actors disguised as his characters as ultimately reverberating with personal 
meaning for him. 

4. I viewed the trailer on the Turner Classic Movies cable network; it is also available 
on the DVD and on some VHS versions of Doctor Zhivago. 

5. From the BWE home video. 

6. Judith Mayne has analyzed the use of Gustave Flaubert as both a character in and 
the narrator of Vincente Minnelli's film of Madame Bovary (1949). In this film, 
Minnelli has created a framing device of Flaubert's 1856 obscenity trial; and in this 
version of things, the author (James Mason) both tells the novel's story to the jury 
(and to the film audience) and offers commentary upon-and a defense of-Emma's 
actions. Mayne says that in these courtroom sequences, "the author is made 
accountable for his work. In that public sphere, the novel is told in such a way 
that the novelist merges with the characters he has created. Flaubert is both father 
and lover. The position he occupies in relation to Emma straddles paternalism and 
sexual desire. And the figure of Flaubert could also be described as both author 
and reader, author as father and reader as lover. The author is the genesis of the 
object of desire; the lover is the consumer of that object. Flaubert gives birth to 
Emma, describing at length the genesis of her character in storybooks. Then 
Flaubert keeps silent, moving towards the other pole, in order to consume the tale 
he has created" (110-11). Hardy has never been portrayed in a similar way in any 
of the adaptations of his novels-though he is used (in a bizarre way) as the 
"narrator" of A & E's Tess of the D Urbervilles (see chapter six); but Mayne's 
overall argument that authors are made "accountable" for their novels within the 
film versions certainly applies to Hardy. 
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7. Throughout this study I refer to Hardy's novel by the title he himself used-of 
the d'Urbervilles, with a small d. Many studies use a capital D in the title, and I 
have chosen to retain the capital letter in referring to those individual studies. 
Likewise, the A & E Tess uses the capital D, and I have respected that. (See 
chapter 6.) 

8. For an examination of the extent to which Hardy has been taught-and how he has 
been taught-in Great Britain, see Widdowson, '"Thomas Hardy' in Education," in 
Hardy in History, 77-92. See also Friedman, although he uses Hardy mainly to 
illustrate a general thesis; "Most Americans initially encounter [British] literary 
works within an academic environment of enthusiastic teachers insistent on 
communicating the beauty of Wordsworth's verse or the bleakness of Hardy's 
vision" ("The Empire Strikes Out" 5). 

9. In some respects, my argument here is founded on a supposition that an average 
reader is-in E. D. Hirsch's term-culturally literate. Perhaps the ideal "someone" 
here is British, since Hardy is, in Great Britain, a national institution. I have 
encountered far too many Americans-many with college degrees-who have never 
even heard of Thomas Hardy. 

10. See Sergei Eisenstein, "Dickens, Griffith, and the Film Today," in Film Form, 195-
255. 

11. Anderegg argues the fidelity of Lean's film to Dickens's novel is "an illusion, slight 
of hand. In actuality none (or almost none) of Dickens's novel is 'in' the film at 
all. Even the dialogue taken directly fi'om Dickens is, in the novel, words printed 
on a page whereas in the film they are mechanically reproduced sounds, which is 
not the same thing. Dickens's novel is present in the film in reality only at those 
very rare times when v/ritten words are literally reproduced either in the 
extradiegetic form of superimposed titles or in the form of signs, posters, etc., 
within the diegesis" (39). All this is perhaps true of any film based on a novel. 

12. The same, of course, can also be said of the recent wave of Jane Austen 
adaptations. Although several new adaptations of Henry James have recently 
emerged, there has not been a corresponding "rediscovery" of his works. 

13. My discussion does not include the film of The Woodlanders, directed by Phil 
Agland and released in Great Britain in 1997. To date, this film has not been 
released in any form in the U. S., and time prohibits me fi'om obtaining the film. 
However, this study depends to some degree on the films achieving a certain 
popularity or at least critical acclaim on both sides of the Atlantic, and few people 
in the U. S. have seen or even heard of Agland's Woodlanders. Still, Agland's film 
deserves a place in a fiiture version of this study. 

Quite a different case is The Scarlet Tunic, mentioned earlier in this chapter 
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and in note 5. This film was released theatrically in Britain, though it apparently 
soon wound up on television; and it has only recently surfaced in America on the 
cable "Romance Classics" network and on home video. This film has been 
excluded from the study primarily because I am interested in adaptations of 
Hardy's novels, as they are largely the foundation for his popular reputation. 
Furthermore, this film appropriates Hardy's name but little else; The Scarlet Tunic 
is a ludicrous, unintentionally farcical movie, with much of the screen time given to 
an invented subplot that has the hero fighting the advances of his sadistic and 
obviously gay commandant-flamboyantly overplayed by the ubiquitous Simon 
Callow. The Scarlet Tunic is so far removed from Hardy that it really doesn't 
belong in this study. 

14. I have made several inquiries on the Internet and have scoured several print 
sources, and have been unable to locate existing or usable prints of the silent films 
under discussion. Bird reports that 15 minutes from the 1921 Mayor were 
salvaged and exhibited in Shoreham in 1995 (43); and, several years ago, an 
enterprising student of mine made some enquiries and found that apparently a few 
reels from the 1924 Tess are in existence but in such poor shape that they cannot 
be shown. Lastly, I have come across a few references to an early talkie version of 
Under the Greenwood Tree, released in Great Britain in 1929, but that film, too, is 
missing or unavailable. 

15. Selznick's desire to film Tess has been mentioned in many sources-see, for 
instance, Boyum 138/1.; Burrill, "Wessex Tales"; and Leaming 193. Polanski 
himself reports that, in order to start on the film right away, his producer, Claude 
Bern, had to buy the film rights from the Selznick estate, even though the novel 
would be out of copyright at the end of 1978-a few months after Polanski's crew 
was due to start shooting {Roman 428). Also-and this is perhaps related to 
Selznick-Andrew Sarris mentions that Far from the Madding CroW "was once 
rumored as a vehicle for the late Vivien Leigh" (33), but I have been unable to 
locate any other reference to this proposed film. 

16. James's dislike of Hardy and his novels is notorious. Of special interest here is 
James's review of Far from the Madding Crowd in The Nation (24 Dec. 1874; 
repr. in Cox, 27-31), in which he castigates Hardy for ballooning his "simple" tale 
to three volumes and suggests that Hardy in his fiction should observe Aristotle's 
three unities (Cox 29). 

17. The review also perhaps demonstrates the reviewer's own familiarity with Lionel 
Johnson's groundbreaking The Art of Thomas Hardy (1894). Johnson considers 
Hardy's "power in design" to be reminiscent of architecture (38-9). 

18. Roger Webster has also analyzed the critical/cultural construction of Hardy, but his 
focus is more on how the novels themselves have been apprehended. Webster 
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writes, "I would argue that the dominant critical and popular traditions which have 
evolved around Hardy's fiction have sought to institutionalize the novels in ways 
which emphasise a pastoral aspect, producing a very familiar, comfortable version 
of Hardy which can all too easily predetermine our responses to them" (144). He 
further argues that "there are no innocent or uncontaminated readings of Hardy. 
This familiarity means that the name 'Hardy' has become a cultural trigger for a set 
of associations; rustic characters and cottages, shepherds playing flutes, and so on" 
(144-5). Webster complains that this portrait of the kinds of novels Hardy wrote 
divorces them from their historical context and renders them "vague, abstract, and 
sentimental" (145). 

19. I make no claims for originality in this area: more than 20 years ago, James Kincaid 
wrote that Hardy criticism "now acknowledge[s] more fully the tentativeness and 
inconsistency of a typical Hardy narrator and the ambiguity of the action" 
("Hardy's Absences" 202); and Hillis Miller made the elliptical, uncertain quality of 
Tess's narrative the subject of a classic deconstructionist reading of Hardy (Fiction 
and Repetition 116-46). Even as far back as 1940, Morton Dauwen Zabel argued 
that Hardy structured his novels as a series of contrasts between the aesthetic and 
the defective-contrasts that present a "truer" picture of life in Hardy's works and 
which Hardy believed would have the power of enervating fiction and poetry as art 
forms (125 ff.) 

20. Chapters three, four, and five consider the extent to which the novels Far from the 
Madding Crowd, Tess of the d'Urbervilles, and Jude the Obscure have been 
interpreted by critics as works that fit into, comment upon, or subvert various 
literary genres. Surprisingly, the only book-length study dedicated exchtsively to 
examining Hardy's deployment of genre is Suzanne Ruth Johnson's 1989 
dissertation, which has a major premise that Hardy pursued much the same themes 
in different literary genres (fiction, poetry, drama); and that by categorizing 
Hardy's works according to those genres we are left with an incomplete 
assessment of his accomplishments as an artist (3-4). 

21. Nemesvari shows that Hardy removed "precise" chronology fi-om this novel to 
create a dislocated sense of history ("Anti-Comedy" 10), and that his main purpose 
was to subvert the comic genre by disallowing any possibility of comic resolution 
("Anti-Comedy 11-12). 

22. My argument here owes a great deal to James R. Kincaid's "Coherent Readers, 
Incoherent Texts." 
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CHAPTER 2: 
WHAT YOU SEE IS MORE THAN WHAT YOU GET; 

THE PROBLEM OF ADAPTING HARDY TO FILM 

In a few days Bob Loveday had considerably improved in tone and vigour. 
One other obvious remedy for his dejection was to indulge in the society of Miss 
Garland, love being so much more effectually got rid of by displacement than by 
attempted annihilation. But Loveday's belief that he had offended her beyond 
forgiveness, and his ever-present sense of her as a woman who by education and 
antecedents was fitted to adorn a higher sphere than his own, effectually kept him 
from going near her for a long time, notwithstanding that they were inmates of one 
house. The reserve was, however, in some degree broken by the appearance one 
morning, later in the season, of the point of a saw through the partition which 
divided Anne's room from the Loveday half of the house. Though she dined and 
supped with her mother and the Loveday family. Miss Garland had stilt continued 
to occupy her old apartments, because she found it more convenient there to 
pursue her hobbies of wool-work and of copying her father's old pictures. The 
division wall had not as yet been broken down. 

As the saw worked its way downwards under her astonished gaze Anne 
Jumped up from her drawing; and presently the temporary canvasing and papering 
which had sealed up the old door of communication was cut completely through. 
The door burst open, and Bob stood revealed on the other side, with the saw in his 
hand. 

"I beg your ladyship's pardon," he said, taking off the hat he had been 
working in, as his handsome face expanded into a smile. "I didn't know this door 
opened into your private room." 

"Indeed, Captain Loveday!" (The Trumpet-Major 217) 

This seldom-if-ever quoted passage from one of Hardy's least-read novels may at 

first, in its use of broad comedy, seem atypical of the gloomy tragedian of Wessex, but in 

fact it perfectly illustrates one of Hardy's most typical narrative strategies. The passage is 

entirely dependent on perspective; it begins with a conventional third-person omniscient 

point of view, describing Bob's desire to distract himself fi-om a love affair gone awry, 

then shifts abruptly to a new and unidentified perspective that is entirely focused on the 

blade of the saw, and finally alternates between the third-person point of view and Anne 

Garland's perspective. Hardy's deliberate comedy is fi'equently strained, but here his 
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sudden shifts in perspective create an effect that is genuinely funny and also creates a good 

deal of narrative dissonance; the reader is immediately shuttled from the melodrama of 

Bob's lovesickness to the comedy of Anne's watching the progress of the saw blade. 

Moreover, it is Hardy's use of perspective in passages such as these that has, in part, led 

some critics to label him a "cinematic" novelist. The entire passage seems to be 

constructed as a series of "cuts;" there is a "jump cut" in the middle of the first paragraph 

to a close-up on the saw blade, followed by a series of cuts between Anne and the saw, 

capped by a cut to a "framing shot" of Bob Loveday in the newly-created doorway. Were 

a director to make a film of The Trumpet-Major, this sequence could be shot almost as 

Hardy wrote it, with little interpretation from the screenwriter required. 

Hardy's reputation as a cinematic novelist is fairly well established, and it began in 

his own lifetime. In 1922, Joseph Warren Beach claimed The Mayor of Casterbridge has 

affinities with the "movie," since he feels that the novel is made up of dramatic scenes that 

require only the barest exposition and dialogue (143-S7). Beach's argument was adapted 

with few changes by Lord David Cecil in the 1940s (81 ff.), and Cecil is usually credited 

with being the first to identify Hardy's techniques with those of the cinema-though he is 

more properly the populizer of this approach. In the 1970s, Hillis Miller commented on 

Hardy's "cinematic" attention to detail {Distance and Desire 50); but it was David Lodge 

in the middle of that decade who first specifically labeled Hardy a cinematic novelist, and 

who offered the best definition of the term-which is, I believe, of Lodge's own coinage. 

To Lodge, a cinematic novelist is one who "deliberately renounces some of the freedom of 

representation and report afforded by the verbal medium, who imagines and reports his 
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materials in primarily visual terms, and whose visualisations correspond in some significant 

respect to the visual effects characteristic of film" ("Cinematic Novelist" 80). Lodge goes 

on to argue this definition applies to the fiction of Thomas Hardy because 

Hardy uses verbal description as a film director uses the lens of his camera-to 
select, highlight, distort and enhance, creating a visualised world that is both 
recognisably "real" and yet more vivid, intense and dramatically charged than our 
ordinary perception of the real world. The methods he uses can be readily 
analysed in cinematic terms; long shot, close-up, wide-angle, telephoto, zoom, etc. 
Indeed, some of Hardy's most original visual effects have since become cinematic 
cliches. ("Cinematic Novelist" 80)' 

One can easily see the validity of Lodge's argument, especially if it is applied to the 

passage from The Trumpet-Major, in addition to its quick "cuts," the passage is built on a 

series of close-ups, culminating in the wide-angle "shot" of Bob. 

Lodge stresses at the start of his essay that Hardy was not, of course, influenced 

by film (by coincidence. Hardy's last novel was published in 1895, the year usually given 

for the birth of the film industry), but that Hardy anticipated film form ("Cinematic 

Novelist" 78). A similar claim was made by John Wain in his 1965 introduction to The 

Dynasts-, and, in fact. Wain stops just short of crediting Hardy with creating the art of 

film. Wain argues that when Hardy set about to write about the Napoleonic Wars he 

could not find the proper existing vehicle-novel, epic poem, drama-to do justice to his 

vision, and as a result he was forced to create an entirely new means of expressing himself 

In Wain's view, the resulting work. The Dynasts, is nothing less than a "shooting-script" 

(ix-x). Like Lodge, Wain identifies several cinematic tricks in Hardy's writing-most 

notably the use of "panoramas" to describe the battles and "close-ups" in the dramatic 

sequences (xiii)-and he even goes so far as to say that, "as in the cinema itself," the visual 
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power of The Dynasts is so great "we care very little about the verbal quality of the script" 

(xvii). The most recent analysis of Hardy's proto-cinematic techniques was made in 1979 

by Joan Grundy, who persuasively argues that Hardy was inspired by the same optical 

devices and amusements that also influenced many early filmmakers-panoramas, dioramas, 

magic-lantern shows (I07)-and that his deployment of these visual tricks in his writings 

not only anticipated film but provided him with a powerful metaphor he would employ in 

his novels and poetry: that life, like a magic-lantern show, is a series of shadows and 

illusions (109). 

The views of these critics all seem to support Sergei Eisenstein's famous theory 

that early filmmakers borrowed their visual and storytelling techniques from the great 

Victorian writers (Film Form 205 ff), though Grundy is the only one to acknowledge 

Eisenstein in her argument. It would logically follow that, as Hardy's novels are widely 

seen to be cinematic, they would also be highly filmable; but, paradoxically, many critics 

hold that Hardy's cinematic qualities actually keep his novels from being the source of 

satisfying films. Lodge himself claims that "it is difficult for film adaptation to do justice 

to Hardy's novels precisely because effects that are unusual in written description are 

commonplace in film" ("Cinematic Novelist" 81); and Neil Sinyard agrees, saying, "Hardy 

is so intimidatingly visual as to make the camera seem almost redundant; the director can 

only duplicate, not enhance" (48). Sinyard also makes an odd claim that Hardy's novels 

are always veering between "realism" and "symbolism," and he creates a suggestion that a 

director can either go for one approach or the other-but whether the director chooses to 

emphasize Hardy's realism or his symbolism, it will be at the expense of the other 
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approach (48). Joy Gould Boyum simply states that the problem with filming Hardy is 

that, once you get past his "much-vaunted pictorialism," one is left with melodrama, 

didacticism, artificial plots, and dated social themes-all things that are of little interest to 

modem audiences (138-9). 

What is interesting about all of the critiques-save that of Boyum, who approaches 

Hardy from the perspective of a film theonst-is that, while they are very knowledgeable 

about Hardy, they seem limited in their understanding of film. Lodge and Sinyard flatly 

state that all a filmmaker can do is imitate Hardy's style, and they imply that imitation 

would, by its very nature, be static and boring. This is, of course, patently untrue. A 

good filmmaker can easily follow Hardy's written descriptions and create moments that 

make for good cinema and remain true to Hardy. For example, take the strawberry 

sequence from Tess of the d'Urbervilles. Hardy simply writes, "in slight distress she 

parted her lips and took [the strawberry] in" (29). In Roman Polanski's Tess, the director, 

clearly taking his cue from Hardy, chooses to dramatize this moment through a tight 

close-up on Nastassia Kinski's face, and Polanski has her open her mouth and tentatively 

hold the strawberry between her lips before eating it. This is one of the film's sexiest 

moments, and it conveys both the interest of Hardy's narrator in Tess's mouth as well as 

the obvious sexual imagery of the fi^it between her lips. Polanski here is clearly imitating 

Hardy, and the scene is anything but boring or static. Lodge also claims that Hardy's 

"cinematic" devices have since fallen into the realm of movie cliches, but this again is an 

underestimate of the film medium, for those devices-the long shot, the tracking shot, and 

so on-are part of the language of cinema. To suggest a film viewer would dismiss a good 
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tracking shot as trite is like saying a novel reader would be bored by a descriptive 

paragraph simply because she's encountered descriptive paragraphs before. Again, it is 

the quality of what is filmed that is important; and all of the filmmakers who have adapted 

Hardy have, to some degree or other, succeeded in capturing some of Hardy's visual 

power. In fact, the one constant among all three of the films that will be analyzed in this 

study is that they have been praised for their camerawork and visual appeal. Lodge and 

Sinyard are, I believe, incorrect in their arguments that following Hardy's visual cues 

makes for a flat adaptation; however, it is clear that a filmmaker needs to do more than 

simply find visual equivalents to Hardy's written descriptions to create a good film. The 

question of what a filmmaker needs to do to successfully film a novel hits at the very heart 

of that disparate branch of film studies that can only loosely be labeled adaptation theory. 

At this stage, I am going to have to put Hardy somewhat into the background in 

order to discuss the mechanics of film adaptation. All too often, film versions of famous 

or classic novels become straw men for the critics; Joy Boyum rightly charges that literary 

scholars are apt to fault adaptations for being untrue to their source novels, and adherents 

to "pure film" theory are liable to dismiss adaptations for being unoriginal as films (IS). 

Essentially, I am approaching the Hardy adaptations from the standpoint of a "literary 

scholar," but I do not want to get involved in the tiresome exercise of comparing and 

contrasting the novels and films and carping because the filmmakers weren't faithful to 

every word of Hardy's prose. My interest is in determining how the films create cultural 

images of Hardy and of the kinds of fiction he wrote. To a good degree, I am operating 

under the assumption that a filmmaker will make changes-often major ones-to the source 
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novels, both because changes are inevitable in the process of transferring a novel to film, 

and because such changes are often necessary in order to make "Hardy" more visible to 

the viewer. A further presupposition on my part is that the filmmakers are acting in good 

faith. As will be shown in the following three chapters, the filmmakers under discussion-

John Schlesinger, Roman Polanski, and Michael Winterbottom-all felt they were being 

true to Hardy's "vision," and all sought to reproduce this vision faithfully, even if their 

films had to change Hardy's original story somewhat in the process. It is my intention to 

act in good faith as well: in this study, film will never be approached as a "lesser" art form 

than the novel; no film under discussion will be knocked for trivial deviations fi'om Hardy; 

and major changes will be analyzed in light of why those changes were made and what 

they do in the film and to Hardy. Finally, the films will be analyzed not just in the light of 

Hardy's novels, but in light of the director's total output of films and in the context of the 

cultural and social movements in the cinema that helped shape the film itself However, I 

recognize that it isn't enough to merely be respectful to the adaptation and to the adaptor. 

Definite terms forjudging how a successfiil adaptation can be made must be established, 

and adaptation theory has struggled to find the right terms since its inception. 

Adaptation Theory: Some Basic Arguments^ 

The problem with adaptation theory, as I see it, is that it has labored since 19S7 

under the weight of the man who essentially founded adaptation studies, George 

Bluestone.^ Bluestone's Novels into Film lays out several precepts about the differences 

between novels and films that affect adaptation, and these precepts have invariably been 

touched upon by every adaptation study to follow. Bluestone's basic tenets are that the 
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novel is communicated through word-symbols and film is communicated through literal 

images, and these two basic forms are antithetical (20-24); that film editing is equivalent 

to, but not the same thing as, the literary trope (27); and-probably most famously-that 

"the novel has three tenses; the film has only one" (48), meaning films always take place in 

the present, even if the action takes place in the past, while novels are always free to shift 

tenses/ To Bluestone, these aren't simply the inevitable differences between two media: 

they are byproducts of the fact "the origins, conventions, and audiences" of novels and 

films have always been different (62). In Bluestone's schematics, film originated as part 

hobby, part folk art; he claims that as early filmmakers began to experiment with the 

unique properties of the medium and to seek out their own subjects, they succeeded in 

creating film narrative, independent of the novel (5-7). The novel itself, Bluestone 

contends, is an assimilation of different kinds of writing-, as the novel has continued to take 

in all written forms it has moved to an inevitable questioning of the words that make up its 

own being (7-1 l)-in short, Bluestone sees the fragmented Modernist novel as the end 

product of all fiction writing. Bluestone's theory would therefore reject the Eisensteinian 

notion that film form early on borrowed its narrative techniques from the novel; and, in 

fact, Bluestone appears to suggest the ties between novel form and film form based on 

certain similarities in their narrative structures are illusory. In the end, Bluestone flat-out 

rejects the idea that adaptation fi'om novel to film is even possible; 

What [the filmmaker] adapts is a kind of paraphrase of the novel-the novel viewed 
as raw material. He looks not to the organic novel, whose language is inseparable 
from its theme, but to characters and incidents which have somehow detached 
themselves from language and, like the heroes of folk legends, have achieved a 
mythic life of their own. Because this is possible, we often find that the film 
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adapter has not even read the book, that he has depended instead on a paraphrase 
by his secretary or his screen writer. (62) 

Bluestone concludes that critics must recognize the novel will inevitably be "destroyed" in 

the film version, but in this destruction "the filmist becomes not a translator for an 

established author, but a new author in his own right" (62). 

This first major study on film adaptation, then, has as its central premise the notion 

that adaptation is fundamentally impossible. It should be noted that Bluestone's study is 

extremely dated-he was writing at a time when the Hollywood Production Code and the 

Catholic Legion of Decency forced severe restrictions on what could be shown in the 

movies (British and other foreign films do not figure in Bluestone's study), so films such 

as John Ford's The Grapes of Wrath (1940), which Bluestone analyzes, are liable to 

appear as things entirely separate from their source novels-but his contention that the 

differences between the two media serve as an impediment to adaptation is still widely 

current;^ and his argument that adaptation is essentially impossible has had, for several 

years at least, some strong adherents. Three years after Bluestone's study was published, 

Siegfried Kracauer also argued the novel and film media are essentially incompatible; but 

to Kracauer the differences are that "Life, as captured by the camera, is predominantly a 

material continuum," while "the novel is primarily a mental continuum. Now this 

continuum often includes components which elude the grasp of the cinema because they 

have no physical correspondences to speak of Unlike the country priest's spirituality, 

they cannot be intimated by facial expressions or so; there is nothing in camera-reality that 

would refer to them" (237). Kracauer does admit there is one type of novel that is fairly 
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adaptable to film-the type he says avoids "touching on situations, events, and relationships 

which are not in a measure transparent to physical reality; they depict a mental continuum 

which lends itself to being represented and intimated by a continuity of material 

phenomena" (240)-which would seem to fit Hardy's cinematic style as described by Cecil 

and Lodge; but in Kracauer's system this type of novel is an exception, not the rule. 

Kracauer chooses as his representational novelist Proust, in whose works everyday 

objects, events, and even people awaken in Marcel a storehouse of memories and 

associations. This associative quality of what is being observed makes up the novel's 

"mental continuum," and to Kracauer, "any attempt to convert the mental continuum of 

the novel into camera-life appears to be hopelessly doomed" (238).^ 

One of the more thorough dismissals of the adaptability of novels to cinema was 

made by Jean Mitry in 1971. Like Bluestone, Mitry insists that the fundamental 

differences between novels and films are in time and tense; but, even more so than in 

Bluestone, Mitry's approach is firmly grounded in semiotics. "Time in the novel," he 

argues, "is constructed with words. In the cinema it is constructed with actions. The 

novel creates a world while the cinema puts us in the presence of a world which it 

organizes according to a certain continuity. The novel is a narrative which organizes 

itself in a world; the film, a world which organizes itself in a narrative" (7-8, Mitry's 

emphases). Mitry, perhaps influenced by Barthes's theories on narrative (see below), sees 

the characters, actions, and basic structure of any novel as springing from the unique 

infrastructure of the novel form, and he argues that to remove any of these elements from 

the novel and to then transfer them to film is to rob those elements of their essential 
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meaning (6). Mitry's view on adaptations is essentially a "damned if you, damned if you 

don't" proposition; an adaptor who tries to faithfully follow the letter of the novel winds 

up with novelistic elements that are detached from their meaning, forcing the adaptor to 

either turn them into something different or to absolutely distort them; while the adaptor 

who tries to create a film that is faithful to the qjirit of the novel inevitably manufactures 

something that "no longer has anything to do with the original work which it is supposed 

to reflect" (4). Mitry says such adaptations are tantamount to "treason" to the source, for 

"to betray the letter is to betray the spirit, because the spirit is found only in the letter" (4). 

Another significant charge against adaptation was leveled in 1972 by Edward 

Murray, who locates the unique property of any novel in its style. Murray asks, "How can 

a literary style be communicated on the screen? Take away Henry James's seemingly 

endless fussy qualifications, or Conrad's almost too perfect English diction-and what's 

left?" (113). Although his study does not use the term, it is essentially semiotic in nature, 

for, like Mitry, Murray sees the novel's characters, action, and psychology-all of which he 

lumps together into "style"-as springing entirely from the way the author chooses and 

arranges words (112-13). This all-important element of verbal style is, to Murray, a 

hindrance to adaptation, since in a movie "'style' is almost ('almost' because dialogue in a 

film is part of its style) wholly nonverbal" (114).' It is certainly easy to see Murray's point 

in those film adaptations that frequently overuse cumbersome voice-over narration to 

convey a sense of the original author's prose; or when one watches some adaptations of 

Hemingway, where the author's characteristic dialogue sounds wooden and unconvincing. 

Admittedly, these early assessments were all published as film studies was defining 
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itself, and before a few critics in the late 1970s and 1980s began to formulate theories on 

the mechanics of adaptation as opposed to its efficacy, but the prejudices and biases 

expressed by Bluestone and those who came after are still current in many circles. A 

common view among many film theorists and critics in general is that film should be 

evaluated as is, and the source novel should either be forgotten or merely viewed (in 

Bluestone's phrase, which he borrowed from Bal^) as "raw material." Certainly, it is an 

easy matter to view a novel like Robert Bloch's Psycho (1959) as raw material for Alfred 

Hitchcock's film of the same name (1960), since it is a clumsily-plotted potboiler that 

telegraphs its hardest punches. Hitchcock and his screenwriter, Joseph Stefano, merely 

culled from the novel the elements that worked best and created a tight, suspenseflil, and 

fiightening film. Psycho the novel tends to be out of print for long stretches, and when it 

reappears it is usually advertised as the novel that inspired a classic film; in short, Bloch's 

novel owes whatever life it has to Hitchcock. However, when the film adaptation is of a 

novel that has a good deal of name value on its own-a bestseller, a cultural phenomenon, 

or especially a work of "classic" or "canonized" literature-it becomes far more 

problematic to disentangle the two media. 

Certainly the biggest barrier to viewing "classic" film adaptations as separate from 

their source novels is that all too often the adaptations insist on being viewed as 

adaptations. In the previous chapter, I indicated the degree to which movie 

advertisements have sold the films by trading on the novel's or the author's reputation, 

and the attempts filmmakers have made to signal the author's "presence" in the film by 

imitating print images or by evoking biographical data; but no single film device has done 
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more to announce the film as an adaptation than the initial establishing shot of a book, 

which is subsequently opened to page one, chapter one. Granted, this device is now a tnie 

film cliche that hasn't been used in decades, but it has left an indelible impression on the 

minds of many filmgoers. Today, the most common way for an adaptation to defer to the 

source novel is to incorporate the author's name into the film's title. Emma (Douglas 

McGrath, 1996) was widely advertised as Jane Austen's Emma, though that is not the title 

that appears onscreen; and during the press coverage of Adrian Lyne's controversial 

remake of Lolita, the project was referred to as Vladimir Nabokov's Lolita, though when 

the film finally emerged in the United States in 1997, Nabokov's name did not appear as 

part of the title. However, both Bram Stoker's Dracula (Francis Ford Coppola, 1992) 

and Mary Shelley's Frankenstein (Kenneth Branagh, 1994) boldly display the author's 

names as part of their titles, both (presumably) as a way of differentiating themselves fi'om 

earlier adaptations and to establish themselves as more "faithful" to the original novels 

than were previous films-even though each film takes major detours fi'om their sources. 

The Coppola film even inspired one of the most absurd book/movie tie-ins imaginable, yet 

one that exemplifies the free exchange that now exists between books and films; Signet 

Books issued both Bram Stoker's 1897 novel, Dracula, complete with the film's poster 

art and logo on its cover, as well as a novel entitled Bram Stoker's Dractila, written by 

Fred Saberhagen and James V. Hart, which was based on Hart's screenplay, which itself 

was based on the novel by Bram Stoker! 

A further stumbling block to separating the film adaptation from its source is that, 

in recent years, it has been difficult for a film to appropriate a classic novel's title and 
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make radical changes to the source without incurring the wrath of critics and audiences. 

Cuaron's modem-dress Great Expectations (see chapter one) was a modest critical 

success and a substantial box ofiBce hit, but it achieved its success without hiding its 

experimental agenda of seeing how Dickens's basic story would play itself out in a 

contemporary American setting. It made no pretensions to being Dickens's novel. In 

contrast, director Roland Joffe made the claim that his adaptation of The Scarlet Letter 

(1995) is both a reflection of Nathaniel Hawthorne's "divided mind" about sexual 

behaviors and is actually "the story that Hawthorne wished he could have told in 18S0" 

(qtd. in R. Green 453, 4S4)-meaning the film he created is truer to the novelist's 

intentions than even the original novel was. Joffe's film actually grafts 1990s attitudes and 

ideas on to both Hawthorne's novel and on to the colonial era in which it is set: the result 

is that a good deal of screen time is devoted to Hester and Dimmesdale exploring their 

sexual togetherness in scenes of passionate lovemaking and arty nudity; and the addition 

of several elements that are to be found nowhere in Hawthorne; a black slave for Hester, a 

heroic depiction of the Iroquois (both elements are designed, presumably, to comment on 

American racism), and a happy ending in which Hester, Dimmesdale, and Pearl escape 

from their narrow-minded Puritan community, signified by Hester's leaving the scarlet 

letter itself in the mud. The film was roundly ridiculed and the screenplay was dismissed 

as a politically correct assault on the novel, and audiences for their part stayed home. It is 

difficult to believe that Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter, which most Americans probably 

remember with some pain as required school reading, could generate such love that people 

would want to defend it from the effects of a loose film adaptation; but the consensus 
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seemed to be that most people know what TTte Scarlet Letter is supposed to be, and 

JofTe's film wasn't it. 

It is also not too great of a stretch to say that, increasingly, the distinctions 

between novels and films are becoming so blurred that it is hard to say either medium can 

stand alone. As Hardy's own comment that a film version of Tess could encourage people 

to read the novel (see chapter one) shows, men and women have long come to works of 

literature by first experiencing them through film adaptations; and, in many cases, reading 

the book becomes a way of reliving the filmgoing experience. The explosion of interest in 

the works of E. M. Forster and Jane Austen in the 1980s and 1990s was sparked by the 

initial "rediscovery" of their novels by the filmmakers. As far as contemporary writers are 

concerned, it is de rigeur for the latest bestseller to make a quick transition to the screen, 

so that the reading and viewing processes can occur almost simultaneously. What is more, 

the higher the name value of the author, the faster the adaptation is made-consider that 

the film rights to novels by John Grisham, Stephen King, and Michael Crichton are often 

sold when their novels are still in the galley stage, if not in the composition process. It has 

even become the case that good film adaptations can make the reputation of the novelist. 

For instance, in January 2000, the Arts and Entertainment Network ran a profile of 

Stephen King as part of its prestigious Biography program; and during the telecast the 

narrator mentioned that King's novels have long been harshly reviewed, but increasingly 

his reputation as a novelist has been enhanced by such well-regarded film adaptations as 

Stand by Me, Misery, Dolores Claiborne, The Shawshank Redemption, and The Green 

Mile. For none of these films did King author the screenplay; however, he does influence 
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the "authorship" of the films in that he is in the rare position of being able to approve the 

directors of projects based on his works. These days, it is even fairly safe to say that the 

best hope an unknown novelist has oigetting known is to have one of his novels become 

the basis of a hit film. With films and novels-and, if they are alive, the original authors-so 

willing to work hand in hand with each other, and with audiences viewing films and novels 

as fairly interactive media, it has become very difficult to claim that a film version of a 

novel must be allowed to stand on its own. 

It is perhaps with a recognition of the fi'ee flow between novels and films that 

Charles Eidsvik in 197S called for a "politique des adaptations," a theory that explains 

how film adaptation mutually benefits literature and film (31-4). Eidsvik was perhaps one 

of the first critics to realize that novels and films operate in a dynamic that is both 

competitive and complementary; among his most interesting claims are that novel writers 

are apt to push themselves to be more experimental and daring in their works to keep their 

novels from easily being "co-opted" by a "kitschy" film adaptation (32); and that difficult 

and challenging novels force filmmakers to stretch the limits of film art and technology to 

create a movie that does justice to the novel (34). In short, Eidsvik sees the adaptation as 

a separate art form that stimulates growth in the two media, and he demands the 

adaptation be taken more seriously for what it does. Whether because of Eidsvik or in 

spite of him, the most interesting theories on the mechanics of adaptation emerged in the 

fifteen years that followed his essay, and it is fi'om these theories that my own approach to 

the film adaptations of Thomas Hardy will be drawn. 
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The Mechanics of Adaptation: Intertextuality 

Certainly one of the most welcome additions to adaptation theory has been the 

intertextual approach, which has had the effect of reducing Bluestone's niggling complaint 

that novels and films are made up of entirely difTerent sign systems that do not 

communicate with one another. Under the intertextual approach, novels and films-and 

other forms of art as well-are brought under the same umbrella; that of a text that is 

always communicating. Working largely from the semiotic theories of Metz,' Keith 

Cohen has sought to reduce the differences between the written word and the visual image 

by arguing that each are "signs aimed at communicating something. In this sense, word 

and image are each part of a larger system of signification-part of a language" (Film and 

Fiction 88). Cohen acknowledges that the word and the image are indeed different in that 

the word possesses a double articulation (it is both signifier and signified) while the image 

possesses a single articulation, so that "while the sign table elicits different mental images 

for different readers, the filmic image of a table results in the same mental image for every 

spectator" (Film and Fiction 89); but he argues there is a good deal of similarity between 

the written word and the film image because 

in each case a mental image is created. Both novel and cinema refer to, or at least 
evoke, some global configuration that is summoned up by the receiver of their 
messages. The cinema composes bits and pieces of the outside world that function 
very differently in that world, in much the same way the novel composes words 
that function as utilitarian means of communication outside the work of art. In 
other words, the image comes into the film bearing the mark of the outside world, 
just as the word comes into the novel bearing the mark of verbal language and 
etymological history. Unlike music and architecture, novel and cinema are 
consistently referential; they are "by nature condemned to connotation, since 
denotation always comes before their artistic enterprise." {Film and Fiction 89)' 
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By viewing novels and films not as conflicting forces but as agents within the same 

sign system, the adaptation can be seen not as something that leeches off the original 

novel, but as something that does much the same work as the original: simply put, both 

are communicating a message. In the particular study just quoted, Cohen is chiefly 

concerned with showing that "the same codes [in one form of media] may appear in more 

than one system" (3), and he does not deal with adaptation per 5e;'° but other critics have 

used intertextuality as the basis for practical theories on adaptation. For instance, 

Christopher Orr, largely working from Barthes's "The Death of the Author," suggests that 

the novel and its film adaptation both draw from the same "centers of culture." In Orr's 

terms, the literary source can be described as "one of a series of pre-texts which share 

some of the same narrative conventions as the film adaptation," so that "the art of 

adapting a text from another medium is, in effect, the privileging or underlining of certain 

quotations [Barthes's term for pre-existing narrative codes] within the film's intertextual 

space" (72). With this approach in mind, we could say that in his film of Tess, Polanski 

was not really dramatizing Hardy's critique of the way women were perceived in late 

Victorian England; rather, both Hardy and Polanski drew from the same cultural 

assumptions about women, resulting in a degree of correspondence between Tess in the 

novel and Tess in the film. 

Given my argument that novels and films are becoming more fluid in their relations 

to each other-that each medium, in effect, is sharing more of its narrative space-it only 

makes sense that this study will, to a degree, be an intertextual one. However, 

intertextuality can be taken to a logical extreme that would render viewing adaptations as 
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adaptations pointless. In Barthes's original system, from which Orr draws, 

a text is not a line of words releasing a single "theological" meaning (the 
"message" of the Author-God) but a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of 
writings, none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations 
drawn from the innumerable centres of culture. . . .[T]he writer can only imitate a 
gesture that is always anterior, never original. His only power is to mix writings, 
to counter the ones with the others, in such a way as never to rest on any one of 
them. ("Death of the Author" 146) 

It is with this system as a model that Barthes argues it is pointless for literary criticism to 

search for the imprint of the "author," for the author is merely a manipulator of signs, 

someone who delved into the realm of pre-existing codes and signifiers and arranged them 

into a pattern we call narrative. Look beyond the narrative and you'll find nothing more 

than the original signs and codes. And it is working from this system that Orr claims the 

film adaptor delves into the same realm of signifiers and comes out with a film that 

frequently makes gestures toward the original novel's signs and codes. From there, Orr 

says, it is up to the viewer to arrange the film's signs into something coherent and 

meaningful; "Every person in a given audience sees a different film. What makes one 

person's experience of the film richer or simply more interesting than another's are the 

cultural references at that person's disposal and the strategies he or she uses to organize 

those references" (72-3). 

Granted, a person who has written a Ph.D. dissertation on Thomas Hardy is liable 

to organize Polanski's Tess according to what that person knows of Hardy, while the film 

student will organize Tess according to her knowledge of film and of Polanski's films in 

particular; but it seems to me that Orr pretty much discounts the idea of culture being a 

shared experience, rather than an individual one. As I have been indicating throughout 
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this study, culture is largely shared, and culture easily dictates a mass response. When 

Joffe's Scarlet Letter failed with both audiences and critics and was derided as a 

bastardization of Hawthorne, this was a cultural response-a sense shared by many people 

that the film was something false or other than what it was supposed to be. If it were the 

case that a novel and its film adaptation merely sprang from the same sign system and that 

all they share is a certain privileging of the same signs, such uniform reactions to film 

adaptations of classic novels would not exist; the movie could make whatever changes it 

wishes, and only the most pedantic among us would care. It seems to me that if Barthes is 

correct that the author is merely a manipulator of signs, that manipulation itself \s done in 

a way that is still characteristic and recognizable of a particular writer, so that both the 

writer and what he or she writes becomes identifiable to-and absorbed by-the general 

culture. Further, in terms of adaptation, I believe it is fi-equently the case that the original 

author and the adaptor don't so much delve into the same storehouse of signs, but that the 

adaptor views the original novel (and, perhaps, the author) as a storehouse, and that the 

adaptor wishes to capture at least some of the signs the author put there. I believe, in 

effect, that adaptation is largely the process of culling from the original text those signs 

that still have cultural relevance, and rendering those elements of the novel that have 

degraded in their significance into things that can be readily understood by culture at 

large. 

Further, though I agree that both novels and films spring fi'om the same "multi

dimensional" narrative space, it also seems that the signs and signifiers that comprise any 

given novel or film are always affected by history and by historical presuppositions about 
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particular novels and about film in general. As Donald F. Larsson explains, any novel is 

part of the "historical matrix"-it is an element of a definite time, place, and culture-but the 

novel inevitably becomes distorted by subsequent readings and critical interpretations (72). 

In other words, what had one meaning to the novel's original readers has another meaning 

for the next wave of readers, and so on down the line. More importantly (for this study, at 

least), Larsson argues that 

the degree of historical distortion in an adaptation is complicated further by the 
atltural history of the novel. Only rarely does a well-known work escape a 
popularization which incorporates the text as part of general mass culture with 
little or no regard for its actual content. In these cases, the text which is brought 
to the screen is less the novel itself than the novel as bowdlerized for public school 
texts, as fitted out for touring stage presentations, as enshrined in lovable 
characters (and even lovable authors) from the canons of Acceptable Literature. 

(72-3) 

Larsson's sweeping statement that what is adapted is not the novel as is but a 

bowdlerization may seem to harken back to Bluestone's claim that the filmmaker really 

adapts a "paraphrase" of the novel, but there is a crucial difference: Bluestone sees film 

producers as cynically exploiting novels, merely digging out of them what can be quickly 

transformed into useable film material; Larsson argues it is culture at large that digs what 

it likes best out of novels and then codifies those elements: in effect, culture dictates how 

the novel is read, and film adaptations of that novel will more than likely be faithful to that 

cultural reading. A premise I shall be working with in this study, then, is that both novels 

and films spring from the same sign system and that there is considerable interchange 

between signs, which makes adaptation highly possible; but the signs from each individual 

novel and film are codified by the forces of history and culture, so that the signs are 
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invariably encrusted with history and culture. Earlier I used the analogy of the adaptor 

viewing the original novel as a storehouse. To modify this analogy a bit, what the adaptor 

takes from that storehouse is indeed something the author has put there, but it has been 

added to by generations of readers and critics; therefore, what the adaptor brings to screen 

is often both what the author has written and how that element has been interpreted. 

To this point, I am still dealing with adaptation on a theoretical level; what is 

adapted may have been explained, but how adaptation takes place still needs to be 

discussed. The central issue here is how the signifiers from one form (the novel) may be 

transferred to another (the film) and what happens to those signifiers once they are 

transformed. Sadly, few adaptation theorists have tried to lay out a method for 

adaptation; as valuable as their arguments are, Cohen, Orr, and Larsson remain committed 

to explaining only a general theory of adaptation; and even Joy Boyum's lengthy and 

significant study doesn't really get down to the mechanics of adaptation. Only two 

studies, which appeared about a year apart, have really attempted to take a "systematic" 

approach to adaptations, and the results are radically different. 

Griffith's Approach: Imitation 

To take the most recent study first, James Griflfith in 1997 sought to argue that 

there is little difference between the ways novels and films communicate; but where earlier 

critics had tried to find semiotic links between the two forms of communication, Griffith 

argues the word and the image are related in that they are both imitations of something 

real. Working from a quasi-Classical framework he dubs Neo-Aristotelianism (35), 

Griffith contends the novel is the end product of the author's choices, the novelist wishes 
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to understand the "shaping cause" that calls the work into being, so the novelist uses all 

the tools of writing to help him or her realize that original cause. Further, the reader 

participates in the process of uncovery by using the "evidence" in the text to recreate the 

shaping cause (38). To Griffith, the verbal and literary devices the author chooses to give 

shape to the novel are artificial representations of things that are real and concrete; and he 

feels this artistic mimesis is largely the same fi'om one medium to another; 

[An] author has themes, moods, or effects to convey, for which he or she then 
invents an action to be portrayed with chosen techniques in words. The author 
makes choices more complex than finding a form adequate to the content. The 
material or medium does not signify much by comparison; the effects, actions, 
even some techniques may be communicated through the images and sounds of 
film, and communicated adequately to match the components of the novel. (36) 

In Griffith's study, elements of novelistic "style" are stripped down and made 

subordinate to the novel's imitative actions, for "Stylistic touches have more or less 

importance to the effect of the whole novel, but the material cause never suffices alone for 

that effect" (44). The actions are important to Griffith both because they make up the 

structure of the novel, and because they are artificial and arbitrary-mere representations of 

a reality that is beyond the text. Griffith further argues that filmmakers create similar if 

not the same artificial actions to realize the shaping causes of their films; therefore, novels 

and films are doing largely the same work, and for a filmmaker to create an adaptation of a 

novel all he or she needs to do is imitate roughly the same choices that the original novelist 

made. The ideal film adaptation, in Griffith's terms, is "an adaptation of a good novel that 

faithfully imitates the aesthetic choices that make the novel a success, and thereby the film 

also" (73). However, Griffith stresses that a good filmmaker should strive to imitate only 
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those actions that create the overall effect of the novel; meaning the filmmaker should try 

to capture the novel's mood and tone, and not necessarily every detail from the novel (73-

4). By imitating only the novel's effect, the filmmaker is free to make independent 

aesthetic choices that allow the film to work as a film (73-4). 

Frankly, it seems to me that Griffith doubles back on himself, arguing that 

filmmakers can imitate the same ac/Zom-which would, presumably, relate to plot, story, 

and certain narrative details-that the novelist made, but stressing that the filmmaker 

should be faithful only to the "effect." However, I can see the value of considering 

"effect" in evaluating the relationship of the film adaptation to its source novel. Certainly, 

the three filmmakers who will be discussed in this study have all tried to "imitate" Hardy's 

most significant effects, and have largely succeeded in conveying the mood or tone Hardy 

is usually said to have established in his original novels; John Schlesinger utilizes long, 

lingering takes of authentic Dorset countryside to convey the "pastoralism" of Far from 

the Madding Crowd', Polanski concentrates on faces to show the gradations of class and 

character in Tess\ and Michael Winterbottom focuses on dull gray countryside and 

oppressive Gothic architecture to convey the sombemess of Jude. I also find Griffith's 

scheme valuable because it seems to support a point I have been making. Certainly we 

can agree that any film version of a Hardy novel will not be authentic Hardy but rather 

imitation Hardy (or imitation Dickens or imitation Austen, whatever the case may be), but 

it still seems to me that what is imitated is Hardy's novel as culturally apprehended. In 

other words, if the general "effect" of Jude the Obscure is determined to be that of 

classical tragedy-and not that of, say, caustic satire (which is another possible reading of 
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Jude^s eflfect)-then the filmmaker is liable to imitate those actions in Hardy that most 

allow the novel to be read as a tragedy and ignore those that open the novel to being read 

as a satire. Winterbottom's Jude, then, would be an imitation not just oiJude the 

Obscure, but a codification of how the novel is popularly read. 

Still, I am reluctant to fully embrace GrifiRth's approach, given my concern about 

what I have labeled Griffith's "doubling back." Moreover, I find that Griffith's own 

applications of his theory result in stating the obvious, if not reducing to the absurd. In his 

study, Griffith makes the following claims; the filmmaker who misunderstands the author's 

purpose is liable to create a "poor" film {The Natural); the filmmaker who faithfully adapts 

a lousy novel will make a lousy film (Looking for Mr. Goodbar)-, the filmmaker who is in 

tune with the author's spirit but not necessarily the author's words can create a good film 

{Deliverance)-, and, from time to time, a great filmmaker working with a great 

screenwriter can make a great film from a great book {To Kill a Mockingbird). In short, 

all of this sounds very familiar, and I am not convinced that Griffith adds much that is new 

to adaptation studies. 

McFariane*s Approach: A Barthean System 

A much more practical approach to adaptation was proposed by Brian McFarlane 

in 1996. Like Orr before him, McFarlane takes his inspiration from Barthes; in this case, 

from Barthes's essay "Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narratives." McFarlane 

embraces Barthes's theory that narratives are entirely made up offimctions that fall into 

two groups; distributional and integrational (Barthes "Introduction" 86; McFarlane 13). 

As McFarlane describes it. 
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To distributional functions, Baithes gives the name of functions proper, 
integrational functions he calls indices. The former refer to actions and events; 
they are "horizontal" in nature, and they are strung together linearly throughout 
the text; they have to do with "operations"; they refer to a functionality of doing. 
Indices denotes a "more or less diffuse concept which is nevertheless necessary to 
the meaning of the story". This concept embraces, for instance, psychological 
information relating to characters, data regarding their identity, notations of 
atmosphere and representations of place. Indices are "vertical" in nature, 
influencing our reading of narrative in a pervasive rather than a linear way; they do 
no t  r e fe r  t o  ope ra t ions  bu t  t o  a  func t iona l i t y  o f  be ing .  (13 )  

The narrative functions are further broken down by Barthes into cardinal plot functions 

and catalyzers. In McFarlane's words. 

Cardinal Junctions are the "hinge-points" of narrative: that is, the actions they 
refer to open up alternatives of consequence to the development of the story: they 
create "risky" moments in the narrative and it is crucial to narrativity. . .that the 
reader recognizes the possibility of such alternative consequences. The linking 
together of cardinal functions provides the irreducible bare bones of the narrative. 

(13-14) 
The catalyzers 

work in ways which are complementary to and supportive of the cardinal 
functions. They denote small actions (e.g. the laying of the table for a meal which 
may in turn give rise to an action of cardinal importance to the story); their role is 
to root the cardinal functions in a particular kind of reality, to enrich the texture of 
those functions. . .[they] "lay out areas of safety, rests, luxuries"; they account for 
the moment-to-moment minutiae of the narrative. (14) 

By contrast, the indices do not involve physical actions. As McFarlane explains, Barthes 

subdivides this function into indices proper ("concepts such as character and atmosphere" 

[14]) and informants ("ready made" knowledge provided to the reader by the author, such 

as "the names, ages, and professions of characters, certain details of the physical setting," 

etc. [14]). The indices are crucial to the text in that they establish mood, tone, character, 

and the like; and they are important in that they indicate how the narrative should be read, 

but they do not in and of themselves move the narrative forward. 
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Barthes's system is remarkably simple and straightforward, and we can see how it 

works by looking at an important sequence from Tess of the d'Urbervilles. The death of 

Prince, the Durbeyfields' horse, in chapter 4, is a cardinal plot function in that the 

narrative "hinges" on this event; the loss of income that will ensue from Prince's death 

forces Tess to go to the d'Urberville estate to look for financial help (which is itself merely 

a plot function). Once at The Slopes, she meets Alec, an action that qualifies as another 

cardinal plot function in that it leads directly to her being hired on to the property (and, of 

course, on meeting Tess, Alec is possessed with the desire to seduce her), and so on. The 

entire narrative of Tess consists of such "risky moments," and how Tess responds to them 

largely dictate the momentum of the plot. Such surrounding incidents as Tess's comment 

to her brother before the accident that they are living on a "blighted" star (21), or even her 

nodding off on the cart qualify as catalyzers to the cardinal plot function of Prince's death, 

in that they "set the stage" for the action; while such elements as the blood that spurts 

from Prince's dying body, and the postman's scolding of Tess, are all indices-lh^y add 

detail to the action and provide a way of reading what is going on. 

McFarlane applies Barthes's system to film adaptation by arguing that the 

"functions proper" are entirely tran^erable to film-meaning they can be reproduced in 

toto in the film medium. McFarlane contends that a film adaptation may reproduce every 

single plot function from the novel, but "when a major cardinal function is deleted or 

altered in the film version of the novel (e.g. to provide a happy rather than a sombre 

ending), this is apt to occasion critical outrage and popular disaffection. The filmmaker 

bent on 'faithful' adaptation must, as a basis for such an enterprise, seek to preserve the 
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major cardinal functions" (14). We can see the truth of this statement by considering the 

fact Polanski chose to omit the scene where Prince dies: in the film, Joan leams of Jack's 

"noble" ancestry and then promptly encourages Tess to present herself to the d'Urbervilles 

and "claim kin;" and then there is a cut to Tess in the coach en route to The Slopes, the 

d'Urbervilles' estate. Hardy's basic plot function here is retained (in the end, it is 

primarily important that Tess get to the property and meet Alec); but by eliminating the 

cardinal plot fiinction-the death of the horse-Polanski entirely changes Tess's reason for 

going to the d'Urbervilles. Furthermore, by eliminating this sequence Polanski creates 

more of an indictment of Joan Durbeyfield's behavior toward her daughter than Hardy 

ever did. In this instance we can say that Polanski's dropping of this cardinal function 

results in a lack of fidelity to Hardy because it significantly alters a portion of the story 

Hardy tells, although-as I explain in chapter four-Polanski's change to the story creates a 

complication that is in itself somewhat Hardean. 

McFarlane goes on to argue that the catalyzers and some of the "indices proper" in 

the narrative are also transferable to film (for instance, when a director casts an actor who 

fits the description of the character as given by the author); but that indices by and large 

are not directly transferable to film, and it is only in this sense that adaptation-or, as 

McFarlane calls it, adaptation proper-be^ns (26). Like many film theorists before him, 

McFarlane argues that the novel "draws upon a wholly verbal sign system, the film 

variously, and sometimes simultaneously, on visual, aural, and verbal signifiers" (26); and 

that "the verbal sign, with its low iconicity and high symbolic function, works 

conceptually, whereas the cinematic sign, with its high iconicity and uncertain symbolic 
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function, works directly, sensuously, perceptually  ̂ (26-7). Where McFarlane differs from 

earlier film theorists is that he argues sign systems are only parts of novels and films, and 

do not constitute their sole identifying characteristics. McFarlane categorizes all verbal 

and visual/aural sign systems under the heading of narrative indices-they affect how the 

work is perceived, but they do not affect how the plot functions act. Since the novel's 

verbal indices do not readily meet the visual needs of film, the filmmaker must here adapt 

and fmd a way of communicating through film what had been communicated on paper. It 

is in the realm of "adaptation proper" that the filmmaker is freest to shape and mold the 

film into something personal-something that stands on its own as a film or as something 

that reflects upon the original novel." 

McFarlane's system for analyzing adaptations strikes me as the best of all 

approaches for several reasons. First, it is concrete and workable. It is a fairly easy 

matter to identify any novel's plot functions and to then determine if they have been 

retained in the film version. Second, McFarlane's approach acknowledges the shared 

narrative space of novels and films while allowing for the unique properties of both media. 

Third, McFarlane's system allows the film to be viewed both as an adaptation and as an 

original film; essentially, McFarlane shows that the filmmakers's freedom is in 

manipulating the novelist's plot functions and in finding cinematic indices to replace the 

novelistic ones. And it is at this point that I can bring this study firmly back to Hardy, for 

I believe that in Hardy's fiction, the indices are ultimately more important than the plot 

functions; and how the filmmakers choose to adapt the indices to film result inevitably in a 

cultural reading of Hardy. 
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Hardy's Plot Functions and Indices 

In the first chapter I argued that the distinguishing feature of Hardy's fiction is his 

deployment of perspective. Broadly speaking, most significant actions (or cardinal plot 

functions) in his novels are seen through the eyes of a character or filtered through the 

perspective of a highly idiosyncratic omniscient narrator. A common feature in Hardy's 

fiction is that no two perspectives are entirely alike, so how the plot function is to be read 

by the reader is often thrown into doubt. Very often, more than one mode of reading will 

be put in conflict with another, so that it appears Hardy is breaking down the conventions 

of narratives and of language. What the "typical" Hardy novel does is raise questions; it 

questions language, it questions genres, it questions the ways people construct themselves, 

and it questions its own status as a novel. To illustrate how Hardy achieves this effect, I 

will analyze a key scene from a "representative" Hardy novel. The Woodlanders^, and then 

isolate the problem that arises when one tries to adapt Hardy's indices to film. 

Why use The Woodlanders to illustrate Hardy's narrative strategies? There are 

several reasons. First, it is a fairly unimpeachable source. The Woodlanders is usually 

acknowledged as one of Hardy's six "major" (or even "best") novels, so I am working 

with a well-known text that most readers would agree contains elements that are typically 

"Hardean." For whatever light a novel like The Hand of Ethelberta (1876) or even The 

Trumpet-Major may shed on Hardy's writing, the charge can always be made that these 

are "atypical" or "odd" works that are exceptions in the Hardy canon. Second, despite its 

generally acknowledged "major" status, critics have long been unsure what to make of 

The Woodlanders-. as Penny Boumeiha observes, the novel "draws on genres so widely 
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disparate as to be at times incompatible" (98). Critics have tried to peg The Woodlanders 

as a pastoral, a melodrama, a farce, a protest against divorce laws, or as a mixture of any 

of the above;'^ yet for years the novel has resisted most attempts at classification. Perhaps 

because it is so difficult to determine just M/hat The Woodlanders is, a good many critics 

have left it alone; of all Hardy's "major" works, it has received the least attention. It is 

precisely The Woodlanders's capacity to open itself to many readings yet resist them all 

that convinces me this novel is perhaps the best illustration of Hardy's narrative approach. 

Finaliy-and most importantly-TTie Woodlanders clearly illustrates how important in 

Hardy's fiction the act of seeing is to catalyzing-and even generating-plot functions. 

Significantly, what is arguably the first-and certainly not less than the second-

cardinal plot function in The Woodlanders^^ is made clear to the reader through the 

devices of dialogue, seeing, and eavesdropping. In chapter 3, as Marty South is delivering 

the gad-spars to the timber merchant George Melbury, she finds herself inadvertently 

listening to Melbury's late-night conversation with his wife, where he recounts his old 

"wrong" against Giles Winterbome's father and his decision to make amends "by letting 

his daughter marry the lad; not only that but [Melbury had given] her the best education he 

could afford, so as to make the gift as valuable a one as it lay in his power to bestow" 

(49). One of the most striking qualities of this scene is its artificiality , it resembles a 

theater-piece in which two characters stand upstage and dispense vital plot information 

while a third character lurks backstage, listening in; but, as has been commented on by 

numerous critics, this mode of overhearing is one of the most common features in Hardy's 

fiction.'^ More importantly, what the characters perceive during the process of 
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overhearing more often than not afTects what they do. In the case of the scene from The 

Woodlanders, the plot is affected in two ways; first, both the reader and Marty are given a 

glimpse into Melbury's own process of perceiving-which leads, in turn, to his actions. 

The old timber merchant fears that in trying to make Grace "good enough" for Giles he 

has actually made her too good for him. From this point his actions will largely be 

directed toward finding a way to keep Giles from marrying Grace-even though a formal 

courtship has never been arranged, and the subject has never even been formally broached 

with Giles (there is a rather general understanding between the two men). Melbury's 

actions, then, are directed by his perceptions of who Giles is and who Grace must turn out 

to be. 

Second, after overhearing Melbury's conversation, Marty chooses to live a life of 

renunciation. She gives up all hope that Giles will marry her, and she decides to cut off 

her hair and sell it to Barber Percomb. The hair is intended to make a wig for Felice 

Charmond, and it will play a vital role in Felice's later "exposure;" and Marty will further 

affect the plot in that she tries to-and eventually will-convince Giles to join her in 

embracing a tragic view of the world. One moment of overhearing, then, puts into motion 

the events that immediately touch upon the lives of six major characters-Giles, Grace, 

Melbury, Marty, Felice, and, later, through Grace and Felice, Fitzpiers. The cardinality of 

this plot function should be clear; but, as was established earlier, plot functions are always 

surrounded by catalyzers and indices-devices outside the plot that indicate how the 

functions should be read. In the case of the sequence fi'om The Woodlanders, Hardy 

deploys a device of multiple perspectives that throw the meaning of this plot function into 
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doubt. After Melbury announces that he will send for Grace, the narrator comments, 

Melbury perhaps was an unlucky man in having the sentiment which could 
make him wander out in the night to regard the imprint of a daughter's footstep. 
Nature does not carry on her government with a view to such filings; and when 
advancing years render the opened hearts of those who possess them less dextrous 
than formerly in shutting against the blast, they must inevitably, like little 
celandines, suffer "buffeting at will by rain and storm". 

But her own existence, and not Mr. Melbury's, was the centre of Marty's 
consciousness, and it was in relation to this that the matter struck her as she slowly 
withdrew. 

"That, then, is the secret of it all," she said. "I had half thought so. And 
Giles Winterbome is not for me!" (50) 

Hardy provides two narrative indices here that ostensibly seem to harmonize with 

each other and open the incident to being read as a tragedy. Marty's perspective is plain 

enough: she views the information she has just received as a personal disaster, a sign to 

renounce her hopes. The narrator would also seem to be encouraging the reader to 

interpret what has happened tragically, for he compares Melbury to the flower in 

Wordsworth's "The Small Celandine"-a plant that, when young, folds up in the cold and 

rain; but when it is old, exposes itself to those very same destructive natural forces. In his 

poem, Wordsworth concludes, 

'The sunshine may not cheer it, nor the dew; 
It cannot help itself in its decay; 
Stiff in its members, withered, changed of hue.' 
And, in my spleen, I smiled that it was grey. 

To be a Prodigal's Favourite-then, worse truth, 
A Miser's Pensioner-behold our lot! 
O Man, that from thy fair and shining youth 
Age might but take the things Youth needed not! (11. 17-24) 

Going by Wordsworth, then, we can read Melbury as having entered the stage in his life 

when he has to give himself up to the decaying powers of Nature, to tragically resigning 
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himself to losing those faculties he took for granted in his youth. This is certainly a 

strange reading in light of the melodramatic and artificial circumstances in which the 

passage appears; and especially in light of the fact Melbury emerges in the novel as 

something of a traditional comic figure: the stuffy father (such as Captain Corcoran from 

Gilbert and Sullivan's H. M. S. Pinafore) who wishes to prevent his daughter from 

marrying beneath her station. It is also odd that, to evoke the indifference of Nature to 

Melbury's plans. Hardy must defer to the authority of Wordsworth-and Wordsworth 

himself is hardly the most reliable commentator on Nature, since, as his statement "in my 

spleen" reveals, he is projecting his own feelings-his fears about and bitterness over aging 

-on to Nature. 

In just one passage, then, we have a cardinal plot function that clearly affects the 

action of the novel, but it is largely brought into being by perspective. The perspectives 

multiply (from Marty to Melbury to Hardy's narrator to Wordsworth), interact with each 

other, and perhaps cancel each other out. What happens in the story is obvious, but 

through the device of multiple perspectives. Hardy seems to question why it happens: 

Melbury acts in accordance to his own suppositions about a situation, Marty acts 

according to the words she hears, and the narrator alludes to a nature poem to modify the 

action for the reader. The authority behind this plot function is never one thing or 

another-it is made up of several things, all ultimately the products of words, either spoken 

(Melbury's) or written (Wordsworth's). Yet the word is hardly a reliable basis for taking 

an action, as is made manifest in the novel after Giles loses the life-hold on his house and 

finds the taunting doggerel Marty has scribbled on his wall: "O Giles, you've lost your 
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dwelling-place, / And therefore, Giles, you'll lose your Grace" (139). Reading these 

words fills Giles with "a terrible belief that they were turning out to be true, try to regain 

Grace as he might" (139). Giles therefore writes to Melbury renouncing any claim to 

Grace's hand; and even after Grace secretly alters the word "lose" to "keep" on the 

graffito (140), Giles chooses to believe Marty's explanation that "some idle boy altered it" 

(141). From this point on, Giles leads his own life of tragic renunciation, moving to a hut 

in the forest and becoming an outsider to Little Hintock society. He has been given two 

texts-Marty's standard one and Grace's revised version-and he chooses to live by Marty's 

defeatist version as opposed to Grace's hopeful one. 

As was mentioned earlier. The Woodlanders has largely frustrated the attempts of 

critics to classify it. The reason, I believe, is because Hardy so thoroughly deploys 

multiple perspectives that the novel can accommodate multiple interpretations. The book 

can be read as a tragedy, since the perspectives of Giles, Marty, and-to a degree-the 

narrator are indeed tragic; and since the life of renunciation Giles chooses leads to his 

death. The novel is also open to being read as a pastoral,'' or even as a celebration of 

pagan fertility rites, since it contains such pastoral descriptions as this one of Giles; 

He looked and smelt like Autumn's very brother, his face being sunburnt to 
wheat-colour, his eyes blue as corn-flowers, his sleeves and leggings dyed with 
fhiit-stains, his hands clammy with the sweet juice of apples, his hat sprinkled with 
pips, and everywhere about him the atmosphere of cider which at its first return 
each season has such an indescribable fascination for those who have been bom 
and bred among the orchards. (235) 

However, what is frequently not commented upon is that this perspective on Giles is 

largely Grace's; At this stage she is experiencing her first doubts about her marriage to 
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Fitzpiers, and the sight of Giles at work on the apple-press awakens in her a desire to 

escape; 

[H]er heart rose from its late sadness like a released bough; her senses revelled in 
the sudden lapse back to Nature unadorned. The consciousness of having to be 
genteel because of her husband's profession, the veneer of artificiality which she 
had acquired at the fashionable schools, were thrown off, and she became the 
crude country girl of her latent early instincts. (235-6) 

In fact, Grace's view of Giles as "Autumn's very brother" stands in complete conflict with 

the narrator's descriptions of Nature, such as this famous passage from chapter 7; 

They went noiselessly over mats of starry moss, rustled through 
interspersed tracts of leaves, skirted trunks with spreading roots whose mossed 
rinds made them like hands wearing green gloves; elbowed old elms and ashes with 
great forks, in which stood pools of water that overflowed on rainy days and ran 
down their stems in green cascades. On older trees still than these huge lobes of 
fungi grew like lungs. Here, as everywhere, the Unfulfilled Intention, which makes 
life what it is, was as obvious as it could be among the depraved crowds of a city 
slum. The leaf was deformed, the curve was crippled, the taper was interrupted; 
the lichen ate the vigour of the stalk, and the ivy slowly strangled to death the 
promising sapling. (83) 

This is a powerful passage, yet its sentiments-that an "Unfulfilled Intention" is blindly 

shaping the events in the country and the city-are entirely opposed to those Hardy earlier 

expressed in another famous passage, where he seems to express belief in a seeing and 

Fulfilled Intention; "And yet their lonely courses formed no detached design at all, but 

were part of the pattern in the great web of human doings then weaving in both 

hemispheres from the White Sea to Cape Horn" (52). This narrative ambiguity calls into 

question whether or not the characters' lots are assigned to "Fate;" yet Hardy's invocation 

of that troublesome "Unfulfilled Intention," as well as other passages-such as "the finger 

of fate touched [Grace] and turned her to a wife" (204)-give rise to the novel being read 
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as a dissection of the working of fate; and The Woodlanders has frequently been 

considered the novel in which Hardy first conceived of the Imminent Will, which he would 

later develop more fully in The Dyruists}^ Further, Grace's failure to obtain a divorce 

from the philandering Fitzpiers despite a new and more liberal law (298 ff) has led some 

to conclude Hardy was commenting on the need to reform divorce laws-or that he was 

simply attacking the societal institution of marriage.'^ Lastly, such elements as Grace 

learning of Fitzpiers's infidelity from Felice while the two of them are lost in the woods 

(272) and the incident of three women rushing into Fitzpiers's bed chamber when they 

think he is on his deathbed have led many to conclude the novel is a melodrama or a 

farce.I believe the reason none of these interpretations of the novel have stuck or been 

accepted as codifying is because they are all, to some degree, correct: just as Hardy uses 

perception to generate and create actions, he also uses it to construct genres. To read the 

Giles/Marty plot is to read a pastoral tragedy; to read the Grace/Giles/ Fitzpiers/Felice 

story is to read a romantic melodrama, and so on. The genres in The Woodlanders 

constantly abut against each other, yet none becomes dominant; as a result, one cannot say 

to which genre the novel belongs. In the end. The Woodlanders questions the powers of 

language and perception to create a reality for the characters; and it questions the ability of 

language to construct a form that can really define or contain the novel. 

If it were the case that this use of multiple perspectives was restricted to The 

Woodlanders, this study could go no further. It is my contention that Hardy's deployment 

of multi-voicedness is his dominant mode of expression; the actions of his characters-and, 

hence, the plots that are constructed through those actions-are largely dictated by what 
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they see, read, and interpret', yet perspective in Hardy is hardly ever reliable; Hardy's use 

of multiple perspectives allows his novels to be read in numerous ways, so that they 

cannot be reigned in by one dominant mode of reading. The Woodlanders is the only one 

of Hardy's major novels to defy classification; but, as the next three chapters will argue. 

Hardy's other fictional works-specifically. Far from the Madding Crowd, Tess of the 

d'Urbervilles, and Jude the (965ct/re-should also be thought of as novels that cannot 

really be classified. However, each one of these books has to some degree been absorbed 

by the general culture; and it is the case that one or two of the genres the novels employ 

2ire usually accepted by critics and readers as the "true" and/or "only" voices of these 

novels, while the other modes of viewing that are generated and deployed in the novels 

have been silenced or pushed into the margins. 

Applications to Film Studies 

Now, after a long and serpentine journey, we are back to the film adaptations of 

Hardy. How will the material that has just been laid out be applied to a discussion of film? 

Once again, this will largely be a matter of considering how a given novel's plot functions 

have been tratxsferred to film and how its indices and/or catalyzers have been adapted. 

However, as has been established in this chapter. Hardy's indices are largely made up of 

multiple perspectives, so the novels generate numerous simultaneous readings and 

interpretations. Although it is possible for a film to present multiple perspectives-

Kurosawa's Rashomon (1950) is probably the most famous example-it is a much harder 

task for film to replicate simultaneous perspectives such as those that are deployed 

throughout The Woodlanders and in Hardy's other fictional works. It is my contention 
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that, when faced with Hardy's multiplicity of perspectives, the filmmakers largely (and 

perhaps wisely) chose to adapt only a few narrative perspectives; and these have invariably 

been those modes of viewing that have given rise to the most popular and familiar 

interpretations of the novels-and of Hardy as a writer, visionary, and human being. To 

put it simply; rather than trying to adapt a Hardy novel in /o/o-which would probably be 

impossible and would more than likely result in an unsatisfying film-the filmmakers have 

sought to adapt the version of the novel (and the version of Hardy) we know and are 

familiar with. Their reasons for doing so are numerous, not the least of which-as the 

widespread public and critical rejection of Joffe's The ScaHet Letter shows-is that culture 

at large probably expects a familiar Hardy. What inevitably results is a film that is faithful 

not so much to Thomas Hardy, but to our cultural perceptions of who he was and what he 

wrote. 

Two questions remain; First, is it the case that a "familiar" film version of a novel 

and of the novelist is necessarily bad or reductive? No; all of the films I am considering 

have a great deal of merit, and Polanski's Tess actually succeeds in creating a good deal of 

convergence with Hardy's novel. The second question, though, is simply this; So what? 

Why does it matter if films create a comfortable and familiar version of Hardy and his 

fiction? The answer is that, in the end, such films perhaps say more about us than they do 

about Hardy; they tell us about our capacity for reading, understanding, and interpreting. 

By giving us the Hardy we know or at least expect, the films ratify our tastes and desires; 

they validate our critical interpretations; they codify our cultural assumptions. The 

drawback is that a familiar Hardy is also a safe Hardy; when the full scope of his vision is 
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hemmed in. Hardy oflfers little that challenges or questions our dominant ways of thinking; 

and a writer who says only what we want to hear becomes little more than a masseuse, 

soothing our pains but offering no cures. 
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NOTES 

1. It should be noted that Lodge doesn't really analyze why Hardy utilizes these 
narrative effects. He entertains Hillis Miller's notion that Hardy wished to 
"distance" himself from the narrated action and the emotions involved (Distance 
and Desire 43); but ultimately Lodge only concludes that "Hardy's reliance on 
specified and unspecified observers [is] evidence of the importance he attached to 
visual perspective. .. .These observing eyes act like camera lenses-and if there is 
often something voyeuristic about their observations, this only reminds us that film 
is a deeply voyeuristic medium" ("Cinematic Novelist" 82). 

2. The following list of adaptation studies is far from exhaustive; a complete list, as 
well as a thorough examination of the ins and outs of each theoretical perspective, 
would be too extensive for this study and would shift the focus too far from 
Hardy. For the most complete examinations of the history of adaptation studies, 
see Griffith I8-3S; Boyum 3-IS; and especially Giddings et. al. 1-27. 

3. Prior to Bluestone, the only extensive analysis of film adaptation was Lester 
Asheim's four-part study, published from 1951-2. Asheim's study is now 
extremely dated, as he deals even more extensively than would Bluestone with the 
limits imposed upon adaptations by the Production Code, and with the changes 
made to the author's original characters vis a vis the requirements of the old 
Hollywood star system. Asheim's study is still of interest, however, for his 
continual characterizations of producers who dumb-down the material for 
audiences, and audiences that accept such dumbings-down like so many sheep. 
Asheim's concluding sentiment is, "If the film is ever to become a true art form, its 
creators must accept the responsibility of the artist-not merely to reflect what his 
audience wants-but to teach him to want something better" ("From Book to Film: 
Summary" 273). 

4. Bluestone's ideas on editing and on film tenses are based on those from Balus, 
118-38. Joan Dagle provides a persuasive deconstruction of the notion that film 
exists only in present tense in Conger and Welsch, 47-59. 

5. This claim appears most often in popular film criticism and in sources designed for 
mass consumption. For instance, Boggs's study, published in 1996, quotes 
Bluestone to argue that there are no cinematic equivalents to most literary points 
of view (355); and echoes of Bluestone appear in Boggs's treatments of time and 
tense (361-2). None of this is to denigrate Boggs's study; it is extremely fair-
minded and recognizes that some novels simply lend themselves more readily to 
cinematic adaptation than do others. 

6. To offer a counter-argument to Kracauer's assessment; Stanley Kubrick in A 
Clockwork Orange (1971) succeeds, I believe, in demonstrating that film can 
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indeed show the "mental continuum." In one sequence, Alex (Malcolm 
McDowell) returns home after a night of "ultraviolence." He puts on a recording 
of Beethoven and then-it is strongly implied-masturbates. Kubrick cuts between 
Alex's intent face and his point of view on two objects that decorate his walls; a 
portrait of Beethoven and a sculpture group of three naked, striding Christs with 
their fists held up in defiance. The montage effect of the editing, coupled with 
Beethoven's music, convey the state of Alex's mind, which comprehends music, 
art, death, and godhood in entirely sexual terms. 

7. Murray's study is also concerned with the influence film has had on literature, and 
he gloomily foresees a future in which cinematic writing and novel writing could 
become indistinct, or in which literature could die out altogether (296). Murray's 
conclusions are strangely similar to those drawn by Virginia Woolf in 1929, in an 
essay oflen cites as one of the earliest studies of film and literature. Woolf charges 
film with being a "parasite" on literature (89) and suggest the film adaptation is 
depleting both the cinema and literature as arts. Woolf concludes by exhorting 
film to stand on its own. 

8. Specifically, Cohen draws from Metz's Essais sur la signification au cinema 
(Paris; Klincksieck, 1968; Eng. trans. Film Language), 67-8 and 117-19. Metz's 
argument is that the word's double articulation and the film image's simultaneous 
single articulation make the two forms different, a point Cohen disputes below. 

9. The material in quotes is fi'om Metz, Essais, 82. 

10. Elsewhere, Cohen calls for filmmakers to subvert the novels they are adapting, for 
"Adaptation is a truly artistic feat only when the new version carries with it a 
hidden criticism of its model. . . .The adaptation must subvert its original, 
perform a double and paradoxical job of unmasking and unveiling its source, or 
else the pleasure it provides will be nothing more than that of seeing words 
changed into images" ("Eisenstein's Subversive Adaptation" 24S, SS). Such a 
subversive enterprise would also expose the dominant mindsets from which the 
novels sprang. 

11. McFarlane believes there are two types of adaptations: those that are "reverently 
disposed" to being faithful to the original novel's letter and/or spirit; and those that 
significantly depart from the original. In McFarlane's terms, "Such departures may 
be seen in the tight of offering a commentary on or, in more extreme cases, a 
deconstruction. . .of the original" (22). McFarlane suggests film adaptations 
should be analyzed according to which kind of adaptation it strives to be. Earlier, 
in 1980, Dudley Andrew identified three "modes" of adaptation; borrowing, which 
usually applies to classical works, and about which "the adapting artist hope[s] to 
win an audience by the prestige of their borrowed titles or subjects" (10); 
intersection, in which "the uniqueness of the original text is preserved to such an 
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extent that it is intentionally left unassimiiated in adaptation" (11); and fidelity, 
where "it is assumed that the task of adaptation is the reproduction in cinema of 
something essential about an original text"-a mode that generates critical 
arguments Andrews calls '^tiresome" and ultimately pointless (12). 

12. For discussion of the often disparate mixture of genres in The Woodlanders, see 
Bayley, "A Social Comedy?", Higgins, and especially Boumeiha 98-116. 

13. The novel's first plot function is the arrival of Barber Percomb at the home of the 
Souths, where he presses Marty to sell him her hair (41-4). This scene is 
significant in that it gets the story started, but-in my interpretation, at least-a plot 
function is cardinal only if it turns the plot in a new direction. The Woodlanders 
has no real story until Percomb makes his offer to Marty; but I am willing to 
concede there is a certain cardinality about this function. 

14. The most famous study of this feature, of course, is Hillis Miller's Thomas Hardy: 
Distance artd Desire. Other significant studies of the modes of overhearing, 
eavesdropping, and perceiving in Hardy's fiction are Berger, Thomas Hardy and 
Visual Structures; Bullen, The Expressive Eye, B. Johnson, True Correspondence; 
and Vigar, The Novels of Thomas Hardy: Illusion and Reality. Individual studies 
on the modes of overhearing and perception in Far fi-om the Madding Crowd, Tess 
of the d'Urhervilles, and Jude the Obscure will be handled in their individual 
chapters. 

15. David Lodge's introduction to the "New Wessex" edition of The Woodlanders, 
which was used for this study, reads the novel in the light of a "pastoral elegy" (9-
30); Drake reads the novel as a "traditional" pastoral in the Elizabethan mode 
(253); while May reads The Woodlanders as a "grotesque" pastoral-one that turns 
the values of the pastoral genre on their heads (1S2-S). More recently. Stave has 
read the novel as one in which the Little Hintock residents have fallen from their 
Pagan, nature-centered past; and where Marty has assumed the role of a nature 
"goddess" who cannot renew the community (76-81). 

16. Kramer, for instance, identifies in the novel the theme of individual will being 
restricted by "inevitable fhistration" (Forms of Tragedy 96); and Homback 
considers the "Unfulfilled Intention" to be a mere "idea" that is poorly developed 
in this particular novel (72.) 

17. Typically, Hardy's treatment of marriage and divorce in this novel has been of 
most interest to Marxist and/or feminist critics, both of which largely see marriage 
as an institution of social domination. See, for instance, Goode, Offensive Truth 
101-9. 
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18. See Millgate, Career, where he reads the contrast between tragedy and comedy as 
illustrating Hardy's own uneasiness about class divisions (257-60); Ball, who finds 
that the comedy is meant is meant to contrast and therefore heighten the sense of 
tragedy (19); and Higgins, who argues that Hardy uses conventions and characters 
from Victorian stage melodrama to allow his readers to distinguish the characters 
and their behaviors (e.g., noble characters vs. ignoble characters) and to create an 
elegy for a past way of life that most readers would be able to recognize (114-16). 
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CHAPTERS: 
FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD: 

HOW SCHLESINGER CONTAINED THE UNCONTAINABLE 

I 

Although most studies of Hardy's novels identify Tess of the d'Urbervilles and 

Jude the Obscure as his most "important" or even "representative" fictional works, 

perhaps no single novel has done more to create an image of Thomas Hardy as writer, 

visionary, and human being than Far from the Madding Crowd (1874). Crowd is often 

(and not entirely accurately') cited as Hardy's first popular success; it is routinely 

identified as his first major achievement as a novelist; and, as many critics have stated, it 

was the novel Hardy's Victorian readers hoped he would use as the model for ail his 

subsequent works^-a desire that so nettled Hardy that, he later wrote in his Life, after the 

publication of Crowd he decided to "put aside a woodland story he had thought of (which 

later took shape in The Woodlanders), and make a plunge in a new and untried direction. 

. . .[He] had not the slightest intention of writing for ever about sheepfarming, as the 

reading public was apparently expecting him to do, and as, in fact, they presently resented 

his not doing" (102). Furthermore, Far from the Madding Crowd \s central to Hardy's 

reputation for no other reason than it is the first true "Wessex" novel. Something in 

Hardy's creation of this locale struck a chord with his readers-as it continues to do today-

so much so that Michael Millgate reports that as early as 1877, "Hardy's imaginative 

wor ld  had  a l r eady  impressed  i t s e l f  on  h i s  con tempora r i e s "  (Career  a s  a  Nove l i s t  96 ) }  

Evidence of the novel's hold on the popular imagination can be found by scanning 

a few simple facts: in 1929, just one year after Hardy's death, Macmillan published 30,000 
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copies of CroH'tZ-equal only to the number of copies of Tess, and 10,000 more than the 

next most popular titles, Under the Greenwood Tree and The Mayor of Casterbridge 

(Gatrell, Hardy the Creator 246-S2); by 1939, Macmillan had published nearly 175,000 

total copies of Crowd, second only to Tess at nearly 227,000 (ibid 252); and even today 

the novel's availability is impressive. The American Books in Print for 1997-98 reports 

that there are 17 separate editions of Crowd available in the U. S. (tied with Return of the 

Native and second only to Tess)-, while the British Whitaker Books in Print for 1999 

reports 23 separate editions available in Great Britain, second only to Tess's 26. Most of 

the publishers that produce relatively inexpensive and accessible Hardy texts, such as 

Bantam and Signet, list Far from the Madding Crowd as the earliest Hardy title they print, 

a fact readily evidenced by any trip to a used book store, where the different editions of 

Crowd can reach into the dozens, while, say. The Hand of Ethelberta is a rare find. It is 

fairly safe to say that in any high school or undergraduate-level course in which Hardy is 

taught, the earliest text utilized will most likely be Crowd, instead of "oddities" like 

Desperate Remedies or A Pair of Blue Eyes, or even the still popular Under the 

Greenwood Tree. More important to this study, in 1886 Far from the Madding Crowd 

became the first of Hardy's novels to be adapted for the stage (Keith Wilson 25-9); in 

1911 it became the first of Hardy's novels to go before the motion picture camera 

(Widdowson, Hardy in History 94); and in 1967 it became the first of Hardy's novels to 

be filmed in the era of sound, color, and wide-screen technology. 

What keeps this novel alive, and why has it blazed the trail in three separate areas 

of dramatization? The answer, I believe, is that what made the book such a hit in 1874-
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the ver>' thing Hardy complained of-is what keeps it fascinating to readers today; Far 

from the Madding Crowd is downright inviting in terms of its pastoral charm and 

splendor. One need look no further than Carl J. Weber's introduction to the 1937 Oxford 

edition of Crowd to find what is perhaps the best and most succinct summary of the 

novel's appeal: 

[T]here can be no doubt that one reason why this novel attracted so much 
attention in 1874 was the authoritative way in which the author spoke of nature. 
He knew\ and in nature-study his novels provide a liberal education. So many 
English novelists had been exclusively concerned with the city, or the city's point 
of view, that to turn to Thomas Hardy was to receive a ticket for a welcome 
vacation in the country. Few first-class novelists had ventured to take the feet of 
their readers far fi-om city streets; Hardy invited his audience to wander along 
country lanes and by-paths, and there he brought out the beauty and significance of 
sky and storm, of bird and tree. (xi-xii) 

It might be easy to snicker at Weber's comparison of reading Crowd \o taking a touristy 

vacation, but on a fundamental level he is absolutely correct. If there has been one 

element in Far from the Madding Crowd that has consistently been singled out for praise 

or special attention from 1874 to the present day, it is Hardy's flair for evoking Nature. 

Henry James's notoriously patronizing review in the Nation (24 December 1874) still 

acknowledges that the "most genuine thing in his book. . . is a certain aroma of the 

meadows and lanes-a natural relish for harvesting and sheep-washings" (Cox 30); in 1892, 

W. P. Trent enthusiastically wrote of the novel, "Never has the life of the farm and the 

sheepfold been more truthfully or more charmingly described; never has the homely 

picturesqueness of the English peasant received so attractive a setting" (Cox 225); and in 

1937 H. C. Duffin declared that Crowe/together with the other Wessex novels espouse 

that, in the countryside of Hardy's imagination, "there is always a sure retreat to a 
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priceless treasure that worm nor rust may corrupt, and to which no thief can break 

through and steal-a Paradise so vast that even the grimy and plastered fingers of man can 

but soil it here and there" (143). 

It is safe to say that a good portion of the criticism on Far from the Madding 

Crowd from the time of its publication until well into the 1970s focuses on Hardy's uses of 

Nature; and, in fact, in the 1970s a few critics concerned themselves with how Hardy 

redefines the pastoral in his novel. Michael Squires, for instance, argued that Crowd is 

really a "modified" pastoral, meaning Hardy infiises the traditional mythos of the shepherd 

and his flocks with realism (loosely defined in this article as relating to misfortunes and 

death) in order to enhance the traditional pastoral values that are in the novel; while 

almost in direct response, Charles May claimed that Hardy's purpose was to distort the 

pastoral world by injecting it with grotesque images of death and by making Sergeant 

Troy, in effect, the hero of the story: "Bathsheba, faced with the prosaic reality of Gabriel 

and Boldwood and surrounded by the death-like world of nature, chooses poetry and life 

in the famous sword scene with Troy. For Bathsheba, Troy is not anti-nature in the 

traditional sense of being sophisticated and civilized, but rather he is opposed to the 

deathly world she lives in" (151). Later in the decade, John Alcom read the novel as not 

so much celebrating pastoral values, but as celebrating mankind's role as part of the 

biological process. Nevertheless, Alcorn's interpretation harkens back to Arcadia, as 

when he writes, "Farmer Oak's flute and the many 'voices' which resound in Hardy's 

world of nature represent the search for a new vocabulary to describe the inner life of 

man. In Hardy, man's unconscious life is anchored immediately and constantly in physical 
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nature-not only in man's own animality, but in the whole external world of organic life" 

(14). Even Merryn Williams, in her materialist/Marxist critique of the novel, still evokes a 

sense of pastoralism where she writes that Crowd's characters "are subordinated to the 

novel's central preoccupation-//ie care of the land and flocks, and the maintenance of the 

community in a condition of health" (130, emphasis mine). Williams' view was somewhat 

amplified in 1988 by John Goode, who welcomes reading a certain "pastoral potential" in 

Crowd, for "one way of reading the novel, given this original [pastoral] image, is to see it 

as a fable of the recuperation of the organic moment by the survival of the values of work 

and love through the self-destructive modes of capitalist farming and romantic love" (18). 

Admittedly, and with perhaps the notable exception of Robert Langbaum in 

Thomas Hardy in Our Time (1995), few critics today are willing to analyze Far from the 

Madding Crowd strictly as a pastoral; recent scholarship on the novel has focused 

predominantly on the construction of gender roles and the deployment of such devices as 

the masculine gaze and the uses of language.^ Still, even in the most postmodern of 

studies on the novel, a tenacious pastoral strain can still be detected. Susan Beegel, for 

instance, never once evokes the word "pastoral" in her study of male sexuality in Far from 

the Madding Crowd, yet her analysis of Gabriel Oak practically crowns him the pastorzU 

king. Beegel shows that Gabriel is equipped with '^phallic" instruments-"the sheep shears, 

trochar, marking iron, ricking rod, and flute" (2I6)-which are, in fact, "instruments of 

salvation, objects which change death into life" (218), for Gabriel uses his tools to cleanse 

the sheep of their wool and to save them when they are bloated. Furthermore, "Gabriel's 

instruments of salvation are the tools of his trade. His sexuality is inseparable from his 
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work. This is scarcely surprising, since Far from the Madding Crowd elevates work to 

the status of religion. The farmer's work in this novel is a procreative process-he or she 

joins with others to cause the flocks to multiply and the earth to bear fhiit" (219). 

However, the most pastoral of all modem readings appears in Shirley Stave's The Decline 

of the Goddess, a feminist study that does in fact declare that Gabriel is a nature god and 

that Bathsheba is a pastoral queen, whose very body is a metaphor of the natural world; 

"Within her life [Bathsheba] enacts the rhythms of the natural year, becoming the visible 

embodiment of nature" (33). It would seem, then, that in spite of modem critical 

movements and modes of interpretation, a strong pastoral tradition remains in the criticism 

of Far from the Madding Crowd. At this stage it is worthwhile to recall that when Hardy 

proposed the novel to Leslie Stephen, he clearly described it as a "pastoral tale," so it 

would seem that the readers who liked-and who still like-the novel for its pastoralism are 

responding to what Hardy most wanted them to. His later tart comment in the Life about 

the demands of the "reading public" has a Frankensteinstian feel to it, as if Hardy regrets 

what he has created. 

Beyond Nature, there is another key element to Crowd's continued appeal, 

something that is as true today as when Weber wrote about it in 1937; 

Far from the Madding Crowd is a good novel with which to begin the study of 
Thomas Hardy. Not only was it his first real success, but it is wholly free fi-om the 
results of the social reformer's zeal which came to mar somewhat the artistry of 
Hardy's last two novels, and it is equally free from the depressing and cheerless 
atmosphere which some readers find in the tragedies written after this novel.. .. 
The student who begins with Far from the Madding Crowd need not feel sure the 
end will be tragic; and whatever may be true of later and more somber titles, here 
he will find no philosophical or religious load of scepticism to carry. Here Hardy 
wrote for pure delight. (xv)' 
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That Hardy wrote for "pure delight" is questionable, especially in light of the painstaking 

work he put into the novel, and the fact he had made four previous attempts to establish 

himself as a novelist; but Weber's analysis captures the ambivalence that many readers felt 

and continue to feel about Hardy's novels. The most common complaint about Hardy is 

that he is depressing, and Far from the Madding Crowd is certainly less so. Writing over 

25 years after Weber, Elizabeth Drew wryly observed of Crowd, "For Hardy, a story with 

only three deaths in it, one life sentence and a final marriage between the two chief 

characters can almost claim to be a comedy" (143). Of course, most readers usually don't 

take Crowd for a comedy, but the fact of the matter is many readers report they enjoy this 

book more than Hardy's "darker" novels; often readers who don't like Hardy as a rule like 

Far from the Madding Crowd, and people who do begin their acquaintanceship with 

Hardy via Crowd occasionally feel disappointed by the books that follow. In some 

respects, it is a novel that not only invites readers to find a haven from the city, but to find 

a haven from the rest of Hardy's fiction. 

To put it bluntly, then, what Far from the Madding Crowd does is make its readers 

feel good, both in terms of what it presents and how it is set apart from Hardy's other 

novels. A reader is led to feel that in reading about Weatherbury and the surrounding 

Wessex countryside, a kind of "inner" Arcadia can be reached; and in Hardy himself they 

can find the supreme English pastoralist he is often called. Small wonder, then, that 

dramatists and filmmakers have turned so often to this friendliest and most appealing of 

Hardy's novels, or that they have tried hardest to reproduce its most salient feature-its 

evocation of Nature. Accordingly, it was the desire to "escape" dramatizing the problems 
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and pressures of the modem world that sparked director John Schlesinger's desire to put 

the novel into cinematic form. Schlesinger had won acclaim for his first two films, A Kind 

of Loving (1962) and Bilfy Liar (1963), both gritty, black-and-white films that owe a great 

deal to the school of social realism (or "kitchen-sink" dramas) that had revolutionized 

British filmmaking in the early 1960s; and in 196S he was completing his third film, the 

social satire Darling, when he voiced a desire to move away from such contemporary 

subject matter; 

After being confronted day after day, reel after reel with the questionable lives of 
the jet setters in Darling, . . .Schlesinger suddenly blurted out one day in the 
dubbing theater that it was time they went back to "something more romantic 
about another age" for their next project. He continued by saying that it would be 
refreshing to make a film set in the rural England of the previous century about 
people who enjoyed simple pleasures like sitting around singing songs at a harvest 
supper and in general were able to cope with whatever life meted out to them. 

(Phillips, John Schlesinger, 79) 

Shot in color and released in 1967, Schlesinger's Far from the Madding Crowd 

showcases the director's love of "rural England" in just about every scene. The film's use 

of Nature also became one of its main selling points, evidenced in the theatrical trailer, 

which opens with Julie Christie frolicking on a bright summer day through a vast field of 

wildflowers, while the narrator intones, "In this place of calm and beauty, of deep and 

primitive emotions, the woman Bathsheba Everdene lived. And here she gave herself to 

three men."® It is interesting that the movie's storyline is mentioned only after the beauty 

of the locale has been allowed to register itself in the viewer's mind and after it is 

described by the narrator; and it is clear in the connections between the place, the "deep 

and primitive emotions," and Bathsheba's "giving" of herself that-in the minds of the 
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MGM publicity department, at least-Nature, emotion, and story are all bound inextricably 

together. In these few seconds of trailer, an entire tradition of reading Far from the 

Madding Crowd has been concisely and neatly captured. 

That Crowd is routinely taken to be a "nature" novel has, I trust, been established; 

and this chapter will not do anything so radical as to suggest that it im't a nature novel. 

However, I believe that it is only on the surface that Nature in this novel appears to be a 

realm of communion, connection, or harmony, or to embody most any of the regenerative 

properties that have been assigned to it over the 12S years of criticism. The importance of 

Nature to Crowd is that the characters' responses to it catalyze many of the novel's plot 

functions: in several crucial instances, a character will attempt to contain Nature by seeing 

it as something human-a reflection of that person's own wants and desires-and then act 

according to what that person perceives to be in Nature. However, Nature always proves 

itself to operate in a realm of its own, outside of human concerns; and when the characters 

come to realize this, the actions they take are pushed into another direction. In some 

respects, the novel's treatment of Nature can also evoke a mimetic response in the reader. 

Nature in this book is so seductive that it is easy to read the novel as a simple pastoral; but 

when one looks beneath the surface appeal, one sees that Hardy's depiction of Nature 

itself resists easy literary classifications. Ultimately, the only way to "contain" Hardy's 

Nature is to alter it and to transform it into a different kind of Nature-the kind readily 

understood in cinematic terms.^ Therefore, the ultimate question of this chapter is, what 

happens when an uncontainable element in Hardy is contained within the boundaries of 

Schlesinger's film? To begin, though, some explanation of how Hardy's Nature catalyzes 
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the action is in order. 

II 

Perhaps the best illustration of Far from the Madding Crowd" ̂  ability to seduce a 

reader with lovely pictures of rural life can be found in one of the novel's most famous and 

oflen-cited passages, from chapter 22, "The Great Bam and the Sheep-Shearers." Here 

Hardy transforms the ancient bam into a kind of living monument to functionality that, in 

opposition to church or castle, is unchangeable; for, "unlike and superior to either of those 

two typical remnants of mediaevalism, the old bam embodied practices which had suffered 

no mutilation at the hands of time" (129). While the workers shear the sheep inside the 

bam, tradition takes on the air of timelessness; 

This picture of to-day in its frame of four hundred years ago did not 
produce that marked contrast between ancient and modem which is implied by the 
contrast of date. In comparison with cities, Weatherbury was immutable. The 
citizen's Then is the mstic's Now. In London, twenty or thirty years ago are old 
times; in Paris ten years, or five; in Weatherbury three or four score years were 
included in the mere present, and nothing less than a century set its mark on its 
face or tone. Five decades hardly modified the cut of a gaiter, the embroidery of a 
smock-frock, by the breadth of a hair. Ten generations failed to alter the turn of a 
single phrase. In these Wessex nooks the busy outsider's ancient times are only 
old; his old times are still new; his present is futurity. 

So the bam was natural to the shearers, and the shearers were in harmony 
with the bam. (129-30) 

This passage is so alluring because it presents a vision of not only timelessness, but 

stability; on the surface, sheep-shearing remains unaffected by outside forces or 

technological changes, so it survives intact from generation to generation, its value as 

labor subsumed by its role as tradition and devotion. Shearing is made further appealing 
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to the reader by the fact it is distinctly of the country; therefore, the passage hints that in 

the immutable countryside, a sense of permanence and stability can be attained. In some 

respects, this passage traditionally has been read by critics as a synecdoche for the novel 

itself, with Gabriel Oak becoming the embodiment of the permanence of Weatherbury, and 

Sergeant Troy representing the "busy outsider" whose town ways and attitudes threaten to 

disrupt the peace and calm of the area.' Yet, as inviting as the sheep-shearing passage is, 

it occurs in a context that suggests that neither the bam nor Weatherbury nor Oak himself 

represent a means of escape from the "city" and all it entails; rather. Hardy shows that, in 

this scene at least, country values are entirely dependent upon the city. 

The sheep-shearing episode is so striking that it nearly obscures a subsequent 

passage, where Hardy describes what happens to the sheep and the shorn wool; 

Cainy now runs forward with the tar-pot. 'B. E.' is newly stamped upon 
the shorn skin, and away the simple dam leaps, panting, over the board into the 
shirtless flock outside. Then up comes Maryann; throws the loose locks into the 
middle of the fleece, roils it up, and carries it into the background as three-and-a-
half pounds of unadulterated warmth for the winter enjoyment of persons unknown 
and far away, who will, however, never experience the superlative comfort 
derivable from the wool as it here exists, new and pure-before the unctuousness of 
its nature whilst in a living state has dried, stiffened, and been washed 
out-rendering it just now as superior to anything woollen as cream is superior to 
milk-and-water. (131-2) 

The labor of the sheep-shearer, then, may be ancient, but it does not exist in a vacuum: the 

sheep are merchandise, periodically stamped as the property of Bathsheba Everdene, and 

the duty of the shearers is to put the wool into the service of commerce. Though Hardy's 

narrator clucks his tongue over the eventual alteration and transformation of the fleece 

into a product that can be used by "persons unknown and far away," he does not rob the 
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new material of value, for what is new and pure cannot stay that way forever; the wool is 

of superlative comfort only here, at this moment; and it is superior to woollen only just 

new. In the two passages cited, then, it would appear that Hardy is creating a 

contradiction; Weatherbury exists frozen in time, free from the pollution of the outside; 

yet the very products of Weatherbury cannot exist in a timeless state-they must be altered 

and made serviceable to outside consumers in order for the work that is done in 

Weatherbury to survive. The lure to the country that Hardy creates, I feel, may be key to 

the novel's appeal, but it is ultimately a trap; whenever a character appears to be in ideal 

communion with the land-or whenever Hardy's narrator suggests that such communion is 

possible-Hardy immediately brings the character or the reader back down to the realm of 

the mundane or the ordinary; in short, we are returned to the realm of the httman, which 

the novel argues is where peoples' attention and focus should always be. Nature, when it 

is invoked, is inevitably revealed as something more-and, at times, less-than it appears. 

What Hardy creates in his Nature is a pattern of "deception" that reverberates 

throughout Far from the Madding Crowd, and this pattern is in fact at the very heart of 

the novel. Throughout the story, characters like Gabriel and Bathsheba look into Nature 

and form an impression based on what they perceive to be in it; and at some stage each 

person tries to organize his or her life according to what Nature apparently dictates. This 

is a project that is automatically destined to fail, for Hardy constantly deconstructs the 

notion of a coherent and readable Nature by showing that the only "messages" it offers-if 

messages they indeed are-are contradictory or ambiguous. This is evidenced as early as 

chapter 2, in the first full description of a natural setting; 
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Norcombe Hill-not far from lonely Toller-Down-was one of the spots 
which suggest to a passer-by that he is in the presence of a shape approaching the 
indestructible as nearly as any to be found on earth. It was a featureless convexity 
of chalk and soil-an ordinary specimen of those smoothly-outlined protuberances 
of the globe which may remain undisturbed on some great day of confusion, when 
far grander heights and dizzy granite precipices topple down. (6; my emphases) 

What is striking about this passage is, first, that Hardy defers-as Hillis Miller and David 

Lodge demonstrate he so often does^-to the perspective of an anonymous third-person 

viewer. Norcombe Hill becomes indestructible and capable of withstanding the 

Apocalypse only if an individual is capable of seeing it in those terms. However, as the 

highlighted words show, individual perspective is largely a matter of what Hardy would 

later call a "series of seemings, or personal impressions" (Jude v)-there is no guarantee 

that the individual viewpoint is correct or even valid; the only certainty that Hardy 

presents is that the hill is "featureless," a blank; and it is within that very blankness that 

one may read Norcombe Hill as a symbol of endurance and eternity.'" Hardy's deference 

here to the third-person figure is the first instance in the novel of someone trying to shape 

Nature and make it comprehendible to the human mind; in short, to impose order upon the 

natural world. This desire to "order" all surroundings is, in effect, the desire of all people, 

as Hardy states shortly afterward; 

The thin grasses, more or less coating the hill, were touched by the wind in breezes 
of differing powers, and almost of diflfering natures-one rubbing the blades heavily, 
another raking them piercingly, another brushing them like a soft broom. The 
instinctive act of humankind was to stand and listen, and learn how the trees on the 
right and the trees on the left wailed or chaunted to each other in the regular 
antiphonies of a cathedral choir; how hedges and other shapes to leeward then 
caught the note, lowering it to the tenderest sob; and how the hurrying gust then 
plunged into the south, to be heard no more. (7) 

Again, the emphasis here is upon the individual spectator-the entire species-who tries to 
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impose order on the "difTering" powers and natures of the surrounding world. What 

Hardy is showing in this passage is the discord of Nature-its contradictory impulses that 

are both harsh and gentle, and which simultaneously seek to create sound and to crush it 

out of existence-which itself clashes with mankind's need to put Nature into accord. In 

effect, what people are doing by trying to read the dissonant sounds of Nature as an 

organized choir is to render the natural world \lx\i human, recognizable to human minds 

and sympathetic with the human condition. But this is an entirely faulty reading of the 

world, as Hardy demonstrates when he puts his anonymous viewer on a hilltop to observe 

the motion of the stars; 

The poetry of motion is a phrase much in use, and to enjoy the epic form of that 
gratification it is necessary to stand on a hill at a small hour of the night, and, 
having first expanded with a sense of difference from the mass of civilized 
mankind, who are dreamwrapt and disregardful of all such proceedings at this 
time, long and quietly watch your stately progress through the stars. After such a 
nocturnal reconnoitre it is hard to get back to earth, and to believe that the 
consciousness of such majestic speeding is derived fi'om a tiny human frame. (7) 

What lingers here is the duality of the pattern Hardy creates; on the one hand, he clearly 

shows that it is possible to become one with natural phenomena; but he also suggests that 

this harmony is possible only if a person first renders the experience in entirely human 

terms by seeing Nature as poetry. By themselves, the stars do nothing; but when they are 

remade in entirely human terms-transformed into something manageable and identifiable-

they can become a vehicle for transcendence. But even here. Hardy invests his pattern 

with a great deal of irony, for to become one with natural phenomena is to risk losing 

oneself, to find oneself stranded beyond the bounds of the physical earth and disconnected 

from the human realm. It is this sense of irony, and, in fact, a general sense of distrust 
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toward Nature that is Far from the Madding Crowd's most prominent catalyzer-Nature 

must always be read with an eye toward its variety of meanings; and with the knowledge 

that what Nature communicates refers only to itself; people cannot look to it as a guide to 

their own lives and doings. In effect. Hardy's Nature is like the moor at the time of the 

coming of winter-"its irregularities were forms without features; suggestive of anything, 

proclaiming nothing, and without more character than that of being the limit of something 

else-the lowest layer of a firmament of snow" (76). 

That the characters are determined to bend and mold Nature to fit their own 

perceptions is most evident in those passages where they attempt to interact with Nature, 

and where they inevitably see something of themselves reflected in its workings. 

Ironically, the first person to attempt to reign in Nature and make it a reflection of his own 

wants and desires is Gabriel Oak, the one character who is usually said by critics to be 

most in tune with Nature. As I will presently show, Gabriel is indeed the one character in 

the novel who is most capable of understanding the world around him; but at the start of 

the novel, he easily falls into the trap of humanizing Nature and becoming lost within his 

own fancies. Early on, while tending his sheep and with his mind filled with images of the 

recently-spotted Bathsheba, Gabriel, like the anonymous figure on the hillside, allows 

himself to overdetermine the significance of the sky, and he shortly becomes the target of 

light mockery on Hardy's part: 

Being a man not without a frequent consciousness that there was some 
charm in this life he led, he stood still after looking at the sky as a useful 
instrument, and regarded it in an appreciative spirit, as a work of art superlatively 
beautiful. For a moment he seemed impressed with the speaking loneliness of the 
scene, or rather with the complete abstraction from its compass of the sights and 
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sounds of man. Human shapes, interferences, troubles, and joys were all as if they 
were not, and there seemed to be on the shaded hemisphere of the globe no 
sentient being save himself; he could fancy them all gone round to the sunny side. 

Occupied thus, with eyes stretched afar. Oak gradually perceived that what 
he had previously taken to be a star low down behind the outskirts of the 
plantation was in reality no such thing. It was an artificial light, almost close at 
hand. 

To find themselves utterly alone at night where company is desirable and 
expected makes some people fearful; but a case more trying by far to the nerves is 
to discover some mysterious companionship when intuition, sensation, memory, 
analogy, testimony, probability, induction-every kind of evidence in the logician's 
list-have united to persuade consciousness that it is quite in isolation. (lO-l 1) 

At the start of this passage, Gabriel can be compared both to a tiny figure in the comer of 

a landscape painting, and as the observer of that same painting. He is acutely aware that 

his life as a farmer and shepherd is-in the eyes of Hardy's readers, at least-one that is 

filled with "charm;" therefore, he appears obligated to lose himself in the role of quaint 

observer of natural phenomena. But his awareness of the stars hinges upon his seeing 

them only as if they are in a painting; as a result, they become an extension of the human, 

and he becomes lost in egocentricism. Gabriel's reverie drives him away from the 

concerns of the world around him, and also drives him further within himself, to see 

himself as the world's only "sentient being," and to foolishly conflate the light of a simple 

lamp with the light of a star. However, rather than read the lamp for what it is-"the thing 

in itself'-Gabriel insists on reading it as a talisman for his own need to find 

companionship. He follows the light to a shed on the neighboring plantation, where, in 

spying upon the occupants, he again sees Bathsheba; and where he determines that she 

will fulfill the egocentric desires that were revealed while he was lost in contemplating the 

sky; "Having for some time known the want of a satisfactory form to fill an increasing 
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void within him, his position [as unseen observer of Bathsheba] affording the widest scope 

for his fancy, he painted her a beauty" (12). What Gabriel fails to recognize here-and 

which his later failure to win Bathsheba's hand will teach him-is that Nature reveals 

nothing about human relationships; it lies outside the realm of the human. Gabriel's failure 

to recognize this fact is mirrored in the actions of the calf in Mrs. Hurst's shed, who looks 

"idiotically at the two women, which showed that it had not long been accustomed to the 

phenomenon of eyesight, and often tum[ed] to the lantern, which it apparently mistook for 

the moon, inherited instinct having as yet little time for correction by experience" (12). 

Gabriel's mistake is one of youth; and as the novel progresses, he will grow away from 

viewing Nature as the mirror of the human condition, and will instead see that it signifies 

only itself However, in the workings of Nature Gabriel will eventually come to recognize 

humankind's need for irony. 

Needless to say, I am not the first person to propose an ironic reading of Hardy, or 

even of a reasonably optimistic novel like Far from the Madding Crowd, but some 

explanation of what I mean by "irony" is in order. Wayne Booth proposes four steps to 

recognizing "stable" or deliberate irony; a rejection of literal meaning; a proposal of 

alternative explanations for the meaning of the event in question; a decision on the part of 

the spectator that irony is intended by the author; and a reconstruction of the event's 

meaning according to an unspoken "truth" (Booth 10-13). In Crowd, the only way that 

Nature impacts human experience (beyond, of course, creating phenomena like the storm 

that destroys Boldwood's crops) is by serving as a vehicle through which people may 

recognize the inherent irony of the human condition. Essentially, when characters 
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acknowledge that Nature is multifaceted, constantly working against itself and signifying 

only itself, they return to the realm of the human, where they may come to see the artificial 

yet highly effective way in which human society acts. When Gabriel confuses the light of 

the lamp with a star, he immediately places himself in an ironic situation of which he is not 

aware, but of which the reader is. The irony of his seeing the lamplight as something that 

will guide him to happiness with Bathsheba redounds to him only when he presses his 

marriage proposal, at which time Bathsheba awakens him to the truth of his societal 

situation; 

"Mr. Oak," she said, with luminous distinctness and common sense, "you 
are better off than I. I have hardly a penny in the world-I am staying with my aunt 
for my bare sustenance. I am better educated than you-and I don't love you a bit; 
that's my side of the case. Now yours; you are a farmer just beginning, and you 
ought in common prudence, if you marry at all (which you should certainly not 
think of doing at present) to marry a woman with money, who would stock a 
larger farm for you than you have now." 

Gabriel looked at her with a little surprise and much admiration. 
"That's the very thing I had been thinking myself," he naively said. (27-28) 

Gabriel is rejected not for who he /5-at this stage, a promising and prosperous farmer; but 

for who he is not-an educated man possessed of indefinable qualities that Bathsheba can 

love. In effect, the substance of Gabriel-his clearly definable properties-hold little allure 

for Bathsheba; and Gabriel will come to recognize that in the social sphere, artificiality-

represented by role-playing-becomes the most important trait. A good deal of recent 

criticism has been concerned with the significance of roles in Far from the Madding 

Crowd: specifically, how role-playing relates to the acquisition of power." John Goode's 

largely materialist analysis, for instance, demonstrates that circumstances force Gabriel 

into assuming many "disguises"-bailiff, shepherd, dairyman-"before the contingent dramas 
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of the fire and the storm respectively give him an opportunity to play roles that advance 

his social position" (29). I would add that, by mastering his societal roles, Gabriel is 

capable of bringing society under his control; by the end of the novel, he is wealthy, has 

control over two farms, and is married to Bathsheba. Gabriel gives up trying to contain 

Nature by making it more human-instead, he recognizes Nature for what it is; dissonant, 

chaotic, at odds with itself, and reflective only of itself-and succeeds in containing the 

human element by recognizing its inherent irony. 

The novel's espousal of irony can first be seen in Gabriel's early "mixed" feelings 

for Bathsheba. Though Gabriel sees in her the form that will fill the void within himself, 

he also recognizes her basic artificiality, and his attitude toward her in this sense opens him 

up to a new way of "viewing." At Bathsheba's first appearance in the novel, she proceeds 

to look in a mirror and practice smiling, an act Hardy calls "a performance in the sight of 

sparrows, blackbirds, and unperceived farmer who were alone its spectators" (4). The 

narrator admits that the reasons for her performance can never be known, but through the 

"cynical inference" of Gabriel Oak, a correct and accurate portrait of Bathsheba in 

miniature emerges; 

There was no necessity whatever for her looking in the glass. She did not adjust 
her hat, or pat her hair, or press a dimple into shape, or do one thing to signify that 
any such intention had been her motive in taking up the glass. She simply 
observed herself as a fair product of Nature in the feminine kind, her thoughts 
seeming to glide into far-off though likely dramas in which men would play a part 
-vistas of probable triumphs-the smiles being of a phase suggesting that hearts 
were imagined as lost and won. Still, this was but conjecture, and the whole series 
of actions was so idly put forth as to make it rash to assert that intention had any 
part in them at all. ('^-5) 

Though Gabriel's viewpoint is "idle conjecture," it will be proven correct as the novel runs 
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its course; Bathsheba will order her life as a "drama" in which men will play a very great 

part; she does play at winning and losing the hearts of others; and she does indeed see 

herself as a child of Nature, whose very thoughts and actions are reflected in and by the 

topography around her. The second time Gabriel sees Bathsheba performing before 

Nature, her behavior is even more odd; "as if to assure herself that all humanity was out of 

view, [she] dexterously dropped backwards flat upon the pony's back, her head over its 

tail, her feet against its shoulders, and her eyes to the sky. The rapidity of her glide into 

this position was that of a kingflsher-its noiselessness that of a hawk" (14). The use of 

animal imagery and Hardy's assurance that the "performer seemed quite at home 

anywhere between a horse's head and its tail" (14) serve to enforce in the eyes of Gabriel 

and the reader that Bathsheba is one with Nature; it is in this sense that Shiriey Stave can 

argue that Bathsheba is outside of human society and inside a mythic realm, where she 

becomes an "agricultural goddess" (26). But such readings are troublesome, for if 

Bathsheba's behavior is part of Nature, why does Hardy stress that she is involved in an 

extremely artificial activity-the performance? Moreover, why does Bathsheba perform 

without a human audience? The answer is perhaps revealed when Gabriel informs 

Bathsheba that he has seen her display on the horse. By Bathsheba's reaction we learn 

that Gabriel's "want of tact had deeply offended her-not by seeing what he could not help, 

but by letting her know that he had seen it. For, as without law there is no sin, without 

eyes there is no indecorum; and she appeared to feel that Gabriel's espial had made her an 

indecorous woman without her own connivance" (17). This would indicate that, contrary 

to Stave's interpretation, Bathsheba is aware of socialization, represented here by Gabriel; 
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and that, by performing in and to Nature, she feels she can escape society-that Nature is a 

realm where she will not be judged or held accountable for her actions. 

Throughout the novel, Bathsheba is determined to follow her own course in life-a 

characteristic that has won for Hardy both admiration for his feminist sympathies, and 

criticism for his inability to allow Bathsheba to truly become independent." However, it is 

not so much that Hardy is trying to present Bathsheba as an early picture of an 

emancipated woman, but that he is presenting her as a woman who believes she is acting 

according to the dictates of a "higher" order, one that can be located in the mysteriousness 

of Nature. That she sees herself as something apart from society-something free and 

natural-is apparent in her rejection of Gabriel's suit, telling him first "I hate to be thought 

men's property in that way, though possibly I shall be had some day" (25), and then 

transforming her own body into a kind of natural frontier or equating herself to a feral 

creature when she says to him, "I want somebody to tame me; I am too independent; and 

you would never be able to, I know" (27). Bathsheba sees in herself the only standard of 

what is true and right, as when she announces to the men at her farm, "I have formed a 

resolution to have no bailiff at all, but to manage everything with my own head and hands" 

(69); even though at nearly every turn she has to rely on Gabriel for advice on running the 

farm-and, eventually, for advice on running her personal life. Further, she believes that 

the standard of behavior she has set for herself is supposedly reflected in the natural world 

around her. When she realizes that Boldwood has fallen in love with her because of the 

Valentine she sent him as a joke, Bathsheba feels that she has violated a natural order of 

which she is part: that Boldwood is in love with her is "a triumph; and had it come 
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naturally, such a triumph would have been the sweeter to her for this piquing delay. But it 

had been brought about by misdirected ingenuity, and she valued it only as she valued an 

artificial flower or a wax fhjit" (lOS-6). Because she has pretended at love, the emotion 

she elicits from Boldwood has no natural value to her; but when she discovers she is in 

love with Troy, she believes that her impulses spring from a natural order that invests her 

feelings with value, a notion that Hardy all but destroys in the following passage; 

Bathsheba was not conscious of guile in this matter. Though in one sense a 
woman of the world, it was, after all, that world of daylight coteries and green car
pets wherein cattle form the passing crowd and winds the busy hum; where a quiet 
family of rabbits or hares live on the other side of your party-wall, where your 
neighbour is everybody in the tything, and where calculation is confined to market-
days. Of the fabricated tastes of good fashionable society she knew but little, and 
of the formulated self-indulgence of bad, nothing at all. Had her utmost thoughts 
in this direction been distinctly worded (and by herself they never were), they 
would only have amounted to such a matter as that she felt her impulses to be 
pleasanter guides than her discretion. Her love was entire as a child's, and though 
warm as summer it was fresh as spring. Her culpability lay in her making no at
tempt to control feeling by subtle and careful inquiry into consequences. She 
could show others the steep and thorny way, but "reck'd not her own rede." 

(169-70) 

All Bathsheba knows is impulse, and this has been learned from observing Nature, a fact 

that reduces her to a child-like condition. Though Hardy cynically alludes to the "fabri

cated tastes of good fashionable society," they are exactly what Bathsheba needs to defend 

herself against men like Troy. By relying upon Nature/impulse to guide her actions with 

Troy, Bathsheba winds up deceiving herself: she forces herself to believe that Troy "ca/i-

not be bad" (178) in spite of the evidence she sees; and even at the worst of times in their 

marriage-the revelation of Troy's gambling debts, the confrontation over Fanny's body-

Bathsheba reveals a reluctance to trust anything other than her most hopeful impressions. 
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Furthermore, Bathsheba often attempts to find validation for her actions or feelings 

in Nature itself, but there she is inevitably met with indifference and confusion. In chapter 

31, after Boldwood has warned Bathsheba to keep away from Troy and issued several 

oblique threats against her lover, Bathsheba retreats into the natural world, but Nature 

offers only further confusion: 

In her distraction, instead of advancing further she walked up and down, beating 
the air with her fingers, pressing her brow, and sobbing brokenly to herself Then 
she sat down on a heap of stones by the wayside to think. There she remained 
long. Above the dark margin of the earth appeared foreshores and promontories 
of coppery cloud, bounding a green and pellucid expanse in the western sky. 
Amaranthine glosses came over them then, and the upresting world wheeled her 
round to a contrasting prospect eastward in the shape of indecisive and palpitating 
stars. She gazed upon their silent throes amid the shades of space, but realized 
none at all. Her troubled spirit was far away with Troy. (187) 

Again, Hardy's emphasis is upon ambiguity; while the sky above Bathsheba offers beauty, 

clarity, and-in reference to the amaranth-the promise of poetic immortality, the sky is also 

restless and filled with contrasts, and its stars radiate with indecision. Though Hardy 

shows that Bathsheba looks into the heavens without comprehension, it can also be said 

that the skies hold nothing for her to comprehend. Similarly, when Bathsheba awakens 

beside the swamp after she has fled fi'om Troy, she at first appears to be in an Arcadian 

setting that works as an anodyne to the turmoil she's escaped; 

She looked further around. Day was just dawning, and beside its cool air 
and colours her heated actions and resolves of the night stood out in lurid contrast. 
She perceived that in her lap, and clinging to her hair, were red and yellow leaves 
which had come down from the tree and settled silently upon her during her partial 
sleep. Bathsheba shook her dress to get rid of them, when multitudes of the same 
family lying round about her rose and fluttered away in the breeze thus created, 
"like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing." 

There was an opening towards the east, and the glow from the as yet 
unrisen sun attracted her eyes thither. From her feet, and between the beautiful 
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yellowing fems with their feathery arms, the ground sloped downwards to a 
hollow, in which was a species of swamp, dotted with fiingi. A morning mist hung 
over it now-a fulsome yet magnificent silvery veil, full of light firom the sun, yet 
semi-opaque-the hedge behind it being in some measure hidden by its hazy 
luminousness. (273-4) 

But no sooner has Hardy suggested that in this place of beauty and enchantment 

Bathsheba can find the balm to ease her mind, he invokes Nature's contradictions, which 

horrifies Bathsheba and brings her back to the realm of human concerns: 

But the general aspect of the swamp was malignant. From its moist and poisonous 
coat seemed to be exhaled the essences of evil things in the earth, and in the waters 
under the earth. The fungi grew in all manner of positions from rotting leaves and 
tree stumps, some exhibiting to her listless gaze their clammy tops, others their 
oozing gills. Some were marked with great splotches, red as arterial blood, others 
were saffron yellow, and others tall and attenuated, with stems like macaroni. 
Some were leathery and of richest browns. The hollow seemed a nursery of 
pestilences small and great, in the immediate neighbourhood of comfort and health, 
and Bathsheba arose with a tremor at the thought of having passed the night on the 
brink of so dismal a place. (274) 

This moment, when the natural world turns from one of red and yellow leaves and 

a pleasant haze into a swamp overgrown with repulsive fungi, stands as Bathsheba's 

moment of growth, from which her need for irony will eventually be understood. For the 

first time, she truly recognizes the duality of Nature, and she especially sees that it does 

not address her own needs. In a seemingly minor incident, Bathsheba expects the swamp 

to swallow up Liddy; but instead, Liddy's transit across the mire becomes a key moment, 

one that Bathsheba "never forgot"; "Iridescent bubbles of dank subterranean breath rose 

from the sweating sod beside the waiting-maid's feet as she trod, hissing as they burst and 

expanded away to join the vapoury firmament above" (275). This simple actions becomes 

memorable to Bathsheba because it is here she recognizes that the surface of the thing is 
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illusory: what appeared unstable and dangerous is, in fact, an adequate means of support. 

This is a moment that snaps Bathsheba into recognizing the irony of her own situation, 

and, hence, the irony behind all human institutions. Where Bathsheba once found surety in 

her marriage to Troy, she now recognizes it as an artificial social custom, one which Troy 

had previously dismissed to her by saying, "A ceremony before a priest doesn't make a 

marriage" (272). Bathsheba physically demonstrates her awareness of her ironic state-

wife/not wife, widow/not widow-by faithfully maintaining the grave of Troy's "true" wife, 

Fanny (Hardy informs us that Bathsheba "wiped the mud spots from the tomb as if she 

rather liked its words than otherwise" [290]) and by accepting that, in spite of all seeming 

evidence of his death at sea, Troy will eventually return to make her live out the farce of 

her marriage. Bathsheba, in effect, ratifies the artificiality of society by exploiting its 

artificiality; by maintaining Fanny's grave, she calls into question the definition of a wfe, 

and by refusing to play the role of widow-even so much as setting a proper time for 

mourning-she holds the institution up to ridicule. Finally, although Bathsheba has relied 

upon language and words as tools and weapons-she talks herself into and out of 

situations—she comes to recognize her own ironic status as woman when she tells 

Boldwood, "It is difficult for a woman to define her feelings in language which is chiefly 

made by men to express theirs" (318). Language and social structures, then, are artificial 

things that impose meaning and order on the human realm.In an earlier chapter, 

Bathsheba had been seen performing in front of Nature, an entirely misdirected action, 

since performances belong in the realm of the artificial and the human. Nature cannot 

respond to mankind's' verbal ordering, but human beings can and do. Bathsheba, through 
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deploying irony, has come to recognize her status and woman and as a person. By the end 

of the novel, Bathsheba-lilce Gabriel-has grown: she no longer confuses the image of the 

thing for what it is; and it is precisely her capacity to grow and develop as a human being 

that eventually leads to her marriage with Gabriel. Hardy informs us. 

Theirs was that substantial affection which arises (if any arises at all) when the two 
who are thrown together begin first by knowing the rougher sides of each other's 
character, and not the best till further on, the romance growing up in the interstices 
of a mass of hard prosaic reality. This good-fellowship-comarac/me-usually 
occurring through similarity of pursuits, is unfortunately seldom superadded to 
love between the sexes, because men and women associate, not in their labours, 
but in their pleasures merely. (357) 

It is experience, then-growing and developing an understanding of reality-that allows 

people to connect. To see this, people have to put aside the illusions of both Nature and 

society and look into themselves. 

So does this particular reading of Far from the Madding Crowd relegate the role 

of Nature to a cipher, a thing people must turn away from; or does it argue that Nature is 

incapable of communicating anything at all? Certainly to argue such would be misreading 

Hardy, for clearly he does show that Nature is a communicator. But what it 

communicates pertains primarily to itself In the novel's most widely-praised chapters, 

which feature the coming of the storm and the storm itself, Gabriel clearly listens to, 

observes, reads, and interprets what Nature has to say. A migrating toad is a "direct 

message fi-om the Great Mother" (219), the slug that has retreated indoors is "Nature's 

second way of hinting to him that he was to prepare for foul weather" (219), and the 

behavior of the sheep is enough to convince him that the storm is on its way. Gabriel is 

capable of using this information to save Bathsheba's ricks; but how does this ability to 
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read Nature help him to read the human condition? It doesn't. Gabriel understands that 

the messages that Nature is sending pertain to itself: he is capable of utilizing the 

information to prevent damage to a profitable crop, but he does not see the storm as 

communicating anything about the people around him and the situations they are in. In 

fact, the only person to see the storm as a kind of judgment is Boldwood, whose 

evocation of the story of Jonah and the gourd (233) is clearly meant to parallel the 

devastation he has faced at the hand of blind chance. It is Gabriel's ability to keep the 

realms of Nature and the human separate-to read them for what they have to say about 

themselves, in and of themselves-that makes him the novel's source of authority. 

The reading of Far from the Madding Crowd I have offered, then, is one that I 

believe undercuts "safe" and "comfortable" readings of the novel. Crowd is, in fact, a 

book that is deeply cynical about the nature of human relations, and which posits that 

Nature itself stands idly by while people aspire to a better place or to find a realm of 

higher understanding. When the characters seek to tame Nature or to make it "more like 

themselves," they wind up lost in self-delusion. It is only when a person is capable of 

separating Nature and the human, reading each for what it is and understanding how each 

operates, that a person becomes truly cognizant of the condition of mankind. But what 

happens to the highly ambiguous messages that are generated by Nature and the highly 

ironic messages embedded in Hardy's depiction of societal relations when they are 

transferred to a film version of the novel? Can they be transferred intact, or must they be 

changed; and if they are changed, what happens to the meaning of the novel as Hardy 

wrote it? These will be the questions that are pursued in the final part of this chapter. 
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which analyzes John Schlesinger's 1967 film adaptation of Far from the Madding Crowd. 

lU 

The Far from the Madding Crowd of the cinema has long been regarded as an ugly 

step-child, whether it is analyzed as an adaptation of the Hardy novel or considered as a 

representative film from John Schlesinger's vast body of work. The movie's reputation 

stems in no small part fi'om its original reception. When it first premiered in England in 

October, 1967, it was met with mixed reviews and respectable box-office returns; but its 

performance in the all-important American market was disastrous; reviews were bad 

(opening notices were "crucifying," in Schlesinger's words [Powers 36]), attendance at 

the film was even worse, and MGM, in an effort to salvage the film, made extensive cuts 

in its original 169-minute running time. Schlesinger himself was so embarrassed by the 

reaction at Crowds New York debut that he hid in the theater manager's office during the 

film's Hollywood premiere; and a few years later he was distancing himself from Crowd, 

calling it the "least personal" of all his films." In the thirty-plus years since its premiere, 

criticism of the cinematic Far from the Madding Crowd has yielded several 

commonplaces; the film is routinely faulted for being too long, too slow, too glossy, and 

too enamored with cinematic tricks (such as the use of slow-motion to convey 

Boldwood's first infatuated sight of Bathsheba at the commarket, and the distorted lens to 

represent the drunken Joseph Poorgrass's "multiplying eye"); and most critics, when 

writing about the cast, tend to applaud Peter Finch's Bold wood, to carp that Alan Bates's 

Gabriel is diminished in stature (he is "a rather wooden piece of background furniture," 
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according to James Welsh [80]), and to criticize Terence Stamp's Troy and especially Julie 

Christie's Bathsheba as being too "mod" and "1960s" to be credible figures from the mid-

Victorian era. However, critical opinion is mixed as to whether or not the film succeeds at 

adequately reproducing Hardy; Rita Costabile, in taking the film and its director to task, 

declares that "Schlesinger's difficulties derive directly from his failure to grasp the 

complex relationship between men and nature that is the principal theme of the novel;" and 

that, by "shooting for color and composition rather than vitality, Schlesinger overidealizes 

and sentimentalizes nature, misunderstanding its subtle, and sometimes destructive, 

encounters with man" (156). On the opposite end of the scale. Gene D. Phillips, who has 

written extensively on Schlesinger's career, claims that the film's faults lie in the director's 

too faithful adaptation of an already flawed novel; 

Like Hardy's other novels, Far from the Madding Crowd is basically a gaslight 
melodrama, in which Hardy often does not provide clear-cut motivations for his 
characters' actions. We are drawn to probe beneath the surface of the characters 
for the motives that lurk behind their actions. But Hardy gives us little help, and 
the film, in being faithfiil to the novel, follows his lead. (Major Film Directors 231) 

Only Fran E. Chalfont argues that the movie actually complements the Hardy novel and 

deepens it by visualizing such details as the chain of events that keep Fanny Robin fi'om 

appearing at her own wedding, and by changing Troy's gambling on horses to gambling 

on the more sadistic sport of cockfighting-a change that sheds light on the cruelty within 

Troy's character. In some respects, these three critical views represent the inherent 

problems faced by anyone who tries to analyze a film adaptation of a work of literature: it 

is tempting to damn the director for either not "understanding" the novelist's intentions, or 

for being too slavish in adapting the novel; and hard to see the liberties a director may take 
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as things that actually enhance the original text. I believe that Schlesinger did, in fact, 

have an affinity with Hardy that he brought to his version of Far from the Madding 

Crowd: however, it is in his very desire to be faithful to Hardy (or at least Hardy as he is 

generally perceived) as well as to the Victorian era, and in his effort to find realistic film 

images to visualize Hardy's metaphoric treatment of Nature, that Schlesinger winds up 

creating a safe, contained version of Hardy as pastoralist and a familiar picture of Hardy's 

world as a place where Nature blesses those who live according to its dictates. 

I emphasize the realism of Schlesinger's film images for the simple reason that the 

director is in some respects a product of the social realism movement in British cinema; 

and by 1967, he was still very much under its sway. Briefly, social realism began in Britain 

as a literary movement in the 1950s. Socially realistic works moved away from the 

depiction of London and middle-to-upper-class life and focused more on the lower classes, 

primarily those in the industrial north. With such novels as John Braine's Room at the Top 

(1957) and John Osborne's play Look Back in Anger (1956), crucial themes emerged-

those of the disaffected "Angry Young Man" who the Welfare state had allowed to be 

educated out of the working class, yet who had not succeeded in breaking down the class 

and economic barriers to greater prosperity. Both of these works were eventually 

transferred to film, with Room at the Top (Jack Clayton, 1958) becoming a popular 

success in England and Ixtok Back in Anger (Tony Richardson, 1959) earning 

disappointing commercial returns; but it wasn't until Karel Reisz's Saturday Night and 

Sunday Morning {\96Qi), based on the novel by Alan Sillitoe, became a hit on both sides of 

the Atlantic that the "kitchen sink" melodrama became a viable film genre. Such films 
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were marked by familiar elements like a working-class antihero who usually expressed his 

disaffection through sneering wit, aggressive sexuality, and often chauvinism bordering on 

misogyny; harsh, unsentimental depictions of bleak northern cities and landscapes, usually 

with a focus on the effects of industrialism on the land; and-most importantly-authentic 

regional dialects. Initially exciting and invigorating, this style of filmmaking had run its 

course within three or four years, and the Angry Young Man became something of a 

cliche; but the new trend toward realism allowed British cinema to open up in terms of its 

depiction of sex and class relationships, and in its willingness to tackle difficult subject 

matter like political corruption, abortion, and homosexuality.*^ For all its impact, though, 

the Angry Young Man/kitchen sink genre does have its ancestors; if one takes away the 

Angry Young Man's venom and misogyny and replaces his desire to make money with a 

more spiritual calling, then the person who emerges is a similarly disaffected young man 

who appeared in the 1890s; Jude Fawley. 

John Schlesinger's first feature film, A Kind of Loving {\962), fits neatly into the 

"kitchen sink" cycle; and, according to Robert Murphy, it Is "the most realistic, least 

melodramatic" of the genre-in no small part because the hero and heroine of the film "are 

almost painfully ordinary" (25). Schlesinger was in many respects the perfect man to 

come into the realist genre, as he had previously worked as a documentary film maker, 

first on British television and then in the cinema. To his early features, Schlesinger 

brought a sense of documentary realism, often utilizing hand-held cameras to "spy" on the 

action of his principals, filming on location and in real buildings as opposed to sets, and in 

hiring local people to serve as extras and to play small roles. What Schlesinger captures in 
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these films is a sense of the mundane and ordinary, but his focus on ordinariness makes his 

protagonists that much more human. In A Kind of Loving, for instance, Schlesinger is 

clearly interested in the work his characters do; therefore, a good many scenes show Vic 

(Alan Bates) at his drafting table, and Ingrid (June Ritchie) clattering away with her fellow 

secretaries in the typing pool. In a much later film, Sunday, Blootfy Sunday (1971), 

Schlesinger uses documentary-like techniques to show Dr. Daniel Hirsh (Peter Finch) 

scoldingly dispensing medical advice to his patients, and to later capture a bar-mitzvah 

ceremony that ultimately serves to remind Daniel that he has largely lost his connection to 

his Jewish roots. In short, Schlesinger utilizes realist/documentary techniques to establish 

a sense of connection between characters and their environment, and between the 

audience and the characters. 

Also, out of all the British directors to emerge from the social realist movement of 

the 19S0s and '60s, Schlesinger was perhaps the ideal person to handle an adaptation of 

Hardy, as the three films he made before Crowd and the two he made after it-films that I 

label "early" and which I feel represent Schlesinger at his best and most consistent'^-all 

show a thematic affinity with Hardy. In an interview he gave to Phillips in 1971, 

Schlesinger sounded a definite Hardean note in his statement, "I am especially interested 

in the problems that people have in finding security and happiness in life, and the need for 

accepting second best when that is all they can hope for;" and he explained his attraction 

to Far from the Madding Crowd was owing to the fact that "Hardy observed human 

relationships very truly. He saw life as an endurance contest and felt that when fate or 

providence-call it what you will-strikes you down, you must pick up the pieces and force 
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yourself to go on. Here is a real affirmation of existence" ("Personal Vision" 290). This is 

an extremely sensitive take on Hardy, an author who is too easily pegged as a doom-laden 

pessimist; and it would seem that Schlesinger was at least passingly familiar with Hardy's 

statement that "the universe is an imperfect machine, and. . .to do good with an ill-

working instrument requires endless adjustments and compromise" (qtd. in Southerington 

234); and we can certainly see this theme of "make what you can with what the world 

gives you" played out in Schlesinger's early films. A Kind of Loving is, in many respects, 

a more upbeat and certainly less satirical rewriting of the Jude/Arabella relationship. Like 

Jude, Vic is a well-educated man fi'om the lower class; unlike Jude, he has worked his way 

into a white collar job as a draftsman in a plastics factory, but he is still stifled by a desire 

to reach higher goals-represented by his dreams of going to Paris, and by his constantly 

flipping through a book of snapshots of idealized naked women. Also like Jude, his sexual 

urges work to tie him to a life he hates; his first sexual encounter with Ingrid leaves her 

pregnant, and even though Vic realizes they are not a well-matched pair, he decides to do 

the honorable thing and marry her. In this film, Schlesinger utilizes the landscape as a 

means of characterizing Vic's situation; as he moves across the foggy, gray northern 

landscape and through twisting rows of company housing developments, the factory 

smokestack is never far out of view, standing both as a phallic symbol of Vic's 

encompassing sexual desire, and as a reminder of the institution that keeps Vic rooted to 

the area. Only the stor>''s "happy" ending-in which Vic and Ingrid resolve to muddle 

through in hopes that a "kind of loving" will emerge-keeps the film from being a modem 

Jude. 
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A Kind of Loving was released as the kitchen sink cycle was growing stale, and as 

the directors who had made the seminal films in the genre began to experiment with other 

forms; Tony Richardson would branch out to the broad farce of Tom Jones {1963), and 

Lindsay Anderson would augment social realism with a heavy dose of psychological 

realism in This Sporting Life (1963). Likewise, Schlesinger's second film, Billy Liar 

(1963), juxtaposes social realism, represented by Billy's (Tom Courtenay's) humdrum life, 

with an examination of the character's "inner" state of being, which manifests itself in 

wild, escapist fantasies. Once again, this is a Jude-Wke story of the need for escape, albeit 

in a comic and fantastic manner, but Billy is again tied down to one place by his class and 

his own personal weaknesses. Although Schlesinger's next film. Darling i\965), a social 

satire about a jet-setting young woman (Julie Christie) who seeks to bury the "boredom" 

she feels with life under a series of lovers and the hedonistic pleasures offered by the 

"swinging London" of the 1960s, would seem to be the antithesis of Hardy, it nevertheless 

inspired Alexander Walker to declare that Schlesinger's subsequent adaptation of Far 

from the Madding Crowd was pointless, since he had already filmed the same story under 

the title of Darling. 

Hardy's 'Darling,' one Bathsheba Everdene, reproduces the same feminine 
dissatisfactions as she seeks fulfilment with three men; Alan Bates, as her devoted 
herdsman nursing his love with dumb-ox loyalty, is the Dirk Bogarde character [a 
reporter and aspiring novelist] of the other film; Terence Stamp, as truculent 
Sergeant Troy, is strikingly like the sexual swaggerer played by Laurence Harvey 
in Darling-, Peter Finch, the bachelor landowner who is said to lack 'passionate 
parts,' duplicates the impotent Italian prince whom 'Darling' married. Once Julie 
Christie had been cast, the dice was, too; try as the film-makers might, it was 
impossible to keep the one film from recalling the other-to its [Crowd" s] 
detriment. (361) 
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Though Walker is correct in his argument that Darling contains a typical Hardean love 

triangle, the model for this film would seem to be not so much Far from the Madding 

Crowd as The Return of the Native: for Julia Christie's Diana Scott, like Eustacia Vye of 

the novel, turns to the various men in her life in hopes they will deliver her from a life of 

boredom into one of romance and adventure. Just as Eustacia's refusal to compromise on 

a life with Clym leads to her attempted escape and subsequent drowning, so too does 

"Darling's" inability to settle lead to a symbolic death-in the form of her marriage to an 

Italian nobleman who showers her with the material comforts she craves, but starves her 

of affection. 

Schlesinger's final two films from his early period are also his best meditations on 

Hardean themes. Midnight Cowboy {\969) returns to a Jude-\\k& storyline, as Joe Buck 

(Jon Voight) peripatetically wanders from Texas to New York to Florida trying to live out 

his nai ve dream of becoming a successful hustler, only to find his innate humanity makes 

him the victim in a cold and cynical world; and to find that his cowboy persona, built on 

his faulty impression of what will "sell" with women, is, in fact, an out-dated joke. Just as 

Jude and Sue are figuratively chased through the towns of Upper Wessex by the forces of 

conformity and religious hypocrisy, Joe and Ratso Rizzo (Dustin Hoffrnan) continually 

move from flea-bag hotels to a squatter's hovel to homelessness, avoiding religious 

fanatics and sharper hustlers on the way. Lastly, the slow physical decline of Ratso and 

his death on the bus just as it nears Miami, where he believes his health will be restored, 

recalls Jude's death at Christminster-at the center of the place where he thought his 

dreams would come true, yet far removed from the fulfillment of those dreams. 
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Finally, Sunday, Blootfy Sunday (1971) showcases another Hardean love triangle, 

with the bisexual Bob (Murray Head) flitting between the gay Daniel and divorced career 

woman Alex (Glenda Jackson), each of whom jealously guards Bob's attention. The film 

has of^en been criticized-even by Schlesinger himself-for Bob's seeming emptiness, but it 

is precisely this quality that makes him a Hardean character: Daniel and Alex pour their 

hopes into Bob, believing him to be the source of their own happiness. In this respect. 

Bob is like Hardy's "Well-Beloved," an elusive figure that manifests itself to Pierston in 

the form of three generations of women; so long as Pierston clings to the illusion in the 

woman, he appears-if only to himself-to remain young and vital. Bob's departure for 

America at the end of the film leaves Alex and Daniel-like Pierston when he realizes he 

has passed over many viable opportunities for happiness with a tangible person during his 

pursuit of an unobtainable ideal-facing their own loneliness and dealing with their decision 

to cling to an illusion rather than attempting to connect with a substantial and caring 

human being. 

Temperamentally and thematically, then, John Schlesinger was well-suited to bring 

a Hardy novel to the screen. However, just as there is a tension between Schlesinger's 

original plan to create a small-scale, intimate film of Crowd and MGM's dictate that it be a 

splashy epic on the lines of David Lean's Lawrence of Arabia (1962) and Doctor Zhivago 

(1965),'^ so too is there a tension between Schlesinger's stated desire to make a film that 

faithfully conveys Hardy's vision, and his own impulses as a realist director. While he was 

shooting the film, Schlesinger confessed, "Perhaps I failed to get the cosmos [i.e.. Hardy's 

conception of man's place in the universe] into the picture, but I have tried to convey the 
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feeling of time and place and show how ordinary men and women lived in a farming 

community a hundred years or so ago" (Betts 7). This desire to faithfully recreate the age 

is visible in a good deal of period detail, not just in terms of authentic costumes, the use of 

horse-drawn carriages, and the like; but in the abundance of Victorian cultural 

information, technology, and bric-a-brac. Throughout the film, the viewer is treated to 

authentic English folk songs and bawdy military ballads; a beach scene complete with 

bathing-machines and period entertainment in the form of a barker relaying the story of 

Captain Cook; lingering shots that showcase a horse-drawn combine and a steam-powered 

wheat thresher; and the sight of Cainy Ball (Freddie Jones) having a tooth pulled in a 

public booth at the Greenhill sheep fair. Such details fulfill Schlesinger's goal of being 

faithful to the period, but scenes like this recall Brian McFarlane's view that a director's 

attempt to recreate a long-dead novelist's contemporary environment far too often 

"produce[s] a distracting quaintness. What was a contemporary work for the author, who 

could take a good deal relating to time and place for granted, as requiring little or no 

scene-setting for his readers, has become a period piece for the film-maker" (9). This is 

indeed true of Schlesinger's Far from the Madding Crowd, for the very Victorian-ness of 

the picture tends to shift the viewer's focus from what is happening on screen. An 

example of this problem occurs when Fanny Robin's coffin is driven away fi'om the 

workhouse: as the camera tracks Joseph's cart moving through Casterbridge, the 

background is dominated by a yellow two-story building bearing an enormous, hand-

painted sign: THE BEAR HOTEL. The presence of this period building on a period street 

is so dominating that it is easy to miss the figure of Sergeant Troy, waiting for the 
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emergence of the living Fanny, at the comer of the screen; not until there is a close-up of 

Troy checking his watch can we be sure that he is actually there. Earlier, the scene in 

which Bathsheba and her maid-servants sift through old Farmer Everdene's cluttered den 

opens on a close-up of a large, greasy stain high up on the back of a chair. To a good 

many viewers, this is probably just a spot of dirt, and many must wonder why Schlesinger 

makes it the starting point of the scene; to someone with a working knowledge of 

Georgian and early Victorian fashion, however, the spot is immediately recognizable as a 

stain from the greasy hair pomade that was popular during the first decades of the 

nineteenth century. The den, then, has been a masculine domain for decades. Also, many 

critics have noted the fact it is difficult to pin down exactly when Hardy's novel is 

supposed to take place, but Schlesinger solves the problem by providing the date of 

Fanny's death on her tombstone: October 9, 1866. Ultimately, its very historical accuracy 

lends to Far from the Madding Crowd a museum-like quality; its milieu is distanced in 

time and space, so Hardy's story loses its immediacy and becomes contained. 

Just as Schlesinger sought to make his film authentically Victorian, so too does he 

strive to make the film authentically Hardy. The film was shot in "Hardy country," in 

Dorset and Wilshire; and, in keeping with Schlesinger's tradition of recruiting local people 

to appear in his films, regionals were hired as extras and actors fi'om nearby repertory 

companies were given small roles. The locals were also pressed into double-duty by 

helping the lead actors learn the Dorset dialect-though the effect is less than satisfying. 

Frederic Raphael's screenplay is extremely faithful to the novel, retaining a good number 

of the cardinal plot functions and generous passages of dialogue, and including sequences 
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that wouldn't seem to make for good cinema, such as the shearing-supper from chapter 

23; but the film also contains images and sequences apparently inspired by other Hardy 

novels, perhaps in effort to appeal to the serious Hardy scholars and fans, who are, after 

all, the only people who would understand the references. The opening shot of the film, 

under which the credits are run, is a long pan starting at the seaside and slowly moving 

over the rolling hills of a heath, until the camera spots a tiny Gabriel with his sheep and 

dogs, a gesture that recalls the famous opening chapter of Return of the Native, with its 

"cinematic" pan over Egdon Heath that terminates upon the discovery of a solitary 

wanderer. After his sword display with Bathsheba, Troy leaves Weatherbury with a 

reddleman, another nod to Native. When Fanny goes to the wrong church on her wedding 

day, she finds a military band at practice; and the presence of musicians in the church, 

together with the musicians that appear at Bathsheba and Gabriel's wedding at the end of 

the film, recall the Mellstock Quire from Under the Greenwood Tree. Boldwood's 

threshing-machine and a leisurely scene of farm workers lazing in the sun during a break 

fi-om work bring to mind similar scenes from Tess. In the novel, Bathsheba meets and 

subsequently marries Troy in Bath; but in the film, this very real location is replaced by the 

fictional Budmouth, which figures in a number of Hardy's novels. Schlesinger even plays 

up to Hardy's well-known fascination with the presence of history in the land by 

transferring the sword display sequence to the earthen ramparts of Maiden Castle, which 

Chalfont describes as a "massive Iron Age hill fort just outside Dorchester" (67); and by 

placing the cockfighting scene at Horton Tower, a ruin in southeast Dorset (Chalfont 68). 

Schlesinger even out-Hardys Hardy in his love of the gothic; in the novel, Bathsheba's 
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opening of Fanny's coffin is a nearly subdued affair, with her merely unscrewing the lid 

and beholding the dead girl and her child; but, in the film, Schlesinger heightens the 

melodrama by illuminating the room only with Bathsheba's single candle, and by showing 

Bathsheba slowly prying the lid open with a crowbar. The shot of the bloodless Fanny, 

with a shriveled blue baby under her chin, delivers a jolt on the lines of Jude's discovery of 

his hanged children. Finally, the film makes its ultimate gesture at being authentic Hardy 

in the final reel, when Boldwood is seen frantically preparing his house for the Christmas 

celebration. At one point he addresses an elderly servant named Gunney with the excited 

cry of, "This house hasn't seen a party like this since I was a boy!" There is a quick cut 

to Gunney's face, and he is revealed to be a near-double of the octogenarian Thomas 

Hardy. With the association of Boldwood's childhood-his "origin"-and a grandfatherly 

Hardy figure, the meaning is clear; this is a film that owes its existence to Thomas Hardy-

and is in some respects sanctified by the author. 

For the most part, all of these "Hardean" additions relate to the film's depiction of 

Nature, and this is no accident; for Schlesinger's Far from the Madding Crowd also seeks 

to faithfully capture Hardy's view of the role of Nature in human affairs. But therein lies 

the rub; as was established in Part II of this chapter. Nature scarcely fits into the operation 

of the novel's cardinal plot functions-characters look into Nature, and then act according 

to what they perceive to be in Nature; therefore. Nature serves as a catalyzer for the 

action. As was argued earlier in this study, catalyzers do not easily lend themselves to 

direct transference from novel to film, and this is especially true of Hardy's treatment of 

Nature in Far from the Madding Crowd. How does a director film someone looking into 
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Nature, seeing something of himself reflected in its operations, and then acting according 

to that perception? It is extremely difficult; just depicting someone looking at Nature 

tends to merely state the obvious. For instance, in chapter 36 of the novel, Gabriel warns 

Troy about the oncoming storm, only to rebuffed; afterward he must interpret a number of 

signals-clouds, thunder, migrating toads, sheltering slugs, huddled sheep-before he can 

convince himself that the storm is coming, and that it will be devastating. By the time he 

comes to this conclusion, the men in the bam are already drunk and passed out. In 

Schlesinger's film, however, Gabriel is seen merely looking at ominous storm clouds and 

being buffeted by the wind, and then he goes into the bam to warn the revelers that a 

storm is coming. The clouds are so dark and the wind is so fierce that Gabriel's warning 

seems superfluous; one can only wonder why neither Troy nor anyone else at the dance 

can recognize the oncoming storm. This is not an instance of Schlesinger being untrue to 

the text or distorting Hardy-in fact, the material leading up to the storm and the actions 

Gabriel and Bathsheba take to save the ricks during the storm come straight fi'om the 

novel and are beautifully realized on film (though it's hard not to feel cheated because 

Schlesinger does not show the storm hitting in all its cinematic fury)-but the fact of the 

matter is that Schlesinger here is content to let the camera record only what is put in front 

of it. The storm cloud conveys only one meaning-that it will rain, and this is plain for 

everyone to see. This is an inherent problem when it comes to photographing Nature; the 

image, absent of human occupation, is often static. How, then, can a camera capture 

mankind's attempts to make an ambiguous Nature a reflection of human wants and 

aspirations? 
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Schlesinger solves this problem by cutting from the film the element of people 

trying to make Nature a reflection of themselves. Schlesinger's film essentially begins at 

chapter 4; Gabriel is seen training his dog to herd the sheep, and he presently spies 

Bathsheba riding a horse nearby. The two wave at each other, and Bathsheba even greets 

him by name, establishing that there is already an acquaintanceship between the pair. 

Following this brief sequence, Gabriel arrives at Mrs. Hurst's home with the Iamb he 

wishes to give to Bathsheba, and the action proceeds as Hardy wrote it-with Gabriel 

proposing, and Bathsheba rejecting him. The major plot function, then, has been faithfully 

retained, but without the information contained in chapters 1-3, its meaning is entirely 

different. What has been lost is Gabriel's confusion of the lamplight with a star that leads 

him to his love, and Bathsheba's various performances in front of Nature; in short, the 

characters in Schlesinger's film are not victims of their own self-deceptions. Also, by 

eliminating the sequence in which Bathsheba saves the sleeping Gabriel from suffocation, 

the film omits the crucial element of camaraderie that will, in the end, help bring the 

couple together." However, Schlesinger does try to show the characters' connection to 

Nature in terms of his use of light and darkness. In the scene where Gabriel sees 

Bathsheba on horseback, it is bright daylight and the green heath and the presence of the 

sheep create a springtime feel; however, when Bathsheba rejects Gabriel's marriage offer, 

the scene is again outdoors, but it is now dusk and the characters are bathed in grayness. 

Gabriel's hopes, then, are expressed through sunshine and images of spring; while the 

dashing of those hopes is conveyed through the coming of night. In this sense. Nature 

seems to mirror the pain that Gabriel is feeling. Schlesinger continues the association of 
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Nature images with Gabriel's isolation in the three subsequent sequences. Immediately 

after Gabriel walks away from Bathsheba, resolving to never ask for her hand again, 

Schlesinger cuts to an overhead shot of Gabriel's dogs herding his sheep into a circle. As 

the camera moves slowly up into space, and as the dogs and sheep continue to swirl into a 

wriggling mass, the animals begin to resemble microbes under a microscope, signifying the 

pettiness of human ambitions. Shortly thereafter, Gabriel is seen watching Bathsheba 

leave for Weatherbury on a gray, rain-slicked road. Water imagery is significant in this 

film; Bathsheba's departure through water seems to punctuate Gabriel's "soaked" 

ambitions; and this association of water with drowned hopes is emphasized soon afterward 

by the sight of the waves washing over the broken bodies of the sheep Gabriel's dog has 

run over the cliff. Over the soundtrack, Gabriel solemnly intones, "Thank God I'm not 

married!" 

The action contained in the first reel of the film perfectly captures Schlesinger's 

treatment of Nature. Since Hardy's ambiguous Nature does not lend itself well to 

cinematic terms, Schlesinger apparently chose to compensate by using the interplay of 

light and darkness and the occasional use of water imagery to convey Nature's role in 

human affairs. In the film, light comes to be associated with springtime, regeneration, and 

sexuality; while darkness is usually invoked whenever sexuality is reigned in by the threat 

of marriage. In the opening sequences, Gabriel's infatuation with Bathsheba is conveyed 

both by the wistful look on Alan Bates' face, and by the fact his infatuation is 

complemented by the spring-like setting; however, when he tries to socialize his "natural" 

sexual desire by channeling it into a marriage proposal. Nature signals its disapproval by 
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turning dark and ominous. Bathsheba's departure for Weatherbury on a gray, cloudy day, 

and the image of water washing over the dead sheep tend to reinforce the death of 

Gabriel's dream. It would seem, then, that Schlesinger's depiction of Nature fits neatly 

into a familiar pastoral pattern, with Nature approving of unfettered sexuality and 

disapproving the encroachment of civilization and socializing customs; and this theme will 

be replayed throughout the film in the images Schlesinger chooses. 

Patterns of light and darkness are used not only to signify Nature's "feelings" 

about particular scenes, but as a means of characterization. For instance, light is 

predominantly associated with Julie Christie's Bathsheba. Before she marries Troy, 

Bathsheba usually wears white and yellow (which makes her assumption of black crepe 

after Troy's supposed "death" at sea genuinely startling), and the fact Christie is blonde-

Bathsheba in the novel has dark hair, something she feels is a negative contrast to the 

blonde Fanny Robin-tends to tie her in with images of sunshine and golden wheat. Her 

"springtime" qualities are also illustrated through some subtle but meaningful changes that 

Raphael makes in his script; during the shearing-supper sequence, Bathsheba's song is 

changed from "A Winning Tongue Had He," which anticipates the arrival of the soldier 

Troy, to "Bushes and Briars," a traditional pastoral in which the subject of the song waits 

"for the coming of [her] dear" amidst singing birds and skipping sheep. The way the 

sequence is handled-with Bathsheba at the head of a fully-laden table, Gabriel 

accompanying Bathsheba's song on his flute, and numerous intercuts of children playing in 

the grass-tends to emphasize that Bathsheba is the presiding figure-perhaps even the deity 

-in a springtime cult. Bathsheba is also invested with a springlike quality of girlishness. 
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manifested in the film's treatment of the Valentine episode. In the novel, it is Liddy who 

suggests sending the Valentine to "stupid old Boldwood" (86), and Bathsheba acquiesces 

only after she tosses the hymn book, and the way it lands announces who the recipient is 

to be. In the film, however, the decision to send the Valentine springs entirely from 

Bathsheba. She is at first piqued to see that Boldwood has arrived, unannounced and on 

horseback, at her front door, and she exclaims, "Impertinence! I'm not seeing anyone 

who behaves like that-I don't care who it is!" Then, with a romantic smile, she asks Liddy 

(Fiona Walker), "^Who is it?" Once Liddy tells her Boldwood's history of bachelorhood 

and Bathsheba in turn confesses she had rejected a man who "wasn't good enough" for 

her, Bathsheba suddenly declares, "Do you know what I'd like to do? Send this 

[Valentine] to Mr. Boldwood!" Bathsheba even writes the words "Marry Me" on the 

card, a direct change from the novel, where Bathsheba used a waxed seal only because she 

remembered it had a "funny" motto (87). These alterations to the text magnify 

Bathsheba's impetuousness, and gives her a pranksterish quality that isn't far removed 

from Puck. It is these associations of Bathsheba with springtime and frolic that no doubt 

inspired Alexander Walker's pithy comment that, as Bathsheba, Christie "sang radiantly, 

paid her workers radiantly, even milked the cows radiantly" (362). What Walker misses is 

that Bathsheba literally is radiant at one point in the film, during the sheep-washing 

sequence. While Bathsheba, on horseback, supervises the labor of Gabriel and other 

shepherds, Boldwood rides up to her, and through his perspective, we see Bathsheba's 

face with the sun behind her wide straw hat, disseminating the light and bathing her 

features in a blinding glow. Significantly, this stands as a moment where Nature seems to 
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be approving of Boldwood's love for Bathsheba; however, when he asks to speak with 

her, the two ride off into a nearby forest. When the couple is completely blanketed under 

the shade of the trees, Boldwood makes his proposal, and he is rejected. Bathsheba then 

walks out of the forest and into the light, while Boldwood, his face grim, stays in the 

darkness, suggesting Nature's continued disapproval of his attempt to socialize unfettered 

love. The action and dialogue contained in the scene are entirely faithful to Hardy; the one 

difference is that Bathsheba's rejection of Boldwood in the novel takes place in the open, 

by the riverside, and Nature provides no commentary on what has transpired. 

Similarly, Schlesinger associates Troy with images of light and springtime. As was 

the case with Bathsheba, the viewer's first presentation of Troy comes while he is on 

horseback, splendidly bedecked in full-dress uniform (including a plumed silver helmet), 

and leading his troops down a country lane. He is called away from his men by Fanny 

Robin (Prunella Ransome), who asks him when he'll marry her. This scene is roughly 

analogous to chapter 11 in the novel, but it is played and photographed entirely differently. 

In the novel, Fanny calls to Troy from outside his barracks window; when he answers, she 

cannot see him, and he is in fact confused as to her identity, at first demanding, "What girl 

are you?" (77). The hidden Troy-who no doubt is with another woman-evades Fanny's 

attempts to force him to name a wedding day, pleading that he doesn't have the right 

clothes. That the banns will have to be published in two separate parishes, and that he has 

forgotten to ask the officers' permission to wed; but in the film, Troy is outdoors and in 

the open. Though Schlesinger apparently tries to convey some of Troy's deceitfulness by 

shooting the scene on a gray day, this is undermined by the colorful soldiers, the tender 
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background music, by Troy and Fanny standing face-to-face, and by the playful dialogue 

between the couple; 

FANNY: You did say time and again we'd be married. 
TROY: If I said so, we will. Only I can't stop now. 
FANNY: You did mean it, didn't you, Frank? 
TROY: Fanny, do I love you? 
FANN^: Oh, Frank! 
TROY: Well, do I? 
FANNY: You will get permission from the officers, won't you? 
TROY: I'll get more than permission unless I get on-I'll lose my stripes. And 

you'll lose your week's wages if you don't get back. Soon as we get our 
new posting I'll send you word. 

FANNY: I'll come right away. 
TROY: You'll come when I tell you-and not a minute later. Now don't be a 

doodle, Fanny. I'll see you soon. 

Troy emerges here as something of a rogue, but by introducing him on a country lane, in 

a scene that is often tender and romantic, he becomes a less deceitful, more romantic 

figure. This quality in Troy's character is showcased slightly later in the film, when Troy 

and Fanny are seen in a hotel room in a passionate embrace-and Troy, without 

provocation, names the next day as their wedding day. The viewer is even allowed to 

sympathize with Troy during the scenes where he waits for Fanny at the church: by 

intercutting the pacing Troy with shots of a pair of elderly women in the pews, who soon 

turn to whispering to each other about Troy's being jilted, we feel his sense of humiliation 

grow. Troy's subsequent rejection of Fanny seems less harsh than it might otherwise. 

However, it isn't until he is placed directly with her that Troy, like Bathsheba, 

becomes a springlike figure. Though he meets Bathsheba as described in the novel-in the 

darkness, when his spur becomes tangled in her nightgown-Troy's first appearance to 

Bathsheba in the light of day is in her garden, where she is hiving bees. Unlike in the 
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novel, where Troy puts on Bathsheba's bee-keeping outfit in order to win her 

confidence,^" Troy stands behind a showy display of bright flowers, where he seduces 

Bathsheba with a loving oration on her beauty. The buzzing bees, the flowers in bloom, 

the brightness of Troy's red uniform jacket, the lush background music, and the 

perpetually glowing Bathsheba all collaborate to create an image of springtime and 

procreation. This image is reinforced in the following sword-exercise scene, which, as 

previously noted, has been transferred from Hardy's "hollow amid the ferns" to Maiden 

Castle, where the massive ramparts dip into a series of suggestive clefls. Troy's display 

has been considerably expanded from its literary counterpart, with Troy running up and 

down the slopes and waving and thrusting his sword with a look of ecstatic fiiry on his 

face. At one point, Schlesinger cuts to Bathsheba's point of view, and Troy is seen at the 

head of a charging cavalry, his sword thrust straight ahead. The sequence climaxes with 

Troy thrusting his sword into the ground, signaling his sexual conquest of Bathsheba. At 

this point, it must be noted that Terence Stamp and Julie Christie are ideally cast if only 

for their physical beauty; Stamp, with his cold blue eyes and roguish grin, becomes the 

epitome of manliness and sexual virility; whereas Alan Bates as Gabriel is saddled with a 

chinstrap beard that makes him look like a sexless Mennonite, and Peter Finch-SO at the 

time and not the 41 that Hardy's Boldwood is said to be-looks far too old and staid to be 

any kind of a sexual threat to Bathsheba. The physical appeal of these actors and 

characters tend to feed the film's romantic feel, and, according to Roger Webster, fits into 

a dialectic that is purely 1960s pastoral. Webster claims that "Terence Stamp's Zapata 

moustache and Julie Christie's hairstyle are very much 1960s icons, and could easily 
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belong on pop album sleeves from the period" (148); an observation that is significant 

because "there is an underlying theme in much of the [1960s] popular culture of back to 

nature which constitutes a form of pastoralism; the songs and album covers of groups such 

as 'The Incredible String Band' or the Woodstock pop concert tradition can be seen as 

'alternative' versions of pastoral without stretching the term unduly" (149). Whether the 

Troy and Bathsheba of the film are seen simply as symbols of 1960s pastoralism or not, it 

is nevertheless clear that in their youth, beauty, and exuberance, they are to be seen as 

figures representing springtime and regeneration. 

Just as Schlesinger uses light to characterize Nature's approval of unfettered 

sexual togetherness, so too does he use darkness and images of water to indicate Nature's 

disapproval of attempts to reign in sexuality through socialization. In each of the scenes 

where Boldwood proposes to Bathsheba, he is somehow disconnected from pure, natural 

light; as was mentioned earlier, his first proposal is made in the shade of the forest; and his 

second appeal, after the sheep-washing supper, is made indoors. As in the novel, 

Boldwood confronts Troy and learns of Bathsheba's elopement at night; and as in the 

novel, he walks away from the scene and into "the hills and downs of Weatherbury like an 

unhappy Shade in the Mournful Fields by Acheron" (212); but Schlesinger adds the 

significant detail that storm clouds lower over Boldwood's head. It is also worthwhile to 

note that, just as Bathsheba has been associated with springtime and Troy with spring and 

summer, Peter Finch's Boldwood is clearly associated with autumn; not simply in terms of 

his age, but in the fact he is dressed throughout the film in grays and blacks. The film also 

makes a clear connection between Boldwood and industrialism; even though at one point 
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he is seen sowing seeds with his workers, he also introduces the thresher to his farm-while 

his men appear to regard the machine as a foreign interloper. Bold wood hops on top of it 

and declares, "Come on! It won't hurt you!" Boldwood's house is also more of an 

imposing manor than a rich farm house, with a lavish front gate, rich decor, and an army 

of servants. Boldwood, then, emerges as a threat both to the pastoral union of Bathsheba 

and Troy and to the simple farming methods employed by Gabriel and the Weatherbury 

peasants. 

Significantly, the darkness that is employed to represent Nature's disapproval of 

socializing institutions comes to dominate the film once Troy and Bathsheba marry; and 

Schlesinger further signals Nature's disapproval through the evocation of water images. 

In the first reel of the film, Bathsheba's departure for Weatherbury is characterized by the 

gray day and the wet road, and this becomes for Gabriel a symbol of his dashed hopes. 

Later in the film, Boldwood, who has by this time made his two proposals, stands in 

anticipation at the edge of his property as Bathsheba apparently drives toward him-but she 

bypasses Boldwood altogether, and Schlesinger focuses on the splash of water when her 

cart drives through a puddle. Boldwood's hopes, then, are drowned. In the following 

scene, Bathsheba meets Troy on the beach at Budmouth, and Schlesinger chooses to 

drown out their words under the sounds of crashing waves. Although this can be 

regarded as a mere cinematic trick-a means of keeping the viewer in suspense as to what 

they are discussing-in light of Troy's subsequent revelation to Boldwood that he has 

married Bathsheba at Budmouth, the waves seem to be trying to obscure and destroy the 

attempt to institutionalize a natural act. However, Schlesinger does hint that Bathsheba is 
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making a kind of sacrifice of herself by allowing the only voice heard in the scene to be 

that of the beachside barker, who thrills the crowd with a tale of Captain Cook's 

witnessing of a human sacrifice; and the deadening powers of organized society are 

demonstrated by the relegation of Troy and Bathsheba to the background as a group of 

black-clad elders walk into the foreground. These solemn, grundyite figures obscure Troy 

and Bathsheba as surely as the city encroaches upon the pristine countryside. 

Once the film reveals that Troy and Bathsheba are married, Troy sheds his bright 

uniform and dresses entirely in gray. From this point on, Troy is almost always 

photographed at night, in the shadows, under a gloomy sky (as when he walks away from 

the castle after losing at cockfighting), indoors, or-in the cartoonish Dick Turpin sequence 

-in disguise. Once Troy has been socialized, he becomes a figure of darkness. In keeping 

with the imagery of the movie, he also becomes a character associated with water. The 

storm scene can be viewed as Nature's direct condemnation of the marriage, as it hits only 

when the now civilized Troy begins to pass around the liquor, his "wedding present" to 

the men. Nature's disapproval of human authority is seen in an amusing sequence when a 

harvest home banner reading OUR VICAR is blown into the mud, followed by a quick cut 

to the vicar himself, lying drunk and passed out on the bam floor. More seriously, water 

is later shown to be a sign of Nature's disapproval of Troy's abandonment of Fanny; 

Schiesinger focuses on a leaf dripping water onto Fanny's coffin, something Costabile 

dismisses as "a trite metaphor [of] a crying leaf (159). However, it is not so much that 

Nature weeps for Fanny that it disapproves of Troy. The point is made even clearer in the 

"gurgoyle" episode. As in chapter 46 of the novel, Troy attempts to make reparations to 
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Fanny by erecting an elaborate tombstone and by carefully tending her grave; however, a 

torrent of water from the gurgoyle's spout washes Troy's labors away. In the novel, Troy 

interprets the washed-out grave as a kind of judgment; "The sight, coming as it did, 

superimposed upon the other dark scenery of the previous days, formed a sort of climax to 

the whole panorama, and it was more than he could endure" (286); however, this is merely 

his impression, his reading Nature as responding to his own guilt and self-loathing. Hardy 

shows this to be a faulty impression when Bathsheba re-plants the flowers on the grave 

and orders Gabriel to have the gurgoyle's spout turned in another direction. By leaving 

out this information, the film implies that Nature does indeed disapprove of Troy's 

actions; he has violated "natural" law both by marrying and by failing to take care of 

Fanny. When Troy apparently drowns himself (the film does not show Troy being picked 

up by a passing ship-apparently, his reappearance at the sheep fair is to be a surprise to 

the audience), it appears that Nature is covering him under its own obscuring waves. 

Just as darkness seems to envelop Troy after the wedding, so too does it envelop 

Bathsheba, but Schlesinger is emphatic in stressing that her "spring-like" qualities give her 

the ability to regenerate. Although she, too, is primarily dressed in dark colors and 

photographed inside for much of the rest of the film, Schlesinger does give Bathsheba a 

moment of release that signifies she will be able to come back to life after the autumn and 

winter of Troy. After she confronts Troy over Fanny's body, Bathsheba runs from the 

house, and, as in chapter 44 of the novel, she awakens in the forest to the sound of a 

young boy practicing his psalter. However, the crucial detail that Bathsheba wakes up on 

the edge of a swamp-the area that allows her to realize how faulty her way of seeing the 
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world is-has been altered; she wakes up on the edge of a lush green glen. Bathsheba is 

photographed in the dark foreground, under the shade of the trees, but in the background 

is a blue sky, a rich green carpet of grass, a horse happily rolling on its back, and the 

cherub-like child rehearsing a prayer to God. The meaning is clear; while Bathsheba may 

now be stuck in darkness, it is an easy thing for her to move into the regenerative light. 

Finally, Schlesinger adds a detail to his imagery that further enhances his pastoral 

theme; that of time, symbolized in the film by the overabundance of clocks and the sounds 

of ticking. Clocks come to represent marriage, as they are only utilized in the scenes 

where marriage is an issue. The first time the ticking of clocks comes into play is where 

Boldwood sits at his table, solemnly eating dinner and contemplating the Valentine on his 

mantlepiece. As Schlesinger intercuts shots of the dining Boldwood, his well-disciplined 

dogs, and the Valentine, the ticking becomes almost nerve-wracking. The sound 

apparently even gets to Boldwood, who strides from his seat, grabs the Valentine, and 

throws it into the fireplace. The camera lingers on the burning words MARRY ME and 

the scene-and the sound of the clock-fades out. On the morning after their wedding, 

Troy presents Bathsheba with a beautiful clock/music box topped by a spinning soldier, 

and this gesture would seem to characterize their love; however, the sounds of the clock 

become mocking later in the film when Bathsheba confi'onts Troy over his gambling debts, 

and then confesses that their marriage was a mistake; 

BATHSHEBA; I'm sorry already. 
TROY; Sorry about what? 
BATHSHEBA; Our romance has come to an end. 

The ticking of clocks is also heard over the scene when, after Troy's disappearance. 
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Boldwood presses Bathsheba to marry him and receives her promise that she will give her 

answer at Christmas; and, again, at the Christmas party, when Bathsheba finally promises 

to marry Boldwood after six years. The significance of the sound of the clocks only 

becomes apparent when they are heard again after Boldwood shoots Troy dead; then, as 

the camera moves in on Boldwood's agonized face, the ticking of the clocks gives way to 

sound of hammering-and Schlesinger cuts to the interior of a prison, where Boldwood's 

coffin is being nailed together.^' Marriages, then, are a limiting factor: once sexuality has 

been socialized into the marriage union, the youthflilness associated with sexuality begins 

to decay, terminating in death. 

Interestingly, Schlesinger manages to bind all of his film images together in a 

melancholy coda that was apparently dropped fi'om American prints of the film for years. ̂  

After the wedding of Gabriel and Bathsheba, the couple are seen together inside 

Bathsheba's study. Gabriel stands by the window, looking out onto a rainy night. He and 

Bathsheba, who is seated with a newspaper in her hands, regard each other and smile; then 

Bathsheba returns to her newspaper and the sound a clock chiming can be heard. Gabriel 

checks his watch (a sign, I believe, of Gabriel's being socialized or domesticated-Bates's 

Gabriel has never used a watch to this point; and, in the first chapter of the novel, Gabriel 

tries to make sense of his notoriously unreliable watch, and then never uses it again), and 

the camera pans to the comer of the room, where Troy's music box/clock is on display. 

The camera slowly zooms-in on the small soldier figure, spinning on top of a castle 

parapet, and then fireezes. The impression the viewer is left with is that, in spite of the 

gaiety that was seen at Bathsheba and Gabriel's wedding, the forces of Nature-darkness, 
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raia, the rapid ticking away of time-will serve to quash the couple's happiness, and a new 

springtime-perhaps a new lover-will emerge to take its place. 

In the final analysis, Schlesinger's Far from the Madding Crowd is a film that 

succeeds in transferring Hardy's word lo the screen; but in terms of reproducing Hardy's 

intent, his way of seeing the world, it is something altogether different. In his very 

gestures to make the film authentic-authentically Victorian and authentically Hardy-

Schlesinger takes away the immediacy of the story and turns it into something quaint. 

Moreover, by replacing Hardy's admittedly impossible to film literary treatment of Nature 

with a cinematic treatment of light and dark, and through an emphasis on images 

associated with water and time, Schlesinger creates a film that is more in keeping with a 

traditional pastoral than what Hardy created. This is not to argue that the film is bad 

because of it-Julie Christie's eager-beaver Bathsheba aside, Schlesinger's CroW offers 

uniformly excellent performances, and it is admirable for no other reason than its wish to 

be faithful to Hardy. Moreover, the film is indeed a visual triumph, but again the film's 

visual strengths tend to reinforce the standard image of Hardy as pastoralist. It is, then, 

not surprising, that many contemporary critics claimed that the most authentically Hardean 

thing about the film was not its story or its period detail, but in the way Schlesinger and 

cinematographer Nicolas Roeg captured Nature; for instance, in Time magazine; 

As Hardy did, Schlesinger relies on the countryside to give the story its character. 
Benign or brooding, the huge hillocks and gunmetal skies gradually engulf the 
people and dwarf even their grandest moments. At last, every object of 
admiration-including Julie Christie, whose sensual beauty has never been more 
sensuously photographed-is made to be only a mere and minor part of England's 
green, unpleasant land. ("Vivid Victoriana") 
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In New Statesman: 

Nicolas Roeg's location draws brilliant images from the green humps and dips of 
Dorset and Wiltshire, a dwarfed Bathsheba riding away on a toy horse, a bleak 
glance down from a cliffs edge to the broken bodies of harassed sheep below-fine 
visual metaphors for those underlying Hardy themes of man's isolation and the 
brute workings of destiny. (Coleman) 

In Sight and Sound: 

Just as the desert was the real subject of the first part of Lawrence of Arabia, so 
the Hardy country is the real subject here. . . .[The film's painterly] allusions, 
together with the images of sowing, sheep-dipping and harvesting, emphasising as 
they do the Arcadian character of the story, create both feelings of timelessness 
and of a time from which an urban audience is totally cut off. It is here, it seems to 
me, that the specific appeal of the film lies. The actors may not all be convincing 
in their parts and the story may be pretty thin, but pastoral myth for the 
smokebound consumer is as potent as it was in the time of Beaumont and Fletcher. 

(Price 39) 

Even the London Times, in a thoroughly negative review of the film, could still praise the 

fact Schiesinger's film contains "a thoroughly sympathetic visual equivalent to Hardy's 

inimitable painting of scenery and atmosphere in words" (Taylor). Certainly these critics 

are right in praising Schiesinger's Crowd for its pastoral qualities because it is, indeed, a 

pastoral; a film that privileges unfettered love and sexuality in an Arcadian setting while it 

warns against encroaching socialization and industrialism. The mistake these critics make, 

however, is in assuming that these qualities derive originally from Hardy. Hardy's novel is 

only a pastoral on the surface; it appears to advocate the joys of communion with Nature, 

but in the end it shows that people must look within to find the strength they need. 

Schiesinger's film, then, is the product of nearly one hundred years of critical perspectives 

that have cast Hardy into an easily-understood light. In creating a film that makes 

gestures toward being authentically Hardean yet endorses common cultural ways of 



reading Hardy, Schlesinger renders the author safe, familiar, and comfortably contained 
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NOTES 

1. It is well known that Hardy's first novel, Desperate Remedies (1871), received a 
printing of SOO copies, was scarcely reviewed-and then only negatively-and was 
soon remaindered (see, for instance, Gatrell 7). I have been unable to locate 
contemporary sales figures for Under the Greenwood Tree (1872) and A Pair of 
Blue Eyes (1873), but both were widely-and favorably-reviewed, and the latter 
was the first novel to bear Hardy's name on the title page. Certainly, both novels 
seem to have enjoyed a degree of popularity; Hardy claimed that Blue Eyes was 
always "a selling book" {Collected Letters 11, 64); moreover, it was on the strength 
of these two novels that Leslie Stephen asked Hardy to serialize his next 
work-which turned out to be Far from the Madding Crowd-in the prestigious 
Cornhill magazine. Certainly Hardy's growing popularity allowed Crowd to 
receive a greater distribution than had his previous three novels. 

2. This observation has been made-in nearly identical terms-by Gregor, 45, and by 
Williams, 130. 

3.  Hardy's own 1895 Preface to Far from the Madding Crowd, of course, remarks 
on the speed with which "Wessex" came to be applied to both southwest England 
and to its inhabitants after 1874. The currency of the place name was such that 
George Eliot-named by R. H. Hutton as the probable author of Crowd {Spectator 
3 Jan. 1874)-appropriated it for Daniel Deroruia (1876). 

4. Langbaum's analysis of Crowd (78-94) is much on the lines of Squires (and, for 
that matter, Gregor) in that it argues Hardy shoots through the novel a good deal 
of violence, tragedy, and eroticism, all of which make the novel's pastoral qualities 
that much deeper. Wittenberg and Ogden each take on the subject of Crowd's use 
of the gaze, with Wittenberg arguing that Hardy makes Bathsheba and Gabriel at 
differing times "both helpless and in control, of being both seen and seer, object 
and subject" (40) in order to equalize the roles of men and women; while Ogden 
argues that Hardy plays with the idea of giving power to Bathsheba through her 
deployment of the patriarchal "gaze," but ultimately she cannot escape her role as 
a feminized object and attain a role of power (12). Elbarbary relies on the 
writings of Mill and eighteenth- and nineteenth-century feminists to argue that 
Hardy shows Bathsheba as trying to define herself against the way patriarchal male 
language wishes to define her. 

5. Morreil also deals with Far from the Madding Crowd as an "introduction" to 
Hardy's novels, in that Morreil argues the book contains characteristic Hardy 
themes, including the espousal of pessimism as a practical philosophy-even though 
Morreil says that pessimism in this novel is presented in a "positive" light (59-72). 

6. From the original theatrical trailer, included on the MGM/UA home video. 
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7. My argument here owes something to Costabile, who also says that Hardy's 
Nature is ungovernable, and that Schlesinger's film reduces Nature to "a 
glamorous backdrop to a very ordinary love story" (164). However, I take issue 
with many of Costabile's points. In neither the novel nor the film do people try to 
"reign in" Nature; my argument is that, in the novel, people try to validate 
themselves through Nature. I also feel that Costabile's view that people must be 
able to "read" Nature in order to survive is disproved by the novel; and, overall, 
her treatment of Schlesinger's film is unduly dismissive. 

8. See, for instance. Squires; "The contrast between rural and urban is frequently 
noticed in the novel, primarily to show the superiority of the wholly rural Gabriel 
to the urbanized Sergeant Troy" (39). 

9. Lodge sees this as a stylistic device that provides a "naturalistic" way of presenting 
the action (81-2); however. Lodge does defer to Miller's argument that the 
"spontaneous withdrawal of the mind to a position of detached watchfulness is 
ratified by an act of will. Rather than choosing to lose himself in one or another of 
the beguiling forms of engagement offered by the world. Hardy, like many of his 
characters, chooses to keep his distance" (S-6). 

10. Carpenter reads this aspect of Norcombe Hill as the "blank face of Nature 
indifferent to man" ("Mirror" 339). Essentially, I agree, though ascribing 
indifference to Nature is a way of humanizing it. 

11. Among the most significant studies of role-playing in Far from the Madding 
Crowd are Shires, who argues that Gabriel and Bathsheba both subvert the 
traditional male/female roles, each becoming at times powerful and dependent, in 
order for Hardy to destabilize power alignments and especially to question the 
problematic status of women in Victorian society; and Mistichelli, who argues that 
the characters change roles-predominantly gender-related-in order to adapt and 
evolve. 

12. My argument here is somewhat similar to Morrell's, who says that "Nature is one 
of Gabriel's resources, but he is never controlled by her, nor, in any 
Wordsworthian sense, does he ever trust her. The essential thing about Gabriel is 
not that he is in contact with Nature, but that he is in contact with reality. He 
neither evades it nor resigns himself to it; he makes something out of it" (63). 
Later, Morrell claims that the Weatherbury peasants' connection to Nature makes 
them "backward," and that the "outsider" status of Gabriel and Bathsheba 
"revitalizes" the area (69). 

13. See, for instance, Ogden, who argues that Hardy allows Bathsheba to occasionally 
play the masculine spectator, but that he never gives her complete control over the 
patriarchal gaze, as Hardy was not yet ready to step outside his age's "patriarchal 
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representations of vision" (12-13). 

14. See Elbarbary, whose essay studies the way "masculine" language is used to 
appropriate power. 

15. The information in the previous sentences was largely gathered from Phillips, John 
Schlesinger, 88-92. 

16. The material in this paragraph was derived from Murphy, 10-33; Phillips, John 
Schlesinger, 41-4; Walker, 23-91. 

17. In addition to their thematic unity, Schlesinger's first six films-with the exception 
of Midnight Cowboy-dJ^ all essentially British films, made in England and dealing 
with English subject matter. After Sunday. Bloody Sunday, Schlesinger did most 
of his work in the United States. Wliether because of this or in spite of this, 
Schlesinger's subsequent films have been a mixed bag. Many of his later films 
have been thrillers: Marathon Man (1976), The Falcon and the Snowman (1985), 
The Believers C19S7), Pacific Heights (1991), The Innocent (1993), and Eye for 
an Eye (1996). His non-genre films have been fhistratingly inconsistent: The Day 
of the Locust (1975), an ambitious but disjointed version of Nathanael West's 
satiric novel; Yanks (1979), a schmaltzy and cliche World War Il-era melodrama 
that is reminiscent of Crowd \n its leisurely pace and idealized depiction of English 
countryside; Honky Tonk Freeway (1981), a bloated comedy that stands as one of 
the biggest critical and commercial disasters of all time; and Madame Sotisatzka 
(1988), a Shirley MacLaine vehicle. His most recent film. The Next Best Thing 
(2000), a gay-themed comedy starring Madonna and Rupert Everett, received 
scathing reviews. Some of Schlesinger's best later work has been on British TV: 
An Englishman Abroad and Separate Tables (1983), and the uproarious Cold 
Comfort Farm (1995), which was given a theatrical release in America, and which 
inspired a telling comment from Diane Hatch-Avis: "Cold Comfort Farm was shot 
in Sussex, which is not only Schlesinger's home but also the milieu of the Hardy 
classic Far from the Madding Crowd [it is?], the 1967 film Schlesinger directed. It 
seems that in Cold Comfort Farm, Schlesinger is also parodying his own filming of 
Hardy, with its gloom-ridden atmosphere and lingeringly sentimental shots of 
livestock" (99). 

18. According to Murphy (257-8), by the time Far from the Madding Crowd came to 
be filmed, all things British-Beatlemania, James Bond films, the "myth of Swinging 
London-were extremely popular in America, so American film companies were 
eager to finance British movies. As Walker (361) and Phillips (John Schlesinger 
80) report, Schlesinger and producer Joseph Janni pitched a "small" film to MGM, 
but they were told that the film they delivered must be an epic blockbuster. 
Supposedly, MGM was also interested in Schlesinger directing a version of Tess of 
the d'Urbervilles as opposed to Crowd (Walker 361). 
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19. Although it falls outside the scope of this study, the elimination of Hardy's theme 
of "camaraderie" is significant. In the novel, Gabriel meets Fanny on the road and 
gives her money-an act that brings these characters together; likewise, Gabriel and 
Boldwood are brought together over their mutual concern for the whereabouts of 
Fanny. The elimination of this material in the film renders it unclear how 
Boldwood knows about the way Troy has treated Fanny, or why Gabriel takes 
charge of Boldwood's farm. Had this material been included in the film, it might 
have disarmed Phillips' charge that the characters are lacking in motivation. 

20. Shires claims that Troy dresses like Bathsheba in this scene in order to create an 
image of "sexual likeness" and to "[seduce] Bathsheba into intimacy with him" 
(55). 

21. Of course, in the novel, Boldwood does not die-Gabriel is instrumental in having 
Boldwood's sentence commuted to life imprisonment on the grounds of insanity. 
Chalfont approves of this change, saying that the film "says nothing about 
Boldwood after showing him waiting stoically in a cell while a gallows [5/c] is 
being constructed outside his window, allowing him to leave the film with the 
dignity he maintained throughout and with a tragic self-awareness and honesty 
similar to Othello's wish that people speak of him 'as I am, nothing extenuate'" 
(71). 

22. Phillips writes that the film originally ended with "Bathsheba fondly musing over 
the music box which her dead first husband had given her on their wedding day" 
(John Schlesinger 88), but he notes that this ending was deleted fi'om American 
prints in 1967 and never restored. I presume that Phillips is referring to the ending 
that I describe in this paragraph, and that it was restored to the video version 
(which runs 169 minutes), but I am not entirely sure. Certainly, Bathsheba does 
not "muse" over the music box in current prints. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
TESS BY HARDY, TESS BY POLANSKI: 
CONVERGENCE AND FULFILLMENT 

I 

In any attempt to define or to collect "the essential Hardy," [Tess of the 
d'UrberviUes] would inevitably be one of the principal sources. So that when one 
speaks of Tess, one speaks to a striking degree of Hardy, and one can scarcely 
speak of Hardy without speaking of Tess. (Kettle, "Introduction" 15) 

So writes Arnold Kettle in a 1966 introduction to Tess of the d'Urbervilles (1891), 

and there are probably few today who would quibble with his conclusion. If one novel is 

immediately identified with Thomas Hardy-and if the name of Hardy immediately recalls 

to peoples' minds the title of one particular work of fiction-that novel is more than likely 

to be Tess. In Kettle's assessment, the qualities that make this novel "essential" to 

Hardy's reputation and achievement as a writer are its fame and popularity; the familiarity 

of the person on the street with its plot and themes; Tess's status as a "mythological" 

character like Robinson Crusoe or Oliver Twist; and-most importantly-the fact Tess 

conveys Hardy's "deepest sensibility and ultimate commitment, the view of life that his art 

in its total historical, and therefore human, context expresses" ("Introduction" 14-15). 

One can perhaps argue that Kettle's criteria here are essentially New Critical (though 

Kettle's most famous study of Tess, which predates the one considered here, is one of the 

first substantial Marxist analyses of the novel'), and therefore passe in these post-

structuralist times, when texts are seldom to be enjoyed for their intrinsic pleasures and 

certainly they are not to be categorized on lists of artistic achievements; but it is hard to 

deny that, in at least three areas. Kettle got it right. The novel's fame and popularity are 
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undeniable; its plot is indeed well-known; and Tess Durfoeyfield herself is famous enough 

that a typical crossword puzzle clue is "Hardy heroine, four letters." Kettle's belief that 

Tess contains Hardy's most complete artistic statement on life, however, would likely be 

shot down by the modem critic-both for Kettle's apparent assumption that artistic 

achievement can be measured, and especially because the issue of what Hardy was trying 

to "say" in Tess (if he was saying anything at all) is one of the most contentious areas in all 

Hardy scholarship. Probably more than any of Hardy's other major novels, Tess has been 

subject to more critical scrutiny and dissection in order to uncover just what the author 

was getting at; and the character and mind of Thomas Hardy himself have similarly been 

subject to the critical scalpel so as to determine why he wrote what he wrote. Why Tess 

and Hardy should be so scrutinized is easy to explain; Hardy's narrator in the novel on one 

hand appears to be offering an intimate, personal, and even loving depiction of Tess 

herself; while on the other hand that same narrator seems to be actively pushing the reader 

away from not only Tess but from a coherent understanding of the narrative. Hardy at 

times gives the impression that he has locked Tess away in some private recess-suggested 

strongly by the epigraph from Two Gentlemen of Verona: "Poor wounded name! My 

bosom, as a bed, / Shall lodge thee"-and issued a challenge to reader and critic alike; to 

find and understand Tess is to find and understand Hardy, and vice-versa. 

Through more than one century of trying to uncover the author of Tess in Tess, a 

complicated image of Hardy has emerged; we see again the pastoralist, pessimist, 

tragedian and supreme artist he is frequented called; but the Hardy who wrote Tess has 

also been labeled a Darwinist, a Zolaist, a naturalist, a modernist, a socialist, a 
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conservative, a satirist, a lover of women, a hater of women, a neo-pagan, an anti-

religionist, a sadist, a pervert, and a writer who didn't know how to control his own 

materials. In short, no one consistent "Hardy" emerges from the critical heritage of Tess-

unlike the fairly codified "Hardy" that is produced by the critical history of Far from the 

Madding Crowd-hxxt, strangely enough, this same discordant history of interpreting Hardy 

within Tess has, in and of itself, created a stable image of Hardy as subject for critical 

discourse. The simple fact that critics have for decades tried to uncover traces of Hardy's 

innermost self within Tess creates an image of Hardy as the artist who cannot be divorced 

from his work and is to be located within every word on its pages; and Tess itself becomes 

a kind of philosopher's stone that, if correctly interpreted, reveals the truths inside the 

person of Thomas Hardy. To this extent. Kettle was entirely correct: it is difficult to 

separate Hardy from Tess-in the popular imagination, they are one and the same. 

It is because Tess of the d'Urbervilles is so commonly seen as the conduit to 

Hardy's most personal self that makes Roman Polanski's 1979 film, simply titled Tess, 

such a fascinating subject in the field of adaptation studies; for Polanski's Tess-Wkc so 

many of that director's films-made Polanski himself the subject of critical scrutiny and 

discussion (in no small part because this was Polanski's first film af^er he fled America on 

charges of statutory rape), so that this Tess, too, is widely seen as a text that opens itself 

up to being read as offering insight into the mind of its creator. This convergence of 

thought in the critical histories of Hardy's Tess and Polanski's in some ways creates a 

degree of confluence between the two works; but Polanski's adaptation of the novel still 

seeks to preserve some of the traditional ways of seeing Hardy, and these interpretations 
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are, of course, important to the critical history of Tess of the d'Urbervilles. 

One phenomenon in the critography of Tess the novel is that Hardy is often made 

into a straw man that readers and critics can use to support their own particular readings 

of Tess. Historically, those who are favorably disposed toward the novel often create a 

Hardy they can defend from criticism-the "good little Thomas Hardy," to use Henry 

James's term,^ who created a work of beauty in spite of some serious flaws in 

craftsmanship; while those who dislike the novel, or find it impossible to overlook its 

flaws, tend to point to certain distasteful elements in "Hardy's" thinking or personality that 

explains what is wrong with the book-thus giving us the "decadent" Hardy of the 1890s, 

and the rather lurid scoptophiliac who has emerged in much recent criticism of the novel. 

At times, reading the critical history of Tess is like reading the transcripts of a court trial, 

with Hardy as defendant and Tess of the d'Urbervilles as the evidence that will be used to 

acquit or condemn him. 

The process of trying Hardy through Tess first began when Hardy was forced to 

severely alter or altogether omit from the manuscript a few passages relating to religion 

and sex in order to serialize the novel in a popular "family" magazine. Hardy's difficulty in 

fmding a publisher for the unexpurgated text and his subsequent bowdlerization of Tess 

have long been cited as evidence of the narrow-minded, puritanical attitudes that 

dominated Victorian publishing houses, and of the fear in which writers and publishers 

held the critics and reading public;^ and Hardy's particular troubles have been seen as 

proof that he was a literary rebel who enjoyed shocking the status quo. As late as 1988, 

John Goode suggested that Hardy may have "sent the novel to publishers certain to refuse 
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it in order to generate an atmosphere of controversy before its publication" {Offensive 

Truth 10). Tess certainly did create controversy, and a few of its first critics leveled their 

strongest charges against the perceived immorality of the author. Hardy's decision to 

restore the censored material to the first volume edition of Tess earned for the author the 

scorn of Margaret Oliphant, who numbered the inclusion of those "naughty chapters" first 

among her "great many objections" to the novel (Blackwood's March 1892; qtd. in Cox 

203); and an anonymous critic in the Saturday Review for 16 January 1892 obliquely 

accused Hardy of being a pomographer, saying the novelist's warning in his preface about 

those "adult" chapters "reminds us of those artists who have exhibitions of pictures open 

to the public, but who hang over an inner sanctum containing their choicest works a 

placard marked 'For gentlemen only'" (qtd. in Cox 190). There is a persistent myth that 

moralistic charges such as these were the norm in early criticism of Tess; and again we can 

see that Hardy was largely the progenitor of this myth. Hardy's choice to reproduce in his 

autobiography his April 1892 diary-response to Mowbray Morris's vicious review of Tess 

-"Well, if this sort of thing continues no more novel-writing for me. A man must be a fool 

to deliberately stand up to be shot at" {Life 246)^-has had the dual effect of suggesting 

Morris's review was typical of those the novel received, and of providing a bit of 

foreshadowing to an important event in Hardy's career. After all. Hardy would \at^r 

abandon novel-writing, and the popularly received reason would be his inability to 

stomach bad reviews.^ In fact, reviews that dismissed or attacked Tess on moral grounds 

were a minority. Most contemporary critics treated the book seriously and showed great 

deference to Hardy's skills as a writer; and a few reviews were even laudatory. The 
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Speaker for 26 December 1891 called Tess "a work of genius" (qtd. in Lemer and 

Holmstrom 60); William Watson in The Academy for 6 February 1892 proclaimed Tess to 

be Hardy's "greatest work," and called it "a tragic masterpiece" (qtd. in Lemer and 

Holmstrom 75); and D. F. Hannigan went so far as to call Tess "the greatest work of 

fiction produced in England since George Eliot died" (Westminster Review, December 

1892; qtd. in Cox 247). Even Mrs. Oliphant, despite numerous reservations, afforded 

grudging respect to the novel. However, when one looks through the early reviews of 

7e55-positive, negative, or otherwise-one common complaint tends to surface, and it 

concerns Hardy's use of language. It is this aspect of 7&55-more than its treatment of sex 

or religion-that has made it such a controversial novel, and which has been the focus point 

of numerous claims for, and charges against. Hardy as a thinker and as a human being. 

As is well known, the first critics of Tess were probably most offended by Hardy's 

choice of a subtitle; A Pure Woman, Faithfully Presented, and the common complaint is 

that Hardy used the words "pure" and "purity" without understanding either their intrinsic 

meanings, or how those words may in any way be applied to Tess Durbeyfield. Moreover, 

to some critics, the subtitle was a thrown gauntlet. Hardy's declaration of war against 

respectable readers. The reviewer in The Independent of 25 February 1892 bluntly states, 

"Tess was not a pure woman. Pure women do not, save in novels, drop into the arms of 

men that they do not love" (qtd. in Lemer and Holmstrom 81). The reviewer goes on to 

indict the mind of the novelist himself, writing. 

In Mr. Hardy's belief we have arrived at a point in civilization where it is not 
necessary for a girl to lose purity before she becomes the mistress of a man she 
does not love and does not intend to marry. Even after she has married the man 
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she loves, she may return to the arms of her seducer and still be pure! 
(qtd. in Lemer and Holmstrom 81-2) 

Harriet Waters Preston is even more harsh, claiming that Hardy's use (or abuse) of the 

word "pure" actually destroys the entire effect of the novel. Preston concedes that had 

Tess learned from her first "fall" at the hands of Alec d'Urberville she would indeed have 

remained "pure," but 

from the moment when, despite the dreadful illumination of her experience, and the 
painfully acquired habit of heroic resistance, Tess yields a second time to the 
importunities of her first and now doubly repulsive seducer, the claim put forth for 
her by her historian upon his title-page is stultified; and artistically, no less than 
morally, his work lies in ruin. To call Tess "pure" after this is a ferocious sarcasm. 
The first stain had been effaced by a purgatory of suffering; the second is indelible. 
The ghastly incidents crowded into the last pages of the book avail nothing. The 
murder and the scaffold are mere vulgar horrors, gratuitously insulting to the 
already outraged feelings of the deeply disappointed reader. They exceed the 
proper limit of tragedy, exciting neither "pity" nor "terror," but simply repugnance. 
No writer of our own gloomy time-I say it regretfully, and even resentfully-has 
grasped for one moment, only to wantonly fling away, a more sublime opportunity 
than Mr. Hardy in "Tess of the D'Urbervilles." 

{Review of Reviews July 1892; qtd. in Lemer and Holmstrom 90) 

It is interesting that Preston is as concerned with the artistic effect of Hardy's definition of 

purity as she is with its moral effect; for even a good many critics who were not offended 

by the morality of the novel often took issue with Hardy's notion of purity, but the 

common charge among them is that Hardy simply failed in his attempt to redefine the 

term, or that by insisting his heroine was "pure" he created an inconsistent character. R. 

H. Hutton, one of the most perceptive of the early critics, in The Spectator of 23 January 

1892, makes the not unreasonable point that Hardy's redefinition of purity is nothing 

radical-in fact, it is downright conventional; 

On the whole, we deny altogether that Mr. Hardy has made out his case for Tess. 
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She was pure enough in her instincts, considering the circumstances and the class 
in which she was bom. But she had no deep sense of fidelity to those instincts. If 
she had, she would not have allowed herself time after time to be turned from the 
plain path of duty, by the fastidiousness of a personal pride which was quite out of 
proportion to the extremity of her temptations and her perils. . . .We should, 
indeed, say that Mr. Hardy, instead of illustrating his conviction that there is no 
Power who guides and guards those who are faithful to their best lights, has only 
illustrated what every Christian would admit, that if fine natures will not faithfully 
adhere to such genuine instincts as they have, they may deteriorate, and will 
deteriorate, in consequence of that faithfulness. (qtd. in Cox 193) 

It is ironic that, to Preston, Hardy's moral failings make him a poor artist, while to Hutton, 

Hardy's artistic failings make him a poor moralist; but these two opinions ably illustrate 

how loaded are the terms "pure" and "purity" in Tess\ and a good deal of criticism on the 

novel has been directed toward deciphering Hardy's precise meaning and intent in using 

them. D. H. Lawrence, in a typically colorful reading from his Study of Thomas Hardy, 

suggests Tess's purity is connected to her aristocratic blood; that she is "herself always" 

(483). While Lawrence's interpretation of Tess's purity has not been particularly popular, 

some critics have followed in his wake by arguing that Tess is fundamentally true to 

something in herself, or to herself as woman. This is the view championed most recently 

by Simon Gatrell, who says Tess may be classified as "essential woman, wholly woman, as 

pure woman" {Proper Study 100); but both Kathleen Blake and Rosemarie Morgan have 

suggested that, in using the term "pure woman," Hardy was establishing in the readers' 

minds a generic, literary archetype, which he then proceeds to dismantle-with greater or 

lesser degrees of success.^ Since the publication of J. T. Laird's The Shaping of Tess of 

the D'Urbervilles in 197S, many critics have focused both on the fact the novel's subtitle 

was an eleventh-hour addition to the manuscript, and that Hardy's numerous revisions to 
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the novel had the effect of diminishing Tess's sexual nature and the blame she shares in her 

own fall, to suggest that Hardy was, in fact, only interested in placating the tastes of his 

publishers and readers. Both Mary Jacobus and Penny Boumeiha have argued that, in his 

efforts to make Tess more "conventionally" pure. Hardy largely defeated his own purpose; 

to Jacobus, Hardy's program was to turn Tess into a blameless victim; as such, he strips 

her not only of an active role in her own tragedy, but robs her of "sexual autonomy and 

the capacity for independent being and doing" ("Tess" 46); while Boumeiha notes that, as 

"Tess is purified, so there is also a far-reaching and wholesale blackening of Alec and 

Angel that transforms them unequivocally into rake and hypocrite" (129). In effect, these 

critics argue that Hardy's insistence on Tess's purity guided him toward endorsing a 

conventional interpretation of purity, thus making himself a servant to Victorian cultural 

ideology. 

By far, the most popular way critics have found for defining Tess's purity is by 

showing that it is intimately associated with Nature and the natural world. To Joseph 

Warren Beach in the 1920s, Hardy's defense of Tess's status as pure woman was a simple 

matter of his making "a very frank appeal to the law of nature from the law of society" 

(209); and Douglas Brown in the 1950s goes further, stating, "Tess is not only the pure 

woman, the ballad heroine, the country girl; she is the agricultural community in its 

moment of ruin" (91). No doubt these critics were largely influenced in their opinions by 

Hardy's own Preface to the Fifth and Later Editions of Tess, where he tried to defuse the 

criticisms against his "sub-title adjective" by arguing that those who were offended by it 

are guilty of ignoring "the meaning of the word in Nature, together with all aesthetic 
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claims upon it, not to mention the spiritual interpretation aflforded by the finest side of 

their own Christianity" (Tess x). Unfortunately, Hardy's defense is far from clear; and it 

raises an entirely new complication in trying to understand Tess, as Bernard J. Paris noted 

in 1969: 

Using nature as a norm, we see that Tess's sexual relation with Alec is good (in 
any event, not reprehensible) and that the convention which condemns Tess's act 
has no validity. Copulation is the law of life; the birds and rabbits that Tess 
regards as innocent behave as she did. 

The argument for Tess's purity from the goodness of her intentions implies 
that her sexual relations with Alec were bad; the argument for Tess's purity from 
nature as moral norm regards her relations with Alec as innocent. Indeed, calling 
Tess's experience a liberal education makes it sound rather attractive-or, at least, 
valuable. (64) 

Paris charges that Hardy's defense of Tess's purity creates "a confusion of many 

standards" (64); and while I prefer not to use the word confusion in relation to Hardy's 

own thinking, it is certainly true that, in Tcs^-more than in the earlier Far from the 

Madding CroW-Nature is multifaceted and even deceptive, and if Hardy is offering it as a 

standard by which Tess is to be judged, confusion is likely to result in the mind of the 

reader. In the first passage in the novel that specifically invokes Nature as a power or 

entity. Hardy offers a direct critique of Wordsworth's conception of Nature as beneficent 

and good by juxtaposing it with the poverty of the Durbeyfield children; 

All these young souls were passengers in the Durbeyfield ship-entirely 
dependent on the judgment of the two Durbeyfield adults for their pleasures, their 
necessities, their health, even their existence. If the heads of the Durbeyfield 
household chose to sail into difficulty, disaster, starvation, disease, degradation, 
death, thither were these half-dozen little captives under hatches compelled to sail 
with them-six helpless creatures, who had never been asked if they wished for life 
on any terms, much less if they wished for it on such hard conditions as were 
involved in being of the shiftless house of Durbeyfield. Some people would like to 
know whence the poet whose philosophy is in these days deemed as profound and 
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trustworthy as his song is breezy and pure, gets his authority for speaking of 
"Nature's holy plan." (4) 

Using the anti-pastoralism-or at least anti-Romanticism^-of this chapter as a 

standard. Nature emerges as not only harsh and brutal, but as essentially defined by a kind 

of blind sexual determinism that results in helpless children being thrust into an existence 

they do not want. This sexual determinism surfaces frequently in the novel; when Hardy's 

narrator asks why Tess "was doomed to be seen and coveted that day by the wrong man, 

and not by some other man, the right and desired one in all respects" (30-1), he quickly 

answers his own question; "Nature does not often say 'See!' to her poor creature at a time 

when seeing can lead to happy doing; or reply 'Here' to a body's cry of'Where?' till the 

hide-and-seek has become an irksome, outworn game" (31). Later, the dairymaids who 

dream hopelessly of Angel Clare are said to have "writhed feverishly under the 

oppressiveness of an emotion thrust on them by cruel Nature's law" (115); and the 

narrator is nowhere more explicit in associating Nature with a blind sexual urge than in the 

passage where he eulogizes Tess's baby as "Sorrow the Undesired-that intrusive creature, 

that bastard gift of shameless Nature who respects not the social law" (75). Certainly, if 

these depictions of Nature constitute the standard by which Tess should be judged, she is 

pure indeed; in her sexual relationship with Alec (however it is to be defined), her 

overwhelming attraction to Angel, and in her subsequent return to-and murder of-Alec, 

she is operating according to the dictates of Nature's drive to find the right mate. Many 

critics have fastened on to this depiction of a highly-sexed Nature and have persuasively 

argued that Hardy's intention in Tess was largely to dramatize a "Darwinian" view of the 
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natural world. Laird demonstrates that Hardy didn't bring the Darwinian theme to the 

surface of the text until he made some key "insertions" for later editions of 1892 and 1895 

(44); but at least one critic of the first edition-the anonymous reviewer in the Athenaeum 

of 9 January 1892-identified the ideology of Huxley as operating within the novel (Cox 

183); and for years thereafter critics have been interpreting Tess of the d'UrberviUes along 

Darwinian lines. A fairly straightforward Darwinian interpretation of Tess was offered by 

John Holloway in The Charted Mirror (1960), and it is a good example of how easy it is 

to lump Darwin together with Hardy and then let the matter stand; 

The central train of [Tejs's] events demand description in Darwinian terms: 
organism, environment, struggle, resistant adaptation, fertility, survival-and one 
more; Hardy has envisaged an individual life at the depth of, and to the length of, 
the ultimates of a species; establishment at one end, and at the other, extinction. 

(105) 

Holloway was not the first to see the novel's plot as a reflection of Darwinian principles, 

nor would he be the last-Gillian Beer has been the most recent and most popular exponent 

of this approach'-and there is nothing particularly wrong with what he says; but 

Holloway's reading tends to simplify the novel (is "organism" a satisfactory description of 

Tess?), as do many other studies that trot out the terms "heredity," "evolution," and 

"devolution," as if Hardy were a biologist and not a novelist. On the other end of the 

scale are those critics who perhaps over-complicate the novel by arguing that Hardy 

wasn't simply reflecting on Darwinist theories, but on theories adapted from Darwin. 

Consider, for instance, a "debate" that took place in two issues of the Southern Review in 

the mid-1970s, when two different critics each tried to apply an offshoot of Darwinism to 

Tess. First, Peter Morton argued that Hardy supplemented his reading of Darwin with 
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Weismann, so that "Hardy's use of Weismann's belief that the germ-plasm, the material 

principle of heredity, is the sole biological reality, leads him to impose on the reader the 

temporal insignificance of the individual carrier of it" (47). The d'Urbervilles/ 

Durbeyfields, Morton argues, are in the process of de-evolving owing to a failure to adapt 

to new surroundings and new situations, and Tess merely carries on this process; the 

novel, then, is marked by its "rigid determinism, its total pessimism and its fidelity to one 

coherent scientific vision of the world" (48). Writing about one year later and in direct 

response to Morton, J. R. Ebbatson contends Hardy's Darwinism was actually flavored 

more with Huxley than with Weismann, so that Hardy saw potential in evolution, not 

barefaced determinism; Tess, in Ebbatson's reading, is a character aligned with "Nature" 

who experiences the potentialities of growth and evolution through the organic process, 

but she is eventually done in by a counter-force, that of the "claustrophobic, life-denying 

moral law of human society" (249-51). To cite two more examples, Elliott Gose 

supplemented Darwin with nineteenth century cultural anthropology to suggest that Tess 

is striving to achieve psychic evolution-an advanced state of mind in which she recognizes 

her kinship with the natural world-but she is pulled down by the brutality of natural 

selection (427-8). In Bruce Johnson's reading of a few years later, however, Tess 

becomes an "ideal pagan"-an example of a type of organism (defined in this reading as 

"pagan") that has evolved to the point of near perfection-but she is prevented from 

evolving further by the forces of modem society and especially by "Angel's denial of her 

true, truly Darwinian, affinities with Nature" ("Perfection" 275). As these examples 

indicate, applying Darwinian and post-Darwinian thought to Hardy's Tess is no easy 
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matter. Several questions arise; Are evolution and natural selection in themselves 

deterministic and tragic, or does Tess's tragedy lie in her being prevented firom 

experiencing the benefits of evolution? Is Tess the last in a line of a degenerate race, or 

the potential starting point for a new kind of life? It is also evident that, although these 

critics make a strong case for Hardy-as-Darwinist, they also strengthen two popularly held 

views of Hardy. In the readings of Morton and Gose, Hardy uses Darwin to bolster his 

tragic, pessimistic, and deterministic world view; while Ebbatson and Johnson suggest 

that, in order to further his attack on society. Hardy dramatizes society's inability to 

appreciate and understand the uniqueness of Tess as a new kind of organism. 

If critics have been puzzled for years over what Hardy meant by such terms and 

concepts as "purity" and "nature," they have similarly been perplexed by what Hardy was 

trying to say about women in Tess\ and to this day Tess of the d'Urbervilles raises 

controversies over what it (allegedly) reveals about Hardy's attitudes toward women. To 

many of the first reviewers, there was no doubt that Hardy's sympathies were entirely on 

the side of women who had been wronged by a hypocritical, masculinist society. The 

anonymous Pall Mall Gazette reviewer pronounced Tess "great" among the "Women's 

Tragedy" genre, and says the book 

is to be only fully appreciated perhaps by a woman, in its intimate and profound 
interpretation of the woman's heart through the pure and beautiful and heroic 
Tess, doomed to many sorrows, done to death, not by slanderous tongues, but by 
the tyranny of man, of nature, which makes woman emotionally subject to man, 
and of social circumstance. (31 December 1891; qtd. in Cox 182) 

Many early critics went further than this and proposed that Hardy's "feminism" in Tess 

was related not only to his interpretation of women's hearts, but to his deep, emotional 
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identification with the plight of Tess in particular and women in general. Both Patrick 

Braybrooke and Joseph Warren Beach, writing in the 1920s, measure Tessas success by 

the tears Hardy manages to wring from his readers over the plight of women;' and Beach 

goes so far as to say that Hardy was so involved with Tess because he must have been 

"drawing from the life" (208). Fortunately, more recent critics of the novel, such as 

Margaret Higonnet and Maijorie Garson, have argued Hardy's "feminist" sympathies 

sprang not necessarily from a personal identification with women, but from a true 

ideological desire to render a woman's experience as accurately as a man can, and, 

paradoxically, to expose the dangers of men trying to read and interpret women's 

experiences.'" Rosemarie Morgan makes one of the most persuasive cases for Hardy's 

feminist sympathies, saying Hardy has armed Tess not with dialogue, which is associated 

with masculinist discourse, but with actions-and through her actions she takes control of 

her own fate and parodies man's interpretations and expectations of her (92 ff). 

To Marxist critics. Hardy's depiction of women in Tess is of particular interest, 

since these critics have located in Tess's plight a reflection of the situation of the working 

class in a capitalist economy. Arnold Kettle opens his early Marxist study by declaring 

that, though the subject of the novel "is stated clearly by Hardy to be the fate of a 'pure 

woman[,]' in fact it is the destruction of the English peasantry" ("Hardy; Tess" 49). To 

Kettle, Tess is not a woman but a symbol that functions in an elaborate metaphor of social 

degradation and exploitation brought on by the intrusion of capitalism into a traditional 

agricultural society. To some degree. Kettle's interpretation was echoed by Merryn 

Williams in 1972; but although she accepts that Tess suffers at the hands of at least one 
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iand-hoiding aristocrat, she dismisses the notion that the novel is about the destruction of 

the peasantry, for by the time of Hardy's novel, the "English peasantry as an independent 

class had long since ceased to exist; the so-called 'peasants' of the nineteenth century were 

mostly either small capitalist farmers or rural proletarians whom they employed" (173). 

Williams reads Tess as a study of "false consciousness;" Tess's noble ancestry. Angel's 

ideals, and Tess and Angel's idealization of each other are all seen by Williams as forms of 

societally-dictated delusions that force the characters to push themselves and others into 

danger, and which keep the characters from escaping the "dead weight" of bourgeois 

Victorian culture (172). Likewise, Terry Eagleton's 1971 essay also sees Tess as a 

reflection of a Marxist concept; that of alienation. Eagleton writes that "Tess's society 

has little use for her personality; it takes her body for sexual or economic profit, so that 

her consciousness is forced either to detach itself dreamily from material circumstance, or 

shrink itself within the harsh limits of mindlessly mechanical activity" ("Nature as 

Language" 161). In Eagleton's reading, Tess reduces herself to "impassive objectivity," 

negating her own being before society destroys it altogether ("Nature as Language" 161). 

This concern with Tess's body as material object is also the subject of John Goode's 1988 

study of Tess, in which he considers Tess's "impure" status crucial to the interests of the 

hierarchical power structure, for "Monogamy, as Engels argued, is only necessary for 

woman since there is no other way of ensuring that her progeny have a single father and 

hence no other way of preserving the values of property" (Offensive Truth 120). 

Similarly, in a recent essay, Jennifer Wicke argues that Tess is in many respects "a story of 

going to market" (575); not only is Tess herself valued as a marketable sexual commodity. 
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subject in turn to the sexual "standards" dictated by the marketplace; but so too is Hardy's 

novel a commodity, its form and content dictated by the demands of consumer culture 

(574 ff.)." 

For the most part, these Marxist (or, at least in the case of Wicke, materialist) 

analyses of Tess fit into a long-established tradition of seeing Hardy; again, the author is 

said to be chronicling the decline of a world that was somehow better than the world at 

hand; or condemning the effects of mechanized society on the individual. The critics who 

are most interested in how Tess's body becomes a commodity have, I believe, struck upon 

something truly original; and together with many feminist critics they have made a 

persuasive case that Hardy uses the female body as a kind of "text" that culture, men, or 

even Hardy himself can inscribe with meaning and/or use as a kind of trade good.'^ 

Unfortunately, several other critics-oflen in the names of feminism, Marxism, or 

cultural/materialist criticism-have focused on Hardy's apparent "interest" in Tess's body 

and have leveled charges against him that are every bit as pernicious as those that were 

made at the time of the publication of Tess, and this has led to what I believe is a 

damaging if not absolutely harmful way of seeing Hardy. Hardy has long been open to 

charges that he was "in love" with Tess, or that Tess became for Hardy the fulfillment of 

his feminine "ideal;" Hardy's biographers have occasionally forwarded the candidacy of 

any of a number of women with whom Hardy was infatuated as the original model for 

Tess; and in the late 1970s John Bayley became one of the first modem critics to suggest 

Hardy's supposed infatuation with Tess actually becomes part of the mechanics of the 

novel. Bayley claims that Hardy's "erotic image of Tess is fixed and overmastering; and it 
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also represents, which is perhaps unfair on Angel as a character, the culmination of 

Hardy's own locality-centred daydreams on a womanly image" (Essay 167). Such views 

of Hardy as a romantic dreamer who tries to create in Tess his "ideal" woman or recreate 

a lost love are fairly benign, but there is a growing trend in some recent criticism to cast 

aspersions upon Hardy's "interest" in Tess, if not to openly accuse the author of 

perversion. Janet Freeman, for instance, draws no distinction between Hardy the writer 

and his narrator, and she contends that his ability to see Tess correctly is crucial to 

Hardy's own identity; 

Hardy's own eye remains trained on "beautiful Tess," following her history with 
singleminded concentration. This occupation is at once his discipline and his 
virtue-the form his existence takes inside the novel. As it is Tess's destiny to be 
seen, so it is Hardy's destiny to see; he does so unwaveringly, better than anyone 
else, his presence as observer continually felt. (315) 

In Freeman's reading. Hardy's personal role in the novel is to protect Tess from being 

perceived incorrectly by either the characters or the readers; and once she dies. Hardy's 

own dependence upon her-and what I can only label as his scoptophiliac nature-are made 

apparent; 

For without Tess to look at. Hardy's one skill [of seeing] is useless. All his purity 
and privilege evaporate. His presence in the novel, after all, his identity as the only 
perfectly attentive eye, depends on having Tess to observe; she is the instrument 
that calculates for him his own peculiar value. And to what greater, more 
significant, use could anyone be put? Losing Tess brings Hardy's need for her out 
in the open and makes plain the fact that his own way of looking-for all its close 
attention-is yet another form of possession. (323) 

Judith Mitchell characterizes Tess as a novel in which "we are privileged to participate 

directly in the emotions and fantasy life of the doting, gloating narrator as he scrutinizes 

his nearly perfect heroine" (189). Part of Hardy's "fantasy life," we must presume from 
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the analysis that follows, is his interest in "cruelty and suffering of a particularly detailed 

kind" (193), as Tess is put through all forms of hell and-in Mitchell's reading-attains no 

sense of self-knowledge. Tess, in Mitchell's opinion, "shares to an uncomfortable degree 

the pathological appeal of much male pornography" (188). Surprisingly, the strongest 

charge against Hardy is made by James Klncaid-probably one of the most distinguished 

Hardy critics of the last thirty years-who says that Hardy, like his characters and like his 

readers, both Victorian and modem, takes erotic pleasure in the spectacle of the 

manipulation, torture, and death of Tess ("You did not come" 13-14); and that the novel 

is, in fact, "a titillating snuff movie we run in our own minds. The novel offers us the 

terrifying suggestion and demonstration that our own lives are nothing more than this 

criminal movie in the head, made over in the flesh" ("You did not come" 29). 

Scoptophiliac-pomographer-snuff movie director? If Hardy was really so 

demoralized by the charges made against him and his art by the early reviewers of Tess 

and Jude that he gave up novel writing, then what would these charges have done to him? 

Criticisms such as these not only do little to enhance our understanding of Tess as a novel, 

they succeed in needlessly assassinating Hardy's character. It is hard to finish these 

assessments and not emerge with a picture in mind of Hardy as a dirty old man lurking 

around school yards or ducking into peep shows. Furthermore, charges against Hardy as 

either a pomographer or a pervert sound suspiciously close to similar charges made by the 

reviewers in the 1890s who accused Hardy of corrupting the minds and morals of polite 

society. Thus Hardy remains in the popular conscience a social rebel and outcast; but 

these modem critics suggest society was perhaps right in condemning him. 
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Needless to say, I have offered only a small and select sampling of the ways Tess 

and, by extension. Hardy have been interpreted; and there are certainly more examples I 

could cite, but that would belabor the point. The reviews and analyses I have provided 

here should be enough to establish that Tess as a novel generates numerous readings, but 

it seems the text almost stubbornly refuses to confirm any one particular way of reading. 

Both Peter Morton and J. R. Ebbatson make sound cases for Hardy's affinities with 

Darwin, but neither critic can agree on what kind of Darwinian statement Hardy was 

trying to make; therefore, they are forced to supplement the novel by looking outside the 

text to what Hardy presumably read, and Hardy's background reading becomes a kind of 

authority for interpreting Tess. Similarly, the novel's alternately adoring and abusive 

depiction of Tess has had the result that, in the early part of the twentieth century, critics 

focused on Hardy's "positive" feelings toward women and argued he was mourning the 

abuse good women all too often suffer; while critics toward the end of the century have 

dredged up "unsavory" aspects of Hardy's personality to suggest the author abuses his 

creation because he loves her. It could be said that these differing interpretations are 

simply the result of changes in critical thought and of diverse schools of theory, but Tess 

has always been a special case. This novel is extremely hard to pin down, and it is hard to 

make most of its concepts adhere to any particular critical philosophy. Hardy's language 

in Tess is extremely multifaceted and ambiguous, and he deploys it in such ways that the 

novel opens up numerous "blank spaces" where the reader is lured into constructing the 

plot along certain generic lines, only to have the plot all but disintegrate. Oddly, critics 

have never been blind to just how problematic the language of Tess is. In the first book-
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length study of Hardy's novels, Lionel Johnson demanded of Tess, "I want definitions of 

nature, law, society, and justice: the want is coarse, doubtless, and unimaginative; but I 

cannot suppress it" (230). Since Johnson's time, many critics have tried to precisely 

define Hardy's slippery terms, but more often than not, what they have created in their 

definitions is a new "version" of the novel that essentially ignores Hardy's ambiguities and 

counter-readings. 

Interestingly enough, many mid-twentieth century critics who recognized Tessas 

ambiguities sought to smooth over them by suggesting they are the result of flaws in 

Hardy's own thinking or in his approach to art. Such critics have argued that the only way 

to get a coherent reading out of Tess is to ignore the novel's "blemishes" and focus on its 

"true" strain of discourse. Dorothy Van Ghent warned the readers against "the temptation 

to mistake bits of [Hardy's] philosophic adhesive tape, rather dampened and rumpled by 

time, for the deeply animated vision of experience which our novel, Tess, holds" (196). 

Look only at Hardy's imagery and symbolism. Van Ghent advises; then you will find a 

classic story of individual consciousness pitted against cosmic indifference. Arnold Kettle 

complained that "Hardy's understanding, his deep instinctive comprehension of the fate of 

the Wessex peasants, told him what had to be said, but his conscious philosophy did not 

give him adequate means always to say it. Hence the unduly long arm of coincidence, 

hence the half-digested classical allusions, hence the psychological weaknesses" ("Hardy; 

Tes^' 61). To Kettle, Tess becomes coherent only when it is read as a story of the 

destruction of the peasantry. The result of both critical responses is that "good little 

Thomas Hardy"-the talented but undisciplined artist-is shown to be still alive and well; 
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Hardy could create good art. Van Ghent and Kettle argue, but his damned silly habit of 

injecting personal philosophy into the novel spoils the show. 

Fortunately, since the dawn of post-structuralism, critics have been more inclined 

to look at Tess in its totality-"flaws and alP'-and argue that Hardy knew precisely what he 

was doing in creating such a problematic book. Though I take issue with their 

conclusions, both Ian Gregor and Peter Casagrande have claimed that there is a kind of 

unity to be found in Jess's many contrasts: in Gregor's terms, they present a kind of flux 

and reflux that is part of natural life, and thus confirms his view that Hardy's works 

constitute a "great web" of interconnected activity; while Casagrande contends Hardy's 

entire aesthetic in Tess is one in which beauty may be found in ugliness, suffering, death, 

and incoherence-if only readers will open their minds to it." In recent years, some critics 

have suggested that the meaning of the novel, or just of Tess herself, is "overdetermined" 

by Hardy; that the author has presented multiple causes for Tess's fate or multiple ways of 

reading her character in part to expose the inadequacy of the novel form as a device for 

containing or conveying human experience.'^ As should be evident by this point in the 

study, my own view is that Hardy deployed multiple perspectives in the novel to create a 

multifaceted structure-which will be touched upon in greater detail in the second section 

of this chapter-but for now I need to return to my initial concerns of what kind of Hardy 

is created through the critical history of Tess, and what the implications of this history are 

to Polanski's film. 

Two things should be evident fi-om the criticism of the novel: first, very traditional, 

or even stereotypical, images of Hardy as writer and man are again confirmed by many 
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reviewers and critics. Second, there is a lack of agreement among the critics as to what 

"kind" of novel Tess is, but they do tend to agree that as a work it is important, powerful, 

flawed, often hard to grasp-and, above all, that it is a text to be argued over. It is in the 

very fact that Tess generates so much discussion and dissection, that almost every 

sentence and paragraph in the book has been analyzed and fought over, that I believe a 

dominant image of Hardy has emerged: that of the artist as provocateur, the creator 

whose work is intended to shock, disturb, and create controversy (which is, as we have 

seen, the suggestion of John Goode), but which also leads to an understanding of his 

innermost self The "Hardy" who has been created by the critical discourse on Tess, I feel, 

has much in common with later twentieth-century artists who have become popular 

successes-Salvador Dali, or, in literature, Truman Capote-whose works have been 

analyzed both in terms of their effect on the culture, and especially in terms of the light 

they shed on who the artist is. Both the popularity of, and the critical response to, Tess 

have bestowed upon Hardy the image of the literary celebrity whose novel is as much 

about himself as it is about a fictional Wessex peasant girl. 

Given that Tess is so closely connected in the popular and critical imaginations 

with Hardy himself, it might seem that a film version of the novel would be impossible; 

how does one film Tess without "Hardy" being so intimately a part of it? To some extent, 

the 1979 motion picture of Tess solves this problem in the same way John Schlesinger 

solved it in Far from the Madding Crowd-by evoking familiar images and motifs 

associated with Hardy; but, in a strange way, the film succeeds best at evoking Hardy not 

by deliberately bringing him into the film, but by a kind of accidental consonance through 
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the persona of the director, Roman Polanski, and through his deployment of themes that 

are common to his own works. Of the three movie directors analyzed in this study, 

Polanski is the only one who is routinely labeled an auteur-\h& figure whose personality is 

stamped on every aspect of the film. The label is easy to apply to Polanski, since on 

almost every one of his films he not only directs but at least shares in the producing and 

screenwriting duties, and on occasion even acts. Moreover, Polanski is a true celebrity, 

notorious for his reportedly hedonistic personal life, the murder of his wife at the hands of 

the Manson family, and his conviction on-and subsequent flight from-charges of statutory 

rape. Polanski's films have regularly been analyzed in terms of what they have to say 

about his life, and this is certainly the case with T^^s^-which is, after all, the story of a 

teenage girl who is either raped or seduced by a worldly man, directed and co-written by a 

worldly man who claims to have seduced a teenage girl but was convicted of raping her. 

Polanski's film puts several of the novel's cardinal plot functions and catalyzers 

into the background or even eliminates some, and in this respect cannot be considered 

entirely faithful to its source; but the fact Polanski's Tess is so commonly viewed as a 

conduit to the artist behind it generates, on the level of reception, a certain degree of 

confluence with Hardy's novel. But this is perhaps a surface phenomenon. It is in how 

Polanski adapts those same plot functions and catalyzers—which both provide the basic 

structure of the novel Tess of the d'Urbervilles and create ambiguous or even blank 

spaces where the reader can both participate in narrativity and seemingly uncover the 

"true" Hardy-that actual convergence between the novel and the film takes place. The 

plot of Hardy's Tess is largely generated by the ways in which Tess and Hardy's own 
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readers perceive the truth behind language-the same language Hardy's critics have found 

so problematic; while Polanski operates along similar lines as Hardy, only calling into 

question the truth behind the visual images that are used to structure the film. That 

Polanski could bring Tess to the screen and still convey some sense of the novel Hardy 

wrote is remarkable; for Tess of the d'Urbervilles constantly collapses on itself as Hardy 

questions both the authority of the words that his characters use to construct Tess, and 

which he and his readers use to construct the novel. In many respects. Hardy's Tess is a 

self-reflexive work in that it is always concerned with the act by which the novel is always 

defined-reading; and it is with an act of reading that I will begin my argument. 

n 

There is, of course, nothing new or original in arguing that the person of Tess is 

largely constructed by how she is read and perceived by others, or that Tess's "fight" in 

the novel is partly against such constructions of herself However, I am not sure that 

adequate attention has been given to how thoroughly and aggressively Hardy interrogates 

the authority that lies behind the words and the perceptions that are used to construct 

Tess; nor to the issue of how Hardy uses questionable-if not corrupted-forms of official 

discourse to both generate the novel's plot and to establish false patterns of reading. Tess 

of the d'Urbervilles operates on two levels: it is, on the story level, an examination of the 

power of corrupted discourse to shape the lives of individuals; and it is, on the textual 

level, an exercise in its own power to generate discourse, which is always in danger of 

being corrupted by the reader. It is in this latter respect that Tess produces multiple 

interpretations, inspires critical debate about Hardy's "meaning" in the novel, and leads 
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readers to construct their own "versions" of Tess and of Hardy himself 

One of the best instances of how the act of reading both generates plot functions 

and creates "risky" areas of interpretation occurs in the "sign painter" sequence from 

chapter 12, a crucial incident that has too often been taken for granted by readers and 

critics.'^ The incident occurs near the start of Phase the Second, immediately after Tess 

has ended her ambiguous relationship with Alec d'Urberville. As Tess heads toward 

Marlott, she is overtaken by an artisan who carries a paint pot, and who asks Tess to stand 

by as he performs a task; 

He set down her basket and the tin pot, and, stirring the paint with the brush that 
was in it, began painting large square letters on the middle board of the three 
composing the stile; placing a comma after each word, as if to give pause while 
that word was driven well home to the reader's heart, 

THY, DAMNATION, SLUMBERETH, NOT. 
2 PET. ii. 3. 

Against the peaceful landscape, the pale decaying tints of the copses, the 
blue air of the horizon, and the lichened stile-boards, these staring vermillion 
words shone forth. They seemed to shout themselves out, and make the 
atmosphere ring. Some people might have cried "Alas, poor Theology!" at the 
hideous defacement-the last grotesque phase of a creed which had served mankind 
well in its time. But the words entered Tess with accusatory horror; it was as if 
this man had known her recent history; yet he was a total stranger. (62) 

To Tess, the words seem to expose her relations with Alec to public view, and 

they cause her to question her own perceptions of God's law. She says of the words, "'I 

think they are horrible!. . .Crushing! Killing!'" (62); and after she leaves the sign painter 

she says to herself, "'Pooh-I don't believe God said such things!'" (63). Tess rightly 

realizes it is only the words of the sign painter that condemn her, and that those words are 

being used as a substitute for God's authority. However, even though God may be absent. 
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the authority of those same words on Tess remains in effect. In the next chapter, Tess 

becomes aware of the glances and whispers of her fellow parishioners, and she reads into 

their looks and words a condemnation of herself: "She Icnew what their whispers were 

about, grew sick at heart, and felt that she could come to church no more" (66). It is as if 

the "accusatory horror" of the painter's words have been made real. Tess tries to 

substitute for church a kind of communion with Nature through a series of lonely walks 

through the woods at night; but by this time the authoritative words of others have so 

saturated her thinking that she uses them to define the way God-in-Nature judges her; "A 

wet day was the expression of irremediable grief at her weakness in the mind of some 

vague ethical being whom she could not class definitely as the God of her childhood, and 

could not comprehend as any other'' (67; my emphases). Hardy's narrator immediately 

assures the reader that Tess's impressions here are "based on shreds of convention, 

peopled by phantoms and voices antipathetic to her," and that these images form "a cloud 

of moral hobgoblins by which she was terrified without reason. It was they that were out 

of harmony with the actual world, not she" (67); but Tess, of course, is incapable of 

hearing the narrator's words: she continues to perceive herself as "a figure of Guilt 

intruding into the haunts of Innocence" (67). The twin powers of authoritative words 

from the Bible and the gazes of others in the church affect Tess's perceptions of herself 

and of the world around her, and put her on a course of action where she tries to escape 

both the words and glances of others. 

Not only is the sign painter sequence important in that it demonstrates the power 

of authoritative words, it opens up a space for the reader to inject a crucial, and previously 
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non-existent, element into the novel. Surprisingly, I have never encountered mention of 

the fact that the sign painter scene marks the first appearance in the novel of Christian 

dogma as a genuine force. In the entire first Phase of Tess, scarcely one word is uttered 

by either a character or by Hardy's narrator about God, the church, theology, moral 

behavior, or any of the Christian virtues. The first page of the novel, of course, introduces 

Parson Tringham, who reveals Jack Durbeyfield's noble ancestry; but Tringham is 

presented entirely in his roles as antiquarian and amateur genealogist: the only hint of 

Tringham's spiritual office is his advice to Jack to "chasten yourself with the thought of 

'how are the mighty fallen'" (3). The theology of the Clare brothers is dealt with only in 

satirical terms, as Felix fusses, "[W]e must get through another chapter of A Counterblast 

to Agnosticism before we turn in, now I have taken the trouble to bring the book" (9); but 

Hardy offers no other insight into how religion informs the thinking of any of the brothers. 

Between the passage with the Clares and the appearance of the sign painter, the only 

references to religious matters are Abraham's innocent questions as to whether God lives 

on the other side of the stars, and if the dead horse Prince has gone to heaven (21, 24); 

and-most famously-in the narrator's rhetorical stance that is offered in lieu of a depiction 

of the seduction or rape of Tess in The Chase; "where was Tess's guardian angel? where 

was the Providence of her simple faith? Perhaps, like that other god of whom the ironical 

Tishbite spoke, he was talking, or he was pursuing, or he was in a journey, or he was 

sleeping and not to be awaked" (57). In Phase the First, conventional religion is scarcely a 

concern at all; Tringham and the Clares are religious only by designation; Abraham's 

questions hardly constitute more than a child's-eye view of faith; and the narrator's 
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comments in The Chase sequence seem almost out of place. Since God has never before 

been evoked as an authority, why does Hardy blame him for what is happening to Tess? 

In short, in Phase the First, there are no explanations as to how religion operates either on 

the minds of the characters or in the workings of the novel itself Hardy calls Tess's faith 

"simple," but what kind of faith is it? Tess calls the planet "blighted," but this view is 

based not on her theological beliefs, but on the empirical evidence of her father's illnesses 

and drunkenness, and on her mother's constant hard work (21). Not a single character in 

either Marlott or Trantridge is seen entering a church; the morality of Joan's setting up 

Tess as a kind of bait for Alec is never questioned; and Tess's rebuffs to Alec are based 

more on her own sense of disgust for him, as opposed to fear that succumbing to him 

would constitute a sin. It is only at the start of Phase the Second-when the sign painter 

inscribes his vermillion words on the stile-that Tess begins to perceive the stain of sin on 

her behavior, and the power of organized religion becomes an issue in the book and to 

Tess. The appearance of the sign painter and his words at this stage have the effect of 

making Tess read his accusatory words back into her own history; likewise, it is easy for 

the reader to assume that the painter represents society's accusatory voice and eyes, which 

must have been with Tess from the start of the novel-when in fact they had never been 

seen before. 

If the painter sequence summons Christian dogma into being in the novel, it also 

serves to question both the source and the authority of that dogma. Hardy's cry of "Alas, 

poor Theology!" is perhaps meant to be taken both as a lamentation against what the 

painter does to theology, and as an indictment of this man's thinking; he is guilty of 
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espousing literally poor theology, for what he inscribes on the stile is actually a 

misquotation from 2 Peter.This fact-and the painter's divorcing the passage from its 

original context-render the words grotesque. 2 Peter is basically a defense of Pauline 

Christianity against the claims of rival Christian sects that today would be labeled Gnostic 

(giving weight, perhaps, to Hardy's charge that the passage represents "a creed which had 

served mankind well in its time"), and contained within the text is a warning to the faithful 

against heeding the words of these false Gnostic prophets; "And through covetousness 

shall they with feigned words make merchandise of you; whose judgment now of a long 

time lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth nof (2;3; my emphases). It could be 

argued that the painter-if not Hardy himself-merely changed the pronoun fi-om third-

person plural to first-person singular (and accusative) in order to present a sufficiently 

blood-curdling passage; but why misrepresent this particular passage, and why draw from 

a text like 2 Peter in the first place? Perhaps Hardy means for the biblical passage to be 

read as a synecdoche for Tess's personal story; Alec does in fact make "merchandise" of 

Tess, and he will later appear in the novel as a preacher-in effect, as a false prophet who 

steers Tess from one course in life to another course that leads to her execution; but if 

Alec is the false prophet, why, then, is Tess damned? Perhaps we are meant to read Tess 

herself as a sort of "Gnostic"-which would fit the views of those who see her as an "ideal 

pagan" or as a priestess ofNature-but that raises the question of whom, exactly, Tess 

steers from orthodoxy; and if her damnation indeed "slumbereth not," what are we to 

make of Hardy's contentions that she is a "pure woman" and that at the end of the novel 

she reaches "fulfillment?" Despite the power of the words fi-om 2 Peter to terrify Tess, in 
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no sense do they apply to her or to her situation.'^ It is only in their status as official 

discourse-as words from the Bible-that they gain authority over her. 

That the painter should utilize a passage from 2 Peter in the first place is also 

significant, for Hardy was far too astute of a biblical scholar to have blind to the 

knowledge that this particular epistle has, from the early Christian eras, frequently been 

viewed with suspicion or even outright skepticism; and it has often been grouped in the 

New Testament Apocrypha. Biblical scholars have long noted the text's differences in 

style from 1 Peter, and its stylistic and thematic affinities with the Epistle of Jude;" and 

the text's concern with heresy and its acceptance of the authority of Paul's epistles are 

generally considered to be evidence that it dates from the second century, rather than from 

the time of Peter (Payne 1465). No less an authority than John Calvin acknowledged the 

historical "doubts" surrounding the epistle, mentioning its authenticity was earlier 

questioned by Eusebius and by St. Jerome; but Calvin concludes that "it would have been 

a fiction unworthy of a minister of Christ, to have personated another individual. So then 

1 conclude that if the Epistle be deemed worthy of credit, it must have proceeded from 

Peter; not that he himself wrote it, but that some one of his disciples set forth in writing, 

by his command, those things which the necessity of the times required" (363). In Hardy's 

own lifetime, Jamieson's Commentary echoed Calvin's belief, stating that charges against 

2 Peter as a forgery must indeed be false, for an "attempt at such a fraud in the first ages 

would have brought only shame and suffering, alike from Christians and heathen, on the 

perpetrator" (II: 515). Both Calvin and Jamieson find that the genuineness of the text lies 

in the simple fact it was included in the New Testament, and, in their reasoning, the 
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compilers of the Testament must have possessed some (now lost) knowledge of 2 Peter's 

authenticity. In effect, during the historical process, the ultimate authority behind 2 Peter 

has been displaced; the canonicity of the text has become its true authority, while the truth 

behind the words is lost. Bearing this knowledge in mind, the sign painter sequence gains 

considerable significance. Tess receives a twice-corrupted message; its original source is 

questionable and its meaning is further garbled by the painter; yet this message has been 

imbued with Biblical and cultural authority, and therefore the message is capable of 

shaping Tess's self-perception." 

Finally, this sequence is important in that it suggests to the reader that there is an 

underlying structure that apparently neatly ties together the actions of some characters. 

The painter admits to Tess that his job is to leave the application of the words "to the 

hearts of the people who read 'em" (62), and that if any "dangerous young female" such 

as herself should want further spiritual edification, she should seek out "Mr. Clare, of 

Emminster." He continues; "I'm not of his persuasion now, but he's a good man, and 

he'll expound as well as any parson I know. 'Twas he began the work in me" (63). Later 

in the novel it will be revealed that Mr. Clare also inspired the religious work in Alec 

d'Urbervilie (241-2); and his creed will be identified as the force against which Angel tries 

to construct his own life and actions. Since Mr. Clare is so instrumental in "activating" 

these characters who all will harm Tess in some way, it is easy to assume Hardy means for 

him to stand for ineffective and even dangerous religious authority. This is certainly the 

position taken by Ronald Nelson, who charges that since Mr. Clare's conversions 

"resulted in men like the sign painter and Alec, who backslides, . . .Mr. Clare's religious 
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powers are deficient. Although Mr. Clare and his wife are kind-hearted people, especially 

in charity cases, they have produced Felix, Cuthbert and Angel" (67). This view strikes 

me as a simplification both of Mr. Clare's character and of his role in the novel. 

Admittedly, Hardy's initial presentation of the parson is not free from satire-consider the 

following; "He loved Paul of Tarsus, liked St. John, hated St. James as much as he dared, 

and regarded with mixed feelings Timothy, Titus, and Philemon. The New Testament was 

less a Christiad than a Pauliad to his intelligence-less an argument than an intoxication" 

(123)-but Hardy also admits, "One thing [Mr. Clare] certainly was; sincere" (124); and it 

is this quality of sincerity that makes Mr. Clare admirable in Angel's eyes, and-I would 

suggest-in the narrator's. Just as there is in Hardy's narration a strain of discourse that 

allows the reader to construct Mr. Clare in a mocking, satirical way, there is a counter 

strain that reveals the parson as admirable for his willingness to absorb pain for the sake of 

others. Mr. Clare tells Angel that he has at times been attacked by drunken men he had 

tried to convert, and he believes that, by being beaten, "I have saved them the guilt of 

murdering their own flesh and blood thereby. And they have lived to thank me, and praise 

God" (131). There is neither satire nor scorn in Hardy's treatment of Mr. Clare here; in 

fact, in his willingness to suffer for others Angel's father is obliquely allied with Christ-

and, to some extent, with Tess. That the sign painter and Alec become poor apostles for 

this ersatz Christ is not Mr. Clare's fault; by his own admission, the painter has moved 

away from Mr. Clare's "persuasion," and Alec's conversion comes fiilly two or three years 

after he hears Mr. Clare preach-without the parson taking an active part in the conversion 

process. 
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It has long been said that when Angel rejects Tess after he learns of her affair with 

Alec, he is showing that all along he has been in line with his father's narrow and dogmatic 

thinking; but such views are, I believe, inadequate. Hardy does indeed show that Mr. 

Clare is narrow-minded in his blind love for the word, but in his deeds he is a figure that 

can be regarded as "heroic." When Angel rejects Tess, he takes an action that is contrary 

to one that would be taken by his father: he refuses to suffer a single blow to his pride, and 

in doing so he causes Tess to suffer. Angel does not apply his father's rigid dogmatism to 

Tess; Angel misreads the magnanimous portion of his father's creed and uses that 

misreading to bring pain to Tess. It is in rebelling against the self-sacrificing deed that 

Angel shows himself to be an ally of the crushing, killing word. 

What should be evident here is that Hardy's treatment of Mr. Clare is bifiircated. 

He is indeed a caricature of stiff religiosity whose teachings will-through the distorted 

perceptions of his followers-have a negative impact on Tess; therefore, the critics and 

readers who see Tess of the d'Urbervilles as Hardy's attack on religion are, to some 

extent, correct. However, Mr. Clare also embodies in his actions a distinctly Christ-like 

quality which his disciples fail to emulate, a fact that undercuts readings of Tess as an all-

out attack on religion. The novel is, I believe, never more spiritual than in the "midnight 

baptism" sequence, where in applying the rite to the dying Sorrow, Tess seems to be 

transformed; 

Her figure looked singularly tall and imposing as she stood in her long 
white night-gown, a thick cable of twisted dark hair hanging straight down her 
back to her waist. The kindly dimness of the weak candle abstracted her fi-om her 
form and features the little blemishes which sunlight might have revealed-the 
stubble-scratches upon her wrists, and the weariness of her eyes-her high 
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enthusiasm having a transfiguring effect upon the face which had been her 
undoing, showing it as a thing of immaculate beauty, with a touch of dignity which 
was almost regal. (74) 

The white robe, the wounded wrists, the focus on transfiguration, immaculateness, and 

regality all clearly suggest that in Yitr deed lo preserve the soul of her child, Tess has 

become a Christ figure.^ Tess's dignity in performing this rite is such that when the 

Marlott vicar leams of it, he yields to the "nobler" impulses "he had left in him after ten 

years of endeavour to graft technical belief on actual scepticism" (75; my emphases) and 

reluctantly approves of what Tess has done; but he refuses the baby a Christian burial out 

of wounded personal pride and for fear of allowing anyone else to know he has approved 

of a non-clerical baptism (76). To the vicar, the deed must give way to custom, 

technicality, and dogma, all of which are part and parcel of received Christianity, the 

authority of which lies in the Word. In her own analysis of the force of language in Tess, 

Charlotte Thompson locates the cultural authority for the Bible's words in the margin 

glosses, "so that to lose the margins is to be left with only the letter and not the spirit of 

the text" (740); but I believe that to Hardy the page headings would be far more important 

than the glosses, for it is in the headings that the translators and scholars who crafted the 

King James Bible imposed a particularly dogmatic. Christian meaning upon the original 

texts. It is only in the words of the chapter headings that the Old Testament books of 

Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Zechariah are said to predict the Kingdom of Christ; and only in the 

headings that the Song of Solomon ceases to be about physical love and becomes an 

analogy for Christ's love of the Church-a reading that Hardy will later have Sue 

Bridehead ridicule in Jude the Obscure (Jude 152). Likewise, Tess deals with the issue of 
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original words that have degraded in value and meaning, yet are held up as authoritative 

by the culture at large-even if that culture has to graft new meanings upon old words to 

prop up the authority. In the case of Mr. Clare's words, we can see that between the 

transmission of his messages, their reception by Alec, Angel, and the sign painter, and the 

way these characters apply those messages to Tess, a good deal of degradation and 

slippage has occurred. The words received by Tess are garbled and their sources of origin 

are out of her reach, but because the messages are delivered to her by authority figures, 

they hold enormous sway over her life. 

Appropriately, the first action of the novel is largely brought into being by the 

process of a message being transmitted, degraded, and then acted upon. The initial 

message delivered by Parson Tringham to Jack Durbeyfield is long and involved, but for 

purposes of illustration it needs to be quoted nearly in full; 

. .Don't you really know, Durbeyfield, that you are the lineal representative of 
the ancient and knightly family of the d'Urbervilles, who derive their descent from 
Sir Pagan d'Urberville, that renowned knight who came from Normandy with 
William the Conqueror, as appears by Battle Abbey Roll?" 

"Never heard it before, sir!" 
". . .Your ancestor was one of the twelve knights who assisted the Lord of 

Estremavilla in Normandy in his conquest of Glamorganshire. Branches of your 
family held manors all over this part of England; their names appear in the Pipe 
Rolls in the time of King Stephen. In the reign of King John one of them was rich 
enough to give a manor to the Knights Hospitallers; and in Edward the Second's 
time your forefather Brian was summoned to Westminster to attend the great 
Council there. You declined a little in Oliver Cromwell's time, but to no serious 
extent, and in Charles the Second's reign you were made Knights of the Royal Oak 
for your loyalty." (I -2) 

By the time Tess learns of this news, the information has been filtered through two 

intermediary sources; first through Jack, who is at least tipsy when he first hears it, and 
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then through Joan; and Joan's version is certainly different from Tringham's; 

. .We've been found to be the greatest gentlefolk in the whole county-reaching 
all back long before Oliver Grumble's time-to the days of the Pagan Turks-with 
monuments and vaults and crests and 'scutcheons, and the Lord knows what-all. 
In Saint Charles's days we was made Knights o' the Royal Oak, our real name 
being d'Urberville." (13) 

Joan's words have the effect of parodying Tringham's, rendering his elevated discourse 

into gobbledegook, and they will also serve to highlight the foolishness of Joan's scheme 

to send Tess to Trantridge to "claim kin" with the rich d'Urbervilles; but more than being 

a parody, these words are an example of corrupted discourse. The sequence of events that 

move the message from Tringham's lips to Tess's ears resembles the old party game of 

"Pass It On"; the first person whispers a message to the second person, who then tries to 

repeat that same exact message to a third, and so on; the fun of the game being to see how 

radically the message has changed by the time the last person receives it. Tess actually 

treats Joan's information as if it were part of a game, a fact she signals by her terse 

question, "Will [the knowledge] do us any good, mother?" (13). 

Hardy early on establishes that there is a fundamental dichotomy between the 

perceptions of Joan and Tess, and the difference is in the value they each place on received 

information. To Joan, the worth of Tringham's now-degraded words is confirmed when 

she consults TJte Compleat Fortune-Teller and gleans that the information points to good 

fortune for Tess. However, to Joan the power of the book is so incomprehensible that she 

regards the volume with a "curious fetishistic fear" and keeps it stored in the outhouse 

thatch (14). Words-spoken or printed-have totemic power to Joan, and it is her belief in 

the word that separates her perceptions from her daughter's, a difference in perception 
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that Hardy says is both cultural and historical; 

Between the mother, with her fast-perishing lumber of superstitions, folk-lore, 
dialect, and orally transmitted ballads, and the daughter, with her trained National 
teachings and Standard knowledge under an infinitely Revised Code, there was a 
gap of two hundred years as ordinarily understood. When they were together the 
Jacobean and the Victorian ages were juxtaposed. (14) 

It would be difficult to claim that Hardy means for Tess to be seen as a "modem woman"-

in fact, it is hard to tell if Hardy is on the side of superstition or the Revised Code-but, 

clearly, at this stage Hardy imbues Tess with a modem skepticism that would serve her 

well. Tess's feeling about Joan's "projick" for her to claim kin is that it is an enterprise of 

"doubtful profit" (24); but what eventually gives Joan's plan a certain authority in Tess's 

eyes is her own sense of guilt for getting the horse killed, and her sense of obligation to 

the family. The causes that bring Tess to Trantridge-and to the attention of Alec 

d'Urberville-can be characterized as misunderstood genealogical information mixed with 

half-understood mystical/mythical lore, all given authority by Tess's sense of 

responsibility. It is perhaps incorrect to say that Tringham's revelation of the family's 

history puts Tess on the course she will follow; by the time Tess acts, Tringham's message 

has been degraded almost beyond recognition. Tess is acting on an authority she neither 

knows nor understands. 

Between the two cardinal plot functions of Tess's initial meeting with Alec and her 

seduction or rape at his hands in The Chase, the novel can be seen as an exercise in 

undermining the authority of the word. Tess leams to distrust what has been told to her 

or what she has read, while simultaneously and paradoxically. Hardy exposes the reader's 

need to trust in the authority of the narrator's words. Essentially, Tess leams by 
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experience to be a skeptical reader, which will inform much of her behavior starting in 

Phase Two; however. Hardy shows that, in a teleological sense, the word can never be 

completely undermined, for readers must continually invest the word with authority. This 

is Tess's essentia] dilemma in the novel: try as she might to avoid being read, seen, and 

interpreted by others, she always will be-even if it is only by the reader of Hardy's novel. 

Upon Tess's arrival in Trantridge, Hardy allows both Tess and the reader to 

immediately understand the falsity of the words upon which Tess's mission has been built. 

Based on what she has heard of the d'Urbervilles, Tess expects to find an old family living 

in an ancient house; but her first sight of The Slopes and the surrounding property is one 

in which everything "looked like money-like the last coin issued from the Mint" (27). The 

information she has received, instead of being </evalued, has been re-valued; the 

d'Urberville name retains its authority, but instead of signifying heritage and tradition, it 

now represents "new money." Likewise, the young Alec, with "the touches of barbarism 

in his contours" (28) signifies for Tess a changed and revalued authority; 

This embodiment of a d'Urberville and a namesake differed even more 
from what Tess had expected than the house and grounds had differed. She had 
dreamed of an aged and dignified face, the sublimation of all the d'Urberville 
lineaments, furrowed with incarnate memories, representing in hieroglyphic the 
centuries of her family's and England's history. (28) 

While Tess can only be amazed by the newness of everything. Hardy's narrator blandly 

informs the reader that Alec's rich father, after "[c]onning for an hour in the British 

Museum the pages of works devoted to extinct, half-extinct, obscured, and ruined families 

appertaining to the quarter of England in which he proposed to settle," purchased the old 

name and added it to his own (27). The original referents of the title-the true 
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d'Urbervilles-have become obscured; in effect, they have degraded in value, but the title 

itself retains its original power and prestige. In this way. Hardy shows that names, like 

words, can retain their surface power even after their original referents have become 

displaced. Tess had initially ascribed to the name d'Urberville one set of meanings, but 

upon meeting Alec she realizes her previous methods of reading and apprehending the 

name are false, and she must negotiate new ways of perceiving both the name and, 

eventually, her role as Tess o/"the d'Urbervilles. 

After allowing this degree of convergence between Tess's perspective and what he 

tells the reader. Hardy's narrator poses a series of deliberate challenges to the reader and 

forces him or her to construct the plot along lines that are predetermined not so much by 

Hardy, but by the reader's own expectations for how this novel should develop. The 

character of Alec seems to be designed to spark a specific reaction in the reader, and that 

reaction largely shapes how most readers perceive his role in the novel. The most 

common complaint about Alec is that he is a figure straight out of Victorian melodrama. 

His curling black mustache, his "Well, my beauty" dialogue, and his arsenal of "satanic" 

weapons, such as the pitchfork he wields in chapter SO, are typically cited as evidence of 

Alec's stage origins; and his visible attempts at seducing Tess have all the earmarks of the 

stock cad; snatching kisses, voicing empty flattery, and snooping at Tess from behind the 

drapes. His behavior is so blatant and obvious, and Tess's reactions to it are so 

unyieldingly negative, that one can easily conclude that the only way this broadly-drawn 

bounder could have Tess is by raping her; yet there seems to be a possible counter-reading 

of his behavior that Hardy relegates to the margins of the text. After we have witnessed 
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the most theatrical of Alec's antics, the narrator informs us that 

A familiarity with Alec d'Urberville's presence-which that young man carefully 
cultivated in her by playful dialogue, and by jestingly calling her his cousin when 
they were alone-removed much of her original shyness of him, without, however, 
implanting any feeling which could engender shyness of a new and tenderer kind. 

(46) 

What this "playful dialogue" is we never learn, but certainly it is persuasive enough that 

Tess ceases to view Alec with the disgust that characterized their first meetings, even if 

she does not entirely warm to him. The importance of this passage is that it hints at the 

possibility that there is a human and appealing Alec lurking beneath the Lothario figure; 

but his humanity has been so marginalized in the text that a reader has no choice but to 

construct Alec according to the stronger clues Hardy has provided-the clues that lead to 

Alec being constructed as a stereotypical seducer. Basically, Hardy is trading upon the 

readers' familiarity with the figure of the stock cad, and for the most part a reading of 

Alec in this role is confirmed. However, Hardy ultimately refuses to confirm that this 

particular reading of Alec is correct, and it is largely because of this that the character-and 

Hardy's motives behind his creation-have become controversial. Rather than state point-

blank what happens to Tess in The Chase, Hardy displaces the incident in favor of a series 

of apostrophes that throw the entire incident into doubt. After questioning the 

whereabouts of Tess's "guardian angel" and of "Providence," the narrator mourns; 

Why it was that upon this beautiful feminine tissue, sensitive as gossamer, 
and practically blank as snow as yet, there should have been traced such a coarse 
pattern as it was doomed to receive; why so often the coarse appropriates the finer 
thus, the wrong man the woman, the wrong woman the man, many thousand years 
of analytical philosophy have failed to explain to our sense of order. One may, 
indeed, admit the possibility of a retribution lurking in the present catastrophe. 
Doubtless some of Tess d'Urberville's mailed ancestors rollicking home from a 
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fray had dealt the same measure even more ruthlessly towards peasant girls of their 
time. But though to visit the sins of the fathers upon the children may be a 
morality good enough for divinities, it is scorned by average human nature; and it 
therefore does not mend the matter. 

As Tess's own people down in those retreats are never tired of saying 
among each other in their fatalistic way; "It was to be." There lay the pity of it. 
An immeasurable social chasm was to divide our heroine's personality thereafter 
from that previous self of hers who stepped from her mother's door to try her 
fortune at Trantridge poultry-farm. (57-8) 

Wading through Hardy's explanations for what happens to Tess is a bit like determining 

who killed Cock Robin. God is to blame for what happens. Or fate. Or heredity. Or a 

tragic mindset. Or Tess's culture. If truth be told, one could conclude that the incident 

"was to be" for no other reason that in a story of a pure young girl who meets a young 

rake, the result will be either the violation of the woman or the preservation of her purity-

and this particular story concerns violation. The reader has been invited to see the 

interaction between Alec and Tess in strictly familiar, even stereotypical terms, but in 

deferring the violation-throwing its nature into doubt and assigning its cause to several 

potential forces-Hardy undermines our own stereotypes about both his characters and of 

this type of novel.'' Critics and readers to this day are troubled by the implications of 

Alec's character and of what happens in The Chase, precisely because Hardy tears us 

away from secure zones of interpreting what happens; a fact Hardy exposes upon Tess's 

return to her mother. Tess demands of Joan, "Why didn't you tell me there was danger in 

men-folk? Why didn't you warn me? Ladies know what to fend hands against, because 

they read novels that tell them of these tricks; but I never had the chance o' learning in 

that way, and you did not help me" (64; my emphases). Frankly, Tess's complaint doesn't 

wash-she doesn't need to have read a novel to know to wipe off Alec's kiss or to jump 
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out of his rig-but the novel-reading public does know of the dangers in such men-folk as 

Alec, and they have known of those dangers since Richardson published Clarissa in 

1748.^ That Hardy establishes Alec as the heir to Lovelace and then dismantles this 

comfortable way of reading him has the effect of undermining the authority of an 

established novelistic convention. We see the familiar figure, but his understood meaning 

has been displaced.^ After the incident in The Chase, Tess learns to question received 

information; the reader, however, will still be called upon to trust Hardy's words. 

Phases Three and Four-the Talbothays Dairy sequences-are reckoned by most 

readers to be their favorite portions of the novel, and this is, I believe, because Hardy 

creates a sense that these sequences belong to the reader. The narrator is not as intrusive 

in these phases as he was in the first two; and much of Hardy's writing is given over to 

passages of lyrical beauty and exacting if not romanticized details of life on a dairy farm. 

Moreover, the plot functions are relatively few (in a nutshell, they are Tess's arrival at the 

dairy; Angel's first notice of her; Angel's offers of marriage; Tess's inadvertently slipping 

her confession letter under Angel's rug; and Tess's wedding night confession); so there is 

little sense of the story being artificially manipulated by Hardy. In these phases, the 

narrative informants are usually more important than the mechanics of the plot; but these 

informants are also highly instrumental in allowing the reader to construct a kind of false-

or merely personal-narrative for the novel. If one were to forget Tess's past with Alec 

and focus only on the plot functions I outlined above, Tess would appear to be built on the 

lines of a standard romantic comedy, with lovers being brought together, separated by an 

obstacle (in this case, a secret), and then marrying. Moreover, Angel and Tess are 
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constantly implicated with the setting, so that their developing love appears to be pastoral 

in nature. For instance. Hardy prefaces a description of Angel's romantic feelings with a 

passage about the climate, thus drawing physical setting and human emotion together; 

"Ethiopic scorchings browned the upper slopes of the pastures, but there was still bright 

green herbage here where the watercourses purled. And as Clare was oppressed by the 

outward heats so was he burdened inwardly by a waxing fervour of passion for the soft 

and silent Tess" (116). In a comparable passage. Hardy describes Tess's growing love for 

Angel as a state where she "was drifting into acquiescence. Every see-saw of her breath, 

every wave of her blood, every pulse singing in her ears, was a voice that joined with 

Nature in revolt against her scrupulousness" (139). These moments effectively demand 

that the developing love between Angel and Tess be read as the stuff of pastoral romance, 

and as II0 years' worth of criticism attests, many readers have done just that. However, 

in constructing this portion of the novel as a pastoral, the reader inadvertently falls into the 

same trap as does Angel Clare-that of relying on the authority of the word to bring 

coherence to what really cannot be defined. 

Much has been written about the fact Angel not only misreads Tess, but that he 

tries to make her adhere to a certain set of preconceptions. Ironically, when Angel first 

notices Tess he declares her to be "a fresh and virginal daughter of Nature" (95), and he 

later thinks of her as a being fi-om "unconstrained Nature, and not from the abodes of Art" 

(136); but Angel's conception of Nature is an entirely artistic and literary one.^* When 

Angel calls Tess a Rachel in comparison to the other dairymaids' Leahs (113), he isn't 

merely saying that Tess is more valuable to him, he is assigning her a pastoral role straight 
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out of Bible literature-she becomes the shepherd-girl from Genesis. He even transforms 

Tess into a walking, talking poem, telling his parents, "She's brim-full of poetry-

actualized poetry. . .She lives what paper-poets only write" (128). In a particularly 

famous passage. Angel sees Tess at the dawn-hour and at that time transforms her into a 

variety of characters out of pastoral myth: 

She was no longer the milkmaid, but a visionary essence of woman-a whole sex 
condensed into one typical form. He called her Artemis, Demeter, and other 
fanciful names, half-teasingly-which she did not like because she did not 
understand them. 

"Call me Tess," she would say askance; and he did. (103) 

Angel's reading of Tess as if she were a character out of an old tale leads him to believe he 

knows and understands her as a generic "type."^ Though he specifically alludes to Greek 

goddesses, it is plain that Angel really sees Tess as a kind of Miranda or Perdita, a 

noblewoman cast into the wild who needs a man to reawaken her dormant nobility. 

Therefore Angel offers to educate Tess; and when she tells him all she is interested in 

learning is "why the sun do shine on the just and the unjust alike," Angel concludes this 

fatalism must be part of inculteration, and not something that stems naturally from inside 

Tess; "such a daughter of the soil could only have caught up the sentiment by rote" (99-

100). Moreover, Angel's belief that he already knows Tess's story turns him both deaf 

and blind to the actual story Tess tries to narrate. On the trip back from the train station, 

Tess is anxious to tell Angel her "history," but Angel responds to her as if she is about to 

recap the plot of a novel; "Tell it if you wish to, dearest. This precious history then. Yes: 

I was bom at so and so. Anno Domini-" (147). Tess gets no farther than relating her 

father's idleness and drunkenness before Angel grows dismissive: "Yes-yes. Poor child! 
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Nothing new" (147). Small wonder Tess doesn't get much further in telling him of her 

past; since Angel sees her as a generic type whose story reveals "nothing new," there is 

little sense in going on with it; besides. Angel becomes so caught up in the romantic fiction 

of Tess's ancestry that he tells her it will open society's doors to her, and he even orders 

her to revert to the "original spelling" of her surname (148). In Angel's fiction, the lost 

princess will be restored by him to her rightful place. 

The most interesting thing about Angel's desire to read Tess's life as a well-known 

story is how closely it parallels the desire that is likely to be evoked in the reader. Just as 

Angel constructs Tess's life as a pastoral romance, so too do the handful of plot functions 

and rich narrative informants create the illusion that Phases Three and Four make up the 

pastoral romance of Tess. Hillis Miller has already demonstrated that Angel's "growing 

infatuation with Tess transforms the dairy-house at Talbothays and its surroundings until 

they seem to him permeated with her personality" (Distance and Desire 138); and Hardy 

himself further creates the illusion of the landscape being transformed by Tess's presence, 

as when she first enters the Valley of Great Dairies: "Her hopes mingled with the sunshine 

in an ideal photosphere which surrounded her as she bounded along against the soft south 

wind. She heard a pleasant voice in every breeze, and in every bird's note seemed to lurk 

a joy" (81). Furthermore, as we have seen, the workings of Nature seem to be in accord 

with the feelings of Tess and Angel as the two fall in love. In effect, all the expected 

fictional devices of a conventional pastoral romance are in place; and this raises a 

question; why are Angel's attempts to impose a literary reading of Nature onto Tess 

wrong, while the narrator's attempts to connect her to Nature are somehow right? In the 
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opening section of this chapter I considered just how problematic is the concept of 

"Nature" in this novel, and how critics have tried to grapple with Hardy's meaning. A 

simple way of eliding this problem is to admit that the only thing Hardy's Nature truly is is 

an elaborate series of tropes. We never see Nature as it is, but as Hardy designates it to 

be at any given point in the novel. That Hardy constantly changes the meaning of Nature 

should serve to emphasize that Nature in this novel is always a fictional construct; as such, 

the words used to build it simply stand in place of reality, and risk being misconstrued as 

reality. Angel's use of classical allusions have the effect of displacing the reality of both 

the natural world and of Tess; likewise, when a reader imposes a pastoral or even 

Darwinian interpretation on the whole of Hardy's "Nature" and on to Tess's role in the 

natural order of things, the complicated and multifaceted story Hardy is presenting 

becomes displaced and a new, readily understood story grows up in its stead. In this 

respect, every reader is a potential Angel, acting upon the narrative clues Hardy provides 

and then drawing upon a storehouse of knowledge to make Tess-and 7e55-coherent.^^ 

The extent to which Hardy plays upon the reader's desire to create a pastoral love 

story can be demonstrated by the simple fact so many people find it easy to ignore that the 

love story is undercut even before it is allowed to develop. By the time Angel leaves for 

Brazil, most readers might conclude that, after all. Angel is scarcely better than Alec, and 

in some respects he's worse: Alec, at least, never wants Tess to leave him. Yet Hardy 

never shields the reader from the fact Angel has feet of clay; from his first appearance in 

Phase Three, Angel is characterized by "something nebulous, preoccupied, vague, in his 

bearing and regard" (89); and both his desire to take up farming because it will leave him 
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at "intellectual liberty" (92) and his plan to educate Tess to become a suitable wife mark 

Angel as a dilettante. What is remarkable is that despite these warning signs, people are 

still often shocked and disappointed when Angel rejects Tess. The reason the reader is 

lured into thinking Angel is the perfect match for Tess is both because a pastoral romance 

demands a pastoral hero, and Angel is as close as this novel gets to one; and because 

Hardy so clearly builds Angel to stand in opposition to Alec. Alec's seductive actions are 

made plain on paper and his most seductive words are hidden away, while Angel's 

"seduction" of Tess is conveyed almost entirely through his words, and his actions toward 

Tess are relatively sedate. What is more, if Alec's designations of Tess as a "crumby" 

cottage girl (31,41) and as an "artful hussy" (41), as well as his mocking use of "cousin" 

when he addresses her, are meant to turn the reader's sympathies away from Alec, Angel's 

more poetic designations for Tess tend to win the reader to Angel's side. We want Tess 

to be Artemis and Demeter, just as we want her past to melt away and for her romance 

with Angel to develop. That Hardy seems to pull the rug out from under Tess's feet is 

one of the factors that has left him open to charges of cruelty; but, frankly. Hardy does 

more to dash the reader's hopes for how the story will turn out: Tess herself has always 

been searching for an alternative reading to the situation she's in. 

As is evidenced by Tess's silencing of Angel's allusions to her with the simple 

"Call me Tess," she is constantly trying to undercut the text Angel wishes to impose upon 

her. The dialogue between the pair during their courtship has a Yes/No, Black/White 

quality to it; Angel proposes to educate Tess in history, and she replies that there is no use 

"of learning that I am one of a long row only" (99); Angel praises Tess, and she tries to 
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draws his attentions to other dairymaids; and so on. Tess is actually resisting Angel's 

attempts to turn her into a story-both because she recognizes that her actual story does 

not fit his conception, and because she knows stories are often the end result of corrupted 

discourse. Dairyman Crick's tale about Jack Dollop-the country rake who becomes 

trapped in a chum by the mother of a girl he's seduced-is funny to everyone who hears it 

(or who reads the incident in Hardy's novel), but Tess recognizes that an important 

element of the story-the seduced girl-has been displaced; 

She was wretched-O so wretched-at the perception that to her companions the 
dairyman's story had been rather a humorous narration than otherwise; none of 
them but herself seemed to see the sorrow of it; to a certainty, not one knew how 
cruelly it touched the tender place in her experience. The evening sun was now 
ugly to her, like a great inflamed wound in the sky. Only a solitary cracked-voiced 
reed-sparrow greeted her from the bushes by the river, in a sad, machine-made 
tone, resembling that of a past fnend whose fHendship she had outworn. (106) 

Of course, Tess reads a great deal of personal significance into this story; but that "tender 

place in her experience" allows her to understand that the true subject of the story is the 

seduced woman, and that this figure has been worn away. What is left is the farce of 

Dollop in the chum. Likewise, Tess's attempts to retain her essential "self in the face of 

Angel's desire to "read" her shows her own fear of being displaced or revalued, and of a 

new story growing up in her place. Tess's alertness here to ever-devolving language is 

something to which Hardy's own readers should be alert; for just as it is easy for Crick's 

listeners to forget that the farce of Jack Dollop has displaced the tragedy of the girl, it is 

easy for Hardy's readers to displace Tess's actual history with the pastoral romance that is 

suggested in the Talbothays section. Further, it is just as easy to forget that Tess's 

reaction to the Dollop story is so negative that the sun tums ugly and Nature grows harsh 
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in her awn m//K/-and that Hardy is not showing that Nature is in "accord" with Tess's 

reactions. To read Tess is to be aware that words can always transform and degrade, 

that every text can displace a previous text; and to use words to create a sense of reality is 

to risk misreading and even destroying that reality. These are facts Tess learns in the final 

Phases of the novel, when she herself moves from reader to writer, and finds herself 

grappling with the authority of words. 

Just as the plot of Tess of the d'Urbervilles is set in motion by Tess's reception of 

corrupted words, and just as during the third and fourth phases Hardy uses ambiguous or 

even deceptive words to allow the reader to fashion a false plot based on his or her desire 

for a certain outcome, so too is the novel spun in a radical new direction by the 

deployment of words-or, as happens to be the case, by the absolute failure of words. The 

novel turns on two related events: Tess's inadvertently slipping her confession letter under 

Angel's rug, and her maintaining silence after she discovers the mistake. As H. M. Daleski 

observes, it is Tess's silence alone that really affects the story-for it is her keeping quiet 

that causes Angel to feel she has deceived him, and which results in his leaving and in 

everything else that follows (153-4)-so a question is automatically raised; why even 

include the incident of the misplaced letter at all? It seems Tess could have simply 

maintained her silence without ever trying to write and still made her wedding night 

confession, and the story wouldn't be changed at all. Moreover, it seems strange that 

Tess, who had been presented primarily as a reader should shift gears and become a 

writer-for as a writer she is put in a position to wield the same words she does not entirely 

trust. It seems that Hardy has tried to put some of the narrative burden on to Tess's 
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shoulders; in places she attempts to narrate her own story, and, as a result, she is in a 

complex position of knowing the story she tries to tell could be misread, and of trying to 

circumvent those possible misreadings. 

Tess's change from a reader into a writer is gradual, and Hardy only hints at it in a 

couple of sequences. Tess would seem to believe that a woman cannot narrate 

authoritatively, which is seen in her reaction to Mr. Crick's report that Jack Dollop did not 

marry the girl he had wronged, but instead married a widow who received an endowment 

of fifty pounds per year-and the money. Crick assures us, "was all he was after" (141). 

However, by marrying, the widow lost her endowment, a fact she'd kept from Dollop. 

The dairy-folk laughingly debate whether the widow should have told Dollop the truth 

before the wedding could take place; and Tess is disgusted by the exchange; "What was 

comedy to them was tragedy to her; and she could hardly bear their mirth" (141). Again, 

Tess reads herself into the story, seeing the widow's silence as a reflection of her own; but 

beyond this, Tess realizes any attempt by a woman to narrate is liable to be corrupted by 

the (usually male) receiver; "This question of a woman telling her story-the heaviest of 

crosses to herself-seemed but amusement to others. It was as if people should laugh at 

martyrdom" (141). This truth is made explicit to Tess in the next chapter, when she does 

try to tell Angel her story-only to have him treat her as if all she has to say is trivial and 

will yield "nothing new" (147). 

The degree to which Tess can narrate her own story is further complicated by the 

fact it isn't clear if Tess can ever narrate as herself. Despite her open resistance to 

Angel's attempts to educate her, Tess is still susceptible to Angel's influence; so much so 
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that her "natural quickness, and her admiration for [Angel].. led her to pick up his 

vocabulary, his accent, and fragments of his knowledge, to a surprising extent" (137-8). 

As the wedding grows nearer, Tess becomes even more subsumed by Angel's personality, 

and Angel fears that if he leaves her for even a short time Tess will "slip again out of 

accord with him" (160). Angel's success at transforming Tess-even if that transformation 

is mostly in terms of her language and surface behaviors-is confirmed later, when Alec 

asks Tess, "How is it that you speak so fluently now; who has taught you such good 

English?" (244). These passages strongly emphasize that what Tess has most picked up 

fi-om Angel is his language and a good deal of his perspectives, which is appropriate since, 

as we have already seen. Angel is a character who is strongly tied to language and literary 

constructs. It is natural to assume that as Tess adopts Angel's perspectives and behaviors, 

she will also pick up his habit of deferring experience to the Word. Tess's decision to 

write down her experience is sparked by Angel's telling her he dreamed he was fighting a 

man who'd insulted her (164): it is as if Tess determines the only way she can wake Angel 

up from his dreams is to give him what he's always wanted-a literal story about Tess that 

is designed to command his attention. 

Tess's decision to meet Angel on his own terms-to write as he would-has raised a 

good deal of critical controversy. John Goode, for instance, sees Tess's "imitation" of 

Angel's voice in her writing in a positive light, for this allows Tess to turn herself into a 

maker of authoritative texts (Offensive Truth 130); while Ellen Rooney complains that in 

imitating Angel and trying to tell her story "like a man," Tess's story as a woman is erased 

-a fact that is underscored by Hardy's exclusion from the text of both the confession letter 
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and of Tess's verbal confession (472-3). Both views elide the fact that no matter what 

one thinks of Tess's attempt to write like Angel, her attempt to write fails-her letter is 

slipped under the rug, which seems to be a literalization of the theme that when words are 

placed on top of experience, the word can hide or displace what has happened. That Tess 

keeps her silence after her attempt to communicate through the word has failed is 

indicative of her problematic status in relation to words. At a late point in the novel, when 

she is laboring at the swede farm, Tess attempts to write to Angel after she learns that he 

had asked Izz to accompany him to Brazil; but Tess cannot finish the letter, reasoning to 

herself that since Angel had offered to share his life with another woman "so soon after he 

had left her. . how could she write entreaties to him, or show that she cared for him any 

more?" (231). Later, Tess thinks of writing to Angel's parents for help; but "that sense of 

her having morally no claim upon him had always led Tess to suspend her impulse to send 

these notes" (231). What prevents Tess from writing in both cases is her feeling that she 

lacks authority: Angel has not only rejected Tess, he nearly put another woman in her 

place; therefore, Tess believes she has no claim either upon Angel or on his family, and no 

right to articulate her grievances or appeal to their good will. In effect, any words Tess 

would attempt to utilize to narrate her story would be unauthoritative; first, because hers 

is a woman's story; and, second, because she has lost whatever authority Angel had given 

her. 

As we have already seen, throughout Tess, Hardy challenges the authority of the 

words that are used by other characters and even by his own narrator to construct images 

of Tess; and those words are usually shown to be degraded and as having displaced a 
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certain reality. However, as much as he may try to undercut the authority of words, they 

remain in positions of authority. The very fact Tess tries not to be constructed according 

to Alec's or Angel's words shows just how powerful those words are. It is also the case 

that those who use words to construct an image of Tess are also the characters who have 

the most authority over her. Alec and Angel-and, indirectly. Parson Tringham-of course, 

are privileged over Tess by their class, sex, and education; but even Joan, an inveterate 

letter writer, reader of ancient texts, and creator of family "projicks," is capable of 

manipulating Tess by playing upon her daughter's sense of family obligation. It would 

seem that, in order to narrate effectively, Tess would first need authority-and this she 

clearly does not have. On one level, Tess's sex and social status certainly rob her of 

authority; but on another level, her own subjectivity-the same source from which her 

authority to narrate would derive-has itself been displaced by Hardy and by Tess herself 

At the start of this chapter I stated that Hardy gives the impression he has locked 

Tess away in a private recess, which might lead a reader to conclude there is an essential 

"Tess" to be found by searching for her in either the text or in Hardy's biography. 

Certainly, Hardy seems most invested in hiding Tess away during The Chase sequence, 

and in that we never get to read Tess's confession letter or hear her verbal confession to 

Angel. Hardy has been severely criticized for these narrative ellipses, but they are in 

keeping with his seeming desire to preserve Tess's essentiality. To put what has happened 

to her into words would be to risk exposing the truth to degradation, misreading, or 

misapprehension. The only thing we know for certain about Tess's experience is that it 

results in her pregnancy; otherwise. Hardy seems to want to negate our expectations of 
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Tess's experience. Likewise, most of Tess's personal actions following The Chase 

sequence are directed toward negating others' readings of her. When Angel tries to 

identify her by the pantheon of Greek goddesses, Tess does not disabuse Angel's ideals by 

telling him who she really is; she can only say, "Call me Tess." Well and good; but who is 

Tess? The tendency on Hardy's part to negate Tess and of Tess to negate herself often 

turns her into a complete blank space. Peter Widdowson charges with a great deal of 

justification that "we know almost nothing about Tess's 'character', for the novel never 

attempts to penetrate her secret being." He continues; 

Tess as a "character" is no more than an amalgam-often destructively 
contradictory-of "images" of her as perceived by individuals and by "society"; 
Angel idealises her. Alec sees her as sex object, the narrative voice fetishises her, 
society regards her as a prodigal, the novel "faithfully presents" her as "a pure 
woman" (with all the ironies that phrasing invokes). But Tess has no character at 
all: she is only what others (most especially the author) construct her as; and so 
she is herself merely a "series of seemings" or "impressions". 

("Moments" 96, 97-8; Widdowson's emphases) 

This is perhaps an extreme position, considering Tess if anything is characterized by her 

reactions to people and to events, and even her desire to not be read gives her some 

character; but Widdowson's interpretation shows just how thoroughly Tess becomes 

displaced in her own novel. A reader may be guided to construct a version of Tess 

according to any of the perspectives Widdowson identifies; but the essential Tess is not 

there. It is possible that, in preserving Tess's "secret being" (to use Widdowson's phrase). 

Hardy has his cake and chokes in trying to eat it; for while Tess's hidden essentiality may 

keep others from correctly reading her, it is so completely hidden that apparently even 

Tess cannot locate it. 
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From the time she writes her confession letter, Tess can be seen as trying to locate 

her own subjectivity and thus find the authority to tell her own story. Interestingly, what 

really prevents Tess from confessing to Angel immediately after she finds the lost letter (in 

addition to Angel's usual dismissiveness toward her) is that the house is in such a state of 

hustle and bustle that, for Tess, "reflection, or deliberate talk, was well-nigh impossible" 

(166). Further, "the mastering tide of her devotion to [Angel]. . .closed up further 

meditation" (166). It is as if Tess, who'd earlier seen herself as a figure of Guilt intruding 

upon Innocence, does not want to intrude upon the wedding preparations or upon Angel's 

happiness; she absents herself from these happy proceedings to the point of self-negation. 

Furthermore, her silence is actually authorized by Angel, who assures Tess that there will 

be "plenty of time hereafter I hope to talk over our failings" (166). Just as Tess had 

borrowed Angel's authority to write the letter in the first place, she uses it again to keep 

quiet; and she will borrow it a final time when she believes Angel's own confession of an 

affair authorizes her to confess her own. But these examples of borrowed authority either 

fail Tess or result in experiences that run counter to her expectations. In effect, all that 

Tess says or writes is unauthoritative, since it comes fi'om sources outside herself This 

fact could further explain why Hardy chose to shield the reader fi'om her confessions; 

there is no sense in running the risk of making her borrowed words authoritative. 

Tess's attempt to locate her own authority is complicated even more by the fact 

that, as the novel moves fi'om the fifth to the final Phase, the narrator becomes determined 

to plot Tess's story on a downward trajectory. The narrator had all but absented himself 

from the previous two Phases, giving the reader the illusion that he or she is contributing 
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to the narrative process; but in Phase the Fifth the narrator returns in full force, shaping 

the plot along mechanistic and deterministic lines. The style of writing becomes highly 

symbolic and allegorical, which gives weight to Lionel Johnson's 1894 charge that at times 

Tess reads like Pilgrim's Progress or The Rime of the Ancient Mariner (219). The 

swede-farm at Flinctomb-Ash is described in such surrealistic terms that Hardy seems 

either to be looking back at the paintings of Bosch, or to be looking forward to Munch, 

Magritte, and especially to the "paranoid critical" works of Dali, wherein an ordinary 

landscape seen at another angle becomes a disturbing image; 

Every leaf of the vegetable having already been consumed the whole field was in 
colour a desolate drab; it was a complexion without features, as if a face from chin 
to brow should be only an expanse of skin. The sky wore, in another colour, the 
same likeness; a white vacuity of countenance with the lineaments gone. So these 
two upper and nether visages confronted each other, all day long the white face 
looking down on the brown face, and the brown face looking up at the white face, 
without anything standing between them but the two girls crawling over the 
surface of the former like flies. (223-4) 

All of the landscapes that had been seen earlier in the novel are familiar to the average 

reader, but this is new territory altogether-a surreal landscape where Hardy can suspend 

even the pretense of realism and forbid the reader from shaping the story by any precepts 

other than those dictated here by the narrator. Hardy's determinism is exemplified by the 

fact Flintcomb-Ash is the site where the novel comes full circle; familiar faces reappear, 

and events are replayed in a sinister fashion, creating a Sophoclean sense that the past is 

rising up against Tess. 

What is truly fascinating about the final Phases of the novel is that, although Hardy 

deliberately turns the tables on Tess, she is for the first time shown to be consciously in 
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control of creating and deploying her own image-in effect, of writing her own text. To 

ensure against "aggressive admiration" she snips off her eyebrows and wraps a 

handkerchief around her face (219); she dresses herself "very charmingly as a simple 

country girl with no pretension to recent fashion" before her attempted visit to Angel's 

parents (232); and, most importantly, she writes letters to Angel-and for the first time, we 

are allowed to read what she writes. Tess emerges a full-or, at least more full-character 

in these sequences, but to what end? When Marian sees Tess's altered face she assumes 

that Angel has been beating her (221); and the authority Tess takes upon herself by 

dressing in a way that will appeal to the Clares evaporates once she overhears Mercy 

Chant and Angel's brothers discussing his "ill-conceived" marriage, and especially aAer 

they find Tess's walking boots and assume they were hidden away by a tramp who wished 

to exaggerate his poverty (235-6). And Tess's letters, until the very last one, are filled 

with self-recriminations and go unanswered by Angel; it isn't until Marian and Izz write to 

him that he is inspired to act. There is a sense of pointlessness to Tess's attempts to gain 

authority over her own story and image; it is as if, in spite of how she presents herself, she 

is destined to be read as a victim (by Marian), as a simple peasant (by the Clare brothers), 

and as a fallen woman-a view reinforced by Angel's silence. It should also be noted that, 

despite the changes that have presumably taken place over the years since Alec last saw 

her, he still interprets her as a seductive-and highly seducible-woman. It is as if, by the 

fmal Phase of the novel, all the ways of reading Tess-including the narrator's-come 

together and effectively squash Tess's own attempts to narrate herself When Angel finds 

Tess in Sandboume, he realizes that "his original Tess had spiritually ceased to recognize 
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the body before him as hers-allowing it to drift, like a corpse upon the current, in a 

direction dissociated from its living will" (299). In effect, Tess has become the blank 

space she has effectively been throughout the novel-an empty vessel that is open to being 

read and interpreted. And, ultimately, the reading of herself that she ratifies is the one that 

the reader is likely to have imposed on her fi-om the end of the first Phase-that of the 

wronged woman who is now entitled to take her revenge. Hardy's titling of Phase the 

Seventh as "Fulfilment" is perhaps meant ironically; in the "Preface to the Fifth and Later 

Editions," Hardy writes that in most novels about seduced women, the (unnamed) act of 

seduction "has usually been treated as fatal to her part of protagonist, or at least as the 

virtual ending of her enterprises and hopes" (ix). Hardy shows that Tess, in the end, does 

act in a way that is typical of seduced women fi'om genre fiction; that she delays our 

expectations does not mean that she fails to fulfil them in the end. 

Tess of the d'Urbervilles-in my interpretation, at least-has been such a difficult 

book to categorize precisely because it simultaneously embraces and rejects means of 

being categorized. Tess constantly implicates the authority of words to generate 

classifications, genres, interpretations, belief systems, and, ultimately, ways of 

apprehending who people-or perhaps just fictional characters-are. However, although 

Hardy shows that the authority of words is often displaced or degraded, he does not argue 

with the power of words to create a sense of reality. In fact, critics have long used their 

own words to create a text of Tess that is every bit as real as the text Hardy created; the 

various Darwinist Tesses, feminist Tesses, Marxist Tesses, and even the Tess I have 

delineated here-deconstructionist/structuralist/reader-response/neo-New Critical?-are 
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perhaps just "coherent" versions of Tess that displace the original. If anything, these 

critical interpretations of Tess have become a part of the baggage of the novel itself, and it 

has become difficult to separate the various critical Tesscs from Hardy's Tess. Likewise, 

the "Hardy" who has emerged through the criticism of Tess-the elusive public artist who 

reveals everything and nothing about himself through his great work, and who challenges 

all who come to the work to find him lurking within-has a fixed place in the public 

consciousness. Of course, this public artist is not who Hardy actually was; but in 1979 a 

public artist did make a film of Tess, and critics have often combed through this film in 

effort to find traces of the man who made it. Since both Hardy's Tess of the d'UrberviUes 

and Roman Polanski's Tess have this "accidental" consonance, this phenomenon demands 

immediate treatment in the next section. Otherwise, Polanski's adaptation of Tess 

manages to converge with Hardy's novel in more complex and interesting ways; and what 

emerges is perhaps not so much a means of seeing Hardy himself, but of seeing the 

ideological goals of the novel accurately presented, and perhaps even fulfilled. 

Ill 

For more than one century, critical readings and interpretations of Tess of the 

d'Urhervilles have created images of Thomas Hardy that are read back into the novel; 

however, it has been the early films of Roman Polanski, and, most notably, his scandalous 

and even tragic private life, that have solidified an image of this filmmaker that many 

critics have seen present in his own version of 7iej5 (1979).^' Polanski's Tess has been 

analyzed as a film that deploys themes and motifs that are familiar throughout his work; 

and, more often than not, as a commentary on the charge of statutory rape that led to his 
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flight from America. The fact Polanski was sexually involved with Nastassia Kinski— 

herself a minor at the time of their relationship-before he cast her as Tess has also worked 

its way into some commentaries on the film. Certainly, it is nearly impossible to divorce 

Polanski's personal circumstances from Tess because they directly affected the look of the 

film-it had to be shot in Normandy instead of in England, from which Polanski could have 

been extradited; and the film itself deliberately pushes an identification with its director by 

beginning with the simple on-screen dedication, "To Sharon." This is, of course, 

Polanski's wife, Sharon Tate, who apparently brought Hardy's novel to his attention, and 

who, of course, was murdered along with her unborn baby and several fiiends on the order 

of Charles Manson in 1969. This crime continues to titillate and to generate interest, and 

Polanski's name continues to be associated with it. The film of Tess openly invites itself 

to be read in three ways; as an apology (in both sense of the word) for Polanski's life and 

previous films, as a valediction for Sharon Tate, and as a reminder that Polanski himself is 

a victim both of the Manson family and of the fallout from his sexual behavior. These 

personal identifications are so strong that it is fairly easy to take Hardy altogether out of 

the picture (so to speak) and consider the film entirely to be "Polanski's Tess" 

Even so, few critics have been able to analyze Tess without considering how much 

it owes to Hardy. Prior to the film's release, many critics expressed concern as to how 

Polanski would treat Hardy and his venerable novel. Some were convinced that Polanski 

was simply not the right person to adapt a Hardy novel, or that Polanski would dwell on 

the literary Tess's use of blood and violence to such an extent that the film would be less a 

literary adaptation than a horror movie. Carrie Rickey's review in Village Voice provides 
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a good example of what many critics expected from Polanski's Tess: "A low gasp swept 

through the screening room as the opening credits for Tess concluded with the dedication, 

'To Sharon.' Meaning Tate. I slumped in my seat, expecting the worst; three hours of 

blood-stained, lugubrious Late Victoriana." Likewise, Rickey expresses the surprise-and 

pleasure-many felt by the film's restraint and visual beauty; 

Tess is a gentle epic, devastatingly beautiful and analytic, paced so perfectly that 
three hours pass in lyric evanescence. It's not the Polanski movie I'd anticipated-
Repulsion, Wessex Style-2a\d not precisely the Hardy novel on which it's based. 
Rather, Tess is a spare interpretation of the principal scenes from Hardy's doom-
filled tragedy, a restrained adaptation . . . Polanski's previous adaptation, 
Macbeth, had more carnage than his living room after Manson's antisocial call. 
That Tess lacks the flesh and flux of this and other typical Polanski enterprises 
could be read as his atonement for the excesses of Chinatown and Repulsion and 
for his personal excesses as well. (Qtd in Ozer 1982, 961) 

David Ansen of Newsweek apparently also went into Tess with a good many 

preconceptions, but in this case, Ansen was already convinced of a certain "affinity" 

between Hardy's Tess and the kinds of films Polanski makes. To Ansen, Polanski's 

adaptation not only affirms the director's connection to Hardean themes, but he believes 

that a new dimension in Polanski's filmmaking has been brought out by Hardy; 

It's not surprising that Roman Polanski should be drawn to the dark, raging 
injustices of Thomas Hardy's Tess of the d'Urbervilles. Exiles and outcasts have 
been central to Polanski's films, and Hardy's tragic Victorian heroine is no 
exception; victimized by men, shunned by the church, used by her impoverished 
family to cash in on their claims to aristocracy, caught in the jarring dislocations of 
the Industrial Revolution, this beautiful, innately noble farm girl is eventually 
driven to murder. One could imagine Polanski, the savage absurdist, spinning 
Hardy's tale into a black existential void. But Tess turns out to be a new departure 
from him. Stately, solemnly beautiful, it is a rigorously classical film-faithful to the 
novel's reticence, outrage and deep compassion. Indeed, in its grave lyricism and 
impeccable craftsmanship, Tess may put the viewer more in mind of David Lean 
{Dr. Zhivago, Lawrence of Arabia) than the man who made Repulsion and 
Chinatown. (qtd. in Ozer 1982, 960) 
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It is interesting that both reviewers not only interpret Tess as Polanski's "apology" 

for two of his best films. Repulsion (196S) and Chinatown (1974), but that they see 

Polanski as surrendering some of his personal style in order to create a film that is true to 

Hardy-and the "Hardy" who is glimpsed in Rickey's and Ansen's reviews is, respectively, 

a doom-laden tragedian and a defender of social outcasts. To some extent, these reviews 

support Polanski's own assertion that he chose Tess as a film subject in order to break 

away from the kinds of films he had previously made. "When I made my first films I had 

the tremendous desire of imposing myself," Polanski said in a 1980 interview with the 

New York Times. "I don't need that anymore. I don't need to prove myself ... A 

decade ago, I was promoting realism. I did scenes of violence and sex because the general 

hypocrisy didn't allow that. Now violence has been exploited to such an extent that I am 

tired of it and nostalgic for romance" (Harmetz).^ Despite Polanski's stated attempt to 

not "impose" himself in Tess and to break away from the past, many reviewers felt the 

presence of Polanski-both as maker of scandalous films and as subject for scandalous 

headlines-was all too visible in his adaptation of Hardy; and a good deal of personal 

repugnance toward Polanski appears in their reviews. Perhaps the strongest example of 

this type of reaction is in Jane Marcus's tellingly-named "A Tess for Child Molestors," 

from the socialist review Jump/Cut. Marcus constantly implicates Polanski with the 

"villain" of Hardy's novel, charging in her opening paragraph that the director "takes 

liberties with Hardy's book the way Alec d'Urberville takes liberties with Tess." Marcus 

then goes on to make her comparison even more explicit; 

Polanski's film is a long, slow rape by the scriptwriter [5/c] of Thomas Hardy's 
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text, a long, slow rape by the camera of Nastassia Kinski's lovely face, and a long, 
slow rationalisation by the rapist imagination that that's how it is with helpless, 
hopeless victims. They never fight back. (90) 

In Marcus's assessment. Hardy's Tess is a strong figure who, by killing Alec, "revenges ail 

the women wronged by men" (91). Polanski's Tess, however, is weak and passive, a 

"cherubic eleven-year-old stilted figure" whose "pretty mouth" inspires the director's 

many "obscene" close-ups (92). Moreover, Marcus charges that Polanski entirely 

disempowers Tess by not showing the scenes where Tess assumes "male" authority by 

baptising her baby, and especially where she "justifiably" kills Alec (91). Marcus's 

condemnation of Polanski is made complete by associating him not just with Alec, but 

with those powers of "Fate" that Marcus believes Hardy most hated; 

[Hardy] subtitles his novel 'A Pure Woman', taking the part of a male sympathiser 
of heroic womanhood. Polanski is a voyeur of victimisation who infantilises our 
Tess. Hardy makes it clear that the 'President of the Immortals' who has his sport 
with Tess is the author's enemy. Polanski is angling for a seat as Vice-President of 
the Immortals. His demand for sympathy for the victimised Tess turns tragedy into 
melodrama for voyeurs. (93)^ 

Marcus, of course, was responding to the most recent and most notorious event in 

Polanski's life; but from almost the very beginning of his career critics have sought to read 

Polanski's biography into his films. Why they should do so is easy to understand; 

Polanski's life has generally been judged to be exciting and interesting, and, at least until 

he fled the United States, much of it was lived in a highly public fashion. To many 

Americans, the first forty years or so of Polanski's life seem like they spring from our most 

cherished myths. A Jew raised in Poland in the 1930s, Polanski survived both the 

Holocaust (though his mother did not) and Soviet-style Communism; came first to Europe 
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and then to America to make highly acclaimed and profitable films; dated beautiful 

women; and lived a life of freewheeling excess.^' Polanski's life has the rags-to-riches 

quality of a Horatio Alger story; and his well-known distaste for Communism and his 

embrasure of Western culture-including its decadent side-tap into our deep-seated sense 

of political and social superiority, as well as our fascination with-and repugnance 

for-hedonism. Beyond this, though, is the fact that Polanski occasionally does invite the 

viewer to see a particular image of himself in his films. Probably the first of Polanski's 

pictures to be seen as offering access into his own life was The Fearless Vampire Killers 

(1967)", a horror spoof in which Polanski himself appears in the role of the vampire 

killer's assistant. Oddly, Polanski's character, Alfred, is essentially the romantic lead; but 

he is made into the target of an outrageously homosexual vampire and shown to be a 

peeping torn who spies on the heroine (Sharon Tate) as she bathes and when she is 

spanked by her father. It has not been lost on critics that Alfred as a character is basically 

Polanski's version of himself as director and celebrity. He is coveted by fans, critics, and 

admirers and made vulnerable to their gazes and desires; while as a director he captures 

intimate images of people, much as do peeping toms. The fact Polanski himself 

photographed Tate in the nude for Playboy to promote Vampire Killers has furthered the 

image of Polanski as a man who uses the power of the intrusive camera both to express his 

own interest in voyeurism and to explore-if not exploit-that of our own. 

When Sharon Tate and several others were killed in what remains one of the most 

vicious mass murders in history, many news commentators at the time suggested that the 

murders were either the result of the fast company Tate and Polanski kept, or the actions 
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of a person who'd been inspired by the gore and violence that had supposedly been a part 

of Polanski's films-especially Vampire Killers and Rosemary's Baby (1968). Of course, 

Polanski had nothing to do with the killings-the victims were selected almost at 

random-but they have given rise to one of the most persistent assumptions about the 

content of his films. It was not uncommon in 1969 for the crime scene to be described as 

resembling "something out of a Polanski movie," and such simple-minded assessments as 

these have had the long-term effect of tainting Polanski's films as bloody, violent, and 

cruel-when in fact his use of violence is fairly restrained (especially by the standards of 

today), and his horror films usually emphasize tension over mayhem. Polanski's 1971 film 

of Macbeth-the first picture he made after the Manson killings-was widely criticized for 

its violence, and the violence of the film was often interpreted by critics to be Polanski's 

response to the killing of his wife. What's more, the fact the film was produced by Hugh 

Hefner's Playboy Enterprises and that Lady Macbeth performs her sleepwalking scene in 

the nude were seen by some as evidence that Polanski the hedonist and voyeur was still at 

work. Polanski's personal life had become such an issue that Macbeth itself seemed to be 

of secondary interest to many critics. By the time Tess appeared, critics were well 

accustomed to viewing Polanski's films not just as samples from a particular oeuvre, but 

as devices that put the life of the director on display. 

But what is a "typical" Polanski film, once the persona of the director is taken out 

of the equation? This is a question that Polanski himself refuses to answer; and in a 1995 

interview, he even dismissed the entire notion that, as a director, he consciously 

dramatizes unified themes and ideas. "When I make a horror picture, they say it's typical 
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Polanski," he said. "When I make a film that shows any form of violence, they tell me it's 

typical Polanski. I truly don't analyse these things. I'm not even interested to do so. I 

make films I feel like making at a given time in the same way you feel like ordering a steak 

one day and spaghetti another" (D. Thompson 9). This is a common statement made by 

artists in general-even Hardy frequently said that he was trying to create "impressions" of 

things in general, and that he wasn't trying to create unified themes-but Polanski perhaps 

has a point. When one considers the body of his work, we see that he deals with a variety 

of interests and that he works within several film genres. The nine full-length features he 

made prior to Tess can roughly be categorized along generic lines, with considerable 

overlap between and among genres; Knife in the Water (Noz W Wodzie, 1962), a suspense 

thriller; Repulsion (1965), psychological horror; Cul-de-Sac (1966), absurdist farce; 

Fearless Vampire Killers {\961), horror spoof; Rosemary's Baby (1968), supernatural 

honor, Macbeth (1971), literary adaptation-qua-historical spectacle; What? (1973), sex 

farce; Chinatown (1974), film noir homage; and The Tenant (1976), a return to 

psychological horror, in which Polanski himself plays the hero/victim. The generic 

boundaries I've outlined are necessarily reductive and will be corrected below; but for the 

time being they serve to illustrate that Polanski can't be tied down to making one 

particular "type" of film. In fact, when his films are watched in chronological order it 

often seems that they have been directed by different people. Part of this effect springs 

from the fact that Polanski has always been an international director; the films made above 

were made in such disparate countries as Poland, the U. K., the U. S., Italy, and France 

(Tess's immediate successor. Pirates [1986], was largely made in Tunisia), with casts and 
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crews changing from country to country. Since he is an international director, it is difficult 

to connect Polanski's work with any particular national or cultural movements in 

filmmaking. Even his early Polish films don't seem to fit into recognizable national 

framework. During the time Polanski made his students films and Knife in the Water, 

Polish films were expected to reflect the principles of Soviet realism, and Polanski's 

interests in depicting violence and in avoiding "positive" proletarian values brought him 

condemnation fi-om Eastern Bloc critics. His "British" ^\ms-Repidsion, Cul-de-Sac, and 

Vampire Killers-axe unlike most films that came out of the U. K. during that period, 

avoiding kitchen sink melodrama. Hammer-like monster movies, "Carry On" spoofery, or 

James Bond-style action. Even Polanski's first "American" film, Rosemary's Baby, did 

not fit into any of the Hollywood trends of the late 1960s; in fact, Rosemary inspired an 

entirely new sub-genre, that of the "demonic possession" or "devil child" movie. In short, 

Polanski always has made the kinds of movies he's wanted to, and the country in which he 

makes his films doesn't necessarily matter-so long as the country is willing to fund the 

project. 

Still, as stylistically and thematically diverse as Polanski's films are, they are unified 

by characteristic concerns and interests, and by the very fact that the films are so diverse. 

I mentioned above that the generic classifications for Polanski's films that I outlined are 

necessarily reductive; this is because, while on first glance, a Polanski film may be very 

easy to define-e.g., as a horror film or as a thriller-it is usually the case that Polanski is 

utilizing the trappings of a particular genre only explode those very same trappings and 

generic classifications. Knife in the Water, for instance, has all of the earmarks of a 
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thriller: three characters are confined in a small space (a boat in the middle of a vast lake), 

where a sportswriter and a drifter engage in a series of physical contests and challenges. 

The prize is, apparently, the sportswriter's bikini-clad wife; while possible punishment is 

death or dismemberment, represented by the knife that is flashed by the drifter throughout 

the film. Polanski focuses on the minutiae of the contents, the cramped interior of the 

boat, and the agoraphobically empty exteriors, building a sense that everything will 

explode in a violent climax; but all that happens is that after a farcical fight, the young 

drifter accidentally falls into the water and fakes his own drowning. The sportswriter 

swims to shore in search of help, which allows the drifter to reappear and to have sex with 

the wife before he vanishes again. The film ends with the sportswriter literally at a 

crossroads, incapable either of going to the police and reporting that he may have had a 

hand in the youth's death or of admitting to himself that he has been cuckolded. Charles 

Deny has called Knife in the Water an "antithriller," a kind of film that selects "generic 

structures only in order to make clear the genre's basic incompatibility with certain aspects 

of contemporary life and the modem temperament" (94). Knife ends, as Deny says, "with 

violence's opposite; a scene of total stasis" (94). 

The quality of the "antithriller" can also be seen in such films as Chinatown and, 

less successfully, in Frantic (1988). Chinatown is popularly thought of as an "old 

fashioned" private eye film that hearkens back to such film noir classics as TTie Maltese 

Falcon and Murder, My Sweet. The photography, the period detail, and the music of the 

film all evoke this particular genre, as do the scenes of private eye Jake Gittes (Jack 

Nicholson) tailing suspects and spying on houses. What ultimately destroys Chinatown's 
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generic affiliations, though, are its pessimism-the heroine dies and the villain not only lives 

but becomes even richer and more successflil-which stands in contrast to the usual private 

eye film's detached cynicism; and in the physical frailty of its hero. Gittes is constantly 

beaten and tortured; he is nearly drowned in a public cistern; and-in perhaps the film's 

most famous scene-his nostril is split by a thug (played by Polanski), and he goes through 

half the film with a ridiculous bandage on his nose. Most B-movie private eyes endure 

their share of torture, too, but they usually emerge victorious; Gittes's tortures become a 

kind of degradation that emphasizes the hopelessness of his position within the film. 

Polanski seems later to try to put Harrison Ford's character of Richard Walker in Frantic 

through similar physical degradations; but in the end he manages to outwit his wife's 

kidnapers and to rescue her, and so he emerges as a much more conventional and generic 

"hero" than does Jake Gittes. 

If Polanski directs antithrillers as opposed to straight thrillers, then his horror 

movies can perhaps be regarded as antihorrors. Fearless Vampire Killers, of course, is a 

direct parody of vampire movies that spoofs the conventions of the genre by exposing 

their absurdities-such as making the stereotypical "sexy" vampire gay, and by making 

another vampire immune to the crucifix because he's Jewish. Polanski's most recent film. 

The Ninth Gate (2000), also seems to be a parody of horror movies, but if it is, Polanski 

achieves his parody not by reversing and satirizing popular conventions, but by beginning 

the film as a straight horror movie and thereby convincing the viewer that the film is 

conventional, and then building up absurdities as the film goes on. The film plays as an 

elaborate hoax on the audience's expectations; but, frankly, it is unclear if this effect is 
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intentional. Where Polanski best subverts the horror genre is by using point of view 

camerawork to suggest that terror is not imposed on the individual by outside forces-

either human or supematural-but that it is a force imposed from within by the individual's 

psychological neuroses. Repulsion takes place largely inside the mind of a placid, shy, 

quiet woman named Carol (Catherine E>eneuve) who, left alone in her apartment for the 

weekend, is besieged by a variety of terrors; mysterious phone calls, walls that yield to the 

touch and split open, men who try to-and even succeed in-raping her, hands that emerge 

from the wails and caress her. The film is a disorienting experience for the viewer, 

because for long stretches of time Polanski does not make it clear what is real and what 

Carol imagines. In one of the film's most startling scenes, Carol closes the closet door 

and the figure of a menacing man is briefly glimpsed in the mirror. Carol turns around and 

no one is there. Polanski's camera replicates Carol's personal hallucination and puts the 

viewer inside her mental process. Later in the film, Polanski tears the viewer out of 

Carol's mind and puts him or her into the mind of Carol's first victim. When Carol beats 

her suitor to death with a heavy candlestick, she swings it directly at the camera (Barbara 

Learning reports that Deneuve was in reality swinging at Polanski, who'd bullied her until 

she was in a state of rage [61]), replicating not only the victim's point of view, but, in 

Virginia Wright Wexman's words, creating "the cinematic equivalent of Grotowski's stage 

devices, which insist that the audience participate in the performance" (5). By using the 

camera to duplicate what either the eye or the mind sees, Polanski both distorts reality and 

shows that actual violence can be the end-product of imagined horrors. 

Rosemary's Baby is an even more interesting exercise in using the camera to 
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convey a mental state. Polanski has professed that he considers the concept of "Satan as 

evil incarnate" as contrary to rationalism, and that he tried in the film to suggest "the 

possibility that Rosemary's supernatural experiences were figments of her imagination. 

The entire story, as seen through her eyes, could have been a chain of only superficially 

sinister coincidences, a product of her feverish fancies" (Polanski 265). Rosemary's Baby 

is actually a deeply ambiguous film, leaving open the possibility that every person around 

Rosemary (Mia Farrow)-including her husband, neighbors, and doctor-are members of a 

coven who've arranged for Satan to impregnate her, and that their attentions to her during 

her pregnancy are to ease the birth of the antichrist; or that Rosemary's pregnancy results 

in a kind of psychosis that causes her to mutilate her own body (she loses alarming 

amounts of weight, craves raw meat, and cuts off almost all of her hair) and has led her to 

believe that the people around her are plotting against her and her unborn baby.^^ (The 

final scene, with the coven gathered around a black-draped cradle over which an upside-

down crucifix is hung, as well as Rosemary's horrified reaction to her own child, pretty 

much destroys all the ambiguity and make it clear that Rosemary was not paranoid.) 

In his autobiography, Polanski mentions that at the time he made Rosemary, he 

was influenced by R. L. Gregory's book. Eye and Brain: The Psychology of Seeing, 

which, in Polanski's words, has as one of its theories that we "see far less than we think 

we see because of past impressions already stored in our minds" (272). Polanski cites as 

proof of Gregory's theory the fact many viewers have been convinced that they actually 

saw Rosemary's baby at the end of the film-when in fact the only hint of a palpable 

demonic presence in the whole picture is a pair of cat-like eyes that figure in Rosemary's 
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"nightmare" of being raped by the devil (272-3). Both Repulsion and Rosemary's Baby 

suggest horror more than they show it. Polanski's technique of allowing viewers to draw 

their own conclusions by throwing into question what it is they are looking at would be 

used to some extent in Tess\ and it is one of those elements that strikes me as somewhat 

Hardean. Just as Hardy in Tess of the d'Urbervilles questions the authority of the words 

that are used to construct the plot, Polanski frequently undercuts the reality of what his 

camera records by showing that the image may convey something other than what the 

viewer at first believed. 

A "typical" Polanski film, then, is one that is largely concerned with redefining and 

even subverting genres. His characters are frequently rendered helpless by the events that 

unfold around them, and the viewer is made to feel a similar kind of helplessness in having 

the familiar props of the genre taken away. Perhaps the most characteristic of Polanski's 

films is Cul-de-Sac, which was a flop at the time of its release and which remains one of 

his least-known films (though there is a website devoted to this picture). Its commercial 

failure is probably owing to the fact that Polanski constantly plays wit genres throughout 

the film, ultimately shoving that the film cannot readily be defined by any genre. The 

pattern of the film is that of a thriller; two wounded gangsters stumble into a 

Northumberland castle and hold everyone there prisoner until they can be rescued by their 

boss. What undermines the film's generic affiliations are its moments of broad comedy; 

the ostensible "hero," George (Donald Pleasance) is married to a cheating wife who 

dresses him in drag; the crooks berate him as a "fairy;" his wife scolds him for not standing 

up to the gangsters; and throughout the film he is slapped, bitten, and nearly buried in a 
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makeshift grave. But the comedy itself frequently gives way to moments of unpleasant 

violence, as when Teresa (Fran^oise Dorleac) gives Dickie (Lionel Stander) a hot foot, 

and he responds by graphically whipping her thighs with a phone cord. Too comic to be a 

thriller, too violent to be a comedy, too hostile toward its own protagonist to create 

sympathy for him, Cul-de-Sac can be a disconcerting viewing experience. Just as George 

ends the film crouched on a rock and crying out for his dead first wife, the viewer may feel 

the need to cling to something familiar and comfortable; but perhaps that's the point-in 

Polanski's world, familiar things and familiar genres are made strange and robbed of their 

ability to provide reassurance. 

Two more things need to be taken into consideration about Polanski's films in 

general, and these relate to the issues of voyeurism and to his depiction of women-and 

these issues have often been interrelated. As was mentioned earlier, Polanski himself has 

been often accused of voyeurism, and the act of spying has typically been identified as his 

most frequently recurring theme. Barbara Learning's critical biography of Polanski-

tellingly subtitled The Filmmaker as Fo>'ewr-identifies the desire to look at what is 

forbidden as not only the director's major theme, but as a desire on the part of the 

spectator that Polanski exploits in order to make his own persona visible in his films (12). 

Throughout her study. Learning identifies instances in Polanski's films where characters 

observe moments of violence, criminal behavior, and erotic acts; to her, these are all 

incidents that have parallels in Polanski's own life, and, by filming such moments, Polanski 

not only creates an image of himself but exposes our own desire to take pleasure in what 

we see. Leaming's study illustrates the phenomenon of critics wanting to read Polanski's 
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life into his films; but she is actually on safe ground where she writes of Polanski capturing 

our own desires to see what is forbidden. Film, of course, has always played on our 

feeling that we are overhearing and spying upon something that is "real," and many studies 

have been written on the voyeuristic properties of the medium. To most critics, the 

moments in Polanski's films where characters are looking out of windows, looking 

through keyholes, glancing through cracks in walls, and so on, are scenes in which 

characters become like cameras-they capture private moments. Polanski perhaps best 

captures the theme of voyeurism in the often bizarre Bitter Moon (1992), where Nigel 

(Hugh Grant) finds himself compelled to listen as the invalid Oscar (Peter Coyote) 

narrates his tales of sexual adventure; and as Oscar speaks, his stories are visually related 

to the viewer in flashbacks. Nigel is alternately disgusted and titillated by Oscar's frank 

tales of sexual excess; while the flashbacks depict scenes of bizarre sex acts that border on 

being soft-core pom. Polanski seems to be testing the viewers' limits, much as Oscar is 

testing Nigel's. 

That Bitter Moon should be concerned with spying on sex acts is appropriate, for 

in Polanski's films it is not so much violence but sex and the female form that are most 

often spied upon-although violence frequently does accompany the sex. For instance, in 

Vampire Killers, Alfred peeps at Sarah while she is bathing, and he next spies on her being 

spanked as a punishment for bathing too much, and in Rosemary's Baby, the soft-focus 

sex scene that keeps Rosemary and Guy (John Cassavettes) in discreet silhouette is later 

parodied by the much more graphic scene of her "dream rape," in which Rosemary's 

naked body is displayed before the equally naked coven members-who are, perhaps, the 
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doubles of the people in the audience. There can be no doubt that Polanski's invitations to 

the viewer to spy on women and on sex acts can be disturbing: after all, we are usually 

asked to partake in pleasure and pain. To some critics, though, Polanski's "voyeuristic" 

tendencies are not just disturbing-they are sexist and perverted. Molly Haskell, for 

instance, charges that Polanski is only interested in having his viewers see a certain "type" 

of woman—"the anesthetized woman, the beautiful, inarticulate, and possibly even 

murderous somnambule" (346). In Haskell's reading, Polanski is invested in capturing the 

images of women only to expose the "threat" that they represent: 

In Polanski's tortured, paranoid universe, the woman, simply by being susceptible 
of "impregnation" by something outside her, is a potential carrier of evil. His 
blonde heroines all become instruments of the devil and fulfill his fears of evil, just 
as the lobotomized actresses he chooses to play them fulfill his ideas of women. 
Polanski is a perfect example of the artist whose vision of women is not formed 
according to what he sees, but conversely, whose women are chosen as they 
conform to his preconceptions. (347) 

It is hard to deny that Polanski does often depict women as either placid or 

homicidal (some would say his Tess is both), and that he has a definite female "ideal" he 

continually puts forth on the screen. Most of Polanski's lead female performers are 

blonde, and they usually have wide, child-like eyes, full lips, and often girlish physiques. 

Catherine Denueve and Fran^oise Dorleac (who are sisters), Sharon Tate, Mia Farrow, 

Francesca Annis (Lady Macbeth), and Nastassia Kinski all seem to be cut from the same 

cloth-and all at one time or other in their films must either be subjected to a form of 

sexual degradation or be made to go through scenes in a trance-like state. Interestingly, 

Emmanuelle Seigner, who starred in Frantic, Bitter Moon, and The Ninth Gate  ̂ is a near-

double for Kinski; and though the characters she plays are never placid, she has performed 
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in the most explicit sex scenes Polanski has ever filmed. She also became Polanski's third 

wife. Whether Polanski is bedeviled by adolescent, pornographic, and hate-filled fantasies 

about women is not for me to say; but his almost monolithic depiction of women has 

helped construct part of Polanski's image; and, as we've seen, that image is hard to 

divorce fi'om his films. 

When one examines Polanski's films and considers not just his themes and 

interests, but how critics have constructed their own versions of Polanski, it is hard not to 

be struck by how familiar it all sounds. Just as Polanski uses the film medium to deflate 

generic boundaries and to question points of view, so too did Hardy use words to much 

the same effect. Just as Polanski has been accused of an unhealthy interest in female 

bodies and of being a scoptophiliac, so too has Hardy. And just as Polanski's films have 

been seen as offering access to his life, so too have Hardy's novels-especially 7e5'.¥-been 

read as veiled autobiography. There is, then, a certain consonance between the novels of 

Thomas Hardy and the films of Roman Polanski that exists on the level of reception. 

Effectively, this is a kind of "false" consonance, but it nevertheless establishes that 

Polanski's vision as a filmmaker is perhaps ideally suited to Hardy's vision as a novelist. 

In fact, as David Ansen's review of Tess suggests, Polanski's vision is perhaps a darker 

and more absurdist offshoot of Hardy's own; therefore, the danger existed that Polanski 

would create and even more pessimistic and defeatist text than did Hardy. However, the 

approach Polanski took in adapting the novel was that he left many of Hardy's narrative 

functions out-an approach that, ironically, does more justice to Hardy's novel than would 

a more "faithful" approach. 
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Most studies that examine Polanski's Tess in relation to its source novel zero-in on 

the fact that some of the novel's most memorable sequences are not in the film-and the 

opinion of a good many critics is that the film suffers for these losses. The most obvious 

omissions are the scene where Prince the horse is killed; the sign painter sequence; the 

scene of Sorrow's baptism; Angel's somnambulistic "burial" of Tess; Angel's conversion 

to Methodism and his subsequent de-conversion by having Tess near; and the tableau at 

the end where Angel and Liza-Lu watch the execution of Tess, and then walk offhand in 

hand /" All of these moments from the novel have frequently been labeled as 

melodramatic, sensationalistic, or as heavy-handed contrivances; and most critics of the 

film have tended to agree with Nell Kozak Waldman that Polanski must have dropped 

them because "no modem director would risk such a perilous strain on his audience's 

suspension of disbelief (433). In short, it is commonly thought that in bringing Tess to 

the screen, Polanski had to do away with Hardy's more fantastic elements and make the 

story more "real." To some Hardy scholars, it is precisely the film's "realism" that causes 

offense. Gladys Veidemanis, for instance, faults Tess because it "leaves out all the 

superstition, coincidences, and allusiveness of the novel and, hence, fails to convey its 

legendary and mythic dimensions. The film is strictly realistic. All the improbabilities have 

been removed, including the concatenation of accident and chance by which Hardy's plot 

unfolds" (56). Veidemanis, a high school teacher, still finds that the film itself makes a 

valuable teaching tool, for, "through careful analysis of what the film leaves out, students 

can appreciate an enhanced awareness of the artistry of Hardy's novel as well as the 

satisfaction of making critical judgments for themselves" (53). Other critics haven't been 
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even this charitable; the most common charges against Polanski are that, by making Tess a 

"realistic" film, he has simplified Hardy's story, or that he has dumbed-it down, or robbed 

it of its essentiality-charges some would also make against Polanski's treatment of Tess 

herself 

Knowing the novel as well as I do, I have to admit that I feel a certain sense of loss 

every time I watch the film and realize that the horse doesn't get killed before my eyes, 

and that when Alec returns in the final few reels, he is dressed as he was when I last saw 

him. But does the loss of such sequences mean that the film is actually diminished, or that 

by the elimination of these elements the film has automatically been made into a "realist" 

text? No doubt Polanski did eliminate some sequences because they might play as 

ridiculous on film; but it seems to me that most of the moments from the novel that were 

eliminated are those that, if filmed, would likely impose a strict reading on the film that 

Polanski perhaps wished to avoid. It is entirely possible that Polanski wanted to throw 

much of what is being seen into doubt-to force the viewer to question what is being 

depicted onscreen-and, while this gesture is characteristically Polanskian, it is also in 

keeping with Hardy's effect of having the reader question much of what he or she is 

reading. 

The most significant omission, in my view, is that of Tess's encounter with the sign 

painter. No doubt this sequence could have been used in the film, and it could have been 

shot more-or-less as Hardy wrote it. However, the scene with the painter would likely 

carry an entirely different ideological weight on film than it does in the book. As I argued 

at the start of the second part of this chapter, Tess's encounter with the sign painter 
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largely serves the purpose of establishing patterns of reading: Tess eventually identifies the 

painter's words with God, church, and society, and she tries to construct herself against 

such words; while for the reader, the sequence marks the moment when he or she is 

challenged to negotiate the authority of words in the novel itself. Had the sequence been 

filmed, Polanski could easily have shown Tess's disgust at the words the man paints, and 

the director no doubt could have tied those words in with such figures of religiosity as the 

Vicar of Marlott and Mercy Chant; but how would a viewer be given the sense that the 

painter's words are degraded, and that they fit into an overall pattern of degraded 

discourses and texts? A filmed painter sequence would probably be utilized as a simple 

attack on religion, and would therefore be somewhat redundant; for although Polanski's 

Tess points to numerous causes for Tess's troubles, its criticism is perhaps already heavily 

weighted against religious figures. 

The other significant omission-the death of Prince-also has the effect of 

complicating the way the film should be viewed, rather than simplifying it. Polanski makes 

it clear at the start of the film-during the scene of Jack's encounter with Parson Tringham 

-that the horse is already dead, and that the family is suffering because of it. By reversing 

the incidents of the novel-making the death of the horse come before the Durbeyfields 

leam of their ancestry-Polanski does two things. First, he entirely takes away the sense 

that "Fate" and heredity are primarily responsible for what happens to Tess. The film 

makes it clear that Joan (Rosemary Martin) regards the news of Jack's ancestry in 

practical terms as a potential financial windfall-there is simply no need for her to consult 

The Compleal Fortune-Teller to confirm this fact. In Hardy's novel, the positioning of 
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Tringham's information first in the story does create a sense of fate at work, for 

everything that follows largely springs from what Tringham says; the news causes Jack to 

get drunk, which keeps him from driving the cart, which forces Tess to drive it, which gets 

the horse killed, which sends Tess to the d'Urbervilles to act on Tringham's information. 

The film, however, turns Tringham's information into a possible solution to an existing 

financial crisis; Tess goes to the d'Urbervilles not because either fate or blood force her to, 

but because of monetary need. 

The second thing Polanski does in eliminating the scene of the horse's death is that 

he takes a portion of the narrative away from the viewer. Prince's death is significant to 

everything that happens in the first two or three reels of the film, but the incident is quite 

literally not in the film. The "true" beginning of the film actually occurred before 

Polanski's camera started rolling; the encounter between Jack and Tringham is a "false 

start," and its positioning at the beginning of the film proper causes the viewer to run the 

risk of inflating the significance of Tringham's information, making it the primary cause of 

what follows, rather than an auxiliary event. What Polanski ultimately achieves through 

the omission of the death scene is that he automatically questions the significance of 

Tringham's information. Jack's receipt of the news does indeed start the film, yet this 

moment isn't the true start of the action; and though the scene emphasizes the heredity of 

the Durbeyfields as an important concept in the film ("I'm Sir John d'Urberville, that's 

who I am," Jack intones as the parson rides off), this concept is quickly deflated by the 

suggestion that heredity is nothing more than another commodity. In effect, Polanski 

defers and undercuts the sources of Tess's tragedy; he causes the viewer to question the 
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importance not just of what Tringham says, but of heredity itself and the role it plays in 

what happens to Tess. Ultimately, why Tess in the film goes to The Slopes isn't 

satisfactorily explained, and perhaps it simply can't be. 

The drawback to Polanski's elimination of the scene where Prince dies is that Tess 

is denied a personal role in what happens to the family and to herself The thing that 

ultimately makes the death of Prince cardinal to the novel's plot is that it instills in Tess a 

sense of responsibility; it is her own feelings of guilt that makes Tess reluctantly agree to 

follow her mother's suggestion and go to the d'Urbervilles. With her all-important sense 

of responsibility gone from the film, Tess does seem to be a mere victim; certainly she is 

put into a position where she will be "coveted by the wrong man" by circumstances that 

are entirely outside of her control. In this respect, those who have claimed Kinski's Tess 

is entirely passive and meekly accepting of what happens to her are absolutely correct. 

The sign painter sequence and the scene of the horse's death are-to my mind, at 

least-the only two cardinal plot functions that have been eliminated; otherwise, most of 

the omitted sequences are really just catalyzers or informants. Angel's sleepwalking scene 

may be fascinating, but it really doesn't advance the plot of the novel in any noticeable 

way; and Polanski perhaps provides an acceptable substitute for the sequence in the scene 

where Angel walks away from the house after Tess has confessed her past to him. Peter 

Firth as Angel maintains a dull, bemused expression on his face, and his head is cocked 

toward his shoulder. When he finally speaks to Tess, it is in a cold, detached tone; and 

when he tells himself he should "have mercy"-in the context of the film, a double-entendre 

on the name of Mercy Chant-Angel bursts into near-hysterical laughter. Firth's 
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movements create the sense of sleepwalking, and his monotone delivery furthers the 

illusion of a man who is in a trance-or who has convinced himself that his wife is dead. 

Likewise, it is mainly important to the plot of Hardy's novel that Alec reappear at 

Flintcomb-Ash: that he shows up as an evangelist and then reverts to form is perhaps an 

over-visualization of the fact Alec presents himself as a changed man-maybe he even 

believes in his heart that he has changed-but he soon shows himself to be the man he 

always has been. Polanski actually complicates Hardy's depiction of Alec (Leigh Lawson) 

by having him reappear in pretty much the same clothes he wears as when Tess left him, 

and as the action unfolds, suggesting that Alec reverts to his true social status. After Tess 

leaves Angel at the Sandboume hotel, she returns to her room and sobs. Alec's attitude 

toward her is patronizing: "Did we have a bad dream? Is that why you have the vapors?" 

Finally, he chides Tess by saying, "These morning hysterics of yours are in poor taste. 

Don't forget we're lunching with the Bennetts. I'd like you to look presentable." 

Frankly, Alec in this scene sounds less like the charming seducer he was earlier, and more 

like a flissy upper-middle-class husband from a play by Noel Coward. It seems that Alec, 

in settling dovsoi into this version of domesticity, has reverted to the dull, bourgeois 

snobbery that perhaps was the defining trait of his mercantile ancestors. 

Another major complaint about Polanski's omissions is that by not showing the 

scene where Tess baptizes her baby (who is unnamed in the film), he denies the viewer the 

chance to see Tess take control of a situation for herself, and even-as Marcus argues-to 

usurp masculine authority. Perhaps this is so; but in not filming the baptism Polanski 

creates an ellipsis in the film that is actually quite Hardean. In the film, we see Tess 
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kneeling before a table on which a Bible has been placed, loudly praying to God to "spare" 

her child. From here there is a cut to the vicarage, where Tess arrives to relate the details 

of the baby's baptism and death. One of Hardy's most common narrative devices is to not 

show a significant action; instead, he has a character narrate the event to a listener. In the 

film, both the character of the Vicar (Richard Pearson) and the actual spectator are put 

into a position where they must receive Tess's words and evaluate them. By eliminating 

the scene of the baptism, Polanski takes away all of the visual significance of Tess's act, 

causing the viewer of the film-like the character of the Vicar-to respond only to Tess and 

to the words she uses. 

Polanski's omissions of some of Hardy's scenes, then, are certainly not arbitrary, 

and they don't necessarily make Tess into a realistic film. No doubt Tess is less concerned 

with its own artificiality than is Tess of the d'Urbervilles\ but Polanski fashions his own 

kind of anti-realism that is perhaps more appropriate to film form than is Hardy's anti-

realism, but which also creates a kind of convergence with the novel. As we have already 

seen, through eliminating the actual scenes of the horse's death and of Sorrow's baptism, 

Polanski puts significant events out of view and forces the audience to contend with a 

character's dialogue or with the image that is on the screen. In scenes such as these, the 

viewer is removed from stable ground and occasionally made to question the veracity of 

what Polanski has filmed. Furthermore, the film is filled with ellipses-there are broad 

jumps in time and quick shifts in scene, as when Tess leaves Alec on the road, and then 

there is a jump of at least nine months, when Tess has a baby-so that, like the novel, the 

film appears to be filled with "blank spaces" where the viewer is invited to "fill in" the 
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story. Dianne Fallon Sadoff has said that such gaps are really for the benefit of those 

who've read the novel; they will know what should fill in the gaps, and this allows viewers 

to both participate in the narrative process of the film, and reminds them that "Polanski 

himself read Tess and knew it nearly by heart" (167). This is an interesting argument, but 

if it is taken to its logical conclusion, it means that Polanski's Tess is unintelligible to 

anyone who hasn't read the novel. In fact, the "blank spaces" in Tess tend to open the 

film up to interpretation from anyone. Perhaps someone who knows the novel will 

conclude, for instance, that Tess has to go to Flintcomb-Ash because her family has spent 

the money Angel had given her (plot details that are absent from the film); but a viewer 

who is unfamiliar with the novel is likely to draw different conclusions-that Angel left 

Tess desolate, or that Tess retreats into this dreary landscape as a form of self-punishment. 

Whether the viewer knows the novel or not, indeterminate moments like these do allow 

the viewer to participate in the narrativity of the film. However, Polanski will eventually 

assert his control over the narrative, forcing the viewer to contend with the power of film 

form to create a sense of reality. 

Even though Polanski does omit a good deal of Hardy material, the screenplay-

written by Polanski himself, in collaboration with Gerard Brach and John Brownjohn^'-is 

mostly faithful to the novel in that it preserves the majority of Hardy's plot functions. 

Furthermore, Polanski, like John Schlesinger before him, does at times try to make the film 

"Hardean" by consciously evoking the "Hardy" we all know-or at least think we know. 

Though the director's personal situation kept him from filming in authentic "Hardy 

country," Polanski still tries to be faithful to Hardy's "period" and to the world that Hardy 
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might have known. The film is firmly set in the 1880s (the year of death on Jack 

Durbeyfield's tombstone, seen at the end of the film, is 1888); and Polanski takes a great 

deal of pride in pointing out in his autobiography that all of "the authentic nineteenth-

century farm machinery, early railroad cars, and other rare old props we used had been 

lent by collectors" (43S)-in short, the film itself contains objects and equipment that 

Hardy and his immediate contemporaries could have used. In an amusing article for Sight 

and Sound in 1996, co-producer Timothy Burrill says that even the location work in 

France turned out to be a benefit, because it actually enhanced the historical accuracy of 

the film: 

Because of the style of farming in Britain nowadays, the very small fields of 
Hardy's time, [^/c] no longer exist in Devon and Dorset. But they do exist in 
France. So the countryside in Tess is infinitely more accurate than it would have 
been had we shot it in the British West Country. There was, however, no French 
replacement for Stonehenge, the site of the fmal scene in the book and film. We 
built a new Stonehenge, an absolutely accurate representation of the circle as it 
would have been in the nineteenth century. Designed using archival pictures, our 
circle was made to scale out of polystyrene. ("Wessex Tales") 

Polanski reports that he was delighted to find in France "a country crossroads that 

might have sprung straight from Hardy's imagination" (432); and, significantly, this 

location becomes the focus of a remarkable tableau that opens the film. The procession of 

musicians and May Day dancers comes down one road, and coming up the intersecting 

road is Jack Durbeyfield (John Collin), who continues on to encounter Parson Tringham. 

After this scene. Angel and his brothers are spotted coming up the same road the May Day 

procession had just come down; and after Angel dances with the girls and continues on his 

way, he is passed by the cart bearing Jack, who is crowing over his new-found knowledge. 
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Hardy's novel, of course, does not open in this way, but roads and crossroads are 

common images in Hardy's novels, and they serve to illustrate the comings and goings 

into and out of the communities. Poianski's use of the crossroads here is, in some ways, 

very Hardean; and the patent artificiality of the tableau-with so many lives and destinies 

intersecting inside of just a few minutes-creates what Wexman rightly calls "an aesthetic 

rather than a 'realistic' vision" for the film (117). 

There are also a few moments in the film that seem to point directly to the 

presence of Hardy and of the unique fictional world he created. The four-man band that 

leads the May Day dancers at the start of the film seem inspired by the Mellstock Quire of 

Under the Greenwood Tree, and references to such Wessex locations as Casterbridge and 

Weatherbury abound-though the front gate of the mansion that Angel and Tess break into 

while they're on the lam has on it a "To Let" sign that puts the realtor's office in the very 

real location of Dorset. Probably the strangest reference to Hardy in the film comes in the 

form of what I take is a bizarre inside joke; one of the hens that Tess cares for is named 

Phena, and Phena, of course, was the pet name of Hardy's old love Tryphena Sparks. 

However, where the film is most self-consciously "Hardean" is in Poianski's focus on 

human faces. Early in the film. Parson Tringham (the appropriately-named Tony Church) 

asks to examine the face of Jack, and as the camera holds on Jack's face, allowing us to 

see his missing teeth and grizzled, haggard features, Tringham is heard to say, "Yes, that's 

the d'Urberville nose and chin-a little debased." This scene is the first of many that make 

"debased" physiognomies central to the shot; during the scene at Rolliver's, Polanski 

scans the grotesque faces of the drinkers, and later we see that Mrs. D'Urberville's blind 
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eyes are set at odd, disconcerting angles. The old woman who waits on Tess and Angel at 

the Wellbridge house continually displays her wide, toothless grin; and in one scene she is 

accompanied by her staring, open-mouthed son. Even the woman who discovers the 

fugitives Angel and Tess in bed toward the end of the film has a tumed-up nose that gives 

her a porcine look. These figures, who-with the exception of the caretaker's son-are old 

and ugly, are perhaps meant to stand in contrast to the young and attractive actors who 

play Tess, Alec, and Angel; to remind us that what is young and beautiful must eventually 

age and degrade. In a larger sense, though. Parson Tringham's opening comment that 

Jack's features are degraded remnants of an earlier, more noble "type" point to the issue 

of biological descent, and invites us to contemplate the film's grotesques as the products 

of i/evolution. Since Tess of the d'Urbervilles has popularly been read as a meditation on 

Darwinian themes, the "devolved" grotesques in Polanski's Tess seem to fit in with this 

kind of reading. 

A common assumption about Tess is that the film's specific subjects for criticism 

are entirely derived from Hardy's novel-and many critics have made this case-but, upon 

close examination, the film's attacks are actually more Polanskian than they are Hardean. 

One of the most popular assumptions about Hardy's Tess is that it launches a salvo against 

the institution of religion; but, as we have seen. Hardy is more concerned with the 

authority of the words that are wielded by the church, and not so much with the power of 

the church itself In fact, Hardy shows through the character of Reverend Clare that 

religion can actually be a positive force. Many critics feel that Polanski's film replicates 

Hardy's negative depiction of religion, but his attack is actually far more general and 
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sweeping than is Hardy's. The role of Mr. Clare (David Markham) is very limited in the 

film; all we really learn of him is that he disapproves of Angel's chosen work, and that he 

believes his son should marry the "truly Christian" Mercy Chant (Arielle Dombasle). Rev. 

Clare's willingness to put his faith on the line and to risk his own skin to save someone 

else's are gone; he is merely a stiff representative of religious authority. Likewise, the 

Vicar of Mariott is little more than a caricature; when Tess comes to him to tell about the 

baptism, he is dressed in a beekeeper's outfit, something Wexman calls "a variation on the 

clerical garb, which grants him social immunity from any barbs of anger his inhumanity 

might arouse in ill-treated parishioners such as the one who now stands before him" (115). 

Perhaps; but with its wispy black veil and broad-brimmed hat, the outfit seems to be a 

feminized parody of a cleric's vestments, and Richard Pearson as the Vicar affects a prissy 

manner that stops just short of camp. During the scene of Angel and Tess's wedding 

ceremony, the camera focuses on the Bible in the priest's palsied hands, suggesting that it 

is not the word that is unstable; rather, the fault is with the authority that props the word 

up. Finally, Polanski's critique of religion seems to affect his presentation of Tess herself 

Perhaps in an attempt to illustrate the "simple faith" that Hardy only alludes to in The 

Chase scene, Polanski frequently shows Tess in the act of prayer, and she invokes the 

name of God quite a bit. In The Chase, Tess knocks Alec down, and when she sees that 

she has wounded him, she sinks to her knees, clasps her hands, and begs for forgiveness-

either from God or from Alec. When Tess writes her confession letter to Angel, we hear 

her say in voiceover, "I must be guilty because the Lord saw fit to take my child." This bit 

of narration, of course, is not in the novel; nor is the sequence where Tess, en route to her 
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aborted trip to see Angel's parents, kneels before the Cross-in-Hand monument and prays, 

only to have a bandy-legged old peddler tell her that there's a curse on the place and that 

praying there will bring her bad luck. All of these scenes may, on the surface, seem to 

replicate a "Hardean" critique of the church and of religiosity in general; but in fact these 

moments all fit into Polanski's general tendency to ridicule organized religion as a sham, 

and to show its most devoted adherents as having faith in a dangerous lie. In Rosemary's 

Baby, Rosemary's dream-rape by the devil is played before a tableau of Catholic 

iconography; and in Pirates {\9%6), a parson-played again by Richard Pearson-is 

repeatedly humiliated in scenes where he is flogged, stabbed in the buttocks, and made to 

serve as a "horse" during a mock battle. According to Virginia Wexman, Polanski's 

distaste for organized religion stems from his upbringing in Catholic-dominated Poland, 

and his belief that the anti-Semitism that was endemic in Catholic circles eased the way for 

the Holocaust (2); but Polanski has been largely silent as to where his antipathy to religion 

comes-he usually maintains that he is an agnostic and lets the matter stand. At any rate, a 

viewer of Tess should be mindful that the film's critique of religion is entirely Polanski's, 

and not Hardy's. 

Likewise, Polanski's film seems to replicate a popular cultural view of Hardy's 

novel as a protest against the conditions of the working class; but Polanski actually creates 

a dialectic that suggests that all of the classes are equally responsible for what happens to 

Tess. By keeping Alec an "aristocrat" from beginning to end and by downplaying the way 

the Stokes made their fortune, Polanski indeed invites us to read Alec's relations with 

Tess in a somewhat Marxist fashion; Alec is the aristocracy, which exploits the proletariat 
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Tess for financial and sexual gratification. However, as I argued earlier, Polanski exposes 

Alec as being distinctly bourgeois at the core, thus he implicates middle-class values with 

what happens to Tess. Furthermore, Polanski entirely undercuts any Marxist readings of 

his film by implicating Angel's rejection of Tess with Marxist beliefs. In a sequence that 

has brought complaints for its lack of historicity, Polanski focuses on a book at Angel's 

bedside, and it turns out to be Marx's Capital and Capitalist Production.^ Angel's desire 

to turn himself into a farmer, then, is bom not so much from his illusions and from his 

desire to construct himself against his father's religion, but from a definable political 

ideology. Though Wexman argues that when Angel rejects Tess he is, like his counterpart 

in the novel, returning "in part to the repressive religious morality he has learned from his 

straightlaced country-parson family" (1 IS), Polanski actually shows that Angel retreats 

into his own personal politics, rather than into the dogma of his father. In fact, the words 

Angel uses to rebuke Tess and her entire pedigree sound like those of a stereotypical 

Soviet ofiRcial from a Cold War satire; "I cannot help associating your lack of firmness 

with the decline of your family. Decrepit families imply deficient willpower and decadent 

conduct. I thought you were a child of nature, but you were the last in a line of decadent 

aristocrats." This emphasis on decadence-entirely absent in Hardy's novel-has a distinctly 

doctrinaire ring to it; and it appears that, in using such terms to reject Tess, Angel is 

showing that Tess has destroyed not so much his romantic illusions about women, but that 

she has smashed his political ideal of doing away with a society that has been divided 

along class-and, perhaps, gender-lines. By aligning Alec with both the middle class and 

with the aristocracy, and by associating Angel with emergent socialism, Polanski creates 
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an interesting critique of the political and economic forces that contend over Tess; the 

capitalist/industrialist upper class indeed exploits and rapes her because she is poor and a 

woman, but the forces of social revolution that should save her actually reject her because 

she isn't enough of a proletariat for their tastes. 

Polanski even suggests that the poorest and most exploited classes have a hand in 

what happens to Tess. The script gives Jack Durbeyfield some lines of dialogue that are 

not in the novel, and these lines are ostensibly designed to emphasize how the class 

situation has ground him down. When Tringham reveals Jack's ancestry. Jack exclaims, 

"And I been slavin' away and livin' rough all these years!" Later, Jack forbids the Vicar to 

enter the house and perform the baptism, causing the clergyman to exclaim, "Don't play 

games with the Almighty!" "I don't play, sir," Jack angrily retorts, "I work! Like a beast 

in the field, I work!" Of course, the film demonstrates on several occasions that Jack does 

not work-like a beast or otherwise. In fact, when Tess tries to tell Angel of her past, she 

does not focus on his drunkenness, as she does in the book, but on his idleness. The film 

even takes away whatever sympathy a viewer might feel for Jack based on his poverty by 

hinting that, in addition to spending whatever money he has on drink, he is also abusive. 

During the scene at Rolliver's, where Jack is showing off the d'Urberville crest on his old 

spoon, he leans toward Joan and growls, "You'd better find that damned [family] seal, or 

I'll do ye a mischiefl"^^ Given Jack's laziness, drunkenness, and potential violence, as well 

as Joan's almost comic scheming, it cannot be said that Polanski's treatment of Tess's 

family and of their social situation is an entirely sympathetic one. In fact, the Durbeyfield 

parents are clearly given a share of the blame in what happens to Tess—as are Alec, Angel, 
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their respective classes and ideologies, and their religions and politics. Poianski, then, 

overdetermines Tess's fate, much as Hardy does. The difference, however, is that 

Poianski points to entirely human causes for what happens to Tess; there is no sense that 

what happens to her "was to be," or that the creator of the film text artificially brings her 

fate into being simply because we expect it. 

Poianski's attempts to deliberately invoke an image of Hardy, then, pretty much 

constitutes a hit-or-miss affair; and the thematic "affinities" that many critics have 

identified as existing between the novel and the film are usually more Polanskian than they 

are Hardean. How, then, does Poianski create a true sense of consonance with Hardy's 

novel? This is achieved, I believe, through his deployment of visual images. Tess is most 

often praised for its visual beauty; in fact, though the film was nominated for eleven 

Oscars, including Best Picture, in 1981, its only wins were for its visual properties; 

Cinematography, Costume Design, and Art Direction. Many critics and film reviewers 

have complained that the film's look is actually more important than anything that happens 

on screen, and the film as a result is dull and emotionless-"a series of leisurely Barbizon 

School landscapes," as Pauline Kael quipped after the film's U. S. release (13S). Others 

have charged that Poianski has done little more than create a pastoral romance a la 

Schlesinger; and a few particularly literal-minded critics have fussed that the look of the 

film, pretty though it may be, is still far more French than English.^' The film is indeed 

attractive, but Poianski rarely captures a beautiful image simply because it is beautiful. 

More often than not, the images Poianski records stay in the mind because he captures a 

haunting and overwhelming sense of absence. 
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Oddly, though there have been many discussions of what the visual style of the film 

owes to Victorian landscape paintings, there have been few attempts to connect Polanski's 

visual style in Tess to any film outside his own making. However, Tess's style seems to 

owe a great deal to a film that appeared just a year previously; Terrence Malick's Days of 

Heaven (1978). Neil Sinyard has already claimed that Malick's film, "with its rural vistas, 

its stunning sense of Nature, and its intense and quirky plot, forges a true Hardyesque 

alignment between the fateful passions of its characters and the awesome workings of the 

natural world" (50); but he apparently sees no affinity between this film and Polanski's, 

and, like so many others, he faults Tess for being too realistic. In fact. Days of Heaven 

seems to anticipate Tess in its elliptical plot, its brief passages of dialogue-some of which 

is obscured by other noises on the soundtrack, and in its cinematography, which focuses 

on scenes of the natural world to a point that the human characters and what they are 

doing almost seem perfunctory. Many critics have assumed that Malick's purpose was to 

focus on the awesome beauty of nature-to show that the only solid and lasting thing on 

the earth is the earth; but Martin Donougho has argued that the presentation of nature in 

Days of Heaven is "all artificial and forced" (24). What Malick is really showing, 

Donougho argues, is not the harmony and beauty of the natural world by itself, but the 

conundrum that man is an entirely natural part of the world who frequently turns nature to 

unnatural and even perverted ends (23-S). I would extend Donougho's argument a bit by 

pointing out that the "perversion" of the earth isn't shown just by what is recorded by the 

camera; the camera itself is used to enhance and distort a picture of the natural world. 

Malick's stunning visual images are captured through the use of 70 mm. photography; and 
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the rich soundtrack of the film was created with a then-state-of-the-art eight-track Dolby 

sound system. Nature in Days of Heaven, then, is always artificial and enhanced; and 

Malick's privileging of images of nature over attention to the plot, and of the sounds of 

wildlife and machinery over the sounds of voices, tends to point to the artificiality of his 

own direction. 

Likewise, Polanski seems to have adopted many of Malick's tricks-elliptical 

narrative, images of nature privileged over advancement of the plot, and a rich 

soundtrack-to advertise his own control over the motion picture. The viewer's attention 

is constantly being manipulated so that he or she must consider what is not there on the 

screen. Although the film has its moments of spring-like activity (such as in Alec's garden 

at The Slopes, and even in the threshing scene where Liza-Lu appears holding Tess's 

baby) and of wintery gloominess (represented most strongly by the image of Tess and 

Marian [Carolyn Pickles] digging for turnips through the ice and mud), the overall 

treatment of Nature in the film is muted and even somber. In most of the outdoor scenes, 

the sky is an empty white, and the camera fi'equently captures flat, limitless landscapes on 

which few trees and houses-and usually no people-appear. The most prevalent image in 

the film is that of the road; and Polanski invariably photographs roads so that they 

disappear into the horizon, giving the sense that they lead nowhere. There are also, 

remarkably, few scenes of town life in the film. Marlott is seen as a town only in the 

distance, in the scene where Tess tells Alec that she was bom "just over there;" otherwise, 

we see Marlott only in bits and pieces-the outside of the Durbeyfield house, the outside of 

the vicarage, the fairgrounds. There is no sense of the town having a "heart," or any place 
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for the people to gather. The Slopes and Talbothays Dairy all seem to be literally in the 

middle of nowhere. Even Angel's hometown of Emminster always appears to be deserted; 

when Angel rides into town to visit his parents, the only people on the street are Mercy 

Chant and her students. Later, when Tess comes into town, no one at all is on the streets; 

and the wind is heard ominously whistling around cracks and comers. Finally, the silence 

is broken by the sound of the church bell, and the townspeople are seen exiting the church 

as a group, their voices turned into a low babble. In this scene, Polanski seems to first be 

playing off a cliche of the western, where the hero comes into town, only to find it empty 

because the townsfolk are afraid to show themselves on the street; and then the sudden 

procession of solemn people from the church-who promptly disappear into places unseen 

by the camera, again leaving Tess alone on the street-seems to owe something to science 

fiction or horror. The people who emerge from the church could very well be zombies. 

The scene of Tess's entrance into Emminster is one of the eeriest moments in the film; and 

it achieves Its effect by emphasizing the absence of human habitation and by dulling the 

sounds of voices on the soundtrack. 

Though the visual style of the film emphasizes absence, its soundtrack is alive with 

presence. It is rich, full, and even distracting. During most of the outdoor scenes in the 

first half of the film, the sounds of animals are important; at The Slopes, the cries of 

peacocks and other birds are so loud that in at least one scene Tess's explanation to Alec 

of why she has come is partially muffled; while during the Talbothays sequences, Tess and 

AJec actually say very little to each other, but such sounds as lowing cattle and crowing 

roosters punctuate their scenes together. In another sequence, the camera pans the 
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sleeping dairymaids, and the only sound we hear is a buzzing fly; and as the camera moves 

into the room where bags of curd are hung up to drain, the sound of hundreds of drops of 

milk hitting the pails dominates. Polanski's use of these noises at times gives the film a 

sense of verisimilitude-as in real life, incidental sounds do drown out what we say; but it 

cannot be denied that the soundtrack frequently calls attention to itself In the Garden 

scene, it sounds as if the microphones have been placed in a nearby meadow, too far away 

to catch the dialogue between Tess and Alec but close enough that a cow is heard loud 

and clear. Moments like this emphasize the fact that what we are seeing is not real, that 

there is a human hand turning the volume knobs up and down and making us hear what 

Polanski selects. What Tess and Alec say to each other in the Garden shovldhe of most 

importance to the story; that it can scarcely be heard has the effect of disorienting the 

viewer and calling into question the importance of what is being photographed. 

Interestingly, as the film progresses, the sounds of animals on the soundtrack begin 

to disappear, and at times the soundtrack becomes nearly silent. What helps make the 

scene of Tess's visit to Emminster so ominous is the fact we hear nothing more than the 

wind, which is temporarily broken by the tolling of the bell. Even after people appear, 

their words are no more than a dull hum; it is even impossible to understand what Mercy 

is saying to Angel's brothers when she finds Tess's boots. When Tess is propositioned on 

the road by Farmer Groby, his dialogue is very clear ("You weren't too proud to cock a 

leg for [Alec]," he says); otherwise, the only sound we hear is the clop of his horse's 

hooves on the road. Moments like this-where human voices are often indistinct, and 

where an almost unnatural quiet seems to dominate-serve to emphasize Tess's isolation. 
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If the film's earlier emphasis on rich, vibrant sounds tend to place Tess in a vital and active 

world, the film's later emphasis on silence serves to divorce her from that world. 

In the final third of the film, the most prominent sounds come from machines; the 

tick of the clock that is loudly heard throughout the scenes of Angel and Tess's disastrous 

honeymoon; the roaring threshing-machine at Flintcomb-Ash; the snapping hedge clippers 

that are heard during the scene where the camera focuses on the landlady in the parlor of 

the Sandboume hotel, while Tess is presumably upstairs killing Alec; the squeal of the 

train whistle that cuts short the scream of the landlady when she discovers Alec's blood 

seeping through the ceiling. It is as if the soundtrack itself in a pastoral mode, 

emphasizing the noises of "Nature," and then gradually gives way to the sounds of 

machines and of advancing industrialization. The only visual hint of mass industrialization 

in the film is the threshing-machine at Flintcomb-Ash, but the soundtrack alone opens up 

the possibility that nature is gradually being contained and even devoured by the power of 

machines. 

What Polanski ultimately achieves through his deployment of images that create a 

sense of absence and in his use of the soundtrack is that, instead of making a film that is as 

"strictly realistic" as Gladys Veidemanis and other charge, he creates a heightened sense of 

artificiality. Polanski is constantly drawing the viewer's attention away fi'om the 

mechanics of the plot by focusing on a lonely or even ambiguous image, or on discordant 

noises on the soundtrack. Combined with the fact that a few significant events occur 

literally offscreen, Polanski creates the effect that much of the story takes place outside the 

limits of the camera and at such a distance from the viewer that he or she becomes less an 
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eyewitness than an intruder who, if he or she is very lucky, will be able to overhear just 

enough to understand the significance of what is being said. In such moments as in the 

Garden scene, where it is difficult to understand what is being said, or in the sequence 

where the viewer is denied the opportunity to see Tess baptize her own baby, the viewer is 

actually pushed away from the story. Again, the viewer is called upon to supply for 

himself or herself what Polanski does not make readily visible onscreen. Still, it is not just 

in the "blank spaces" of the narrative alone that the viewer is invited to participate in the 

creative process; Polanski very much uses the character of Tess as a blank space, and the 

fact that Nastassia Kinski as Tess has been interpreted as anything from a figure of sexual 

independence (Wexman 121) to a fantasy figure for child molesters attests to how 

thoroughly Polanski allows the viewer to construct his or her own version of Tess. 

There can be little doubt that, true to Jane Marcus's charge, Polanski does fetishize 

portions of Tess's/Kinski's anatomy: he holds the camera on Tess's lips as she takes 

Alec's strawberry in, and in the scene where Tess bares her breast to suckle her baby, it is 

hard not to feel that isn't a certain seductiveness in the slow, deliberate way with which 

she unbuttons her blouse. It is also occasionally difficult to take Kinski's performance 

seriously; she speaks so softly that at times she sounds like a little girl, and at times her 

German accent clashes with her affected Dorset dialect. Her response to the Vicar when 

he tells her he can't bury the child-Then I don't like you, and I won't come to your 

church any more!"-is delivered in a high squeak that makes the moment unintentionally 

funny. Sequences such as these give weight to the critical charges that Kinski was hired 

only for her looks; but if one is willing to look beyond the flaws in Kinski's performance 
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and beyond Poianski's adoration of her face (which, as many critics have pointed out, isn't 

entirely unlike Hardy's own obsession with Tess's looks), it is possible to see that Polanski 

positions Tess not as a dumb object to be ogled and admired, but as an enigma that the 

viewer must contemplate and attempt to understand. Tess in the film registers few 

emotional reactions and she reveals very little of her own character, so that Polanski 

actually makes Tess herself a nullity and a point of contention; he calls upon the viewer to 

construct his or her own version of Tess, and how that person responds to her largely 

dictates how that viewer will perceive the film. 

About the only thing Polanski lets us know for sure about his Tess is that she is in 

the process of growing and maturing. This is conveyed through the repetition of a lullaby 

throughout the film. In the first scene inside the Durbeyfield home, Joan is seen rocking a 

baby's cradle while she softly sings a lullaby; and later, the same tune is heard as part of 

the film's musical soundtrack when, prior to her departure to take her job at the 

Trantridge poultry farm, Polanski's camera captures Tess wandering through the grasses 

in front of the house, apparently doing nothing more than "communing" with her native 

soil. The lullaby is heard again over the scene where Tess makes a crude cross for the 

baby's grave, and then the song is displaced by the ominous tolling of a bell and by the 

clap of thunder. The lullaby is heard for the last time when the Durbeyfields pitch their 

tent outside the Kingsbere chapel where the ancient d'Urbervilles are interred, and again it 

is Joan who is singing it to her youngest child. The lullaby always appears right before a 

moment when Tess's life will dramatically change; before her first meeting with Alec, 

before her departure for The Slopes, before she heads to Talbothays, and before she will 
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join Alec for a last-and fatal-time. It could be said that the first two instances of the 

music indicate what Tess is leaving behind-not only her home, but her own childhood; 

while the latter two instances are ironic-the playing of the lullaby over the child's grave 

points to the permanent "sleep" that marks the child's condition; and Joan's singing it 

outside of the Kingsbere chapel indicates not only the permanent sleep of the ancestors 

entombed within, but of the fact Tess will soon be joining them. Tess's journey in the 

film, then, is from youth to experience to death. Her final line in the film, "I am ready," 

spoken as the policemen close in on her at Stonehenge, can be taken as her acceptance of 

what we have always known is coming; her own extinction. 

Peter Widdowson charges that, by "freeing Tess from her historical determinants 

and by locating her in the film principally in her own emotional space, Polanski reproduces 

her as the existential heroine of his own time and tragic vision, as someone trying to live 

an authentic life in an inauthentic society" (Hardy in History I24-5)-and that this 

"existential" viewpoint reproduces an entirely modem reading of the novel. However, it 

seems to me that Polanski's Tess largely has no identity, because what Polanski is 

concerned with is the way human and artificial means of perception ultimately rob the 

individual of identity and therefore put that individual on the path to extinction. As is the 

case with the novel, Tess is constantly being perceived by those around her; Alec and 

Angel constantly stare at her, taking her in with their eyes; Father Groby casts leering 

sidelong glances at her; and the camera idealizes her. But Tess in the film very seldom 

responds to the looks she receives. The book makes it clear that Tess often fights back 

against Alec; and in the book, while she is en route to Flintcomb-Ash she becomes so tired 
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of the glances of men and of their comments about her looks that she cuts oflfher 

eyebrows and wraps a scarf around her face to make herself ugly. In the film, though, 

when men stare at Tess or compliment her, she usually looks down, or-in the case of 

Groby's crude come-on-she simply walks away. It is difficult to tell just from Kinski's 

performance haw Tess feels about this kind of treatment; her face usually registers no 

emotion, and she says very little about how she feels beyond expressing a vague wish to 

die. 

Interestingly, Polanski manages to make The Chase scene ambiguous, not so much 

because he conceals what happens to Tess, but because he makes her own reaction to it 

entirely unknowable. The scene of the seduction or rape itself is draped in artificiality; 

though it takes place at night, it is clear that Polanski is using a day-for-night filter on the 

lens that turns the scene an unnatural blue. When Alec kisses Tess, she pushes him off the 

horse, and he ends up cutting his head open on a tree stump. This is the first direct 

depiction of violence in the film, and, ironically, the blood that is spilled is not Tess's but 

Alec's. It is actually possible that this moment foreshadows Alec's own death (he will die 

as a consequence of what he is about to do to Tess), just as his carving into a rare roast 

during the scene of his first meeting with Tess presages his murder; but the moment could 

be read as something that justifies his violation of Tess; she has drawn first blood, and 

now he is entitled to win something back. However, it is difficult to tell if this is what 

Polanski means, for what happens next is indeed shrouded in obscurity. While Alec tries 

to comfort Tess, she either falls into a stereotypical swoon or simply falls asleep. Alec 

gently lays her on her back and begins kissing and stroking her. Tess's eyes are closed the 
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whole time, and she appears to be kissing him back unconsciously, as if she is in a dream. 

As Alec grows more forceful, Tess seems to struggle, but it is impossible to tell if she's 

fighting or enjoying what is happening. Finally, fog rolls in and covers the pair-an obvious 

but reasonably effective device. What, then, does The Chase scene mean in this film? As 

is the case with the novel, we cannot say for certain if Tess is raped or seduced; and our 

lack of certainty is because Tess's personal response is so muted that we cannot tell what, 

exactly, is happening to her. 

Likewise, the nature of Tess's relationship with Alec over the next few weeks is 

thrown into doubt by Tess's failure to register emotion. After The Chase scene, Polanski 

crafts a montage that gives a glimpse into Alec's and Tess's life together; he presents her 

with a beautiful new hat, which she looks at with an expression that could be gratitude or 

bewilderment; Alec takes her out rowing on a river, and she looks at him firom under her 

new hat, her expression suggesting either contempt or fear-or both; and we see Tess in 

her garret room, putting her hands to her ears to drown out the sound of Alec knocking 

on the door and begging her to let him in. The first two scenes in the montage could 

easily have come fi'om a romance-in fact, the image of two lovers in a boat has become a 

time-honored clich^but Tess's enigmatic expressions and their occurrence after what may 

very well be a rape scene, tend to make these moment bizarre and even phony; and Tess's 

desire to shut Alec out is also shrouded in ambiguity; does she lock him out because she 

feels guilty, or because she can no longer stand letting her violator continue to violate her? 

What happens to Tess may at first glance seem to be crystal clear, but Tess's lack of 

definable response throws everything into doubt. We don't understand what happens in 
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The Chase because we don't understand her. 

Interestingly, Tess's own words in the film would seem to make her complicit in 

what Alec has done to her. As was mentioned earlier, the film provides a glimpse at the 

letter Tess writes to Angel, and we hear her say in voiceover that she believes her "guilt" 

was proved by the fact God took her baby. The film also has Tess narrate her affair with 

Alec to Angel, something the book elides entirely. While Angel listens, Tess stares into 

the fire and tells her husband that "It was fate that drove me to work for false relations. . .1 

became his mistress in his bed, without love." Polanski's decision to have Tess tell what 

happened to her has been severely criticized; but when it comes right down to it, what 

does Tess's "confession" really say? She blames "fate" for what happened to her, while 

Polanski clearly shows that she was motivated by economic need; and she calls herself 

Alec's mistress when the evidence of Tess's own behavior does not back this up. What is 

really important here is the effect that her words have on Angel, and it is clear they have 

destroyed his own perceptions. Interestingly, Polanski is far harder on Angel than is 

Hardy; when he sends her off to her family, there is no indication that he has left her with 

money; and his attitude remains cold. "May I write to you?" Tess asks. "Oh, yes," Angel 

responds. "If you are ill or in need of anything." The scene is played in front of a fence 

on which someone-perhaps a passing evangelist-has painted in red letters, BLESSED 

ARE THE MERCIFUL. Angel's behavior is cruel and nearly arbitrary; but once again, 

Tess's reactions to his treatment are difficult to gauge. It is not entirely clear if we should 

join Polanski in despising Angel for his treatment of Tess; or join with Tess in believing 

that her suffering is justified. 
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Finally, Tess is so subdued in the scenes between her telling Angel that she has 

killed Alec and her capture at Stonehenge that it is not clear if she has indeed lost her 

mind, or if she simply feels no guilt over a very justifiable act. All of the emotion in these 

scenes is given to Angel. Later, in the scene where Angel and Tess finally consununate 

their love in the house they've broken into. Angel even takes on the role of the woman; he 

buries his head in Tess's lap in a gesture of submission, and, as Wexman points out, Tess 

"takes the initiative by raising Angel's head," thereby initiating their lovemaking (123). 

Wexman argues that Tess in this scene reaches erotic fulfillment-an acceptance of her own 

need for physical love; but, frankly, I believe that it is Angel who is fulfilled here, for it 

seems that Tess's act of loving him allows him to expiate the guilt he feels over having left 

her. And it is the fact that Angel's erotic fulfillment is important that we can understand 

what Polanski has been doing all along; making Tess the vessel for fulfillment of desire. 

Polanski implicates the viewer in wanting to see Tess undressed; and it is that desire-on 

the part of Alec, Angel, Farmer Groby, and the rest-that has led Tess to the gallows. 

Polanski makes his film an indictment of the very desire to see; and he perhaps punishes 

the viewer by denying him or her a "last glimpse" of Tess-he allows her to be contained by 

a simple scroll, "Tess of the d'Urbervilles was hanged in Wintoncester, aforetime capital 

of Wessex." 

Tess is not, it must be said, a perfect film; the dubbing of the French actors (such 

as the woman who plays Angel's mother) is awful, and it cannot be denied that its leisurely 

pace grows ponderous at times. But it is a film that does considerable justice to Hardy-

not because it perfectly replicates the "period" of the novel or because it succeeds in 
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evoking a number of characteristically "Hardean" moments, but because it is concerned 

with the power of artificial means of production to create reality and to shape peoples' 

lives. Ultimately, Polanski indicts the power of the film image to create and destroy the 

individual, as much as Hardy condemns to power of his own words to do the same thing. 

It is in Polanski's deployment of the visual image that he manages to create not only a 

degree of convergence with Hardy's novel, but manages to fulfill Hardy's purpose. 
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NOTES 

1. Kettle, "Hardy: Tess of the D 'Urbervilles discussed in more detail later in 
this chapter. 

2. James to Robert Louis Stevenson, 19 March 1892: "The good little Thomas Hardy 
has scored a great success with Tess of the d'Urbervilles, which is chock full of 
faults and falsity and yet has a singular beauty and charm" (qtd. in Lemer and 
Holmstrom 85). 

3. See, for instance. Springer: "Hardy's public problems with Tess have become a 
familiar metaphor for the Grundian pressures which Victorian novelists faced and 
feared" (122). 

4. Mowbray Morris, "Culture and Anarchy," in Quarterly Review April 1892: 319-
26; repr. in Cox, 214-221. As has been noted by many scholars, Morris was the 
editor who first rejected Tess for serial publication in MacmiUan's Magazine. 

5. See, for instance, the biographical sketch of Hardy that has been published in every 
Signet Classic edition of his novels-unchanged-for decades: "In 1896, disturbed 
by the public outcry over the unconventional subjects of two of his greatest novels, 
Tess of the D 'Urbervilles and Jude the Obscure, he announced that he would 
never write fiction again, and after that he wrote only poetry." 

6. In Blake's assessment. Hardy essentially falls victim to his own project of 
critiquing the way Tess is apprehended as an archetype: "Throughout the novel 
Hardy alternates between idealizing and particularizing Tess. By alternating in this 
way while also calling attention to it, he may be said to exhibit while also 
examining the epistemological sources of her tragedy" (97). Morgan, however, 
believes Hardy is mostly successful in challenging the ways Tess is supposed to be 
viewed, and she finds particular meaning in the "Garden" scene from chapter 19: 
"Tess is drawn close to the 'Garden' yet remains withdrawn fi-om it throughout. 
This emphasis suitably ftilfils the promise of the subtitle, 'A Pure Woman Faithfully 
Presented'. There is no fall, for Tess, that renders her impure, just as there is 
nothing to render her impure by association. In Hardy's eyes (if not in Angel's), 
she remains beyond the boundary of sin-laden archetypes and man-made 'Gardens' 
of diabolism and sexual shame" (86-7). 

7. Lodge, who (in 1966, at least) also argues that Hardy "undertakes to defend Tess 
as a pure woman by emphasizing her kinship with Nature" {Language 176), sees 
conflict in Hardy's attitude toward Romanticism. By associating Tess with 
Nature, Lodge argues. Hardy is drawn "towards the Romantic view of Nature as a 
reservoir of benevolent impulses, a view which one side of his mind [i.e., that of 
the Darwinian rationalist] rejected as falsely sentimental" (Language 176). 
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Ebbatson argues that Hardy's language in regard to Nature is itself Romantic, 
suggesting that Hardy effectiveiy embraced Darwin's "Romantic" view of Nature 
as a "teeming family" (250-1). 

8. Beer isolates the passage that condemns "Nature's holy plan" and argues that 
Hardy associates the phrase not just with Wordsworth, but with Darwin, for 
"Darwin had sought to share Wordsworth's testamental language in his image of 
'Natural Selection', which identified nature with benign planning and makes of 
natural selection a more correct form than man's merely artificial selection. Hardy 
reads such plans as plot; plot becomes malign and entrapping, because it is 
designed without the needs of individual life in mind. Human variety is oppressed 
by the needs which generate plot" (239-40). It should be noted that Beer applies 
this reading to most of Hardy's plots, and not just that of Tess. Beer sees Tess as 
a representative both of the decline of a "great family" on her father's side, and of 
the endurance on her mother's side; she is "a possible form for the 'new' 
woman-both survivor and intelligent forerunner. In that sense Tess dies, wasted" 
(257). 

9. By today's standards, Brooks's and Braybrooke's analyses are unintentionally 
funny. Beach; "[The reader] still has before him those parts of the story where he 
can scarcely read for tears, and where he cannot possibly read aloud for very 
shame of his choking voice" (192-3). Braybrooke; "There is not the slightest 
pandering to the reader, who might quite conceivably grasp that he is slowly but 
surely drowned in an ocean of tears" (54). It is also difficult to accept with a 
straight face Braybrooke's judgment that the "hopeless passion of the women for 
[Angel] Clare seems to be slightly overdrawn. Their misery and longing is almost 
too cruel to be quite true. And yet, on the other hand, women cannot be accused 
of an intense rationalism!" (60). What is remarkable is that neither critic does 
much to show Hardy's identification with Tess, but everything to show their own. 

10. Higonnet argues that Hardy struggled with various means to convey the woman's 
"voice," and she finally concludes that Hardy's real accomplishment is his 
allowance of gaps and elisions within the narrative. To Higonnet, "Hardy's 
silences reproduce but displace Tess's difficulty in coming to speech. We have 
been asked whether her story will 'bear' telling, a burden, it seems, that Tess alone 
must take on. A curious inversion takes place; the narrative becomes the margin 
for her silently spoken secret, raising the question of the propriety of narrative-
making itself The problem of giving voice to a woman's story ironically becomes 
a figure for the problem of giving voice to experience and to the Other at all" 
("Woman's Story" 27). 

11. I have put Wicke's study together with Marxist analyses simply because her 
consideration of the commodification of Tess and of Hardy's novel falls more-or-
less along Marxist lines. In point of fact, Wicke's essay is published expressly as 
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"a cultural perspective" on Tess, and Wicke herself-though she endorses Lukacs's 
theory of reification-wams against the Marxist fault of "sentimentally disposing of 
Tess and her tribe as the predestined victims of capitalism" (S8S). 

12. Among readings along this line are Silverman, who sees Tess as the subject of the 
"constructing gaze," which establishes that she is a "canvas" upon which patterns 
(of desire) are imposed (7-8); Michie, who considers the rape of Tess an 
"inscription" that provides her with a bodily history that men and culture must 
interpret (112-13); and Rooney, who sees Hardy as selecting "the opposition 
between rape and seduction as the mechanism for articulating Tess's purity," thus 
"textualizing" Tess's body and making it impossible for him to represent her as 
both pure and raped (465). 

13. SQCGXC%OT, The Great Web, \96-20A. Casagrande in ^/ior//ro</oxcreates 
a bizarre term-"beaugly"-to describe Hardy's new aesthetic. To Casagrande, 
beaugliness can be found in such contrasts as the fact that Tess is "a woman pure 
with unavoidable impurity" (103). 

14. See Miller, Fiction and Repetition. "There is no 'original version,' only an endless 
sequence of [causes for Tess's fate], rows and rows written down as it were 'in 
some old book,' always recorded from some previously existing exemplar" (141). 
This repetition causes the reader to make connections and to find a pattern, thus 
contributing to the narrative process (144). Garson reads the overdeterminance in 
the novel as showing a tension in genres, between the "foundling novel" and the 
"fallen woman novel," and as showing Hardy's conflicted feelings about his own 
class background (130-6). Silverman's perspective is that "the very density of 

representational activity attests to difficulties of containment-to a certain 
slippage of Tess out of the paradigms that structure her" (21). To Shires, Hardy 
overdetermines Tess's fate so as to "aggressively [assault] an audience whose 
subtlety of understanding he repeatedly tests. Alec-like, he lures us into a fictional 
world to raise and violate our Angel-like desire for some monolithic essence of 
female purity. And he challenges our narrator-like sentimental and patriarchal 
wishfulness by showing that a violated woman can not 'get over' her ordeals, as if 
she were just putting on new clothes" ("Radical Aesthetic" 151). 

15. I have found only one article that deals entirely with the sign painter sequence (see 
note 16). Usually, this character and his messages are glossed by critics simply to 
support a larger point; i.e., that the painter's is another masculine voice used to 
oppress women (see, for instance, Higonnet, "Woman's Story" 18); or that he fits 
into a definite "pattern" in the novel, such as in Hillis Miller's contention that 
"Each episode of the novel is, like one of the words in the [painter's] sign, 
separated from the others, but when all are there in a row the meaning emerges. 
This meaning is not outside the words but within them" (Fiction and Repetition 
141). The painter sequence has been most commonly read in humanistic terms, 
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such as in Homback's statement that the painter's message "describes the whole 
philosophical and argumentative thesis of the novel-that the past is never 
dead-and at the same time creates a significant dramatic movement out of this 
oracular confrontation between Tess and the voice of her fate" (112). 

16. To my knowledge, the only previous critic to make this observation is Ronald J. 
Nelson, in the sole article I've found that deals specifically with the painter. 
Nelson's argument is that the painter's misquotation makes him "a false 
prophet-the very kind of person being warned against in 2 Peter" (66), but Nelson 
takes 2 Peter at face value, ignoring its problematic history. 

17. Nelson believes that the painter himself \s a false prophet, as the character gives 
the passage "his own private interpretation," which goes directly against the 
lessons of 2 Peter. Point taken, but again the epistle itself is problematic; whose 
authority, exactly, does the painter misrepresent? 

1S. Richard Nemesvari demonstrates that Hardy was indeed aware of the New 
Testament "Apocrypha"-if anything, through his familiarity with the writings of 
Matthew Amold-and he suggests 's that Jess's successor, Jude the Obscure, is 
essentially an ironic rewriting of the apocryphal epistle of St. Jude ("Appropriating 
the Word" 52 fE; see also chapter 5 of this study). If Hardy was aware that many 
biblical scholars consider 2 Peter and Jude to be by the same author, it is possible 
that he intended Tess and Jude to be companion-pieces, with each novel reflecting 
upon a different-though related-apocryphal epistle. 

19. My argument here owes a good deal to Charlotte Thompson, 740-44, though 
Thompson does not deal with the sign painter sequence. 

20. Rosemarie Morgan reads the baptism scene as a parody of Christian ritual; "Irony 
and scepticism point to [Hardy's] scorn of a cultural ideology that fosters, under 
the mantle of Christianity, both the myth of the fallen woman's guilt and the guilt 
of unbaptised innocents" (102). I agree with Morgan's assessment; further, I 
acknowledge that if Hardy has imbued the scene with satirical qualities, he actually 
is undercutting his picture of Tess as a Christ-figure. But Tess as a character is 
subject to multiple readings, a point I take up later in the chapter. 

21. Recently, Shires has argued that The Chase scene is "blurred" by Hardy so that he 
can force the readers to face the fact that their own judgments of the 
situation-whether they blame Alec or Tess for what happens-are socially 
constructed ("Radical Aesthetic" 153-4), a view that is in keeping with my own. 

22. A similar point is made by Garrett Stewart; "Just as the far horizons of Tess's plot 
lies with the reader in the impure security of reception, so does its other vanishing 
point reach back behind the story to those textual prototypes from which it-along 
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with much of the reader's intellectual invigoration, and none of the 
heroine's-derives" (539). 

23. A slightly different argument is made by Shires, who finds Alec to be such an 
obvious stereotype that Hardy manages "to subvert that stereotype's very 
obviousness" ("Radical Aesthetic" 152). 

24. This point was perhaps best made by Lodge, who says Angel "is constantly trying 
to dignify the homely pastoral in which he is involved-the country wooing of a 
milkmaid-by Art, by talking to [Tess] about 'pastoral life in ancient Greece' and 
calling her by classical names. . ., thus demonstrating that he is not really prepared 
to accept a mate from unconstrained Nature" (Language of Fiction 184). 
Interesting that, though he is critical of Angel's pastoralizing of Tess, Lodge 
himself reads her in essentially pastoral terms. 

25. Blake also argues that Angel sees Tess as a generic type, though her focus is 
primarily on Angel's conception of Tess as a woman. Blake complicates the issue 
of purity in the novel in an interesting way, arguing that Angel's "horror of Tess's 
un-intactness bespeaks his allegiance to the purity of the generic as such, as well as 
to the feminine principle of erotic purity that furnishes the dramatic text" ("Pure 
Tess" 94-5). 

26. Charlotte Thompson makes a similar case, arguing that Hardy uses both allusions 
and certain "trigger words" (my phrase) such as ascent, descent, and Fall to play 
upon readers' private tendency to link human experience with the natural world. 
In the readers' minds, Thompson argues, certain "upward"-directed words and 
images connect the story to transcendence, while "downward"-directed words 
point to Tess's "fall" (745-6). 

27. Another area that is open to possible misreading is where Tess gives the short 
speech that first attracts Angel to her. At the breakfast table, Tess speaks of souls 
being "made to go outside our bodies when we are alive. . by fixing your mind 
upon [some big bright star]" (94). Tess had earlier told Abraham that some stars 
are really "blighted" worlds, so is it possible that she really puts her faith in such 
unstable vessels of transcendence? Hardy's narrator even parodies the notion of 
transcendence by showing that the drunken patrons at Rolliver's Inn are in a state 
"wherein the souls expanded beyond their skins" (16). Tess's speech causes Angel 
to see only her innocence, and many a critic to see her desire for self-extinction. 
Neither Angel nor the reader is aware that Tess might be passing on "degraded" 
information here, and that they are reading into Tess's words what they want to 
find there. 

28. The year of release for Tess is variously listed as 1979, 1980, or even 1981. The 
film was completed in 1979 and released in Europe that year. Columbia Pictures 
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agreed to distribute the film in America, and put the film in limited release in the 
U. S. at the end of 1980 to qualify for the Academy Awards. Tess was given its 
general American release later in 1981. I have chosen to use 1979 as the year of 
Tess's release, since this is the year the film premiered. 

29. Polanski's statement is remarkably similar to John Schlesinger's reported comment 
that he wished to break away from realistic pictures and to make "something more 
romantic about another age," which led him, of course, to Far from the Madding 
Crowd (see chapter 3). It is interesting that two directors should find Hardy's 
works to be an "escape" from realism, violence, and "dark" subject matter in 
general. 

30. To be fair, more than ten years after Marcus's review first appeared, she 
characterized it as a "pretty rough piece" on Tess-, so she may have since moved 
away from some of the views she expressed. See Marcus, 93/i. 

31. Frequently, critics and viewers have seen in Polanski's films parallels to specific 
events in his life. Barbara Leaming's study is filled with instances where she reads 
Polanski's films as straight autobiography; e.g., she argues that Cul-de-Sac is 
"Polanski's fictionalized portrait of his marriage to Basia [Kwiatkowska], his 
humiliation by her, and his continued longing" (67). On February 7, 2000, the Arts 
and Entertainment Network ran a profile of Polanski as part of its "Biography" 
series, and the program contains a number of instances where Polanski's life is 
read into his films. Thom Mount, the producer of Death and the Maiden (1994), 
identifies the claustrophobic images that appear in Polanski's films as originating 
with his memories of the shrinking of the Krakow ghetto; and Richard Sylbert, the 
production designer on Chinatown, says of the character of Evelyn Mulwray (Faye 
Dunaway) in that film; "The girl dies. Of course the girl dies. That's what 
happened to Sharon" ("Roman Polanski; Reflections"). Polanski often dismisses 
autobiographical readings of his films; but at the time of this writing, he is 
preparing a Holocaust drama. The Pianist, which he admits relates to his own 
childhood experiences. 

32. Polanski's preferred title-and the title under which the film originally appeared in 
Britain- is Dance of the Vampires. Its American distributor recut the film and 
changed its title to The Fearless Vampire Killers; or. Pardon Me, But Your Teeth 
Are in My Neck-boiYi of which earned Polanski's displeasure (Wexman 57). The 
uncut version of the film is now generally available in the U. S., but its altered title 
remains, and I use it here because of its familiarity. 

33. Polanski's take on Macbeth also suggests that much of what happens could be in 
the mind of Macbeth (John Finch). Banquo's ghost and the dagger that appears 
before Macbeth's hand could either be supernatural or just hallucinations; but the 
"show of kings" is clearly brought on by a hallucinogenic drink given to Macbeth 
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by the witches. 

34. There are other, perhaps less significant, omissions, but they have still generated 
complaint. William Costanzo and Margaret Harris, perhaps influenced by Hillis 
Miller's essay in Fiction and Repetition, both criticize Polanski for leaving out the 
novel's patterns of red (Costanzo 74; Harris 121-2); Waldman faults the film for 
omitting the fact that Angel leaves Tess with £50, which is wasted by her family 
(431); and Charles L. Fierz's entire essay is built on the charge that Polanski 
entirely "misses" the fact Tess's tragedy stems from her being the product of an 
alcoholic father and of a dysfunctional family (103 ff.; see also note 37 below). 

35. Brach has collaborated with Polanski on the screenplays for most of his films, 
beginning with Repulsion. John Brownjohn was hired to translate Polanski's and 
Brach's French script for Tess into English and to make the dialogue more true to 
the Dorset idiom; and both Burrill and Polanski have taken pleasure in pointing out 
the remarkable coincidence that Brownjohn's hometown is Mamhull, the model 
for Marlott (Burrill, "Wessex Tales"; Polanski 429). Brownjohn has collaborated 
on the scripts for most of Polanski's films since Tess. 

36. Both Harris and Widdowson point out that Marx was unavailable in English during 
the 1880s. Harris considers the inclusion of Marx's book to be a rather simple-
minded literalization of Hardy's description of Angel as "sticking communisticaliy" 
to the concept of working with others (122); and Widdowson presumes the book 
is used in the film to illustrate Angel's "half-baked socialism" {Hardy in History 
121). 

37. After considering these scenes, it is difficult to understand how Charles Fierz can 
argue that Polanski fails to understand Jack's alcoholism and how it effects Tess 
and her family. 

38. This is yet another sore point for Margaret Harris, who calls the buildings 
"uncompromisingly French" (119). 
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CHAPTER 5: 
HARDY'S JUDE THE OBSCURE AND WINTERBOTTOM'S JUDE: 

COHERENCE AND CODIFICATION 

I 

Had there never been a film or television adaptation of Jude the Obscure (1895), 

the novel would still have a place in this study, since no book has done more to create a 

cultural image of Thomas Hardy. It is one of those novels like Robinson Crusoe or Great 

Expectaiions-or, to name two more recent examples. To Kill a Mockingbird and The 

Catcher in the Rye-iYxaX one needn't necessarily read in order to have an idea what it's 

about. Jude has entered the popular culture as Hardy's "most depressing" novel; a salvo 

against the hypocrisy of Victorian socio-sexual mores; the book that was so harshly 

reviewed that Hardy gave up novel-writing forever. More than any other Hardy novel it 

has a story completely independent of the one contained in its pages. Many encyclopedia 

entries on Hardy, introductions to selections from his works in anthologies, and, naturally, 

prefaces to the various editions of Jude the Obscure itself, keep alive the now-infamous 

tales of the outrage that greeted Jude's publication; the pillorying of the author as "Hardy 

the Degenerate" and the parodying of the novel as Jude the Obscene, the bishop who 

threw the book on the fire (Hardy's response to this act-"probably in his despair at not 

being able to bum me" [Jude vi]-is typically inserted like the punch line to a joke); 

Hardy's realization that he had taken the novel form as far as he could. In short, to speak 

of Jude the Obscure is to conjure in many peoples' minds the image of a deeply 

pessimistic author whose dark, despairing, and highly sexual view of the human condition 
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was roundly rejected by a conservative, strait-laced Victorian society. 

Of course, this image of Hardy did not spring up by itself. In his 1912 "Postscript" 

to Jude, Hardy is shown to be deeply invested in perpetuating the role of the prophet who 

is without honor in his own land. He shakes his head over the British and American critics 

who chose to ignore the book's apparently "real" story, that of "shattered illusions," in 

order that they might focus on the "twenty or thirty pages of sorry detail deemed 

necessary to complete the narrative, and show the antitheses in Jude's life" (vi); he defends 

his novel as a moral and sensible work against the cries of the Philistines; and he 

announces that the whole unpleasant business "completely cur[ed] me of further interest in 

novel-writing" (vi). This is Hardy as Jeremiah, or perhaps Cassandra^ railing against the 

society that misreads and ignores what he has to say; and it is this Hardy who is kept alive 

by several major currents that run through the criticism of Jude the Obscure. Hardy-the-

Prophet is popularly held to be making in Jude his most comprehensive fictional statement 

that humankind is forever buffeted by the twin forces of society and fate-neither of which 

will allow Jude and Sue to live the kind of unconventional life they want-and that these 

two forces lead it invariably toward a tragic end. Critics who have read and continue to 

read Jude as an indictment of society and/or a dissection of the workings of fate continue 

the process of creating a stolid image of Hardy as the eternal pessimist, the grim tragedian 

ever shaking his fist against a "Crass Casualty" that forever obstructs the sun and the rain; 

but, while the novel certainly accommodates such readings, they too often can deflect 

attention from the ultimate business of the novel-that is, being a novel. 
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Jude the Obscure is unique among Hardy's fiction because, as many critics have 

pointed out, it is his most richly allusive work;' as such, I feel, it is his most self

consciously dialogistic. Jude comes as close as a novel can to imitating a cacophony; 

Hardy employs varying styles, viewpoints, themes, allusions, and ideas; and ultimately this 

slumgullion stew of language serves to break down the authority of the artistic and literary 

modes of expression in which characters like Jude and Sue have wrapped themselves, as 

well as to break down the novel form that Hardy himself utilizes. The almost symbiotic 

connection between the novel Jude the Obscure and the written word poses immediate 

problems in terms of creating a film adaptation, as we shall see; but it has also proved a 

challenge to some critics of the novel, who, when faced with the multiplicity of Jude's 

viewpoints, have concentrated on the most obvious ones; those that critique society and 

apparently assign mankind's troubles to fate. 

Why have the critics chosen to focus on these aspects of the novel? One possible 

explanation is put forth by Joe Fisher, who believes that Hardy's novels are built on two 

layers. On the "surface" is a text designed to appeal to the publishers and to the reading 

public, while below that is a "hidden" text that is radically subversive of the consumer-i.e., 

capitalist-culture into which the novel was brought into being (7-8). Using Fisher's 

system as a basis, one can say that critics have either responded to the immediately visible 

text, or reacted to what they detect moving underneath the surface of that text. Fisher's 

argument is appealing, but I feel that it collapses when one applies it to Jude} If anything, 

the novel has been considered subversive since Day One; just about every analysis of Jude 
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identifies some form of "attack" on one social system or another. I am also not entirely 

convinced that the novel is "layered;" rather, it seems to be made up of strands-somt 

interweaving and crisscrossing, some running side by side, and some undoubtedly loud and 

colorful in comparison to the quieter and more subdued strands. Certainly the loudest of 

Jiide's strands are the ones dealing with marriage and sex; Arabella is drawn so broadly, 

Jude's sexual fhistrations are made so acute, and Sue's apparent frigidity is so mysterious 

in origin and nature, that these issues demand immediate attention. The early criticism of 

Hardy's treatment of marriage and sex in Jude is important here because it has stuck; the 

debates that Jude sparked in 189S and 1896 have become part of the novel itself-it is 

difficult to read the story independent of the knowledge that many of its first readers 

considered it offensive and dangerous-and because many of today's critics are still 

reacting to Jude's original reviewers or working within critical fi'ameworks that those 

reviewers helped establish. 

The natural starting point for any discussion of the critical response to the 

treatment of sex in Jude is Margaret Oliphant's review in Blackwood's (January 1896), 

which is, of course, most notorious for its branding the novel "an assault on the stronghold 

of marriage" (Cox 260). Oliphant's review is usually held up as one of the most 

grundyistic attacks on Jude, but beneath her school-marmish tone, Oliphant is deeply 

concerned with how Hardy manipulates his women characters to create his attack on 

matrimony. Oliphant charges that it has 

become the method with men, in the hands of many of whom women have 
returned to the role of the temptress given to them by the old monkish sufferers of 
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ancient times, who fled to the desert, like Anthony, to get free of them, but even 
there barely escaped with their lives from the seductions of the sirens, who were so 
audacious as to follow them to the very scene of the macerations and miseries into 
which the unhappy men plunged to escape from their toils. In the books of the 
younger men, it is now the woman who seduces-it is no longer the man. (Cox 260) 

This is actually the first truly feminist analysis o^Jude the Obscure-, and, while Oliphant's 

attention to the marriage problem has today become nearly a dead issue, her concern with 

how the novel depicts women and how they affect men in the social sphere remains 

current. Most of the early treatments of the women in Jude actually seem to back up 

Oliphant's complaint, as these reviews deal largely with how women relate to Jude Fawley 

and his story. For instance, Lascelles Abercrombie argued in 1912 that "any kind of 

woman would be the ruin of Jude," as all women hold him back from realizing both 

himself and the ability to reach his goals (161). Abercrombie deals with Sue only as a 

psychological study; but in terms of the novel's "other" woman, he says with a great deal 

of admiration that, "as a type of the woman rudely called 'man-eaters,' Arabella is a 

masterpiece" (161). Later, D. H. Lawrence's enormously influential Study of Thomas 

(1936)-which has received both praise and damns from current feminist critics'-

apparently argues (as does Lxidy Chatterley's Lover) that the key to social happiness lies 

in reclaiming a kind of Arcadian sexual oneness that balances the masculine and feminine 

natures within all people. Lawrence allows Hardy's women something no other critic had: 

a sexual identity of their own; but in the end he still sees women mainly in terms of Jude's 

story. In Lawrence's reading, Arabella is a study in healthy female sexuality, something 

she uses to make a "man" out of Jude (495); but Sue becomes a woman who "was bom 
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with the vital female atrophied in her; she was almost a male" (496). While Jude's 

"balance" of masculine and feminine attributes give him a sense of "wholeness," Sue's 

"over-balance" of male attributes ultimately rob her a body; and Jude's fault is that he fails 

to appreciate Sue as a unique being. In short, Abercrombie and Lawrence argue that one 

of Jude's strongest themes is that Jude needs to connect to something within himself, and 

that women serve either as the barrier or as the key to self-discovery."* This view has not 

entirely been abandoned; in his 1961 "Afterword" to the Signet yi/</e the Obscure, which 

is still in print, A. Alvarez called Sue and Arabella the platonic "white and black horses" 

that draw the chariot of Jude's soul (408). 

More recent feminist criticism has largely rescued Sue-and, occasionally, Arabella 

-fi'om being seen primarily in relation to Jude's story; and has fi'equently striven to show 

that Hardy uses Sue in part to critique the roles that late Victorian culture forced women 

to play. In 1975, Mary Jacobus created a ground-breaking study in which she attacked the 

popular tendency to read Sue as a psychological "type"-rather. Jacobus contends that 

Hardy uses Sue's consciousness to explore "the tyranny of sexual orthodoxy," which 

imposes a social identity upon women (310). In Jacobus's reading, Sue's story becomes 

one of revolt-both against conventional society and for "the right to give or withhold 

herself as she chooses" (313). Three years later, Kathleen Blake convincingly argued that 

Sue's seemingly schizophrenic behavior is actually an accurate depiction of the mindset of 

many feminists of the 1890s: she represses her sexuality in order to escape being seen 

simply as a sexual object (709-11 fT.). In the past few years, feminist criticism of the novel 
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has become concerned not only with the roles women play in society and in relation to 

men, but how society forces men to behave in regard to women and toward themselves. 

Elizabeth Langland, for instance, claims that Jude succumbs to masculine discourses of 

scholarship, chivalry, and manliness; and, in trying to live by these codes, he is first 

trapped into marriage by Arabella's false claim of pregnancy, and then he casts himself in 

the societal rote of seducer after Sue's collapse toward the end of the novel (32 ff.). 

Similarly, James M. Harding's Freudian treatment of the novel has Jude misreading female 

sexuality as a kind of "castrated" masculinity, and this fear of the feminine causes him to 

transfer his desires to Christminster as a means of escaping that threat (97).' 

Just as in the early reviews of Jttde the Obscure we can see the first examples of 

feminist criticism of the novel, so too can we find the beginning of a tradition that sees 

Jude solely as an attack on societal institutions. The anonymous critic in Saturday Review 

(8 February 1896) calls the novel a "tremendous indictment of the system which closes our 

three English teaching universities to what is, and what has always been, the noblest 

material in the intellectual life of this country-the untaught" (qtd. in Cox 283); and many 

subsequent critics have viewed Jude as a "problem" novel that exposes the harsh and 

arbitrary machinations of social systems-but they are usually silent when it comes to 

naming what, if any, solutions Hardy offers to these problems. The novel thus becomes an 

angry expose that is less concerned with reform than with condemnation. This traditional 

way of reading Jude continues today in Marxist criticism; for instance, to Terry Eagleton, 

"Jude's labour-power is exploited literally to prop up the structures which exclude him. 
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His work is restorative of the old world rather than productive of the new, devalued to 

'copying, patching and imitating'" (65); and this "old world" ideology is so pervasive that 

it needn't actively crush those caught in its workings-the self (Jude) ultimately acts as "its 

own censor, anxiously desiring its own extinction" (70). Similarly, Fisher argues that Jude 

is a novel that exposes the working man's plight; but Fisher's target is far more specific 

than just a vaguely-defined power structure; 

Jude dies of ossification before he reaches the book's age. The work he needs to 
do in order to earn a living leads eventually to his death, turning his lungs to the 
stone which builds that structure. This is the true "christian" revelation; each stone 
is, in effect, a working-class individual who has been worked to death to produce 
Christminster's ideological, as well as its physical, superstructure. (179) 

Lastly, Jude has long been seen as Hardy's last attempt in fiction to work out a 

cohesive theme about the helplessness of mankind in the clutches of blind, unfeeling fate. 

The anonymous reviewer in Athenaeum (23 November 1895) argues that the workings of 

fate is a growing theme in Hardy's novels and concludes that "in its latest development in 

this book it becomes almost grotesque" (qtd. in Cox 250); while William Dean Howells 

claims that in Jude Hardy "has made me feel our unity with that [pre-Christian] world in 

the very essence of his art. He has given me the same pity and despair in view of the blind 

struggles of his modem English lower-middle-class people that I experience from the 

destinies of the August figures of Greek fable" (qtd. in Cox 253), and Richard le Gallienne 

attempts to disentangle Jude from then-current controversies by declaring that the novel is 

"an indictment of much older and crueller laws than those relating to marriage, the laws of 

the universe" (qtd. in Cox 278). Here again we see Hardy as the great tragedian, who has 
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consciously infused all of his novels with classical elements that provide a coherent theme 

to all of his works. So, just as one strain of criticism has argued that Jude is entirely 

caught up in social concerns, another contends that the novel has loftier, more 

"humanistic" goals; specifically, that Hardy infused Jude-d& he did all of his previous 

novels-with classical elements that provide a coherent tragic theme to his oeuvre. Among 

the most durable humanist readings QiJude are Bert Homback's 1971 study, in which he 

argues that Jude is essentially doomed by committing one fatal mistake-marrying Arabella 

(127 ff); and Ian Gregor's interpretation in his enormously influential The Great Web 

(1974), in which the tragedies of Jude and Sue become significant because the couple is 

part of an overarching human design-to diminish one person is to diminish all. Even a 

recent study like Shirley Stave's The Decline of the Goddess {\995), which is ostensibly 

concerned with feminism and Hardy's use of Nature, still fits neatly into the humanist 

tradition, as she claims that, in Jude, "Hardy repeatedly locates the cruelty and the source 

of trauma solidly within the human community" (129). Of course. Hardy did have his 

humanist concerns, but to read Jude as the capstone of Hardy's humanist enterprise-as 

these above studies effectively do-seems slightly misguided. All of the cited studies 

marginalize or exclude those novels that don't fit into the "master theme;" and, as 

Widdowson points out, such exclusions also marginalize other issues Hardy was 

concerned with {Hardy in History 23 ff). To call Jude Hardy's "ultimate" statement on 

anything is to presume he was developing the same theme fi'om the time he first put pen to 

paper. 
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I have not cited these examples from the critical history of Jude the Obscure to 

attack them or to argue that in any ways the critical viewpoints represented here are 

wrong. Rather, I wish to show the traditions of reading Jude-. they are, as I said before, a 

part of the novel itself; and the novel certainly accommodates these traditional readings. 

However, as a book made up of disparate strands, Jude generates many simultaneous 

readings; and for nearly every reading the novel creates, it also creates a counter-vtadxn^, 

that puts the matter of interpretation into question. Take, for example, the novel's 

treatment of fate. On the eve of Jude's and Sue's planned wedding (Part V, chapter 4), 

Widow Edlin tells the couple the grim but farcical tale of their supposed ancestor's bad 

marriage, which culminates in his being gibbeted for stealing his child's coffin and his wife 

going mad. Though the narrator spoofs the tale as an "exhilarating tradition fi-om the 

widow on the eve of the solemnization" (278), it still resonates with Sue and Jude-and 

especially with Little Father Time, who, like the voice of doom, declares, "If I was you, 

Mother, I wouldn't marry Father!" (278). The couple end up casting their own relatively 

small and insignificant planned marriage in the light of the grandest Greek and biblical 

tragedies. Sue says, 

". . .How horrid that story was last night! It spoilt my thoughts of to-day. It 
makes me feel as if a tragic doom overhung our family, as it did the house of 
Atreus." 

"Or the house of Jeroboam," said the quondam theologian. (279) 

The way this sequence is narrated is representative of Hardy's technique in the novel as a 

whole. At the center is a chunk of information-the Antigone-like story of the Fawleys' 

supposed ancestor-and surrounding it are multiple ways of reading this information; the 
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satire of the narrator. Widow Edlin's doubts as to this Fawley's being a relative of Jude 

and Sue, Little Father Time's grim pronouncement, Jude and Sue's referencing of Greek 

and biblical tragedies to give the story personal resonance. Four separate ways of reading 

the incident are brought into play, and all serve to undermine the authority and meaning of 

the story. It is difficult to determine what, exactly, its significance is. In this way. Hardy 

calls into question the characters'-as well as his and our own-understanding of how 

words relate to their referents, and how our perception of words shapes the events of our 

lives. 

Just as the dialogism of Hardy's novel calls into question the workings of fate, so 

too does it undercut the role that society plays in the furtherance of Jude's and Sue's 

troubles. The characters clearly express the view that society has rejected them for their 

unconventionality (Jude, famously, declares that it "takes two or three generations to do 

what I tried to do in one" [321])-and indeed at times the characters do suffer at society's 

hands-but the novel's treatment of the workings of society is more problematic. As David 

Lodge observes, "There were very real social and economic forces working against a man 

in [Jude's] position and with his aspirations, but they are only portrayed in the margins, so 

to speak, of the story; and Jude never puts them seriously to the test" ("Pessimism" 193). 

This is true. Why does Jude immediately abandon his dream of becoming a don once he 

receives the discouraging letter from T. Tetuphenay of Biblioll College; and why does he 

discard his plan to become a country parson almost as soon as he conceives it? It appears 

that Jude-and, as a matter of fact. Sue-both adhere to rigid principles that cause them to 
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rule out compromise with the world they live in. In effect, they commit themselves to a 

kind of orthodoxy, a way of "living by the letter" that is manifested in their attempts to 

order their lives according to the written and spoken word. Throughout the novel, Jude 

and Sue rely upon older forms, uses, and expressions of language-Latin, the Bible, Greek 

mythoiogy-in order to help them define themselves and the world that surrounds them, 

but in deferring to language, the characters' sense of self eventually collapses. Similarly, 

the narrator of Jude, who in many respects deserves to be regarded as a character in his 

own right, is constantly deferring to earlier, "classic" writers, to other genres, and to more 

exalted forms of expression in order to shape how the story is to be read; but all too often 

these forms reveal Hardy's own distrust of the power and authority of the Word to create 

a kind of reality. 

Since Jude the Obscure is a novel that constantly deploys and questions its own 

use of the Word, this raises a problem: Can this same novel be adapted to cinematic form 

and still be considered a faithful and accurate rendering of that novel? To put it bluntly, 

no. Jude the Obscure is so thoroughly catalyzed by literary referents that the story cannot 

be brought to the screen without being rendered incoherent in cinematic terms. However, 

the novel has become so encrusted with popular critical interpretations that it can be 

filmed by basing the adaptation not so much on Hardy's text as on a dominant mode of 

reading that text. This seems to be the approach taken in Michael Winterbottom's 1996 

motion picture, simply titled Jude. When examined, it can be seen that though he changes 

Hardy's novel a great deal, Winterbottom remains faithful to one dominant cultural way of 
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interpreting 7i/Je-as a form of social protest. Winterbottom's approach to the film is 

revealed in an interview with Films in Review, in which he says, "In any society there are 

always going to be those who are outside what's accepted, for political reasons or moral 

reasons, reasons of their behaviour or their ideas, and you will always be able to read that 

story and understand it. . . .[You can] see that Jude is not able to fulfill the ambitions and 

dreams that he has because of economic and cultural problems" ("FIR" 74). The film does 

indeed focus on the "economic" problems that face Jude, bringing the sordid living 

conditions of the characters to life in grimy detail; and the "cultural" problems 

Winterbottom identifies seem to be based on the original controversy that Jude the 

Obscure stirred up; how society responds to sexual relationships. Basically, the film 

replaces Hardy's admittedly dif!icult-to-translate booby-trap of a text with a highly visual 

story that focuses on love and sex; and it creates a dialectic that suggests that it is Jude 

and Sue's rejection of socially-approved sexual relationships that drives the two characters 

to continued ostracization and tragedy. Furthermore, the film tries to reinterpret the story 

in more-or-less "feminist" terms, and it is here that Winterbottom's film truly runs into 

trouble; for in trying to reproduce two dominant critical discourses that shape a reading of 

Jude the Obscure, the film begins to argue against itself, creating not so much a kind of 

dialogism akin to what marks the novel, but a kind of cinematic schizophrenia. 

Winterbottom's blames society for sexual repression while it ultimately and 

unwittingly endorses that repression; and the cultural "Hardy" that this film creates is 

therefore far fi-om the truth. 
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II 

Jude the Obscure is a novel that is in perpetual motion; people continually move 

from location to location, incident to incident, creating a pattern that Richard Carpenter 

says is "equivalent to the rootlessness and confusion in the lives of the characters" 

{Thomas Hardy 139).® True enough; but I believe that rather than simply mirroring the 

characters' mental and physical states, the novel's movements are brought into being by 

what the characters see. At just about every stage in the novel, the major characters are 

depicted in the act of interpreting the world around them, and how they interpret 

individual signs determines the courses they take. However, Hardy continually points out 

that there are no fixed, immutable meanings; as soon as someone assigns a value to what 

he or she sees. Hardy shows that other values are possible. We can see this narrative 

system clearly at work in Part II, "At Christminster," where Jude arrives at a stone

mason's workyard in hopes of receiving temporary employment while he pursues his 

dream of becoming a scholar. There he concludes that the craft of masonry is "as worthy 

as that dignified by the name of scholarly study within the noblest of the colleges" (87); 

but he also comes to recognize that the Gothic style of masonry in which he has trained 

himself will do him little immediate good; 

[He] perceived that at best only copying, patching and imitating went on here; 
which he fancied to be owing to some temporary and local cause. He did not at 
that time see that mediaevalism was as dead as a fern-leaf in a lump of coal; that 
other developments were shaping in the world around him, in which Gothic 
architecture and its associations had no place. The deadly animosity of 
contemporary logic and vision towards so much of what he held in reverence was 
not yet revealed to him. (87) 
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Jude takes in the information that the work done here is primarily repairs, and he chooses 

to interpret it as "temporary" problem, something that won't radically alter his world view. 

By allowing himself to believe that Gothic architecture is still a vital force, Jude can 

continue on the course he has set out. However, Hardy's narrator here also commits 

himself to a particular mode of interpretation: that "contemporary logic and vision" will 

eventually crush Jude's dreams, and that Jude is blind to this fact. What to Jude isn't so 

much as a minor setback becomes for the narrator the source of tragedy; but is the 

narrator's perception automatically the correct one? Several critics have commented on 

the role Hardy's narrator serves in Jude, and many of them argue that this narrator has a 

vested interest in shaping the story as a tragedy. To Richard Benvenuto, the narrator, like 

Little Father Time, is aware of the amorality and indifference of the laws that govern the 

universe, and this perspective is supposed to stand in ironic contrast to Jude's 

"personalizing" view of the world (32-3); while Frank Giordiano has shown that Hardy 

glosses over "happy" periods in Jude's life so as to "not permit the joyousness to distract 

attention from Jude's inexorable movement toward his goal of self-destruction" (125). 

However, Dale Kramer argues that the narrator deliberately exaggerates or over-

sentimentalizes incidents in order to call his own perception into question, and to show 

that it is no more or less valid than any other perspective in the novel {Forms 152-5). My 

own view is that all of these approaches can be synthesized; Hardy is indeed determined to 

forge the novel into a tragedy; but the language he uses to craft that tragedy is so loaded 

that it constantly undercuts his enterprise, calling into question the inevitability of that 
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tragedy. In the workyard passage, the narrator alludes to "other developments" that are 

shaping the world, but there is no evidence that, though they may be hostile to the Gothic, 

they are in themselves destructive; and given the popularity of the Gothic Revival and the 

influence of Ruskin's theories on Gothic art during the late Victorian period, the narrator 

seems to have no authority to pronounce medievalism dead. Jude, then, pushes himself 

forward on his quest and the narrator pushes his story toward tragedy, but the authority 

for these movements remains suspect. 

Another problem with the narrative voice is that, even though it is determined to 

show that Jude is headed for tragedy, it seems equally determined to undercut Jude's 

position as a tragic character. In the workyard passage above, the narrator shifts from 

Jude's limited perception (that the lack of new Gothic architecture is "owing to some 

temporary and local cause") to a tone of scom-or even of dismissal-which is a common 

feature of the novel. Hardy's narrator seems to feel that Jude has inadequately prepared 

himself to face the world, and that he allows himself to fall in love with visions and ideals 

that the narrator believes have little place in the world of "reality." To the narrator, these 

flaws make Jude not only tragic, but absurd-iudc"s story is thus treated with elements of 

pathos and farce, and at times farce seems to win out.^ John Sutherland has pointed out 

that the voice of Hardy's narrator is one of "ostentatious knowingness," and that "Much 

of the authority of the novel comes from the sense. . .that the author has the privilege of 

that knowledge which Victorian society will deny Jude" (162). Sutherland is certainly 

correct in identifying the narrator's superiority of knowledge in regards to Jude; but his 
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analysts misses a crucial point-the narrator's position is that the knowledge Jude aspires to 

is not necessarily withheld from him; Jude blinds himself to what should be readily 

apparent. At one stage in the story. Hardy declares that Jude's main problem is 

"enthusiasm," and, "Like enthusiasts in general he made no inquiries into details of 

procedure. Picking up general notions from casual acquaintance, he never dwelt upon 

them" (90). It is in this regard that the narrator becomes ostentatious; he criticizes Jude 

for going on the first impression he perceives, rather than determining whether his 

impressions are true or false, and then forcing himself into modes of being based on those 

impressions. Further, the narrator early brands Jude's sympathy with plants and animals a 

weakness-one that "suggested he was the sort of man bom to ache a good deal before the 

fall of the curtain upon his unnecessary life should signify that all was well with him again" 

(21). This passage has often been read as one that shows Hardy's compassion toward 

Jude,^ but in the fact the narrator sounds more dismissive of him than anything else; and 

this satirical tone raises an important question that Hardy never really answers; what is a 

tragic character? 

We can see that Hardy undercuts Jude almost from the time of the character's first 

appearance in the novel, when, as a lonely and orphaned child, and already pining over the 

imminent departure of Phillotson from Marygreen, Jude is sent to draw water from the 

well; 

He said to himself, in the melodramatic tones of a whimsical boy, that the 
schoolmaster had drawn at that well scores of times on a morning like this, and 
would never draw there any more. "I've seen him look down into it, when he was 
tired with his drawing, just as I do now, and when he rested a bit before carrying 
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the buckets home! But he was too clever to bide here any longer-a small sleepy 
place like this!" (15) 

Hardy's emphasis on the young Jude's "melodrama," and especially on his fetishising of 

the well, indicates what the narrator feels is a problematic trait in the character-one that 

will eventually lead to hardship and tragedy. Jude is, from the very beginning, a dreamer 

who turns objects and people into idols, and who allows his dreams to lead him into 

melodramatic behavior and poor decision-making. Barbara DeMille has shown that Jude's 

idealism stems largely from a desire to escape the "ugliness and stasis" of Marygreen 

(707); but it would also appear that his dreams reflect the way Jude has interpreted what 

he has been told. It is popularly thought that Jude's aspirations toward Christminster are 

put into his head by Phillotson, but the schoolmaster's plans have nothing to do with Jude; 

"My scheme, or dream, is to be a university graduate, and then to be ordained. By 
going to live at Christminster, or near it, I shall be at headquarters, so to speak, 
and if my scheme is practicable at all, I consider that being on the spot will afford 
me a better chance of carrying it out than I should have elsewhere." (14) 

Phillotson does not suggest that Jude should or even can follow in his footsteps; the 

schoolmaster's only advice is a banal "be kind to animals and birds, and read all you can" 

(15). Jude's desire for Christminster is actually put into his head by Aunt Drusilla, who 

scolds him by saying, "Why didn't ye get the schoolmaster to take 'ee to Christminster wi' 

un, and make a scholar of'ee. . . I'm sure he couldn't ha' took a better one" (17). 

Drusilla's pronouncement that Jude would be fit for scholarship carries tremendous weight 

with Jude; and it works in conjunction with Jude's hero-worship of Phillotson to create an 

idealized version of the city to which Phillotson moves, a city that in turn becomes for the 
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boy a place from which he can escape his own unhappiness; 

"You," [Jude] said, addressing the breeze caressingly, "were in 
Christminster city between one and two hours ago, floating along the streets, 
pulling round the weather-cocks, touching Mr. Phillotson's face, being breathed by 
him; and now you are here, breathed by me-you, the very same." 

Suddenly there came along this wind something towards him-a message 
from the place-from some soul residing there, it seemed. Surely it was the sound 
of bells, the voice of the city, faint and musical, calling to him, "We are happy 
here!" (27) 

Jude'5 addressing of his feelings to the intangible breeze, which he transfers to the equally 

intangible city of Christminster, and the overly-romanticized tone of his dialogue, all serve 

to indicate that his vision belongs to the realm of fantasy. To Ramon Saldivar, Jude's 

idealization of the city is representative of his overall tendency toward misreading the 

world around him; Jude "sees in Christminster and its university the image of an attainable 

ideal world. His desire for this ideal vision involves a rejection of reality. For his own 

sporadically controlled, partially understood world, he substitutes the image of a unified, 

stable, and understandable one" (609). However, Hardy's narrator is constantly attacking 

the stability of Jude's image by deploying other points of view. For instance, Jude's 

visions of Christminster as "the heavenly Jerusalem" (24), "a city of light" (30), and "a 

castle, manned by scholarship and religion" (30), is offset by the old carter, who tells Jude 

that Christminster is indeed "a serious-minded place. Not but there's wenches in the 

streets o' nights" (28). But the most dominant "alternate" voice is that of the narrator 

himself; in chapter I of Part II, Jude's blind, stumbling journey through Christminster at 

night is treated by Hardy as something out of a nightmare-Jude is sent down lonely 

alleyways, locked out of decrepit buildings, and seemingly pursued by ghosts-but when 
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Jude goes to bed that night, his dark journey has made no impression on him; he dreams of 

the scholars from Christminster's romantic past. Hardy tends to show Jude as nearly 

struck deaf and blind by his ideals; and whenever he awakens from one dream he is always 

met with a shock. For instance, it is relatively late in the novel-by the time he has been in 

Christminster for some time-that Jude realizes he has no idea as to how he should go 

about applying for admission to the university. "It would have been better never to have 

embarked in the scheme at all than to do it without seeing clearly where I am going, or 

what 1 am aiming at. . he says. 'This hovering outside the walls of the colleges, as if 

expecting some arm to be stretched out from them to lift me inside, won't do!" (116). 

However accurate Jude's pronouncement here is, throughout the novel he does in 

fact expect to be "lifted" into the bosoms of people he wants or into the midst of social 

arenas to which he aspires. His decision to leam masonry, for instance, is based less on 

the initial and practical reason that he needs a trade, but on the belief that, as a mason, he 

can better be in the service of Christminster: "They built in a city; therefore he would leam 

to build" (39). Moreover, by learning masonry, Jude feels that he will set himself out on a 

solid course, the validity of which is ratified by the phantom-like figure of his uncle; 

He thought of his unknown uncle, his cousin Susanna's father, an ecclesiastical 
worker in metal, and somehow mediaeval art in any material was a trade for which 
he had rather a fancy. He could not go far wrong in following his uncle's 
footsteps, and engaging himself awhile with the carcases that contained the scholar 
souls. (39) 

There is no explanation on Jude's part as to how masonry will lead him to scholarship, or 

how his uncle's "footsteps" will put him on the right "path," but he follows this vision 
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faithfully. What is more, in this passage Sue is evoked as an equally ghostly presence, and 

she will come to represent for Jude the ultimate ratification of his vision. He first 

associates her with the "ecclesiastical" work of her father, and then fixates on her image in 

a photograph. When Jude first sees Sue at work in the "ecclesiastical warehouse," he 

immediately thinks, "A sweet, saintly. Christian business, hers!" (91), and assumes that 

such an upstanding Christian as she will scorn him when she learns of his failed marriage. 

Yet, in the very next chapter, the narrator destroys Jude's images of Sue (in the readers' 

eyes at least) by showing her purchasing a pair of sensuous statuettes and smuggling them 

into her flat by telling her landlady that they are the images of "saints." In effect, at this 

stage Jude does not understand Sue on anything other than an ideal level, yet he pursues 

her with the same single-minded devotion with which he purses his ideal of Christminster. 

That Hardy's treatment of Jude is oflen farcical can be seen in the almost burlesque 

way with which Jude deals with setbacks. Hardy early on brands Jude's weeping over 

Phillotson "melodramatic;" and indeed we can see that Jude's poor decisions are usually 

followed by personal actions on his part that would be better-suited to a romance novel or 

to a stage show. When Jude leaves home after the pig-killing incident and determines that 

his marriage to Arabella is a mistake, he attempts suicide by trying to jump through a 

frozen-over pond. When the attempt fails, he hits upon a new idea: 

What could he do of a lower kind than self-extermination; what was there 
less noble, more in keeping with his present degraded position? He could get 
drunk. Of course that was it; he had forgotten. Drinking was the regular, 
stereotyped resource of the despairing worthless. He began to see now why some 
men boozed at inns. He struck down the hill northwards and came to an obscure 
public-house. On entering and sitting down the sight of the picture of Samson and 
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Deiiiah on the wall caused him to recognize the place as that he had visited with 
Arabella on that first Sunday evening of their courtship. He called for liquor and 
drank briskly for an hour or more. (75) 

This passage suggests that Jude sees himself as performing a certain role, and that he must 

conform to a series of established expectations; if he is not meant in this role to conunit 

suicide, then certainly he is to become the only thing he can possibly be; a stereotyped 

drunk. In a different novel, this scene would play as comic, as Hardy treats Jude's 

carefully-considered "decision" to become a drunk as casually as he would treat Jude's 

decision to buy a new pair of shoes. As it is, the presence of the picture of Samson and 

Delilah on the wall is a touch so obvious that the scene borders on parody. More to the 

point, this passage indicates how much Jude defers to other authorities; just as he reads 

Latin, Greek, and the crafl of masonry as the words of a kind of "text" that will open the 

way to scholarship for him,' he also reads his failed marriage and his family "history" of 

bad marriages as a text that gives him the authority to recast his life as a drunken, self-

destructive wretch. Later, the letter from Tetuphenay will serve as a tangible written 

authority that allows Jude to become drunk and to take actions that result in his dismissal 

from work. 

Lastly, just as Jude allows his actions to be shaped by the texts that are around 

him, he uses actual literary texts to shape how he perceives his experiences. More often 

than not, Jude contextualizes his experiences through passages from the Bible in order to 

magnify and exalt what has happened to him. Jude rewrites a passage from the Gospel of 

Matthew to provide divine sanction to his scholarly enterprise; "Yes, Christminster shall 
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be my Alma Mater; and Til be her beloved son, in whom she shall be well pleased" (41-2); 

and he provides a "cosmic" meaning to his rejection by Tetuphenay when he scribbles a 

passage from Job outside the gates of Biblioll College (121). As was stated earlier, Jude 

equates the "tragic doom" that hangs over his family to that of the house of Jeroboam; and 

Jude again relies on biblical authority-specifically, two passages from Corinthians and 

Judges-when he tells Little Father Time that the family must not return to any of the cities 

they'd previously inhabited because "a cloud. . .has gathered over us; though 'we have 

wronged no man, corrupted no man, defrauded no man!' Though perhaps we have 'done 

that which was right in our own eyes'" (304); and when Sue refuses his entreaties to 

return to him at the end of the novel, Jude compares the death of their relationship to the 

death of Christ; "Then let the veil of our temple be rent in two from this hour!" (349). 

Finally, Jude decides to adopt and care for Little Father Time so the boy will never have to 

say as did Job, "Let the day perish wherein I was bom" (271); but on his deathbed Jude 

quotes the same verses, each one punctuated by the parodic "Hurrahs!" from the revelers 

at the Remembrance games outside. In all of these instances, it seems that Jude is trying 

to shape his life along biblical lines, first casting himself as God's anointed, and then as a 

Job-like figure who suffers at the hands of God. But just as Jude's attempts to read the 

texts around him lead him to failure and turn him into something of a fool, his attempts to 

read his life as a text has an air of desperation about it-as if by expressing his experience in 

biblical terms he will give it an air of grandeur and importance that it lacks. Experience 

and the words that signify that experience do not mesh, and what results is Hardy's 
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undermining of the meaning of language.'" 

Through the character of Jude, then. Hardy seems to be questioning what a tragic 

character is. Certainly Jude suffers, and at times undeservedly so; but with the viewpoints 

of Jude and the narrator at such loggerheads it is hard to say with any certainty how we 

are to take what happens to Jude. Certainly, to the narrator, the character's life need not 

be tragic: he presents Jude as a man whose constant misreading of the world blinds him to 

other ways of living. Masonry does offer a livelihood, but he limits himself to only 

Journeyman labor; he is rejected by the Master of Biblioll, but he does not investigate 

other avenues by which he may enter a college; and for a time he even entertains the idea 

of becoming a simple curate-which "might have a touch of goodness and greatness in it" 

(129)-but he lets the plan slip, never to take it up again. Jude lives by his own particular 

Word, and, to the narrator, this orthodox thinking dooms him more than anything else to 

tragedy. Likewise, Sue is bound by her own form of orthodoxy; but while Jude's 

orthodoxy stems fi'om his reading his life as a biblical text, Sue's is grounded in a 

commitment to art. 

Many critics have analyzed Jude as something of a dramatization of Arnold's 

theory put forth in Culture and Anarchy (1869) that the (western) world is divided 

between a self-disciplining dedication to duty that he identified as "Hebraism," and an 

idealistic pursuit of intellectualism Arnold classed under the title "Hellenism"-with Jude 

usually considered the Hebrew and Sue the Hellene, and with Hardy showing that in 

society as a whole a particularly repressive brand of Hebraism is on the ascendent.*' Such 
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readings do a great deal to explain Jude's consciousness of sin, his devotion to doing the 

right thing, and especially his reading his life as a biblical tragedy; but Sue's embrasure of 

Hellenism is far more problematic. Sue is indeed the more intellectual of the two; in most 

of her conversations with Jude, she is given the bulk of the dialogue and she makes the 

headier arguments; and Jude is often struck dumb by what she has to say or is left 

searching for appropriate literary frames of reference to help him understand her lack of 

convention, as when his only response to Sue's reading the Song of Solomon as a poem 

about sex is to say, "You are quite Voltairean!" (152). Her intellectualism is, in fact, 

downright overbearing; one of the few times the reader is allowed to sympathize with 

Phillotson is when he responds to Sue's use of John Stuart Mill to defend her desire to 

live with Jude by exclaiming, "What do I care about J. S. Mill!" (221), But I'm not sure 

that Hardy meant for Sue to be simply an "intellectualized" woman: I believe that he 

intended for her to strike a chord that his readers would recognize as contemporary radical 

thinking-specifically, he allies Sue with Decadence and the Art for Art's Sake movement. 

At one point she argues with Phillotson over the accuracy of a scale model of Jerusalem, 

and then dismisses the argument out of hand; 

"I fancy we have had enough of Jerusalem," she said, "considering we are 
not descended fi-om the Jews. There was nothing first-rate about the place, or 
people, after all-as there was about Athens, Rome, Alexandria, and other old 
cities." (109) 

Sue does not identify the "first-rate" qualities of the other cities or in what respect 

nineteenth century inhabitants of England may be considered descendants of the Greeks, 

Romans, and Alexandrians; but the passage would probably immediately be recognized by 
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anyone who had read Oscar Wilde's "The Critic as Artist" (1891): 

There is really not a single form that art now uses that does not come to us from 
the critical spirit of Alexandria, where those forms were either stereotyped, 
invented, or made perfect. I say Alexandria, not merely because it was there that 
the Greek spirit became most self-conscious, and indeed ultimately expired in 
scepticism and theology, because it was to that city, and not to Athens, that Rome 
turned for her models, and it was through the survival, such as it was, of the Latin 
language that culture lived at all. (1021) 

It is a reasonable assumption, then, that Sue is speaking of cultural descent; and culture, in 

Wildean terms, is measured by the production and reproduction of art. In the end, Wilde 

argues in "The Critic as Artist" that aestheticism is a kind of imperative for the survival of 

civilization, much as sexual selection is an imperative for the survival of the species; 

"Ethics, like natural selection, make existence possible, ^esthetics, like sexual selection, 

make life lovely and wonderful, fill it with new forms, give it progress, and variety and 

change" (1058).'^ Whether Hardy was influenced by this passage may never be known, 

nor is it particularly important;" but Sue does seem to share with Wilde an almost 

Darwinian concern with the cultural evolution of the species. Her personal complaint 

against Christminster is that the university's unquestioning devotion to medievalism in its 

theology, pedagogy, and curriculum mire the school in a kind of stasis that will eventually 

lead to its extinction; "The medixvalism of Christminster must go, be sloughed off, or 

Christminster itself will have to go" (150). Short of saying that the university should be 

opened to poor but intelligent men like Jude (151), Sue offers no plans for how the 

university should be changed after it rids itself of medievalism; but that she sees classicism 

as a kind of rejuvenating force is clearly established. She tells Jude that she is "more 
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ancient than mediaevalism" (13S)-or modem, for that matter; and that her greatest desire 

is to "get back to the life of my infancy and its freedom" (139)-meaning, of course, to the 

infancy of civilization, to classicism. This desire is made explicit-if not painfully obvious-

by Hardy in the scene where Sue brings home the statuettes of pagan gods, which she later 

tells Phillotson are her "patron-saints" (106); 

Placing the pair of figures on the chest of drawers, a candle on each side of them, 
she withdrew to the bed, flung herself down thereon, and began reading a book she 
had taken from her box, which Miss Fontover knew nothing of It was a volume 
of Gibbon, and she read the chapter dealing with the reign of Julian the Apostate. 
Occasionally she looked up at the statuettes, which appeared strange and out of 
place, there happening to be a Calvary print hanging between them, and, as if the 
scene suggested the action, she at length jumped up and withdrew another book 
from her box-a volume of verse-and turned to the familiar poem-

Thou hast conquered, O pale Galilean; 
The world has grown grey from thy breath! 

Which she read to the end. (98) 

This juxtaposition of paganism and modem Decadence (represented by 

Swinburne's "Hymn to Prosperpine") against austere Christianity has often been read as 

foreshadowing the religious orthodoxy that will envelop Sue by the end of the novel, but 

Hardy lays the imagery on so thickly that one must wonder if he isn't satirizing Sue here 

as mercilessly as he often satirizes Jude. Certainly, she too desires to shape both her life 

and the world around her according to the dictates of a particular Word; in this case, the 

language of classicism and art. This is nowhere tmer than in her approach to sex, which 

she seeks to place on a "higher" level, one that she defines through allusion to the Greek 

goddess of spiritual, rather than physical, love; 
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"Their views [i.e., other peoples'] of the relations of man and woman are limited, 
as is proved by their expelling me from the school. Their philosophy only 
recognizes relations based on animal desire. The wide field of strong attachment 
where desire plays, at least, only a secondary part, is ignored by them—the part of-
who is it?-Venus Urania." (167-68) 

This comment appears right after Sue has learned that Jude is married; and that Hardy 

views Sue's belief system somewhat suspiciously is revealed in the narrator's comment, 

"Her being able to talk learnedly showed that she was mistress of herself again" (168). 

Sue's deference to mythology here seems designed to protect her; and her use of 

classicism as a shield actually creates more pain than it guards against. Her desire to 

elevate human love to a spiritual plain has the effect of turning love into a kind of art 

object that is meaningful only if it is approached in a spirit of joyful contemplation. She 

tells Jude that her feelings for him take the form of a "delight in being with you, of a 

supremely delicate kind, and I don't want to go further and risk it by-an attempt to 

intensify it! . . .1 resolved to trust you to set my wishes above your gratification" (238). 

This, in a nutshell, is precisely the problem between Sue and Jude; Sue expects Jude to 

defer to her way of reading the world, and to join him in making love an object of 

contemplation. Jude for a while is happy to respect her wishes, explaining, "So that I am 

near you, I am comparatively happy" (243); but for both Jude and Sue this attempt to 

idealize love actually distances them from each other. Jude places Sue on a pedestal so 

high that he cannot reach her, calling her "you spirit, you disembodied creature, you dear, 

sweet, tantalizing phantom-hardly flesh at all; so that when I put my arms round you I 

almost expect them to pass through you as through air" (243); and Sue herself succumbs 
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to this vision, insisting that Jude define her as the disembodied spirit of woman from 

Shelley's "Epipsychidion" (243). The act of turning a woman into an idealized work of art 

had already been tackled by Hardy in The Pursuit of the Well-Beloved (1892) and would 

be sharpened in the revised version. The Well-Beloved (1897), where the lesson is made 

clear: to defer a real person or real experience always to art and idealism is to divorce the 

self from vital human experience. This is the realization reached by Pierston toward the 

end of The Well-Beloved: 

Many of them [i.e., the physical "manifestations" of his love] he had idealized in 
bust and in figure from time to time, but it was not as such that he remembered and 
reanimated them now; rather was it in all their natural circumstances, weaknesses, 
and stains. And then as he came to himself their voices grew fainter; they had all 
gone off on their different careers, and he was left alone. (324) 

Though Jude and Sue are not left by themselves, their relationship is lacking in common 

ground; the early days of their relationship are basically arid, with Sue relying on 

increasingly intellectualized arguments to keep Jude at bay, and with Jude's growing 

sexual frustration leaving him more open to the advances of the returned Arabella. But 

even when Sue gives in to Jude's demands and they turn their relationship from an 

idealized union into a sexual one, it emerges that, deep down, the couple feels that they 

have each broken faith with some higher Order, and that Order acts through Little Father 

Time to kill the children. Sue's response is to atone through religious orthodoxy, and 

Jude's is to brand himself a seducer (337). Though Maijorie Garson claims this is 

Hardy's point of view, her analysis of the danger of turning the Word into flesh better fits 

the viewpoint of Sue upon making her artistic relationship a physical one; . real danger 
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lies in inscribing the word, giving it a material body. The incarnate word takes the place 

of what it signifies, precludes its fulfilment. Incarnation means betrayal in this novel; to 

give or to take a body is to fall away firom reality, to be involved in death" (158). By 

trading her spiritual relationship for a physical one. Sue feels the Ideal has been 

destroyed.'* 

What is more, Sue's project to create for herself an existence along artistic lines is 

undermined at all times by her susceptibility to other discourses; specifically, she is in 

constant danger of succumbing to the religious orthodoxy she claims to oppose. 

Immediately after she tells Jude that she wishes to return to her Hellenic "infancy," she 

also confesses, "You don't know what's inside me. . . .The Ishmaelite" (139). That a 

person who associates herself with Hellenic idealism should also align herself with a 

biblical outcast is odd; as is her immediate undermining of her plan to live with Jude a 

daringly new kind of lifestyle that will eventually benefit humanity. In a letter to 

Phillotson, Sue sounds very much like Wilde where she writes, "I don't want to be 

respectable! To produce 'Human development in its richest diversity' (to quote your 

Humboldt) is to my mind far above respectability" (223); however, when Phillotson fails 

to respond. Sue writes, "No poor woman has ever wished more than I that Eve had not 

fallen, so that (as the primitive Christians believed) some harmless mode of vegetation 

might have peopled Paradise" (223). If the novel deals with the clash between Hebraism 

and Hellenism, then, it is Sue who illustrates this division;she is caught between two 

modes of being; and once Little Father Time kills her children and she suffers the 
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miscarriage, she chooses to live a life of Hebraic renunciation, a form that is revealed as 

grotesque and gaudy when Sue prostrates herself before the gigantic cross encrusted with 

jewels. 

It could be argued that, even though Jude's and Sue's tragedies are largely the 

result of how they read the world, they are still "unconventional" and are therefore 

punished by an extremely conventional society. This is certainly true in the scenes where 

Jude is fired by Willis and where his family is threatened with eviction from the 

Christminster boarding house; but, on the whole, society's reaction to Jude and Sue 

remains mixed-or, more often than not, indifferent. Jude himself recognizes this when he 

tells Sue that, even though their divorces were granted on false charges of adultery, the 

law would never have taken the time to investigate whether the charges were true or not: 

"There is this advantage in being poor obscure people like us-that these things are 
done for us in a rough and ready fashion. It was the same with me and Arabella. I 
was afraid her criminal second marriage would have been discovered, and she 
punished; but nobody took any interest in her-nobody inquired, nobody suspected 
it. If we'd been patented nobilities we should have had infinite trouble, and days 
and weeks would have been spent in investigations." (254)'^ 

To be noticed by society, then, one must be a "somebody," which neither Jude nor Sue is. 

When they do run into trouble it is at Aldbrickham; and there they suffer not so much 

because they flaunt society's laws or ignore established codes of morality, but because 

they inadequately define their relationship to a group of small-town busybodies. The 

couple is the subject of rumors that are only intensified by their running off for several 

days and then, upon returning, "let[ting] it be understood indirectly, and with total 

indifference and weariness of mien, that they were legally married at last" (294). This 
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public action, instead of putting the rumors to rest, only make things worse; 

But the nustake (as it was called) of their going away so secretly to do the 
business, kept up much of the mystery of their lives; and they found that they made 
not such advances with their neighbours as they had expected to do thereby. A 
living mystery was not much less interesting than a dead scandal. (294) 

By living their lives so publicly yet so privately-by refusing to confirm things one way or 

another-Jude and Sue are scorned, and Jude's headstone-carving business suffers. Yet 

Hardy indicates things needn't be hard for the couple; it is only that "their temperaments 

were precisely of a kind to suffer from this atmosphere, and to be indisposed to lighten it 

by vigorous and open statements" (294). Note that Hardy emphasizes the couple should 

be open in what they say, and not necessarily that they should lie. Society in Jude is not 

monolithic, and individual actions within society produce varied reactions. This is 

nowhere better illustrated than by what happens to Phillotson. Certainly if there is 

anything more shocking than an unmarried couple living together, it is a husband who 

willingly lets his wife live with another man ("What will Shaston say!" a flabbergasted 

Gillingham demands of Phillotson [230]); but Phillotson refuses to resign his position as 

schoolmaster, which he feels would be an admission of his "having acted wrongly" by Sue 

(246). In fact, at a public meeting, Phillotson defends his actions, which does not restore 

his Job, but which does earn him the admiration of several in the audience. Admittedly, 

these are largely made up of "a curious and interesting group of itinerants" (246) who 

spark the novel's single funniest scene; the scuffle in the schoolroom between Phillotson's 

foes and supporters. Despite the farce of this scene, Phillotson again emerges as a 

somewhat admirable figure; he presents his case before society and defends himself. 
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whereas Jude and Sue shy away from conflict with society. Significantly, though 

Phillotson does become something of a pariah among the educational establishment, he is 

able to return to Marygreen to teach, while Jude, Sue, and their ever-growing family are 

continually fleeing the cloud they perceive to be overhead. 

What should be clear, then, is that Jude the Obscure is, as Hardy stated, a book 

that is "all contrasts;" but whereas he saw those contrasts in terms of "Sue & her heathen 

gods set against Jude's reading the Greek Test[ament]; Christminster academical, Chr in 

the slums; Jude the saint, Jude the sinner; Sue the Pagan, Sue the saint; marriage, no 

marriage; &c. &c." (Collected Letters 11:99), I believe the greatest contrasts are between 

and among the various discourses the characters use; Jude's reading the world with 

kindness and sympathy is mocked by Arabella's vulgarity and practicality; and Jude's 

attempt to reach idealistic and unobtainable goals are contrasted with the successful 

opportunism of Arabella, Vilbert, and even the Kennetbridge musician who gives up 

writing beautiful hymns to sell wine. Likewise, Sue's artistic enterprise is subverted by her 

own latent weakness to religious discourse; and Jude and Sue both make their sexual 

nonconfonnity a sign of their ostracization; while Arabella and Phillotson-themselves 

sexual "rebels"-are left relatively unscarred; and Arabella certainly prospers. Even 

individual points of view are constantly being challenged; for Phillotson's belief that Sue 

should be set at liberty, there is Gillingham telling Phillotson he should repress Sue; for 

Aunt Drusilla's dire warnings against Fawleys getting married, there is Widow Ediin's 

parodic depiction of bad Fawley marriages; for the extinguishing of the lives of Jude and 
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his children, and for Sue's grotesque return to religion and Phillotson, there is Arabella 

and Vilbert creating a profitable union. And for all of these characters reading their lives 

as tragedies, there is a narrator who often reads their lives as farces and nussed 

opportunities. 

What ultimately emerges in Jude is the failure of language to create an acceptable 

reality; and this concern is embedded in the very structure of the book itself At times it 

seems that Hardy is working at cross-purposes. In the preface to the first edition. Hardy 

wrote that one of his intentions was to "tell, without a mincing of words, of a deadly war 

waged between flesh and spirit" (v); but at times a reader must wonder what words Hardy 

thought he wasn 7 mincing. This chapter has already traced the narrator's continual 

parodying and undermining of the characters and their points of view; but at times Hardy 

seems to be using language that obscures his own narrative enterprise. Frequently the 

novel relies on exalted language and allusion to refer to the characters, their actions, and 

their surroundings; and, again, a strong dissonance is created between the word and its 

referent. The first part of the novel, "At Marygreen," is thick with such elevated 

language. For instance, when Farmer Troutham beats Jude, the narrator says that the 

sounds of the clacker as it hits the boy's buttocks reach only "the ears of distant workers," 

but that they echo "from the brand-new church tower just behind the mist, towards the 

building of which structure the farmer had largely subscribed, to testify his love for God 

and man" (20). Hardy's magnification of the beating to indict Troutham's hypocrisy and 

the complicity of organized religion in Jude's punishment is impressive, but it also seems a 
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case of overkill, as if the narrator is so blatantly stacking the deck against Jude that a 

reader cannot escape the conclusion that Jude's life is fated to be one of misery and 

tragedy. It is also hard to escape feeling that, in his zeal to create a tragedy for Jude, the 

narrator is often grossly unfair to the character. To Hardy, "every clod and stone" of the 

"utilitarian" field Jude works come equipped with a rich history of both fertile harvests and 

sexual couplings; but "this neither Jude nor the rooks around him considered. For them it 

was a lonely place, possessing, in the one view, only the quality of a work-ground, and in 

the other that of a granary good to feed in" (18-19). Note that Hardy writes that neither 

Jude nor the birds consider the richly allusive quality of the field, not that they are denied 

knowledge because, say, the forces of industrialism have plowed under the field's history. 

Does Hardy somehow expect the child Jude-and, strangely enough, the rooks-xo have 

access to this incredibly idiosyncratic knowledge?'^ In another odd passage, young Jude 

looks out toward Christminster, and the narrator says that, "In the glow he seemed to see 

Phillotson promenading at ease, like one of the forms in Nebuchadnezzar's furnace" (27). 

The question raised here is; whose point of view are we receiving? Is the boy Jude so 

welt-read that he is already employing biblical allusions to shape his life; or is Hardy 

reading the Bible ironically into Jude's point of view? Such questions of perspective 

abound in Jude, and in places the allusions are so heavy-handed that, rather than achieving 

clarity. Hardy seems to be questioning or even concealing the meaning of what he has just 

presented. 

In one of the strangest authorial gestures in the novel. Hardy opens Part V, chapter 
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5, by distancing himself from Jude's and Sue's decision to not marry; "The purpose of a 

chronicler of moods and deeds does not require him to express his personal views upon 

the grave controversy above given" (284). HTiy does the narrator choose to be silent on 

the marriage issue; where elsewhere he seems to indict the Melchester Training-School for 

cooperating in a social system that brands women "The Weaker" in nature (141), and 

where he condemns the university with the searing line, "the outer walls of Sarcophagus 

College-silent, black, and windowless-threw their four centuries of gloom, bigotry, and 

decay into the room [Sue] occupied" (327)? Hardy says that he is not required to 

comment on the marriage issue, so, perhaps, like Bartleby, he "prefers not to;" but it could 

simply be that Hardy felt he had already given that narrative function over to the 

characters. With the possible exception of the stonemasons, just about every character 

has something to say about why people marry, what the purpose of marriage is, and how 

marriage fits into society as a whole. Enormous stretches of Parts IV, V, and VI are given 

way to nothing but dialogue, and the characters are usually discussing the issue of living 

together as a family and social unit. Hardy seems to let the characters have their say, 

offering little or no weight to any of the viewpoints presented. The arguments are left to 

stand as arguments; the guiding narrative voice grows increasingly silent starting with Part 

IV. 

Further, quite a lot of detail is left in the margins of the narrative, or dealt with so 

elliptically that the reader is forced to infer what is going on. For instance, the scene in 

which Jude learns of Arabella's supposed pregnancy is a masterpiece of telling everything 
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and nothing at the same time; 

. .1 haven't told you yet!" and [Arabella] looked into his face with streaming 
eyes. 

"What?" he asked, turning pale. "Not. . .?" 
"Yes! And what shall I do if you desert me?" (61) 

It would be tempting to say that Hardy was merely working within the constraints of his 

times, and therefore he could not write explicitly about pregnancy-especially one that is 

out of wedlock; but consider that, just one year before the publication of Jude, George 

Moore's Esther Waters had proved that a mainstream novel could discuss pregnancy in 

frank, open terms, and in Hardy's own Two on a Tower (1882), the sophisticated Viviette 

Constantine is far more open than is the crude Arabella Donn in announcing her own 

pregnancy outside of matrimony: "'I have physical reasons for being any man's wife,' she 

said recklessly. 'Only I should prefer to drown myself" (253). Hardy seems determined 

in this scene between Jude and Arabella to only hint at what's between them, and not to 

name it. Likewise, the passages leading up to Sue's eventual "surrender" to Jude make no 

mention of the issue dividing the pair; but Jude's dialogue is often so similar to that of the 

stereotypical seducer that at times he sounds like Alec d'Urberville ("It is all very well to 

preach about seif-control, and the wickedness of coercing a woman. But I should just like 

a few virtuous people who have condemned me in the past. . to have been in my 

tantalizing position with you through these late weeks!" [262]), and Sue sounds so much 

like the helpless victim ("I have nobody but you, Jude, and you are deserting me!" [263]) 

that the reader certainly knows what is going on. It is interesting that in both of these 

sexually-charged scenes, the narrator is all but absent; he relies on the characters' words to 
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convey meaning, and the words never in fact specify what is happening. Rather than 

showing the "deadly war between flesh and spirit," Hardy lets his characters talk around it, 

and the reader must rely upon his or her store of cultural knowledge to fill in the blanks. 

In this way, both the characters and the reader-perhaps even the narrator-are shielded 

from naming the act itself 

Even what is usually considered one of the novel's most outrageous sequences, the 

"pizzle" scene, is highly elliptical and more suggestive than explicit. It is amusing that the 

word "pizzle" is so commonly employed by critics to define "the offending object," since 

the word is never used in the text; it comes to us only from a letter Hardy wrote to Gosse. 

In the text, the organ is simply "a piece of flesh, the characteristic part of a barrow-pig, 

which the country-men used for greasing their boots, as it was useless for any other 

purpose" (42). Not very revealing, when it comes right down to it; and John Sutherland 

suggests that Hardy's reference to a barrow-pig is itself so obscure that it is easy to 

misunderstand just what the "characteristic part" is. To Sutherland, Hardy "continues to 

snare the readers into doing what he might otherwise criticize the novelist for-naming the 

pig's organ. Tactically, it is a devious and effective omission of fi'ankness in a novel 

whose proclaimed boast is to eschew equivocation" (160). It is a bit of deviousness that 

Hardy also worked to attain; for, as is generally known, the pizzle sequence was far more 

explicit in the original magazine version; and Hardy revised and softened the sequence 

over many subsequent editions of the novel. Originally, Hardy made it clear that the organ 

was connected to a bladder; and Jude and Arabella kept the severed penis between them 
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as they talked.'* Between 1895 and 1912 Hardy worked to make the novel less open and 

less communicative. It is as if the author has taken active strides to hide what is at the 

heart of the novel. This is scarcely surprising, since Hardy struggled with the manuscript 

of Jude, trying to force it into shape and coherence. Patricia Ingham has shown that, 

when Hardy began writing the novel, there was no Phillotson; Jude's desire from the 

beginning was to go to Christminster to be with Sue. Phillotson and Jude's academic 

ambitions are a late addition, which perhaps explains why the separate pursuits of Sue and 

Christminster seem to be so raggedly stitched together. And, in one of the most revealing 

studies of Jude in recent years, Talia Schaffer has argued that Hardy's novel is, in fact, an 

ideologically conservative parody of Lucas Malet's feminist novel. The Wages of Sin 

(1890); and that Jude really makes sense only when read beside the original novel it is 

critiquing and subverting. It seems, then, that whether Hardy is retreating from his own 

originally frank and explicit discourse, or using his novel to parody the discourse of 

another novelist, Jude the Obscure registers a deep and abiding distrust of the Word; the 

characters fail to create an adequate reality for themselves along literary lines; and Hardy 

the novelist juggles to find the appropriate literary language in which he can tell the story 

of these characters. The result is that all of these discourses work against one another, 

and all interpretations are thrown into question. Jude is largely, and, I think, deliberately, 

incoherent; but over one hundred years of criticism have rendered the novel coherent and 

understandable. And it is through the lenses of social and feminist criticism that Michael 

Winterbottom created his film called, simply, Jude. 
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In the previous two chapters, I examined Schlesinger's Far from the Madding 

Crowd 2iX\d Polanski's Tess not just as "movie versions" of Hardy's novels, but as films 

that fit into specific cinematic movements and as representative samples fi-om the 

directors' bodies of work. This task is slightly more difficult when it comes to Michael 

Winterbottom'syf/Je, since it belongs to a movement in British cinema that is still defining 

itself and being defined by others; and because Winterbottom himself is still building a 

track record; Jude is only the second of his films, and he has made just a handfiil of films 

since.'' Added to this complication is the fact that Jude has yet to register either on 

moviegoers or on Hardy scholars. Before the film's release Peter Widdowson fi'etted that 

he had better "take another look at Jude the Obscure the novel before Jude the film 

forever puts a fi'ame round it" {On Thomas Hardy 168); but so far this fi'ame has not been 

constructed, and Widdowson is to date the only Hardy critic to write extensively on the 

film.-" So far, Jude really has not found a place in film studies; and-in America at least-it 

was often relegated to the arthouse circuit, earning just under $408,000 during its entire 

U. S. run (Welsh, "Jude " 298). Admittedly, Jude is still fairly new, and time may prove it 

to be as important to a cultural construction of Hardy as are the films of Far from the 

Madding Crowd and Tess, but as of now Jude is generally known as a seldom-seen Brit 

flick that highbrow critics tended to love, and which offers another fine performance of a 

"period" character by Kate Winslet. Still, Winterbottom's raises two immediate 

questions: Why film Jtide, and why film it wow? 
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One possible reason is the prospect of a big hit on both sides of the Atlantic. Since 

the mid-1980s, film adaptations of the literary "greats" of England-E. M. Forster, Jane 

Austen, and Henry James-have proved to be major hits in England and especially in 

America; and it may have been determined by someone at BBC Films that Hardy had the 

same box office potential as Austen and company. Certainly the casting of Winslet as Sue 

represents the producers' desire to cash in on a proven commodity, since she had won 

both critical acclaim and wide popularity for playing characters from the past (Peter 

Jackson's Heavenly Creatures [\99A\, set in 1950s New Zealand) and especially for 

appearing in "period" adaptations of literary "classics" (Ang Lee's Seme and Sensibility 

[1995] and-almost simultaneously with Ji/cfe-Kenneth Branagh's Hamlet [1996], set in 

the late nineteenth century). In fact, in America at least, Winslet became the film's 

strongest selling point: in the film's poster, her face is placed right next to Christopher 

Eccleston's (HIS WORLD COULD NEVER CHANGE. . LHSfTIL SHE BECAME HIS 

WORLD, the film's tag line reads); and a good many reviews were focused primarily on 

Winslet's performance."' 

Still, though the producers may have wished to market the film as another Sense 

and Sensibility, it is clear that Winterbottom and screenwriter Hossein Amini had no 

desire to create a stolid literary adaptation on the order of Ang Lee or Merchant-Ivory. 

Where so many of the "filmed books" of the eighties and early nineties are brightly-lit, 

leisurely paced, and abounding in sumptuous period detail, Winterbottom'syi/t/s is stark, 

spare, fast-paced, and deliberately vague as to its time setting-though the fmal sequence is 
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labeled "Christmas 1889." Jude is also radically different from both the Forster/Austen 

adaptations and from the previous two Hardy films in that Winterbottom and Amini have 

no particular reverence for the text; several minor characters have been eliminated, the 

dialogue has been modernized, many plot functions have been deleted, and the ending has 

been completely changed. Certainly any literary-minded filmgoer expecting to see an 

English literary masterpiece faithfully captured on celluloid is in for a shock with Jude. 

The many changes in the story of Jude were made, I believe, for two reasons. 

First, as was indicated in Part II above, Jude is not a novel that lends itself easily to 

cinematic transference; considerable adaptation would inevitably have been needed. 

Second, Winterbottom's film reflects a major change in British cinema and in the attitude 

of British filmmakers toward literary adaptations. As is explained by Andrew Higson, 

many of the period films and literary adaptations that were produced in the 1980s (which 

Higson calls "heritage films") can be seen as ironic reflections on the Thatcher era; at a 

time when the Conservative government was dismantling established socialist systems and 

championing private enterprise, and while Thatcher herself was advocating a return to 

"Victorian" family values, filmmakers were reacting against Thatcherism by turning to an 

earlier era-predominantly the Edwarian period to the 1930s-to present a nostalgic vision 

of a more stable past (Higson 109 fF.). Thus we have films like Chariots of Fire (Hugh 

Hudson, 1981) that presents a romanticized view of English victory at the 1896 Olympics; 

and literary adaptations like ..4 Passage to India (David Lean, 1985) and, on television, the 

miniseries The Jewel in the Crown (1983), that, while ostensibly critiquing British 
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colonialism, still emphasize the pomp and pageantry of Britain at the height of colonial 

power and prestige. On the homefront, James Ivory's enormously popular and visually 

lush adaptations of Forster, A Room with a View (1986), Maurice (1987), and Howards 

End {\992), all depict an idealized version of the English countryside that make these films 

akin to pastorals. Though all of these films raise issues that are relevant to the 1980s and 

nineties-the position of women in society, the treatment of homosexuals by an intolerant 

and narrow-minded culture, the emergence of a suffocating capitalist class-they also, in 

the words of Caims Craig, "situate us firmly in the barricaded room of an English identity 

from which the outside world is viewed from above and without, not engaged with" (13). 

By setting these films in the distant past, the social concerns they raise are made 

subservient to gorgeous location photography and impeccable period detail. 

Such has not been the case with the literary adaptations and costume dramas that 

have emerged later in the nineties, which-for want of a better term-can be called the 

"Post-Thatcher" era. If the "heritage" films of the eighties sought to escape what was 

seen as the dismantling of cherished social institutions in the present, the heritage films of 

the nineties readily acknowledge life after these institutions have been disassembled, when 

the government is seen as a faceless entity that privileges the wealthy and leaves the poor 

to fend for themselves-unless the government wishes to punish or abuse them. This trend 

is part of a general movement that has been emerging in British cinema in recent years; the 

depiction of men and women cast adrift and left to find a place for themselves in a cold, 

materialistic society and in a landscape that often resembles a wasteland. For instance. 
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Danny Boyle's films Shallow Grave (1994) and Trainspotfing (\995)-hits on both sides of 

the Atlantic-can almost be seen as dissections of life in the post-Thatcher era. In the 

former film, the three characters are superficial yuppies who manage to come into a cache 

of money. In their efforts to keep the cash from the mob, they turn against each other and 

eventually become grotesque caricatures of capitalists; greedy, self-absorbed, suspicious, 

and-in the case of the character played by Christopher Eccleston-a homicidal paranoid. 

In the latter film, the characters are from the lower classes and have become heroin 

addicts, pointlessly moving from hit to hit among the decaying slums of Glasgow-what 

Philip Kemp calls "a locus classictis of current Britfilms" (67). The sense of anger and 

displacement that is characteristic of Trainspotting is also present in such films as Mike 

Leigh's Naked {1993). Its drifter-hero is convinced that humanity is headed for 

apocalypse, and he ruthlessly interrogates people from all class levels until they confess 

how tenuous their notions of stability are. In a parallel story, a rich yuppie gleefully, 

sadistically, and openly abuses and rapes almost every woman he comes across; that he is 

never made to pay for his acts suggests his crass and grotesque consumption of everything 

in sight is part of societal norms. Beneath the veneer of respectability is insatiable greed 

and violence-the harbingers in this film of societal apocalypse. 

Even many recent British comedies derive their force and humor from societal 

displacement. Trainspotting itself digresses into many broadly comic sequences that serve 

to reinforce the characters' desperation (as when Ewan MacGregor dives into a filthy 

toilet bowl, chasing his dropped drugs); but it is in popular films like Brassed Off! (Mark 
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Herman, 1996) and The Full Monty (Peter Cattaneo, 1997) that the alienating effect of 

Thatcherite policies on the working classes are most laid bare. In both films, a blue collar 

industry has been shut down by Conservative budget-cutting measures, and those who 

have depended their whole lives on the local industry are forced to redefine themselves in 

parodic terms. One coal miner in Brassed Offl transforms himself into a clown who 

performs at childrens' parties before he eventually curses Margaret Thatcher and attempts 

suicide; and in The Full Monty, the unemployed men find a kind of redemption through 

degradation-they become strippers. Even the "genial" Irish comedy Waking Ned Devine 

(Kirk Jones, 1998) is radically subversive of the social system, as the "joke" is that an 

entire town gets away with bilking the govemment-and they redistribute the wealth once 

they do. 

Though Kemp charges that currently the "time-honored stock-in-trade of British 

cinema, the tasteful, sensitive period literary adaptation" is in "retreat" (64), I am not sure 

this is entirely correct. Admittedly, the Merchant-Ivory team seems to have moved on to 

more contemporary subject matter, but certainly the popularity of Douglas McGrath's 

Emma (1996; ostensibly an American film, but with its roots and most of its cast firmly in 

England) shows that there is still an audience for big-screen literary adaptations; and on 

television, both on PBS and, increasingly, on the cable Arts and Entertainment network, 

they have become a staple. But it seems that literary adaptations and costume dramas 

have largely changed their form. Increasingly, filmmakers have become attracted to 

darker subject matter; Iain Softley's adaptation of James' The Wings of the Dove (1997), 
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for instance, is very much a film of the 1990s. The focus is on English men and women so 

desperately trying to reclaim their lost class and social status that they play on the 

emotions of a dying American woman in hopes of inheriting her money. Wings of the 

Dove closes on an extended sex scene between Helena Bonham-Carter and Linus Roache 

that, in spite of its full nudity, is cold, unerotic, and sad; like England itself, sex has lost its 

vitality and is made to seem desperate. Moreover, the Victorian era, once held up by 

Margaret Thatcher as the exemplar of "family values," has been subject to a merciless 

attack from filmmakers who have emphasized that the Victorian period was one of 

systematic marginalization of lower classes by an exploitative and degenerative 

bourgeoisie. In such films as Angels and Insects (Philip Haas, 1995), fVilde (Brian 

Gilbert, 1998), and even Sandra Goldbacher's monumentally silly The Governess (199S),^ 

the directors are concerned with the severe injustices within Victorian society. In Haas' 

film, the upper-class Victorians are ostensibly concerned with maintaining the virtues of 

domesticity and championing scientific exploration and Darwinism, but these prove to be a 

mere fagade for their own incestuous degeneracy; while the films of Gilbert and 

Goldbacher are concerned with the Victorians' persecution of the Other-Oscar Wilde in 

the former for being homosexual, and Minnie Driver's protagonist in the latter for being 

both Jewish and a woman. In these films, the Victorians publicly promote decency and 

propriety, which they use as excuses to shove into the margins of society those who don't 

fit, or as clubs against those who break convention. It is within this developing movement 

that Winterbottom'syi/f/e may be placed. 
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As was stated before, Winterbottom's reputation as a director is still in the 

formative stage, but a definite thematic and stylistic unity marks his work. He began his 

career on television, directing a pair of documentaries on Ingmar Bergman, and he made 

perhaps his biggest impression as the director of the first few episodes of "Cracker" 

(Atkinson 45), the dark, probing crime drama that delves into the abnormal psychoses of 

criminals-as well as into the neuroses of its psychiatrist-hero. Winterbottom's interest in 

the "darker" elements of society is played out in his first feature. Butterfly Kiss {\99S). 

Focusing on the relationship between a seemingly deranged drifler, Eunice (Amanda 

Plummer) and the sweet but slow Miriam (Saskia Reeves-the characters frequently call 

each other "Eu" and "Mi" in a bit-too-obvious touch), Winterbottom brings out the 

aimlessness of contemporary English life. The film's controlling metaphor-as it will be in 

Jude-\s the road; Eunice and Miriam constantly travel a series of impersonal highways, 

stopping for brief encounters with people that usually result in Eunice's murdering 

someone and stealing a car. Eunice's killings are never pointless; at one moment in the 

film she cries out, "God's forgotten me! I kill people and nothing happens! You'd think 

he'd smite me or take me into bondage!" Eunice wishes to be punished by a greater 

authority-she even scourges her flesh by wrapping her torso in barbed chains and running 

a chain between her pierced nipples-but God duesn 7 make her accountable for her crimes; 

and, in contrast to a film like Thelma and Louise, the police are nowhere in sight to make 

her atone on a purely human level. The police are presumably behind the camera in the 

scenes where Miriam faces the audience and relates the story, putting them on the same 
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level as the viewers of the film-capable of seeing, but incapable of acting. In Butterfly 

Kiss, human activity has been reduced to a series of brief, violent motions carried out 

inside an indifferent and unresponsive social system. 

Winterbottom's third film, successor. Welcome to Sarajevo (1997), 

also tackles the theme of societal indifference; but here he turns his attention to a current 

crisis-the Bosnian war-and clearly blames geopolitical realities for allowing the war to 

continue. In the film, the journalist Henderson (Stephen Dillane), whose stated motto at 

the start of the story is "We're not here to help, we're here to report," becomes involved 

in evacuating war orphans from the region, but his efforts are continually fhistrated by the 

stated policies of Western leaders to neither assist the orphans nor to become involved in 

the war. Winterbottom uses a great deal of actual news footage from Bosnia, ranging 

from shattered bodies in the streets to human skeletons in the concentration camps, to blur 

the lines between the movie he has created and the very real war in the Balkans; and the 

film is intercut with soundbites of politicians like George Bush and John Major publicly 

declaring their reluctance to involve themselves in the fighting. The message of the film is 

clear; suffering in the world exists because political leaders don't care enough to put an 

end to it. 

Winterbottom, then, has shown himself to be concerned both with those who are 

"outside" the societal mainstream and those who suffer at the hands of cold and indifferent 

power structures. One can understand, perhaps, his attraction to Jude the Obscure, a 

novel that has so often been recast as an angry indictment of society, or as a passionate 
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plea for acceptance of the outsider, or as a bleak depiction of lives buffeted by blind fate. 

Winterbottom's Jude is not concerned with how language is deployed to create a sense of 

reality: it is a film that stays faithful to the popular critical assumption that Jude is a 

powerful social critique. The director's focus is almost exclusively on the lives of Jude 

and Sue, and through the use of realism he shows that the couple is turned into outsiders 

by a hegemonic power structure that will not tolerate them. Though Jude is not exactly a 

"faithful" version of Jude, it is in fact a familiar version of the novel, one that confirms 

our own cultural expectations of Hardy even though Winterbottom produces a version of 

Hardy that is, ironically, in itself repressive. 

It should be emphasized at the start that the film does try to follow its source novel 

and to find adequate visual companions to Hardy's written word. The most obvious 

gesture that Winterbottom makes toward reproducing Hardy is the use of the novel's 

original section headings-"At Marygreen," "At Christminster," etc.-as title cards. Though 

Widdowson charges that these headings are meaningless to anyone unfamiliar with 

Hardy's map of Wessex {On Thomas Hardy 188), they do emphasize the film's rapid 

shifts in locale; and Winterbottom usually enhances their significance by prefacing the title 

cards with shots of characters on the road or in trains. Just as Winterbottom captures the 

novel's sense of fitful wandering, he has managed to find locations that visually evoke the 

places Hardy wrote about. The Christminster sequences, for instance, were shot at 

Edinburgh, where the university, as Rosemary Ashton says, has "a starkness, a forbidding 

quality, which makes the point visually that Hardy makes verbally in his novel, namely that 
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poor stonemasons like Jude need not apply to get learning within the thick imposing stone 

walls that he is seen to be restoring" (22). Needless to say, I take issue with Ashton's 

interpretation of Hardy, but she is correct as to the effect of the location; at all times in 

Christminster, Jude and Sue are surrounded by imposing, angular stonework. The 

characters often seem imprisoned by the city and the school. Other locations utilized are 

New Zealand for the landscapes and Northumberland for the village scenes (Ashton 22), 

and Yorkshire for the winter sequences (Welsh, "Jude" 299); and, although 

Winterbottom succumbs to pastoralizing the scenes of Jude's and Arabella's courtship and 

wedding, he uses his locations to create a sense of barrenness and dislocation. If anything, 

Winterbottom's film seems like what a film oiJiide the Obscure should look like. 

In spite of its visual fidelity, Jude truly sets itself apart from Hardy in terms of its 

tone. While Hardy's Jude is continually teetering between tragedy and farce, subverting 

its own use of genres, Winterbottom's Jude remains a tragedy of strict and 

uncompromising realism. Though Hardy's treatment of the murder of the children is 

potent stuff, it is still handled with a level of abstraction; the narrator remains flat and 

neutral, and Jude and Sue manage to insulate themselves fi'om the killings by referring 

them to the tragedy of Agamemnon (334). It is an unpleasant scene, but also a patently 

unreal one. In Jude, though, the same sequence is treated with unflinching realism; 

Winterbottom uses a hand-held camera to follow Jude into the room where he discovers 

the corpses, and the camera rapidly scans the bodies like a news photographer would 

cover a recently unearthed crime scene. The childrens' faces are blue, and "Juey's" black 
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tongue lolls grotesquely from his mouth. After Jude moves the bodies to bed, he breaks 

down crying; and the camera mercilessly stays above Sue as she lies in a fetal position on 

the floor, gyrating, twisting, and shrieking her grief and agony. The whole sequence is 

painful and nearly unwatchable, but it underscores Winterbottom's point; these people are 

real, and the deaths of the children causes real suffering. 

The film further differentiates itself from the novel in its approach to the 

characters, situations, and dialogue. Amini's script eliminates almost all of the secondary 

characters-Vilbert, Gillingham, Widow Ediin, Arabella's father-leaving only the four 

principals. Aunt Drusilla, and the Christminster stonemasons, the latter of which are more 

important to the film than they are to the novel. None of the characters who were cut are 

particularly crucial to the story's plot, but they are contributors to the novel's multiplicity 

of viewpoints. Each one offers his or her own perspective or use of dialogue, which 

usually undercuts or questions the perspectives of the leading characters, and sometimes 

that of the narrator. Winterbottom's film is far more "fixed" in terms of the viewpoints it 

presents; what the characters say all harmoniously support the director's social critique. 

Likewise, the situations are presented in a manner that is much less fluid and open to 

question than is Hardy's; Winterbottom's camera is scarcely ever used to approximate a 

character's point of view, so what we see is scrupulously controlled by the director. 

Finally, Hardy's dialogue has been modernized, simplified, and stripped of its allusiveness. 

If the characters in Jude are rendered almost inarticulate by their devotion to allusion and 

to elevated speaking, the characters in Jude are remarkably plain-spoken. Compare, for 
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instance, the way Jude rebukes Sue after she has embraced orthodoxy. In the novel, Jude 

declares, 

"You make me hate Christianity, or mysticism, or Sacerdotalism, or whatever it 
may be called, if that's which has caused this deterioration in you. That a woman-
poet, a woman-seer, a woman whose soul shone like a diamond-whom all the wise 
of the world would have been proud of, if they could have known you-should 
degrade herself like this! I am glad I had nothing to do with Divinity-damn glad-if 
it's going to ruin you in this way!" (345) 

However, in the film, Jude's remonstrance is a simple, "You make me hate Christianity 

and God and whatever else has reduced you to this state!" The difference isn't simply that 

Amini's dialogue telescopes Hardy's; Jude in the novel relies on the word "or" to indicate 

he doesn't know what has happened to Sue; whereas in the film his targets are clear; he 

blames "Christianity and God" for Sue's change. Further, it can be seen that in the novel 

Jude's concern isn't so much for Sue herself, but for what Sue means to him: he still 

wishes to cling to the transcendent vision of Sue. But the film Jude is not so deluded; his 

language, like that of everyone else in the film, is blunt and ordinary. And through the 

spoken word the characters help construct Winterbottom's vision of a society that 

arbitrarily deceives and punishes. 

The first few scenes of Jude, shot entirely in stark black and white, establish in no 

uncertain terms that it is society and not Jude's perceptions that lays the groundwork for 

his tragedy. The first three scenes are roughly analogous to the first two chapters of 

Hardy's novel, but they are re-arranged so as to establish the hierarchy's role in 

oppressing Jude, and the false promise of hope it extends. The opening scene, under 

which the titles are run, shows young Jude (James Daley) in Farmer Troutham's field. 
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where he begins to feed the rooks he is supposed to be scaring away (in the context of the 

film, Jude's action is prompted, perhaps, by his catching sight of a gibbet on which several 

rook carcasses dangie-a touch so Hardean it almost comes as a surprise to realize that this 

moment is not in the novel; in the book it is Phillotson's counsel to Jude to be kind to 

animals that prompts him to feed the birds). Jude is caught and beaten by Troutham, and 

as the farmer strikes the boy, he taunts him by yelling, "You've gone up in the world?" 

The significance of Troutham's mockery is made clear in the next scene, when Jude limps 

into Aunt Drusilla's bakery. Drusilla (June Whitfield) quickly intuits what has happened, 

and scolds Jude by saying, "Did he hit you? Shame on you for letting him! His father was 

my father's Journeyman!" Within its first five minutes, the film establishes that Jude and 

the Fawleys are alienated from their proper place within society. Through some 

unexplained disruption in the status quo, Jude is now on the bottom rung of the social 

ladder, and men like Troutham actively work to keep him there. Aunt Drusilla's harsh 

words to Jude are spoken less to encourage him to stand up for himself than they are a 

bleak acknowledgment of the Fawleys' loss of status. Winterbottom thus shows that, 

from the beginning, Jude is an alien, and he is in danger of being beaten down every time 

he tries to "go up" in the world. 

Phillotson (Liam Cunningham) enters the film during the third scene, after Jude has 

been both beaten and rebuked, and on his first appearance the schoolteacher is associated 

with a quality he shares with no one else to that point in the film-modemity. Just as 

Troutham is only seen in the plowed expanse of his field and Drusilla is first associated 
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with the bakery-all signs of agrarianism and a harder, more "basic" life-Phillotson is first 

seen looking through a modem invention, the camera, as his students gather in front of the 

school for their class picture. Although he joins his students for the actual taking of the 

picture, Phillotson's initial separation from the children by the lens of the camera is 

significant; he is "outside" the society of the Marygreen schoolchildren, and he is capable 

of utilizing technology to both observe his rural students and to capture their images. 

Further, his status as authority-figure is enhanced both by his voice and his overall look. 

When Jude comes late to the gathering for the photograph, Phillotson rebukes him with a 

sharp "Mr. Fawley!" that sends the boy scuttling into his place in the picture; and, unlike 

the fat, middle-aged Troutham or the elderly, scolding Aunt Drusilla, Phillotson is tall, 

slim, and far younger than we might expect. His abandonment of formal or even "proper" 

mid-Victorian dress-no hat, no waistcoat, and sporting an open shirt collar-even gives 

him an air of Byronic sensuality. Taken all together-his association with technology, his 

authority, and his looks-Phillotson becomes the most striking and powerful figure in the 

opening sequence. If Troutham and Drusilla represent the hard economic realities of 

society, Phillotson will come to represent society's promise. 

As Phillotson leads his cart out of town, he turns to see a sulky Jude behind him 

and he invites the boy to follow. Once out of Marygreen, the travelers stop at a rise in the 

road, and the two of them climb onto the back of Phillotson's cart. The schoolteacher lays 

a fatherly hand on Jude's shoulder, and points to Christminster, which in the distance 

looks somewhat like an ethereal city in a hard-edged print. Phillotson explains to the boy. 
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"If you want to do anything in life, Jude, that's where you have to go-even if it 
means giving up everything else for a while. You have to read your books while 
your fnends are out playing, get out of bed early in the morning when it's freezing 
cold, study every chance you get. One day it will all pay off^ I promise you. Once 
you're there, everything's open to you. You can become anything you want. You 
can choose your own future." 

This is, of course, a direct change from the novel, where Phillotson does not so much as 

hint that Jude has a place at Chnstminster. However, the significance of the film speech is 

that it puts Jude on the course he will follow for roughly the first half of the story's 

running time; and it establishes that it is Phillotson himself who directly holds out the 

promise of advancement in the world to the boy. Since Jude is not the originator of his 

own aspirations, there is no irony in Winterbottom's treatment of them-no sense that Jude 

has put himself on a course he is unprepared to follow, or that he pursues avenues that will 

prove to be dead-ends. After the scene on the road, the film jumps ahead in time some ten 

years (and shifts to color, which will remain until the end), where we see the adult Jude 

(Eccleston) leaving off work as a stonemason in a church to read Latin under a spreading 

shade tree. We can only assume that during all this time Jude has followed the clear 

course that Phillotson has laid out for him-certainly he abjures the society of the jovial 

stonemasons to study in solitude under the tree; and when, in the film, he begins courting 

Arabella (Rachel Griffiths), he tells her, "I'm going to be a scholar. Maybe even a 

professor one day." Likewise, when Jude is later at Christminster, he sends a letter to the 

"Dean of Admissions" of Biblioll College, suggesting not that he wants information on 

how to get into the college (as is the case in the book), but that he is ready to Join it. 

What is never made entirely clear during all these scenes is whether Jude is self-taught, or 
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if he has received additional schooling. Likewise, we are not told that Jude picks up 

masonry as part of his vaguely-defined plan to get into Christminster. He appears to be 

pursuing an attainable goal, so when Jude fails to gain admission into the college, it truly 

seems that he has been betrayed by society-for it was society, in the form of Phillotson, 

that put the desire to become a scholar into Jude's head in the first place, and which 

guaranteed him that his dream was entirely possible. 

However, Winterbottom does show that society's treatment of Jude is not entirely 

arbitrary; Jude is treated as he is because of his class situation. The director's favoritism 

toward the working class can be seen in his depiction of the stonemasons-both at 

Marygreen and at Christminster-who are always good-hearted, fiin-loving, down-to-earth, 

and genial. The pub scene, in which Jude is challenged by an undergraduate to recite his 

Apostle's Creed in Latin, is directed so that it clearly favors the proletariat: the well-

dressed but effete-even campy-students occupy one side of the pub, and the ragged but 

amiable stonemasons are on the other. Jude is clearly at home with the masons-he drinks 

his disappointment away with them, instead of by himself-and, as the visual divide 

between the classes makes clear, Jude has been thwarted for trying to move fi'om the place 

where he belongs to one where he is not wanted. 

Just as Jude is made more understandable by casting him as a marginalized alien. 

Sue (Winslet) is made more coherent by disentangling her ambitions from her artistic 

ideals and turning her into something of a modem feminist and a political radical. While 

Jude is tailing her throughout Christminster, she goes to a political meeting where a 
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Scotsman advocates the overthrow of the class system; significantly, in the novel, Jude 

follows her into a church. Sue also boldly proclaims her "New Woman" status during her 

debate with Phillotson over the accuracy of the Jerusalem model, when she exclaims, 

"Please don't call me a 'clever girl,' Mr. Phillotson-there are too many of us about these 

days!" Certainly the film's Sue stands for sexual equality, something that would not seem 

shocking or incompatible with the 1990s. During the early scenes of Jude's and Sue's 

developing friendship at Christminster (scenes that have been fleshed-out from the novel), 

Winterbottom shows that Sue is, in fact, more a woman of the twentieth century than the 

nineteenth, and that she is every bit the equal of any man; Jude takes her to a pub with his 

fellow stonemasons, and Sue is seen robustly drinking, showing off while smoking a 

cigarette, and laughing with the men over their jokes and good-natured flirting." 

Furthermore, Amini's script adds several scenes to the "In Christminster" section in which 

Sue "banters" with Jude, which show that she is not only capable of matching Jude 

intellectually, but that she has, like a modem thinker, evolved beyond Jude's awe at and 

delight with the medieval university setting. As the couple meet for an outing in the 

country, the following exchange occurs; 

JUDE; Where are we going? 
SUE; Somewhere living-away from this university. 
JUDE; But it's wonderful here! 
SUE; It's all stone! 
JUDE; You're talking about the buildings-I was talking about the scholars. 
SUE; I was talking about the scholars, too. 

Sue's comfort with men and her ability to stand with them on their own turf are all related 

to her own concept of how the sexes interact. After Sue runs fi'om the Melchester 
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teacher's college and finds shelter with Jude, the topic moves to how she views men; 

SUE; I'm not afraid of any man. 
JUDE; Why not? 
SUE; Because no man will touch a woman unless she invites him to. Until she 

says with a nod or a smile, "Come on," he's always afraid. If you never say 
it or look it, he'll never come. You 're the timid sex. 

This is one of the few instances in the film where the dialogue is preserved more-or-less as 

Hardy wrote it; but, as is so often the case, it is put into a context that fits the director's 

purposes. In the novel. Sue is speaking of how she obtained her learning, which was 

attained by blurring her own sexual identity; 

"I have no fear of men, as such, nor of their books. I have mixed with them-one 
or two of them particularly-almost as one of their own sex. I mean I have not felt 
about them as most women are taught to feel-to be on guard against attacks on 
their virtue, for no average man-no man short of a sensual savage-will molest a 
woman by day or night, at home or abroad, unless she invites him. Until she says 
by a look 'Come on' he is always afraid to, and if you never say it, or look it, he 
never comes." (147) 

As Kathleen Blake explains. Sue in the novel strives to neither look, say or feel "Come 

on"; in this way she can escape being sexually objectified (709-11); and, I feel, it allows 

her to enter into an intellectual relationship with a man without fear of sex interfering. Of 

course. Sue remains oblivious to the fact she is sending signals to "come on"; for 

immediately after this passage she tells Jude of her unconsummated relationship with the 

frustrated Christminster undergraduate (omitted from the film), and certainly Jude remains 

confused for much of the book as to whether she is telling him to "come on." This 

ambiguity is entirely absent from Winslet's Sue; during this scene, she is curled up in 

Jude's armchair, in his clothes and under his cloak. The gas fire lights her face in a warm. 
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romantic glow, and she never breaks eye contact with Jude as she speaks. Certainly the 

sensuality of the scene-and of Winslet's performance-say "come on" loud and clear; but, 

as if in a show of power, when she finishes speaking. Sue shuts her eyes and keeps them 

shut. Jude then sheepishly moves out of the scene. The whole sequence seems to prove 

Sue's point that men are the timid sex: she has intimated to Jude that he is welcome to 

"come on," and then she abruptly revokes the promise, keeping him at bay. 

The film Sue emerges as a true rebel, a woman who uses her sexuality for power. 

Coupled with her outspokenness and her ideological opposition to marriage (after she 

abandons Phillotson to live with Jude, Sue declares, "Why do people have to be told to 

love one another by someone else? That's all marriage is-a government stamp. A license 

to love!") she becomes a clear danger to established society. Winterbottom, then, 

perpetuates a view of Jude and Sue that has been common for about a century. Jude is a 

poor innocent who is cruelly rejected by the workings of the establishment that first gave 

him reason to hope; while Sue emerges as a threat because she subverts traditional gender 

roles, and is proud to do so. When Jude and Sue obtain lodgings during the "At 

Christminster Again" sequence. Sue tells Jude that she has revealed their unmarried state 

to the landlady, and Jude scolds her for doing so. Sue's response is that she will not "live 

a lie." In the novel, Sue's decision to admit her marital status to the landlady is largely 

"impulse" (325); but in the film her admission is in keeping with her re-interpretation as a 

sexual threat; so when the family's eviction from the lodging causes the child "Juey" (Ross 

Colvin Tumbull; the appellation "Little Father Time" has been dropped for the film, for 
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reasons I examine below) to murder the other children and to hang himself, one can argue 

that he is acting in response to society's rejection of his rebellious stepmother and 

unconventional family. 

However, when one carefully examines how the film Sue has been rewritten by 

Axnini, presented by Winterbottom, and played by Winslet-and especially when her 

character is compared to that of Arabella-it can be seen that the film ultimately presents a 

dialectic that favors traditional gender roles; thus the film's use of Hardy to champion the 

cause of the oppressed and marginalized becomes destabilized. The chief problem with 

the film's Sue is that she is caught between the filmmakers' apparent desire to make Sue 

more relevant to the 1990s, and their desire to be faithful to Hardy's presentation. So, on 

the one hand, we are presented a Sue who is extremely self-aware and who is certainly not 

innocent about the nature of sexual relations; while on the other hand, she is the sexually 

repressed neurotic of Hardy's vision. Her sexual openness can be observed in a scene 

drawn from Part II, chapter 5 of the novel, where Jude observes Phillotson put his arm 

around Sue, which she removes, and which Phillotson promptly returns. However, instead 

of Sue merely "let[ting] it remain, looking quickly round her with an air of misgiving" 

(112), the film Sue also puts her arm around Phillotson. In this respect. Sue doesn't 

complacently accept Phillotson's attentions; she returns them. 

Had the film stuck with its "new Sue" that would have been one thing, but it also 

seeks to be faithful to Hardy's Sue, and therefore it retains her horror of the sexual act. 

The film faithfully recreates the novel's presentation of Sue and Phillotson's married life-
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with the chief difference being that it is Jude, rather than Hardy's oniniscient narrator, who 

observes the goings-on. During the "At Shaston" sequence, Phillotson allows Jude to stay 

with him and Sue; and during the night, Jude overhears the married couple quarreling. He 

goes downstairs to find Sue curled up on the floor of a closet; she looks up at him with 

tearful eyes and cries, "What's wrong with me, Jude?" The couple then embrace and 

share a long, passionate kiss-the first physical contact between the two. "What's wrong" 

with Sue appears to be that she has chosen the wrong man. Liam Cunningham's 

Phillotson is far from physically repulsive-in fact, he hasn't aged at all since he stood with 

the boy Jude on the road to Christminster-and he plays the character as kind and 

considerate. It simply appears that Sue just doesn't respond to Phillotson, while she does 

respond to Jude. It seems strange, then, that once Phillotson sets Sue free to live with 

Jude, she is still repulsed by the sex act. During some mild sexual rough-housing. Sue 

abruptly pulls away from Jude and stiffly tells him, "Don't touch me like that, Jude. . . It's 

a prelude to something else." The moment is jarring in light of the fact Sue had previously 

informed Jude that a man will "come" to a woman only if she has let him (certainly Sue's 

actions dictate that Jude is welcome to touch her?), and because she surrendered to a 

passionate kiss with Jude in the closet. Sue here is sexually knowledgeable and is lacking 

the Romantic desire for sexless love that characterizes her counterpart in the novel; so 

how are we to understand her rejection of Jude's sexual advances? 

The answer is to be found in the film's treatment of the theme of marriage, and 

here it becomes necessary to turn away from Sue a bit, and focus more on the character of 
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Arabella. Through her, we can see that, in Winterbottom's vision, marriage is initially 

criticized as a cruel and artificial means of societal repression; yet, in the end, marriage is 

upheld as the only legitimate means by which a couple may stay together. The duality that 

informs Winslet's Sue becomes a major part of the film's dialectic as a whole. 

Arabella is introduced in the film much as she is in the novel, though as is often the 

case with Jude, the cardinal function of the scene is intact, while the catalyzers are entirely 

different. In the novel, of course, Jude meets Arabella when she flings the pig's pizzle at 

his head. The significance of Arabella's "missile" has been analyzed a number of ways-it 

has been seen as a symbol of Arabella's "animal" nature, the thorough carnality of their 

relationship, and-most commonly-as a harbinger of Jude's metaphorical "castration" by 

Arabella. What's more, by slapping Jude "upside the head," as it were, with a pig's penis, 

Hardy's narrator is again scolding his character for allowing himself to get carried away 

with a romantic-even blasphemous-vision. Throughout the novel, Jude will be continually 

"slapped" like this-his dreams will constantly be put in opposition to the reality of the 

flesh. 

In the film, however, Jude is not in the grip of self-delusion. He is reading 

peacefully under a tree in a setting that can best be described as pastoral; the lighting of 

the scene is bright, a rippling brook can be heard, and Eccleston, sitting cross-legged 

under the tree and reading Latin out loud, calls to mind nothing less than a skinny Buddha. 

Once he reaches the end of a line (recited with a note of triumph in his voice), an object 

flies out fi'om out of nowhere and lands with a moist splat in the middle of Jude's book. 
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He picks up the object, and in ciose-up it is revealed to be not a pig's pizzle-but its heart. 

This change from Hardy's crudely sexual image to one associated with love, or at least 

with the vitalness of the being, also results in a change in Arabella's motives-rather than 

sending Jude a grotesque symbol of her own desire for him, she has sent him the butcher-

shop equivalent of a Valentine. Further, by throwing the heart not at Jude's head but at 

the scholarly Latin book, Arabella makes a statement that could serve as a synecdoche for 

the film as a whole; that love will subsume scholarship. This is made clear when, after the 

"At Christminster" sequence, Winterbottom almost entirely drops his focus on Jude's 

intellectual aspirations (much as Hardy does with the novel), and instead concentrates on 

his romance with Sue. The film even shows its awareness of its reversion of Hardy's 

imagery when, after Arabella encourages Jude to meet her again, she returns to her fnends 

who are cleaning chitterlings in the creek. "Did you catch anything?" one of them asks 

Arabella. "Nah," she replies. "I should have thrown something else at him" (emphasis 

mine). This would suggest that Arabella is fishing for a suitable romantic partner; and 

when she realizes that Jude will not measure up to this standard, she should have pursued 

him merely for sexual gratification. 

While this change fi-om the pizzle to the heart might seems trifling, or even 

amusing, it actually serves as the film's symbol for Arabella's feelings for Jude. On the 

one hand, the heart is a gross piece of flesh; but on the other hand, it is an accepted 

symbol of love. During her first several scenes, Arabella is seen as the symbol of fleshy 

sensuousness. On their first "date," a walk in the countryside, Arabella seeks to impress 
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Jude by ciimbing a tree. During her initial seduction of Jude in the family pig sty, Arabella 

alternately places an egg into her mouth and between her ample cleavage; and when she 

and Jude finally give in and have sex, the camera pulls away to reveal the pigs in the pens 

around the couple, their grunting and squeaking soon muffling the sounds of lovemaking. 

Even during the wedding night scenes, Arabella is shown as a sexual animal-she tells Jude, 

who is tying in bed with the covers modestly drawn up, to "leave the light on" so she can 

"see everything," then aggressively jumps on top of Jude, proceeds to kiss him all over his 

body, and even playfully nips him on the chest. The animal imagery that is used to 

characterize Arabella is also utilized as a symbol for her marriage to Jude; for, at the 

springtime marriage feast, the couple is presented with a young, spotted pig (Arabella 

even affectionately says that they should call it "Spot"), which a group of children chase 

around and capture. The wedding scene soon shifts to bleak winter, and the pig has 

become a hog. As in the novel, Jude and Arabella are forced to chase the pig around in its 

pen-almost a mockery of the children chasing the young pig-capture it, and slit its throat. 

But it is Arabella who does the actual butchering of the carcass; and as she removes its 

guts, Jude sadly leaves their house to visit with Aunt Drusilla. The meaning is clear; 

Arabella has disemboweled the marriage, and-by implication-Jude. As if to hammer this 

point home, when Jude returns he finds Arabella is gone; in her place is the butchered hog 

carcass on which she has pinned a good-bye note. 

By this point in the film, Arabella has more-or-less been presented as Hardy wrote 

her-and Rachel Griffiths is extremely well-cast, fitting Hardy's description almost to a tee; 
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She. . was a fine dark-eyed girl, not exactly handsome, but capable of passing as 
such at a little distance, despite some coarseness of skin and fibre. She had a 
round and prominent bosom, full lips, perfect teeth, and the rich complexion of a 
Cochin hen's egg. She was a complete and substantial female animal-no more, no 
less. . . (43) 

The film also succeeds remarkably at turning the audience's sympathies away from the 

character-her coldness in killing the hog and her cruelty to Jude come through with 

remarkable clarity; and in the subsequent scene with Aunt Drusilla, the audience is given 

further reason to sympathize with Jude and turn against Arabella when Drusilla informs 

Jude that "it's been months"-and Arabella shows no signs of pregnancy. As is the case 

with the novel, then, it would appear that Jude was "trapped" into marriage-though the 

scene of his entrapment is nowhere in sight, and there had been no mention of any 

pregnancy between the sex scene in the pig sty and the wedding scene. But no sooner 

does the film bring up this information than it throws it all into doubt. For as Jude reads 

the good-bye note that Arabella has left him, her voice is heard over the scene; 

"I know you think I tricked you into marrying me, but I swear I really believed I 
was pregnant. I'm going to Australia to start again. Perhaps now you'll be fi'ee to 
go to Christminster and be a university man. Good luck." 

As Arabella's voiceover continues, the scene transforms from Jude in his home to Jude on 

a train; and as soon as the voiceover stops, the intertitle card appears; "At Christminster." 

Arabella's plea for vindication, and her gesture of setting Jude free to pursue his goal, cast 

the character in an entirely new light; and when one considers the "Valentine" she sent 

Jude to initiate the relationship, it is hard not to wonder—did Arabella act out of a simple 

and cynical desire to "get" a man, or did she act entirely out of love; and does she leave 
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Jude out of a selfless desire to take herself out of the way and allow Jude to pursue his 

life-long ambition? 

The film further suggests that Arabella is motivated by love when, after Sue's 

marriage, Jude meets her while she is tending bar. The couple have sex, and then Jude 

falls asleep on Arabella's naked breast-a tableau that is remarkably maternal, and which 

fits in with the film's infantalizing of Jude (in addition to sleeping on Arabella's breast, he 

is seen curled up in bed and sobbing after Sue spitefully tells him that she doesn't love 

him; and during his sex scene with Sue, the camera lingers on Sue's breasts as Jude sucks 

on her nipples). Arabella lovingly strokes the sleeping man's hair, and quietly says to him, 

"You know how I said I was pregnant when we got married? Jude?. . .Jude?. . .1 met 

someone in Sydney and didn't tell him about us. . .It wasn't as nice as how we did it." 

The scene then fades to black. Arabella's halting speech is indicative of two things; she 

seems on the verge of confessing something about the supposed false pregnancy-which 

may, in fact, be that she really was pregnant, since Jude's child will shortly appear in the 

film-and that she feels that Jude is the superior of the two men she's had. In the novel, 

Arabella seeks to get Jude back, but her motives are entirely cynical and satirical-here, the 

scene is warm and maternal. It is impossible to conclude that Arabella's feelings are 

anything other than loving. 

Just as Arabella begins to emerge as a loving wife to Jude, she is shown to be a 

loving mother to her child. Interestingly, Arabella chooses to name the boy Jude Fawley, 

or "Juey," as he's usually called; and this is a direct reversal of her attitude toward Jude as 
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expressed in the novel. When the boy meets Jude and Sue in Hardy's Jude, the scene 

plays as near farce; 

"His face is like the tragic mask of Melpomene," said Sue. "What is your 
name, dear? Did you tell us?" 

"Little Father Time is what they always called me. It is a nickname; 
because I look so aged, they say." 

"And you talk so, too," said Sue tenderly. "It is strange, Jude, that these 
pretematurally old boys almost always come from new countries. But what were 
you christened?" 

"I never was." 
"Why was that?" 
"Because, if I died in damnation, 'twould save the expense of a Christian 

funeral." 
"Oh-your name is not Jude, then?" said his father with some 

disappointment. 
The boy shook his head. "Never heerd on it." 
"Of course not," said Sue quickly; "since she was hating you all the time!" 

(276) 

Little Father Time, then, is a negation-Arabella's negation of Jude and of his ambition to 

become a clergyman; and he will later stand as the novel's negation of life in the modem 

world-what the doctor tells Jude is "the beginning of the coming universal wish not to 

live" (331). By naming her child after her estranged husband, the film's Arabella shows 

her lasting commitment to Jude-a desire to see a part of him carry on. Furthermore, in 

this highly realistic film, Juey has no real symbolic value-he emerges as nothing more than 

a solemn-faced child for whom his mother has the greatest sympathy and affection. 

During the voice-over that announces to Jude the existence of Juey, Arabella explains that 

she is giving up the child simply because neither she nor her parents can afford to take care 

of him. Later in the film, Arabella finds Jude and his family at the fair. She seeks out 

Juey, who is playing with his half-sister. She dotes on the boy, gives the children the cake 
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she has Just purchased from Jude and Sue, and calls Juey "a good boy." Finally, at the 

funeral of the children, Arabella stands in the background, her face twisted in grief When 

Jude passes by her, Arabella stops him and says, "I should have kept him myself None of 

this would ever have happened. If I'd come back to you-!" Then, when Jude moves 

away from her, she tries to comfort him by saying, "It wasn't your fault, Jude." 

What emerges, then, is an enormously sympathetic Arabella-she is certainly a 

loving mother and she shows every indication of being a good wife; moreover, in the 

cemetery scene, she recognizes that she has wronged Jude, and that if she had not 

abandoned him then there could have been the possibility of a happy marriage. It would 

seem that the film is arguing against this point of view, since we are to believe that Jude 

and Sue are the ideal couple; but this becomes impossible to accept when we compare 

Arabella to Sue, for Arabella emerges as not only the more sympathetic character, but the 

one who has the stronger legal and moral claim on Jude. It is significant to point out that 

there is no mention made of divorce in this film; once Sue is set free to live with Jude, we 

are treated to scenes of the happy couple riding bicycles and playing on the beach, and so 

we can't conclude that they are not still married to their original spouses. Perhaps they 

are even legally barred from getting divorces. The closest the film comes to addressing 

the issue is when Jude asks Sue if she would consider marrying again, and she declares, 

"I'd run a mile if you had a piece of paper that forced me to love you!" The viewer is left 

either to ponder the couple's legal standing or gloss over it-something the film clearly 

does. That society views the couple as living in sin, however, is never in doubt; as in the 
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novel, Jude obtains a position repairing the Ten Commandments in a church, and Sue 

assists him. With them are Juey and a squalling infant. As they work, a cadre of grim-

faced, black-clad old women glide past the family, their expressions displaying stony 

disapproval. Jude is sacked in the next scene. Coming on the heels of this sequence, the 

family is shown at their apartment window, watching the auction of their household goods 

in the grimy courtyard below. From the following dialogue passage, it is clear that Jude 

and Sue have been brought to this state not by poverty in general, but by the workings of a 

disapproving society: 

SUE; It's going to be like this everywhere we go, as soon as people find out 
we're not married. 

JUDE: We'll move on. Move somewhere where nobody knows us. And if they 
find out, we'll move on. And again. And again. As long as it takes the 
world to change. We've done nothing wrong. Sue. You're the one who 
taught me that. 

Jude and Sue, then, are victims of an unchanging world, one that drives them into the 

streets and forces them, like Dickens' Jude, to "move on." What's more, they are on an 

ideological mission to change the world-to force society to accept their unconventionality. 

In the context of the film, this has a certain religious quality; for when the family returns to 

Christminster, they trudge fi-om lodging to lodging in the pouring rain, only to be told-like 

the Holy Family-"no room." 

However, the film undermines its own argument and actually endorses the view of 

this "unchanging" society in the sequence that depicts Sue's losing her virginity to Jude 

and its immediate after-effects. Since this sequence is crucial to what the film ultimately 

has to say about society, it is important to deal with it in some detail: During the "At 
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Aldbrickham and Elsewhere" sequence, Arabella arrives at Jude and Sue's lodgings and 

tells Jude that she needs to speak to him. As Jude prepares to leave, Sue decides to keep 

Jude in the house by giving him what he wants. She strips off her nightgown and lies 

down on the bed, completely naked. The way the scene is shot is unabashedly erotic; 

Winslet's nude frame occupies two-thirds of the right half of the screen and is softly lit by 

the gas lamp, while Eccleston, his back to the camera and partially in the shadows, 

undresses in the left one-third. This positioning makes Winslet's body the focus of the 

entire scene;^^ and as she lies woodenly and supine, her hands awkwardly placed just 

above her breasts, she exudes erotic vulnerability. Her vulnerable position is enhanced by 

her nervous, oddly charming dialogue; "Do I talk too much? I'm doing it wrong! I'm 

intellectualizing!" Jude climbs atop her, and the scene earns the film its R rating, with 

Eccleston kissing her all over her body, and finally slipping between her legs. The scene 

fades out, and the next fades-in is on Sue preparing breakfast. The couple are happy and 

contented, kissing and nuzzling each other; the well-adjusted couple after a night of 

satisfying love-making. But the happiness of this scene is cut short when Jude picks up 

the letter Arabella has left for him, and, in voice-over, we Ieam of the existence of Juey 

and the fact that Arabella is sending the boy out to live with his father. 

After the deliberate eroticism of the sex scene-one which is calculated, I would 

contend, to deliberately excite the viewer and reward him or her for waiting to see Jude 

and Sue consummate their love (the filmmakers apparently hoped to reward curious 

viewers in other ways, too, as it was publicized before the film's release that Winslet 
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would be doing her first nude scene-this was, remember, a year before Titanic, and her 

much more celebrated foray into onscreen nudity), the arrival of Juey is like a douche of 

cold water. While Arabella's voiceover continues, we see the boy in silhouette on the 

deck of a ship, the ocean gray around him. The color gray is again predominant in the 

next scene, when Juey arrives at the train station to be met by Jude and Sue. The boy is 

wearing dreary colors, the station is drab, and the crowd around him is a noisy, 

undistinguished mob. In the dialogue that ensues, it is Sue who takes the mantle of 

authority when she tells the boy, "This is your father, and my name's Sue." Sue, in effect, 

tries to be a mother to the boy, but the depth of her resentment of him is revealed when 

she observes the sleeping Juey and tells Jude that she can see him in the boy, "but the 

other half is her." The resentment in Sue's voice is echoed later, at the lodging in 

Christminster, when Sue will harshly tell the child to "go to bed!" Significantly, Jude 

becomes the true maternal figure when he goes to the child's bedroom and comforts him. 

Shortly after Juey's arrival, the small, manufactured family attend a magic-lantern 

show (a scene that is not in the novel), and during the time spent under the tent, Juey 

watches enthralled as an image of an old man turns into a skeleton, and as sheeted 

"ghosts" run through the crowd. His wide eyes are important in the next scene, where 

Juey is crouched in a comer, watching Sue give birth. This is one of the single most 

disturbing sequences in the entire film; Winslet has been directed to howl piteously 

(though her howls strangely resemble the sound of orgasm); and in one instant, she is 

revealed to have her legs spread wide-open, with blood and gore emitting from her vagina. 
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It is a scene that, I believe, is meant to presage Juey's murder of the other two children-he 

has seen the agony a woman endures in giving birth, and might naturally conclude that life 

itself is agony-and Winterbottom's focus on the boy's eyes during the entire sequence 

would seem to prove this. However, the entire sequence of events works to undermine 

this interpretation. The arrival of Juey almost immediately after the sensual love-making 

scene, in effect, displays the immediate consequences of sex; children. That the boy is 

almost immediately associated with images of death casts him in the role of executioner-is 

he, perhaps, Arabella's retribution for Sue's stealing of her husband? If anything, the 

bloody childbirth scene brings to mind Laura Mulvey's comment that, in cinema, 

"Woman's desire is subjected to her image as bearer of the bleeding wound, she can resist 

only in relation to castration and cannot transcend it" (58). Here, the "bleeding wound" is 

made the subject of the shot, horrifying both Juey and the audience. Winterbottom seems 

to make the viewer complicit in what can be seen as Juey's desire to contain the threat of 

the feminine by destroying its product. 

I do not believe that this repressive attitude is intentional; rather, it springs from 

the filmmakers' twin desire to appropriate femininity as a means for contextualizing the 

past and to show the characters as victims of forces beyond their control. Marcia Landy 

has argued that many of the films from the 1980s and '90s that dramatize British history 

are also deeply concerned with the roles women play in reproducing national culture. In 

Landy's study-which I am distilling here-women fall into two general categories; maternal 

figures, who are "positioned as the guarantor of identity, authenticity, and wholeness, an 
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antidote to nationalism, racism, and violence" (82) and who also can invest men with the 

much-needed values of compassion and empathy (81); and women who are like the 

"imperialist Other," who are associated with social disruption, decomposition, and death 

(83-5). To Landy, these twin images represent "not only a crisis of historicizing but a 

crisis of representation in contemporary British cinema" (86)-in short, femininity becomes 

the locus for a study of Britain's own divided feelings about itself. Landy's study was 

published before the release of Jude, but the film's depiction of Sue and Arabella seems to 

bear out her theory. Sue, clearly associated with rebellion, pain, blood, and madness, 

disrupts the social order; while Arabella, who transforms from animal into a sympathetic 

mother-figure, represents a kind of recuperation of social identity. When Jude rejects her 

at the childrens' funeral, he is rejecting an offer to reclaim stability in his own life. 

Moreover, the film seems to come out on the side of Arabella-and, hence, of 

traditional marital roles-because it is clear that Winterbottom wishes to turn everyone into 

a victim of society; thus, Arabella had to be made more sympathetic. As the film clearly 

champions the working class, a working-class Arabella who consciously victimizes Jude 

would undermine the director's intentions. As a result, her "deceiving" Jude about the 

pregnancy is cast into doubt; she willingly sets Jude free to pursue his academic career; 

and she does not get Jude drunk and force him to remarry her after Sue has lefl him; 

Arabella disappears from the film after the funeral, as victimized by the death of her child 

as Sue is by the deaths of hers. By making Arabella into a "good" character, the appeal of 

Sue in contrast is utterly lost. In Hardy, there is always the knowledge that no matter how 
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difficult Sue may be, she is always superior to the scheming and manipulative Arabella; but 

in Winterbottom, Jude has the choice between a callous sexual glutton who 

metamorphoses into a loving maternal figure and a fun-loving free spirit who becomes 

more sexually repressed and neurotic as the film goes on.. .and it's hard to understand 

why he chooses the latter over the former. 

Just as Arabella is redeemed by Winterbottom's sympathetic treatment, so too is 

Phillotson. Liam Cunningham is both far too young and robust to be the Phillotson who 

fills Sue with sexual revulsion; and he, like Arabella, is not allowed to be a victimizer. 

There is no Gillingham to make him question his rationale in letting Sue go; in fact, when 

Jude tells him that he wishes to live with Sue, Phillotson recognizes that the marriage was 

a mistake from the beginning; 

PHILLOTSON; You knew all along Sue made a mistake in marrying me. But you 
did nothing to stop us? 

JUDE; No. 
PHILLOTSON; Nor did I. 

The film dispatches Phillotson midway; he is last seen riding off in a coach, his face blank. 

What becomes of him from this point we are not told. After the childrens' deaths Sue 

mentions that she plans on returning to him, but the film is not clear as to whether she 

does do it; and certainly Phillotson does not collaborate with Arabella (as he does in the 

novel) in her scheme to win back Jude-for to make Phillotson a victimizer would deprive 

him of his status as hard-luck loser in the romantic stakes, and as victim of the same false 

promise of advancement in society that he had shared with Jude. 

In place of Hardy's ironic, patently artificial ending, in which Jude and Sue remarry 
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their original spouses and Jude dies alone, mocked by the revelry at the Remembrance 

games outside, Winterbottom has created the "Christmas 1889" scenario, shot in muted 

grays that recall the film's opening black-and-white section. A cadaverous-looking Jude 

discovers Sue in the cemetery, kneeling over the graves of the children. After Jude makes 

a plea for Sue to return to him and after they share a long kiss. Sue retreats, leaving a 

solitary Jude to cry out, "We are man and wife, if ever two people were on this earth!" 

The End. It seems odd that a film that has been so unflinching in its imagery-a 

disemboweled pig, gory childbirth, dead children-should stop short of showing Jude's 

death; but by keeping Jude alive, Winterbottom denies society a total victory; so long as 

Jude lives, there is the possibility that society will be overthrown. A modem viewer 

certainly has the knowledge that, today, a poor kid can indeed get a college education, and 

that the definition of a legal marriage has become somewhat flexible since 1895; there is a 

certain comfort in knowing that Jude's impossible dreams are today's realities. 

In the final analysis, Jude is so different from Jude the Obscure that at times it is 

hard to consider the film an adaptation of Hardy's novel. Yet, like Schlesinger's Far from 

the Madding Crowd and Polanski's Tess, Jude received a number of favorable reviews 

that praised it precisely for its fidelity to Hardy. Michael Wilmington claims that "the 

movie, like the novel, has a consistent vision, a tragic trajectory. There's a harrowing, 

crystalline quality to the images in Jude (photographed by Edourado Serra) that suggest 

the chill and fascination of reading Hardy-one of the British novel's masters of mood and 

atmosphere" (7K); and James M. Welsh declares that Jude is not meant for the general 
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public at all; instead, it is "a film conceived for the readers of Thomas Hardy who know 

the novel and will be willing and able to fill in the gaps in the screenplay" ( "Jude " 300)." 

Certainly Winterbottom's Jude captures what we expect of Hardy and Juck the Obscure: 

an angry indictment of society for its treatment of the poor, the alienated, and the outsider. 

Yet in trying to make Hardy's story more relevant to the '90s-and more real in terms of 

how it depicts women and how it treats the deaths of the chiidren-the film delivers mixed 

messages. What kind of Hardy is created by Winterbottom's yi/</£ .^ Certainly one that is 

different from the pastoralist created by Schlesinger or the Darwinian fatalist presented by 

Polanski: Winterbottom's Hardy is on the side of a repressive social order, and somehow 

this seems to be a much more drastic change than any that was made to Hardy's novel. 
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NOTES 

1. The most complete analysis of allusion in Jude is, of course, to be found in 
Marlene Springer's Hardy's Use of Allusion. Among other things. Springer 
locates over 100 allusions that are associated with Jude alone (166). Other 
treatments of the allusive qualities ofJude^s language include McDowell, McNees, 
and Nemesvari, "Appropriating," who all examine the biblical nature of the 
allusions; and Saldivar, who deconstructs the referential ability of language. 

2. I am in this sense referring to Fisher's system, and not his actual analysis of Jude. 
Like me. Fisher examines Jude as something of a satire, but I find his mixture of 
Marxism and nature-worship a bizarre combination. Fisher's argument also begs 
the question; since satire is subversive, what, then, is "hidden" dhoul Jude the 
Obscure? 

3. This division of thought can be seen in two of the most influential feminist readings 
of Jude. Kathleen Blake, after disentangling Lawrence from "his offensive 
definitions of what it means to be a woman or a man, and from his idea that Sue 
was bom with an unhealthy overbalance of the masculine" (721), finds that he is 
essentially correct in saying that Sue channels her sexuality into more intellectual 
areas, which leaves her feeling guilty over keeping Jude unsatisfied (722). 
Jacobus, however, feels that "Lawrence recreates the novel with such imaginative 
intensity that it is easy to substitute his version for Hardy's" (306), and faults him 
for creating an image of Sue that allows her to be cast as a villain in other critics' 
readings (307). 

4. These interpretations are echoed in 1922 by Beach, who claims that Jude is built 
on a "militantly" naturalistic scheme in which Arabella's animal qualities and Sue's 
"morbidity" both play a role in undermining Jude (218-22); in 1928 by 
Braybrooke, who casts Jude as a Peter Pan character (!) and renders the story into 
"a conflict between Jude and his ideals and Jude and two women. That the women 
win is only to be expected, as it seems to be an inevitable law that they should" 
(91); and in 1946 by Cecil, who criticizes Jude for forgetting his intellectual 
ambitions and becoming absorbed in his passion for Sue (42). In 1971, Homback 
argued that Jude's marriage to Arabella is the single action that keeps him from 
obtaining his goals-he remains "tied" to Arabella and to Marygreen (130), and he 
robs himself of a future-forcing himself and Sue to live a "static nonexistence" 
(135). 

5. This list, of course, is far from comprehensive. Other significant feminist readings 
include Goode, who defines Sue by her "incomprehensibility" and claims that the 
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attempts by the men in her life to assign meaning to her is also an attempt to render 
her subversive ideology into "false consciousness" ("Sue Bridehead" 107-8); 
Boumeiha, who argues that Sue's tragedy is her growing understanding that she is 
not free (144 ff); Green, who claims that the novel "attempts to rescue the 
androgynous intellect, figured in Sue Bridehead, fi'om the [1890s] discourse of 
gynecological anti-feminism" (540); Morgan, who sees Sue as voicing Hardy's 
militantly anti-marriage argument and not being silenced for doing so (110 ff); and 
SchafTer, who argues that Hardy presents the novel through the eyes of a staring 
man, thus robbing Sue of an awareness of her own body and creating a parody of 
feminist self-consciousness (269). 

6. Similarly, Lodge claims that "so much attention is given to the use of the railway, 
especially by Jude, to the problems, ironies, and fhjstrations of such travel-waiting 
for connections, missing trains, planning cross-country joumies-that it does not 
seem fanciful to interpret the railway (a 'closed system' which allows its users a 
strictly limited mobility) as a symbol for life itself in this novel" ("Pessimism" 
201/1); while Goode argues that "'At', the word which links the title of each part, 
implies a double negation of the subject since although it defines a location it does 
not suggest, in fact in most cases positively denies accommodation-thus at various 
stages the characters are placed but have no place" {Offensive Truth 141). 

7. Ronald P. Draper has also analyzed the novel in terms of its comedy; however, he 
feels that the humor is always deflated by disillusionment (246); while Fisher sees 
Jude both as a satire on Christianity and capitalism, with Jude and Sue "trying to 
enact bourgeois myths of autonomy without bourgeois money and power" (182). 

8. See, for instance, Benvenuto, who claims that Hardy's tone in this passage is 
ironic, and Jude will prove through his actions that his life is valuable (32). 

9. McNees argues that one of Jude's central themes is "Jude's lifelong search for a 
master text. This master text is housed in the inaccessible Christminster where 
Jude believes the 'tree of knowledge' grows" (39). 

10. Though separated by twenty-four years, McDowell and Alexander Fischler both 
argue that Jude's-and Hardy's-biblical allusions add depth and universality to 
Jude's tragedy (McDowell 245; Fischler 516); however, both McNees and 
Nemesvari see these allusions as a form of social criticism. To McNees, the 
biblical quotes are devoid of meaning, yet Jude clings to their form, illustrating the 
hollowness of Victorian beliefs (36-7); while Nemesvari in "Appropriating the 
Word" argues that Jude tries to "rewrite" the Bible as a kind of subversive 
apocrypha that undercuts the Victorian reliance on "stable" religious texts to 
create a cohesive cultural identity. 
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11. See Arnold, "Hebraism and Hellenism" (163-75). For analyses of the 
Hellenic/Hebraic dichotomy in Jude see, for instance, Bjork, who argues that Sue 
is "trying" to be a pagan, just as Jude is "trying" to be a Christian (49); and Pass, 
who sees the Hellenic/Hebraic split as being entirely within Sue-a point I will also 
propose. 

12. For a further discussion of Wilde's "evolutionary" theory of art, see J. P. Brown, 
54-55. 

13. That Hardy read and appreciated Wilde is certain. In a fine appreciation-
apparently meant as an introduction to a 1908 collection of Wilde's works-Hardy 
praised Wilde's use of levity to attack materialism in literature, and his holding 
criticism to more rigid standards (Literary Notebooks II; 255-7). 

14. In a letter to Edmund Gosse, Hardy wrote that "one of [Sue's] reasons for fearing 
the marriage ceremony is that she fears it wd be breaking faith with Jude to 
withhold herself at pleasure, or altogether, after it; though while uncontracted she 
feels at liberty to yield herself as seldom as she chooses" {Collected Letters II;99). 
The marriage contract, then, has the power of reining in Sue's behavior and 
forcing her into a mode of being she does not like. 

15. Once again, this observation was made by Fass, 281. See also Springer, who 
argues Sue is repressed by the Hebraism in her (161). 

16. For a complete and fascinating analysis of divorce among the classes in Victorian 
England and how it relates to the themes in Jude, see Davis. 

17. Kramer apparently believes so: in his reading, Jude does not appreciate or take 
advantage of the land; and Jude makes no effort to become involved in the life of 
the Marygreen community (Forms 158-9). 

18. Harding argues that Hardy's subsequent revisions of this sequence to remove most 
direct references to the severed penis are all concessions to conventional morality. 
The revisions undercut Hardy's intention of satirizing Jude's academic goals, and 
they result in Hardy expressing a stereotypical fear of the feminine (86 ff.). 

19. Winterbottom's fourth film, I Want You (1999), was not released theatrically in 
America, but it has emerged on videocassette. A discussion of this film here would 
add little to my analysis of Jude. Since this film, Winterbottom has made two 
more, but only Wonderland (2000) has had a limited U. S. nin; and I was 
unfortunately unable to view it. As I discuss in the "Post Script" to this study, 
Winterbottom will release at the end of 2000 a film entitled The Claim, which is 
more-or-less based on The Mayor of Casterbridge. 
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20. Widdowson's essay on Jude appears as a "postscript" to On Thomas Hardy (188-
95); and he later reprinted it as "Obscuring Jude the Obscure^ (Critical Survey 9.1 
[1997]: 96-103). All essays to the Widdowson essay will be from OTH. 

21. See, for instance, Clark, who claims that "Winslet's performance is effective 
enough to make an unsatisfactory movie tough to dismiss"; and especially Corliss, 
"Grim Rapture," where he calls Jude "a handsome showcase for [Winslet's] gifts." 

22. To qualify my opinion on The Governess: Writer/Director Goldbacher has her 
heart in the right place, but the film reproduces every imaginable cliche of 
Victorian literature: an orphan forced to find work as a governess, a mysterious 
family estate, a Byronic head of household, a dissolute older son, an angel in the 
house. . . Moreover, Goldbacher's decision to expose Victorian anti-Semitism by 
making her Jewish heroine suffer at the hands of Catholics makes the whole 
enterprise suspect, since Catholics were themselves treated suspiciously by the 
Victorians. Consider Lucy Snowe's fears of being converted by the "bigoted" 
Catholics in Charlotte Bronte's Villette (1853). 

23. Both Corliss, "Grim Rapture," and Willmington (7J) say that Sue's character is 
similar to Catherine, the brainy, chain-smoking rebel from Truffaut's Jules et Jim 
(1961). 

24. On video, Eccleston is practically cropped out of the scene, so Winslet occupies 
the entire shot. This is an interesting commentary on what editors choose to favor 
when a wide-screen movie is forced into the "pan-and-scan" format for video. As 
of this writing, Jude is not available in the "letterbox" format and there is no DVD 
version, but it does exist on laserdisc. 

25. Some reviews that were not favorable to the film are interesting here, as they fault 
Jude precisely because it doesn 7 stay faithful to popular social constructions of the 
novel. See, for instance. Rose: "Thomas Hardy's novel-a sexually frank, anti-
marriage diatribe-raised such vitriolic criticism in the 19th century that he turned 
the rest of his career to the safer art of poetry. Watching the wan Christopher 
Eccleston as Jude and Kate Winslet as his cousin and lover Sue Bridehead, an 
audience might well wonder what all the fuss was about"; and Van Gelder, who 
says that, in the film, "the inevitability of tragedy seems to have been mislaid;" and 
that "the role of society has been shrunk. From this imbalance emerges not a great 
tragedy but a tale of doomed romance." 
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CHAPTER 6; 
"MOMENTS OF TELEVTSION"; OR, THOMAS 

HARDY IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY. . 

Thomas Hardy is so readily identified with the Victorian era that it is somewhat 

disconcerting to realize that television was in development over more than the last twenty 

years of his life; and that, in 1926, nearly two years before Hardy died, TV was given its 

first practical demonstration in London. Some ten years after Hardy's death, television 

was a small industry in pockets of Europe and America; and within a generation TV sets 

would become standard appliances in many living rooms, and aerials would appear on the 

roofs of the same Dorset houses Hardy had known since he was a boy. Of course, the 

image of Hardy himself plopped in front of a TV set is ludicrous-had he lived long enough 

to see those crude television broadcasts of the early 1930s, and had he taken any interest 

at all in the invention, he probably would have dismissed TV as yet another "scientific 

toy"-but knowing that one of the most ubiquitous symbols of the modem age came into 

being during Hardy's lifetime is a small reminder that Hardy has at least a toehold in our 

own era, and that he deserves to be seen as someone who reflected on a world we can still 

recognize. Perhaps not insignificantly, television-the same medium that so defines modem 

society and which brings the world together, in Marshall McLuhan's over-used but 

increasingly accurate phrase, into a "global village"-has been highly instrumental in 

allowing people to see Hardy and his works; and in this sense alone the television 

adaptations of Hardy's novels demand consideration in this study. 

One of the most telling things about the made-for-TV movies and episodic serials 

based on Hardy's novels and stories is that they were all produced under circumstances 
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that demand Hardy be viewed as the author of "classic" works of literature. The first TV 

adaptations of Hardy were made by and for the BBC, which, fi-om its earliest days of 

telecasting, has maintained a tradition of creating dramatized versions of "The Classics," 

usually in the form of weekly serial installments that can run anywhere from two weeks to 

several months. The serialization of "Classics" actually began on BBC radio-on which, 

Peter Widdowson reports. Hardy's works have been well-represented {Hardy in History 

95-6)-and it was fairly natural for BBC-TV to continue the tradition when it began regular 

service. Surprisingly, very little has been written on the origins or on the generic 

identification of the Classic Serial, but it can safely be said that this kind of serial began 

life-as did many other offerings from the BBC-with the BBC's public service policy, 

which dictated that the corporation provide the "best" in all its programming. As reported 

by Andrew Crisell, the BBC's early directors identified the "best" with the "Classics;" 

therefore, the corporation offered a large sampling of classical music and Shakespearean 

theater (28). (Crisell does not mention what was the BBC's approach to literary 

adaptations.) In Crisell's terms, the early overlords of the BBC weren't driven by simple 

cultural elitism; before World War II, the average British citizen ended his or her 

education at 14; only a few went on to pursue higher education and to experience the kind 

of exposure to "high culture" that such an education would allow. A primary aim of the 

BBC, then, was educational; as Crisell puts it, "to open up to all those who had been 

denied them by a limited education, low social status and small income the great treasures 

of our culture" (29). 

Working from Crisell's argument, it would naturally follow that the BBC sought to 
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use first radio and then television as educational means to expose the masses to classic 

literature; and the ideal means for presenting literature was not by simply reading from it 

(though apparently readings were performed on radio), but by dramatizing it. Since a 

"faithilil" dramatization of a lengthy novel would naturally require several hours, the serial 

was bom. Interestingly, by serializing canonical works from British, European, and, 

occasionally, American literature, the BBC found an efficient way of airing programs that 

were both educational and which succeeded as dramatic entertainment. That the BBC 

didn't simply deliver educational pap is demonstrated by the lasting popularity and 

durability of the Classic Serials; and by the fact that when the British government ended 

BBC's monopoly in the 1950s, the rival networks that sprang up also included serials 

based on the Classics as part of their own programming. By 1982, the Classic Serial had 

become such an institution on British TV that Paul Kerr claimed that "any serial scheduled 

in an associated slot and accorded similar special treatment by the [television] company 

concerned has been automatically designated a classic. And that status refers both to the 

prestige of the original novel in the literary canon and to the standing of the specific serial 

in the television canon" (IS). Kerr argues that the titles chosen for dramatization as 

Classic Serials differ little from those included in Leavis's "Great Tradition" and printed in 

paperback as "Penguin Classics;" therefore. Classic Serials transform canonized literature 

into a kind of cultural commodity that preserves for British audiences a sense of 

themselves (9 ff). Since Kerr published his article in 1982, the contents of the Classic 

Serial have been broadened somewhat to include such mid-twentieth-century works as 

The Jewel in the Crown, based on Paul Scott's "Raj Quartet," but even the more 
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contemporary novels that are made into serials tend to be those that are considered 

highbrow literature, and which deal with the very nature of "Britishness." 

The Classic Serial has also been a means through which those outside Great 

Britain-most notably, Americans-have developed their own sense not only for what 

Britishness is, but for what classic literature and "quality television" are. British programs 

made very little impact on the American television market until the early 1970s; prior to 

that time, the only imported British programs to become popular in the United States were 

genre series such as The Avengers and The Saint. A few American networks did purchase 

some "Classical" British programs to air as part of their "educational" programming; but a 

steady American market for the Classic Serials didn't emerge until the creation of the PBS 

program Masterpiece Theatre in 1971In a recent study, Laurence Jarvik argues that this 

now-venerabb program came into being largely because of three forces; the successful 

airing in 1969 of The Foresyte Saga on PBS, which demonstrated the appeal of British 

"period" serials in the U.S.; the desire on the part of the Mobil Oil Corporation to sponsor 

a quality television show that would boost the company's prestige; and the pressure put on 

PBS by the Nixon Administration to move away from "left-leaning" community affairs 

broadcasting and to focus more on educational programming-and Nixon himself believed 

that the best education was attained through immersion in the Classics." Masterpiece 

Theatre quickly became-and has largely remained-established in many Americans' minds 

as High Culture; an anthology program that showcases not only adaptations of literary 

classics and sophisticated original "period" dramas; but which provided a kind of cultural 

education in the form of an erudite, English-bom host, Alistair Cooke (in 1992, Cooke 
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retired and was replaced by the folksy and very American Russell Baker), whose 

commentaries on the serials being shown ofTered insight into authors, social customs and 

milieus of the time, important and influential people, and the like. Moreover, to 

Americans, Masterpiece Theatre became synonymous with "quality television;" to this 

day, Americans tend to stereotype British television-especially the serials that appear on 

Masterpiece Theatre-2& being the best on the planet. The subjects, even if they don't 

stem from a literary source, are typically pegged as high-minded and based in solid British 

customs and traditions; the scripts are polished and literary; and the performers are the 

cream of the stage and screen. It is ironic, then, that the serial that did the most to cement 

Masterpiece Theatre's popularity, and even to elevate it to the status of American cultural 

phenomenon, was not a literary adaptation at all, nor did it have its roots in the stuff of 

High Culture: it is Upstairs, Downstairs, which, simply put, was no more than a soap 

opera in Edwardian dress. 

Many Americans believe that the serials shown on Masterpiece Theatre are made 

specifically for that program, but this is not the case-at least, it wasn't at the beginning. 

Masterpiece Theatre is produced by Boston's PBS station WGBH, which, using the funds 

provided by Mobil, originally just purchased existing serials from the BBC-and, later, 

from Britain's other networks-and then aired them as part o^Masterpiece Theatre's 

anthology format. As Masterpiece Theatre increased in popularity and as it became 

clearer to the producers what "kind" of serial went over best with its viewers, WGBH 

began funneling American money into British serials while they were still at the production 

stage, thus ensuring an output of quality British material to American consumers (Jarvik 
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117 ff). How American money affected the content of these serials probably cannot be 

gauged, but it certainly has had an effect on the quality of the productions, as can be 

evidenced by comparing the two BBC-produced Hardy adaptations that aired on 

Masterpiece Theatre during the 1970s. Jude the Obscure (1971), which ran during 

Masterpiece Theatre^ first year, was produced solely by the BBC and filmed almost 

entirely in its studios, and is a modest, stage-bound production that seems like a 

videotaped play. The Mayor of Casterbridge (1978), however, was funded in part by 

American money; and-by all accounts-it is a lavish production, filmed on location in 

Dorset and filled with expensive period details. Unfortunately, as I explain in greater 

detail below, this 1978 Mayor is no longer available for viewing; but it would have been 

interesting to analyze its individual scenes with those of the earlier Jude serial and consider 

how, in seven years' time, the injection of American dollars into the BBC's coffers 

affected the presentation not only of two of Hardy's novels-but of Hardy himself 

The fact that Americans have been involved with the television productions of 

Hardy's novels will be critical to this chapter, since only one production-the 1971 serial of 

Jude-was made entirely by British hands. The 1994 TV movie of The Return of the 

Native was made in Dorset with a British cast and crew, but it was produced by the 

Hallmark greeting card company of Kansas City as part of the Hallmark Hall of Fame-a. 

series of movies and specials that are meant to provide quality entertainment for American 

families. The 1998 serial of Far from the Madding Crowd is a coproduction of WGBH 

and Britain's Granada Television; and, of course, it ran as part Masterpiece Theatre. 

Finally, the 1998 serial version of Tess of the d'Urbervilles was co-produced by London 
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Weekend Television and the American Arts and Entertainment cable network-the latter of 

which has emerged in the 1990s as a serious rival to PBS in airing, and, in part, funding, 

quality British programming. The investment of U. S. dollars in these productions 

suggests that Americans have their own interest in seeing Hardy-if only as the creator of 

colorful "period" entertaimnents that provide access to another time and another place. 

As was the case in the previous three chapters, my interest in this chapter is to 

consider the "kinds" of Hardy that are created through the three serials and one TV 

movie. Although the forms of cinema production and television production are very 

different, I do not feel it is necessary to go into considerable detail about how they are 

different or what makes them different. TV producers and network executives, like film 

producers and studio executives, have shown an interest in adapting Hardy's novels in 

such a way that they will be familiar to, and understood by, mass audiences; and it is fairly 

safe to say that the people who are likely to watch a made-for-TV Hardy movie are the 

same people who'd go to the theater to see a film adaptation of Hardy. The important 

thing to keep in mind is that television, like film, is instrumental in creating an image of 

who Hardy is and what he wrote; and it is this end product-the "Hardy" who is seen 

through the adaptation-that is the primary focus of this study. 

Even so, I feel it is necessary to address some popular assumptions about the serial 

(or "mini-series") format and about the suitability of novels as a subject for television 

adaptation before I continue. It is commonly thought that serialization is the best mode 

for adapting novels-especially lengthy Victorian novels-since the longer running time of 

the serial allows the scriptwriter to include more material fi'om the novel than would be 
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the case if the novel were being adapted for a two-hour film. It has even been suggested 

that, since most Victorian novels originally appeared serially in chapbooks or in 

magazines, the TV serial format replicates both the structure of the Victorian novel and 

allows viewers to experience the same kind of anticipation that the novel's original readers 

felt while waiting for the next installment. However, I am not convinced that serialization 

itself has resulted in "more faithful" adaptations of Hardy's novels. Granted, the serial 

version ofJude the Obscure is about twice as long as Michael Winterbottom's 1996 film 

of Jtide, and it includes a great deal of material that would be left out in Winterbottom's 

version; but the serial still excludes some of the novel's characters and events, and some 

sequences are created by the scriptwriter. Then again, the 1998 serial of Far from the 

Madding Crowd \% only about half an hour longer than John Schlesinger's 1967 film, and 

the 1998 Tess serial is ZicXuaWy shorter than Polanski's 1979 film;^ so can it be said that 

these serials contain markedly "more Hardy" than the earlier film versions? As is the case 

with cinematic adaptations, TV adaptations of novels will naturally reflect conscious 

choices in how to transform the stuff of the novel into visual form, as well as compromises 

and changes in the original material. However, a special consideration in adapting a novel 

to television is that the scriptwriter and director must make allowances for strict running 

times and (outside the BBC, at least) logical breaks for commercials. Quite a different 

case from the serials is the adaptation of The Return of the Native, which was designed to 

run in a single two-hour time slot with commercial interruptions. At just under 100 

minutes, this Native is the shortest of all the Hardy adaptations; and it seems that this 

artificially-imposed time limit did more to shape the artistic choices made by the 
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scriptwriter and the director than did anything else. One area of concern in my analysis of 

this particular adaptation will be the issue of how Hardy's novel can be made 

comprehensible in a form that is limited by time. 

A second point to consider about television production is that it is often thought 

that a TV adaptation of an "adult" novel-and Hardy's novels have certainly been 

considered mature, though certainly not explicit-will automatically be hampered because 

broadcast restrictions prevent the movie or serial from being as frank as the source. This 

is certainly true of programs made to air on American network television, as was Hallmark 

Hall of Fame's Return of the Native, but, fortunately, the three serials that be will 

considered in this chapter were all made to air on the less restrictive British networks, on 

PBS, and on American cable. In fact, the 1971 Jude, which features nudity and offers a 

fairly no-nonsense approach to sex, ran on American public television at a time when some 

programs still shied away from showing married couples in the same bed. It is entirely 

possible that an American viewer watching Jude the Obscure on Masterpiece Theatre in 

1971 would be as shocked by the morality of Hardy's story as were Hardy's original 

readers of 1895. 

Finally, I need to acknowledge that this chapter does not take into consideration all 

of the TV adaptations of Hardy that have been made, for the simple reason that a good 

number of them are no longer available-and some, perhaps, no longer exist. The first 

known TV version of a Hardy prose work was apparently BBC-l's single-part adaptation 

of the short story, The Distracted Preacher, which aired late in 1969. This production 

was followed by three serial adaptations that ran on BBC-2: The Woodlanders (1970), 
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Jtide (1971), and Wessex Tales (1973)-the latter of which was actually a sort of anthology 

series that featured six adaptations of Hardy's stories (Widdowson, Hartfy in History 94-

S). The Mayor of Casterbridge, as was mentioned above, aired in 1978, also on BBC-2 

and later on Masterpiece Theatre. Of these five programs, only Jude is still available for 

viewing; The Mayor of Casterbridge is missing two of its seven parts and has been 

withheld from circulation by the BBC; and the other programs simply seem to have 

vanished/ The loss of these programs is disappointing, if only because-with the exception 

of Return of the Native-\ht programs that are left are the adaptations of novels I have 

dealt with in the previous three chapters. Certainly, it is both interesting and profitable to 

consider how Far from the Madding Crowd has been rendered both into cinematic and 

television forms, and to discuss how changes in attitude and culture between 1967 and 

1998 may have affected these adaptations; but the programs that are left still offer just a 

small sampling of how Hardy and his works have been perceived and apprehended. I 

believe that this study would be made richer and more complex if it were possible to 

consider how such serials as The Woodlatuiers and The Mayor of Casterbridge, and even 

the short story adaptations, have contributed to the ongoing process of seeing Hardy. No 

doubt it is just coincidence, but the TV movies and serials that have survived are all based 

on Hardy's most popular and most frequently-read novels; and, as a result, it can be easy 

to overlook the fact that Hardy's fiction is diverse and always variegated, and that his 

themes encompass more than just pastoral tragedies and a celebration of rural life. Not 

that these themes are the only ones that appear in the existing TV versions of Hardy; in 

fact, at least two of the serials strike me as extremely successflil adaptations of Hardy's 
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works, and in all cases, the existing television productions create images of Hardy that are 

interesting and worthy of study. 

* 

Jude the Obscure (BBC-2,1971) 

BQC-l'sJude the Obscure, which ran in six 45-minute episodes, is probably 

seldom watched today, and it has certainly been eclipsed in the popular memory by 

Winterbottom's cinematic Jude of 25 years later. The relative obscurity of this program 

may be apropos to the situation of its title hero, but its status is nonetheless a pity, for this 

Jude is a good drama in its own right, and it makes an interesting companion piece to 

Hardy's novel. From a present-day perspective, there is much that is wrong with the Jude 

serial; the script is very talky, as dramatist Harry Green retains the many philosophical 

discussions between Jude and Sue almost intact; most of the production is confined to 

interiors, with a good deal of the action happening "off-stage" (i.e., the beating of young 

Jude by Farmer Troutham; and the pig-killing sequence, which is overheard by the late-

arriving butcher); the serial is shot on video, so there are few gradations of light and no 

changes in focus; the camerawork is stationary for long periods of time; there is no 

musical soundtrack to underscore the action; and beards, mustaches, and sidewhiskers 

oflen look pasted on the actors. It is also hard to overlook that, although there are 

sequences filmed outdoors and inside some real locations, such as the church in which 

Jude confronts Sue in the final episode, the sets for the most part look like sets. This is 

most evident in the Aldbrickham sequences, where the interior of Jude and Sue's lodging 

is amply furnished and the wallpaper looks crisp and new; the poverty of the couple is 
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conveyed by two strategically-placed spots on the walls where the plaster has crumbled 

away to reveal the brickwork underneath. Unlike the pseudo-documentary realism of 

Winterbottom's Jude, the Jude the Obscure serial constantly advertises itself as a 

production; yet, in a perverse way, the program's artificiality is in accord with the novel 

on which it is based. For instance, in the final episode of the serial, Jude confronts the 

now-orthodox Sue inside the church, and the sequence is handled in a highly stylized way: 

Sue is in close-up, nearly facing the camera, while Jude stands in the background, in front 

of the altar. For several minutes, neither moves from their positions, and they do nothing 

but talk, speaking dialogue that has been lifted nearly unedited and unchanged from Part 

VI, chapter 3 of Hardy's novel. If this scene comes across as staged, static, and talky, it is 

nevertheless a reminder that Jude and Sue are ruled by their words, even going so far as to 

defer their emotions to words; and now their words fail to close the very visible gap 

between them. 

A crucial aspect of Hardy's novel is that the characters suffer for misreading things 

that are false and mutable as things that are true and permanent. In the televised Jude, we 

are clearly in a world of make-believe; the artificiality of this world is so apparent to the 

viewer that the characters' inability to see it automatically calls into question their 

perceptions and desires. The artifice of the production extends to the characters and how 

the actors choose to portray them. The acting is often florid and even hammy; all too 

often it seems the performers are acting for the back row and not for a camera less than 

ten feet away. The Dorsetshire accents sometimes appear to have been layered on with a 

trowel (the credits list a dialect coach among the crew; in fact, every Hardy adaptation-on 
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film or TV-seems to have employed such an assistant); and although Robert Powell, with 

his thin face and large, child-like blue eyes, makes a perfectly befuddled Jude, Fiona 

Walker-who had played Bathsheba's servant and confidante Liddy in Schlesinger's Far 

from the Madding Crawd-sXnke& a false note as Sue. In the first four parts. Walker's 

patrician looks and lofty manner belie the girlish enthusiasm that is part of the character 

she plays-though, to be fair. Walker's looks and performance are perfectly suited to the 

sobered and tragic Sue of parts five and six; but even in the miscasting of Sue the viewer is 

reminded that we are witnessing a performance, and performance is central to Sue's 

character. A particularly good example of Sue's "acting" occurs toward the end of part 

three, after Jude and Sue have arrived at the hotel room in Aldbrickham. In a moment 

drawn straight from Part IV, chapter 5 of the novel. Sue insists that Jude recite the lines 

from Shelley's "Episychidion" and apply them to her; but, unlike in the novel, Jude does 

not already know the poem, and so Sue must recite each line and have Jude repeat the 

lines after her. Sue appears to be in the grip of self-delusion, and she is using Jude to 

ratify her false self-image. For his part, Jude declares Sue to be a "dear, sweet, tantalizing 

phantom;" a line of dialogue that refers the viewer back to a scene that occurs at the start 

of part two. In this scene, Jude has just arrived in Christminster, and he stands in the 

middle of the campus square, looking about with wonder and even ecstasy on his face. A 

passing constable demands to know Jude's business, and the young stonemason tells him 

he is "looking at phantoms"-the spirits of dead scholars. The script subtly indicates that 

Jude's two main pursuits-education and Sue-may simply be a long chase after phantoms. 

The presentation of Jude and Sue as being in the grip of self-delusion is part of the 
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general theme of the serial, which seems to be to call into question the reality each 

character experiences. This approach is, I believe, entirely in keeping with the spirit of 

Hardy's novel; moreover, by developing and expanding this theme beyond even Hardy's 

original conception, dramatist Green and director Hugh David have brought to the surface 

much of the comedy and satire that too often goes unnoticed in Hardy's novel. This Jude 

is frequently very funny, a fact which in and of itself may come as a shock to those whose 

conception of the novel is of a bleak, grim, deterministic tragedy; and who believe Hardy 

himself to have been a writer who constantly wept in sorrow or shook his fists in anger 

over the fates suffered by his characters. The 1971 Jude opens up the possibility that 

Hardy envisioned his novel not as the stuff as great tragedy, but as a cutting parody of the 

illusions upon which too many people build their lives. 

One of Green's wisest choices was to expand the role of Phillotson to emphasize 

this character's own self-delusions and his (unwitting) role in feeding those of Jude. The 

serial opens, as does the novel, with the preparations for Phillotson's departure for 

Christminster; but here it is established that Phillotson has lodged with Jude and Aunt 

Drusilla throughout his stay in Marygreen. This intimate connection with the Fawleys 

makes Phillotson's failure to remember Jude at Christminster seem particularly obnoxious; 

and that Jude continues to admire Phillotson in spite of this snub further indicts Jude's 

idealization of his old schoolmaster. Moreover, Green's script frees Phillotson from any 

blame for directly sparking Jude's academic ambitions. As Phillotson leaves the Fawleys' 

home, he accidentally leaves his Greek and Latin grammars on the dining room table. 

Young Jude scoops up the books and runs after Phillotson's cart, and he even finds a short 
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cut that allows him to beat the cart to a certain spot on the road. However, the cart 

simply passes the boy by, and Jude takes this to mean Phillotson has let him have the 

books and that he has blessed Jude's course of study. In fact, before he had left the house, 

Phillotson expressly warned the boy against following in his footsteps, and he even 

provided Jude with a maxim that is paraphrased from Hardy's narrative comment in the 

novel: "There is a flaw in the terrestrial scheme, where what is good for God's birds is not 

good for God's gardener." 

The actor who plays Phillotson, John Franklyn-Robbins, succeeds-through his 

looks and through the quality of his performance-in undermining for the viewer the faith 

Jude instills in him. Eagle-beaked, slightly cross-eyed, and wearing a strange bouffant 

hairdo and waxed handlebar mustache, this Phillotson resembles a rather sad rake past his 

prime (imagine Alec d'Urberville reaching middle age); and both the script and Franklyn-

Robbins's performance hint that Phillotson may be actually something of a pervert. In the 

novel, Phillotson and Sue do not meet until Jude introduces them; but in this serial, 

Phillotson has been watching Sue at work in the ecclesiastical warehouse for a long while 

before he finally introduces himself to her. In many of his scenes with Sue, Phillotson 

hovers over her shoulders, his hands just inches fi'om caressing her; and in one scene 

drawn from the novel (Part III, chapter 6), Phillotson removes a stack of photos of Sue 

from his desk drawer and peruses them with what looks like the kind of appreciation only 

a pomophile could have. But Phillotson, like Jude and Sue, is also a servant of his own 

dreams, and his dreams tend to make him into a fool. In one of the program's most 

broadly comic scenes, Phillotson asks Jude to explain his plan to enter a college, and he is 
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appalled to leam his old student has made no contacts, and that Jude believes that he'll be 

able to enter the university just by scrimping and saving. Phillotson seems determined to 

wake Jude from this fantasy-"Jude, you're young. It's your privilege to dream," he says-

but, suddenly, as if Jude's dreams are as conununicable as a virus, Phillotson exclaims, 

"But why are dreams just for the young? / can dream, too!" Phillotson's "dream," of 

course, is to win Sue; and Phillotson's decision to follow this dream is directly inspired by 

Jude's desire to get a Christminster education. 

Green's script further expands on the theme of misapprehension by dramatizing 

elements that are only in the margins of Hardy's novel. Jude's failure to gain admittance 

into a college is handled in such a way that the viewer can understand both the short

sightedness of Jude and the narrow-minded prejudices of the college that rejects him. 

Phillotson points out to Jude that he needs to make contact with someone inside the 

college before he can apply for admission; and what follows is a comic exchange that 

underscores how poor Jude's current plans are; 

PHILLOTSON; Write to the Dean. 
JUDE; Dean Teutephar? 
PHILLOTSON (surprised); You know him? 
JUDE (sheepishly); I've seen him go by. 

Jude, of course, has done nothing but watch academics "go by"-earlier in this same 

episode, Jude is seen on a ladder, so wrapped up in watching a train of robed collegians 

pass beneath him that the foreman has to scold Jude and tell him to get back to work. 

Phillotson decides to help Jude by writing a letter of introduction to the Dean, and this 

leads to an invented sequence in which Dean Teutephar (Charelton Hobbes; the character 
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is named Teutephany in the novel and is never seen), the epitome of a doddering 

academic, is seen in his office, waiting to interview the new candidate, "Mr. Fawley." 

Jude strides into the office in his work clothes and strikes what can only be described as a 

classical pose in front of the old Dean. After learning that this ridiculous figure is, in fact, 

the Mr. Fawley he has been expecting, Teutephar sputters, "1 was expecting a schoolboy!" 

Jude loudly pleads his scholarly credentials, and Teutephar angrily tells him to "remain in 

your own sphere and stick to your own trade." Jude all buts howls the lines from Job ("I 

have understanding as well as you") and storms out of the office, leaving the Dean to 

muse out loud, "Job 12;3?" It could be argued that this sequence distorts and even 

burlesques Hardy's novel, but in fact the scene succeeds in conveying the theme of mutual 

misapprehension that is so crucial to Hardy's As the only academic to actually 

appear in the serial, the stuffy, spluttering, and possibly senile Teutephar becomes for the 

viewer the embodiment of Christminster itself: as such, we see that the object of Jude's 

quest has scarcely been worth his effort (in some respects, Teutephar takes the place of a 

minor character from Hardy's novel, the composer of the hymn "The Foot of the Cross," a 

man Jude earnestly seeks out for spiritual enlightenment, and who turns out to have given 

up music for the lucrative wine trade [Jude I93-S]); while the old Dean's realization that 

Jude can quote scripture is a sign that Teutephar has misjudged Jude on the bases of class, 

age, and occupation. 

Another character fleshed-out from the margins of Hardy's novel is Miss Fontover, 

Sue's Christminster landlady, who in the serial has also been made Sue's employer and 

supervisor at the ecclesiastical warehouse. Miss Fontover (Sylvia Coleridge) is first seen 
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hovering over Sue's workstation and monitoring Sue's conversation with Phillotson when 

he comes in to buy a book. Miss Fontover chastises Sue for her "familiarity" with the 

schoolmaster; and early in part two she tells Sue with arch seriousness, "Much is expected 

from those who deal in ecclesiastical objets d'art!" As this line of dialogue (an invention 

of Green's, and not Hardy's) indicates. Miss Fontover is a caricature-Mrs. Grundy made 

flesh-and while her self-righteousness and prudishness make her comic, they also make 

her a formidable adversary to Sue. Green's script actually dramatizes Miss Fontover's 

search of Sue's room for the statuettes Sue had brought in and hidden away; and when she 

uncovers the statuette of a naked male (a reproduction of Michelangelo's David, and not 

an Apollo), her face twists in exaggerated horror. Sue explains she had "mistaken" the 

figures for saints, and Miss Fontover shrieks, "You mistook naked pagan deities for the 

saints of God in this house?" The old woman then smashes the statuettes, leaving Sue to 

pick up the pieces. Sue then looks to a painting of the crucifixion on her wall, and recites 

out loud the lines from Swinbume-"Thou hast conquered, O pale Galilean!" Miss 

Fontover is thus made a representative of the powers of Christian dogma, the same 

powers with which Sue and-later on-Jude will presumably be at war. This presentation of 

Miss Fontover would seem to be in keeping with a popular view of how Hardy feit about 

religion; but the serial also shows that there is a "good side" to organized religion in the 

character of Rev. Dawlish (Michael Rothwell), who suggests that Jude put his mind to use 

as a country parson (but Jude abandons this idea almost immediately after Dawlish 

proposes it), and who chides Jude for burning his books. There is a definite sense in this 

version of Jude the Obscure that Dawlish lays out a viable path in life for Jude, but Jude 
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refuses to compromise his vision in order to follow that path. 

The presentation of Miss Fontover as an authority figure who pries into Sue's 

belongings fits into the dialectic of the serial as a whole; for the program is filled with 

snooping landladies, nosy chambermaids, curious neighbors, and other women who always 

seem to be in a position to observe or to overhear significant actions. Just as Miss 

Fontover searches through Sue's belongings, a parallel sequence shows Jude's 

Christminster landlady snooping through his room; when Jude meets Sue in the courtyard 

of the Melchester training school he is watched by a student from her window; Jude's 

landlady in that city insists he keep his door open while Sue is visiting with him ("You'll 

find the room fresher," she tells him); Sue and Phillotson's Shaston housemaid eavesdrops 

on their conversations; the Aldbrickham neighbors monitor the comings and goings at 

Jude and Sue's flat; and, in the latter two parts of the serial, Phillotson takes a room with 

Mrs. Edlin (Gwen Nelson), and the two of them constantly exchange information about 

Jude and Sue that has been gathered from letters and from gossip. At times, the Jude 

serial plays as a farce, with chambermaids and landladies dashing in and out of rooms and 

peeking around comers; but these characters fill a vital role in this production; Jude, Sue, 

and Phillotson are constantly under scrutiny, and those who scrutinize them are ruled by 

gossip and innuendo. For the most part, the serial also showcases a very gendered power 

structure in which lower class women receive information and then report it to male 

authority figures who then take action. This is illustrated in two scenes; after Sue leaves 

Phillotson, the Vicar confronts Phillotson and asks him about the "idle talk" concerning 

Sue; and when he learns Sue is gone, the Vicar demands Phillotson's resignation. Then 
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again, in Aldbrickham, as Jude and Sue repair the commandments on the church wall, they 

are watched by a pair of old crones, who call Mr. Willis over to them and then whisper in 

his ear. Upon learning their information-which we do not hear-Willis releases Jude from 

his job. These characters seem to embody the Foucaultian notion that to see is to control; 

and while I am not convinced that this element plays a major part in Hardy's novel, it does 

emphasize that there are unbending forces in the world, and when an unyielding dream 

meets an unyielding reality, it is the dream that will snap in two. 

Without doubt, the serial's most successful-and funniest-character is Arabella 

(Alex Marshall), whom the other characters in Marygreen habitually call "Bella Donn," as 

if to associate her with a poisonous flower. As is the case with Phillotson, Mrs. Ediin, and 

Miss Fontover, Arabella's role has been somewhat expanded from the novel, so that her 

scenes starting in part two create a parodic counterpoint to the story of Jude and Sue. 

Hardy once remarked that the sequences with Arabella owe more to Fielding than they do 

to any other author (Life 273); and Marshall's performance seems almost to be modeled 

after Diane Cilento's portrayal of Molly Seagrim in Tony Richardson's film of Tom Jones 

(1963). With her snaggle-toothed grin and voluptuous physique, Marshall's Arabella is 

every bit as lusty as Cilento's Molly. Arabella's sensuality, however, has a malicious side 

to it that is largely absent in Molly. On their wedding night, Jude is shocked to learn both 

that Arabella has false extensions in her hair and that her pregnancy was a lie, and he 

proceeds to berate her for her deceptions. Arabella's response is to bare her breasts-first 

for the camera and then for Jude. "You wanted me, now you got me," she exclaims. 

"What more do you want?" It could be said that this scene is thrown in for shock value. 
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but in fact it perfectly illustrates Jude's dilenuna: on one hand he wants education and 

spirituality, while on the other hand he wants sensual pleasure. Arabella's question seems 

to say that Jude can have the latter only at the expense of the former; she positions herself 

as the fleshy text to Jude's spiritual one. 

The parodic nature of Arabella's character is emphasized most strongly in the final 

two episodes of the serial. As Jude and Sue sink deeper into poverty, with Jude growing 

gray and becoming tubercular and Sue appearing more slatternly, Arabella seems to rise in 

prestige: she dresses in brighter and more flashy clothes, and she can afford a decent hotel 

room. How Arabella managed to rise in the world is not explained-though it is not 

difficult to conclude from her dress and from Sue's discovery of Arabella in a hungover, 

disheveled condition, that she has become a prostitute. Arabella in the serial is akin to the 

main character in Hardy's poem "The Ruined Maid"-a woman whose finery and comforts 

in life all spring from allowing herself to be "ruined" by men-while Jude and Sue's chaste 

relationship makes them suspect to others and results in their continual degradation. 

Arabella also seems to possess a kind of ironic knowingness about the true nature of Jude 

and Sue's relationship. When Sue calls on her, Arabella intuits that Sue and Jude had 

never slept together before Arabella had arrived and made herself available to Jude; 

"'Spect my little visit last night helped you on!" she cackles. Later, Arabella uses her 

knowledge of Sue's physical faithfulness to Phillotson as a means of taunting the old 

schoolmaster into trying to win Sue back; 

ARABELLA; She was innocent! 
PHILLOTSON; But she wanted to go. 
ARABELLA; You shouldn't ha' let her! 
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Arabella is essentially an abstract character: her all-knowingness and her oppressive 

sensuality stand in contrast to the ultimately limited and limiting idealism and physical 

purity by which Jude and Sue live their lives. Likewise, Arabella's child "Juey" (as would 

be the case in Winterbottom's later film, the nickname "Little Father Time" is never 

uttered; perhaps Hardy's sense of humor in regard to this character is too perverse-or too 

far-seeing-for most tastes) serves entirely symbolic functions. Pale, dressed as an 

undertaker, covered with ugly warts on his face, and bursting into hysterical tears at every 

mishap, Juey (Gary Rich) seems to be a parody of his father's high-minded seriousness. 

Juey's scenes often form an ironic contrast to earlier scenes that featured Jude; for 

instance, Jude expresses remorse over slaughtering the pig, and he kills the trapped rabbit 

to end its suffering but will not eat it; while Juey screams and cries when Jude releases the 

boy's pigeons to save them from the butcher, and then cries over the sight of flowers 

because he knows they'll soon be dead. Similarly, in the early part of the serial, Jude 

learns from Aunt Drusilla that the "Fawley curse" is that the men inevitably turn into wife-

beaters and destroy their own marriages, which causes Jude to resolve to live his life 

differently; while Juey leams from Mrs. Edlin that the family curse is laid upon the Fawleys 

by their gibbeted ancestor, and the boy seems to embrace this fate; at one point Mrs. Edlin 

sees Juey making the model of a grave in the back yard. Arabella and Juey both stand as 

mockeries of Sue and Jude; Arabella thrives by exploiting her sexuality, while Sue clings 

to chastity and sinks into degradation; and Jude tries to live by his ideals which, in the 

form of his son, turn into fanaticism and murder. 

One of the most fascinating things about this Jude the Obscure is just how parodic 
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the final episode is. Sue is seen in her flat, mourning her dead children, and resisting 

Jude's attempts to comfort her; but the pathos of this scene is destroyed by the entrance of 

Arabella, who dabs at her eyes in an exaggerated gesture of her own mourning, crassly 

tells Sue she can't feel anything for the children Juey killed, and then casually nibbles at 

Sue's untouched breakfast and looks through the flat after Sue runs out in despair. When 

Sue begs Phillotson to be allowed back into his bed, she falls into his arms and he carries 

her over the threshold in a tableau that looks for all the world like the heroine being 

carried off by the mummy in a Universal horror film of the 1940s. As Jude lies dead in his 

bed, Arabella saunters out of the room with Tinker Taylor. These are all scenes that deal 

with ugly subject matter, but they are not handled realistically or even sympathetically. 

Instead, they are handled grotesquely; as pathetic and tragic as are the deaths of the 

children and the fates of Sue and Jude, these elements are mitigated by comedy, burlesque, 

and sensuality. Like all grotesqueries, this Jude the Obscttre isn't supposed to edify us by 

showing a grand tragedy or make us contemplate the workings of Fate; instead, it shocks 

us and unnerves us by distorting reality and undercutting our expectations. 

If this Jude the Obscure is representative of how the BBC adapted Hardy's novels 

in the early 1970s, then I have to conclude that Hardy was well-served by this corporation. 

The very limitations imposed by the BBC-mostly indoor shooting, videotape cameras, and 

the like-forced Harry Green to take the emphasis off of the physical locations, which have 

perhaps been relied on too greatly by others who have adapted Hardy's novels, and 

instead bring to the surface those elements of Hardy's novel that had been subsumed in 

order to flesh out the characters and the actions they take. Likewise, Hugh David's 
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direction is limited to the studio settings, and by its very nature it is theatrical and affected. 

But Hardy's Jude the Obscure is a novel that advertises its own artificiality so as to 

question the nature of reality. The BBC Jude, of course, is not Hardy's Jude, but it serves 

many of the same ends as does the original novel, and it perhaps deepens our 

understanding of Hardy by showing that he was capable of creating farce and parody. 

BBC's Jude the Obscure deserves a wider audience and should be seen as a production 

that complements Hardy's original work. 

* 

The Return of the Native (Hallmark Hall of Fame, 1994) 

The 1994 TV movie of The Return of the Mi/iVe-actually, its full title onscreen is 

Thomas Hardy's The Return of the Native-xs significant in that it is the first film or 

television adaptation of a Hardy work in 15 years; and, though it is no doubt just 

coincidence, this movie would soon be followed by more films and TV productions 

derived from Hardy's fiction. This Native is also the only adaptation of a Hardy novel that 

is entirely produced by Americans; and the public identity of the American company 

behind the production largely explains why The Return of the Native was chosen as a TV 

movie property, and sheds a good deal of light on the choices that the screenwriter and 

director made in adapting the novel. 

Native was produced, as was previously noted, by the Hallmark greeting card 

company to air as part of the Hallmark Hall of Fame, a series that began in 1951 to 

showcase made-for-TV specials-usually movie adaptations of stories, plays, and novels-

and which continues to this day, unlike similar corporate-sponsored anthology programs 
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that date from the 1950s. There is no weekly spot for the Hall of Fame productions, but, 

as John Kiesewetter reports, the movies usually air "during February, May and November 

ratings' sweep periods-which coincidentally fall during the peak greeting card sales for 

Valentine's Day, Mother's Day and Christmas." Hallmark reportedly invests more than 

$30 million a year in the Hall of Fame productions; and since the corporation entirely 

sponsors each movie there are few commercial breaks-and then the commercials that do 

appear are, of course, for Hallmark cards and products. The president of Hallmark Hall of 

Fame Productions, Brad R. Moore, has even been quoted as saying that the whole 

purpose of the movies "is to equate Hallmark Cards with quality and good taste. So when 

the audience is finished watching for two hours, they feel better about Hallmark than 

before" (Kiesewetter). Interestingly, the Hall of Fame movies may serve the initial 

purpose of selling Hallmark products, but usually within a few months of their original 

airdates the movies are mass-produced as home videos for sale in Hallmark's retail stores, 

becoming themselves Hallmark products. 

It would be an easy thing to carp that the Hallmark adaptation of Native is a 

particularly egregious example of the commodification of Thomas Hardy-after all, 

greeting cards, wrapping paper, and Christmas ornaments are being sold on the back of 

one of Hardy's greatest and most popular novels-but I am not convinced that what 

Hallmark does to Hardy is any worse than what other producers have done to him. The 

people who control the purse strings of any production are not Hardy scholars who wish 

to promote the reading of his novels; by and large, adaptations of Hardy's works have 

been approved for production only after it has been established that the adaptation stands 
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to turn a profit-either at the box office or in the form of advertising revenue, or, in this 

case, at Hallmark stores. However, Hallmark's stated goal to produce movies of "quality 

and good taste" says a great deal about the way the corporation perceived both the novel 

The Return of the Native and the man who wrote it. Native (1878) is one of Hardy's five 

or six "canonized" novels, and it is popularly read and widely taught on both sides of the 

Atlantic. As such, the novel was a fairly safe bet for Hallmark; its quality is proved, more 

or less, by its canonicity; and its story is one that would be familiar to many viewers. 

Furthermore, Native is relatively family-fiiendly; it is far less visceral and less concerned 

with bald issues of sex than the novels that date from Two on a Tou'er (1882) on;' and 

even the earlier Far from the Madding Crowd contains a good deal of material that could 

be considered upsetting to younger audiences. Schlesinger's film of Crowd, itself a fairly 

inoffensive production, still shows a dead mother and child in their coffin and concludes 

with a cold-blooded shotgun murder-gruesome sequences that have no real equivalent in 

Native, and of which a TV producer need not be concerned. 

In addition to wanting to make a "quality" movie based on a classic, it is clear that 

the producers also wished to make a movie that would be "authentically Hardy." 

Appended to the home video version of Native is a short documentary, "The Making of 

The Return of the Native," which does a great deal to explain how both the cast and crew 

interpreted Hardy's material and how they sought to reproduce their collective vision of 

Hardy on the screen. Joan Plowright, who plays Mrs. Yeobright, calls Hardy's novels " a 

part of our heritage;" and she says of her own role in the production, "One feels a great 

deal of patriotic pride in being part of something so English." Catherine Zeta Jones, who 
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had one of her first major roles in Eustacia Vye, recalls that she had read Native as part of 

her high school curriculum and that she had long dreamed of playing Eustacia. Executive 

Producer Craig Anderson, an American, stresses to the viewer that, although U. S. dollars 

entirely funded this version of Native, it was important to make the movie truly English: 

to this effect, the production utilized a British cast and crew, and the movie was shot 

entirely on location. "We wanted to make sure [the movie] was done in Thomas Hardy's 

back yard," Anderson explains. However, the documentary reveals that the only part of 

Hardy's "back yard" that was suitable for the movie was a particularly remote patch of 

Exmoor, an area Anderson dubs "what's left of what Thomas Hardy wrote about." The 

documentary also interviews James Gibson, at the time the president of the Thomas Hardy 

Society, who served as an advisor on the production and whose function—presumably-was 

to ensure the movie maintained fidelity to Hardy's novel. "The Making of The Return of 

the Native" has the effect of confirming for the viewer that the movie he or she has just 

watched is, in all respects, authentic; authentically English, authentically historical, and 

authentic to Hardy both in terms of themes and locations. But how much "Hardy" is 

really in this production? 

It seems to me that The Return of the Native largely suffers from the same problem 

as does Schlesinger's Far from the Madding Crowd: locations, period details, and 

atmosphere are played up to the expense of the story. Added to this is the greater 

problem that the running time of the movie is held to around 100 minutes, necessitating 

large cuts to the novel and drastic simplification of the characters and situations. Robert 

W. Lenski's script is faithful to Hardy's novel in that many of the plot functions and some 
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of Hardy's dialogue are retained; but these elements seem crammed together into a tiny 

space. The movie is extremely fast-moving and most of the dramatic scenes last no more 

than two or three minutes; as a result, the movie plays like a series of filmed highlights 

fi-om the novel-the most memorable moments are on view, but they seem divorced from a 

larger context. 

Even if the movie is viewed simply as a series of highlights, there is the problem 

that-even to a person who has never read the novel-many of the dramatized moments are 

inexplicable without Hardy's narrative voice to provide meaning. For instance, after the 

opening credits sequence, the movie begins on the sight of a group of heath dwellers 

gathered around an enormous bonfire. A caption at the bottom of the screen reads 

EGDON HEATH 1842 - NOVEMBER 5 -- BONFIRE NIGHT. A British viewer-and 

whatever Americans make note of such things-would recognize November 5 as Guy 

Fawkes' Day; but to the vast number of Americans for whom this program was made, the 

date is essentially meaningless, and no explanation is provided for what the heath dwellers 

are commemorating. Then again, knowing the significance of the date certainly doesn't 

explain the complex meaning of the bonfire celebration in Hardy's novel. Here, the 

celebration is bound up in history, culture, and collective memory; 

It was as if these men and boys had suddenly dived into past ages, and 
fetched therefrom an hour and deed which had before been familiar with this spot. 
The ashes of the original British pyre which blazed fi'om that summit lay fresh and 
undisturbed in the barrow beneath their tread. The flames from funeral piles long 
ago kindled there had shone down upon the lowlands as these were shining now. 
Festival fires to Thor and Woden had followed on the same ground and duly had 
their day. Indeed, it is pretty well known that such blazes as this the heathmen 
were now enjoying are rather the lineal descendants from jumbled Druidical rites 
and Saxon ceremonies than the invention of popular feeling about Gunpowder 
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Plot. (Native 14) 

The bonfire, then, is a time-honored ritual, but its forms and rites have not been static-the 

ritual has changed and evolved, becoming something new while never losing the trappings 

of its ancient origins.'^ Granted, it would be difficult for any film or TV movie to convey 

this sense of a rite that remains continuous but which is constantly evolving, but Lenski's 

script doesn't even try. The "Bonfire Night" scene shows the heath dwellers dancing and 

singing, gossiping about the presumed marriage between Thomasin and Wildeve, and 

speculating that Eustacia may be a witch-all of which makes them into typical "Hardean" 

rustics, and takes away any sense that they are participating in a rite that has evolved over 

the ages. 

The concept of evolving history, in many respects, is the animating force of 

Hardy's novel. The book has long been praised for Hardy's evocation of Egdon Heath; 

and it has often been said that Hardy uses the location as a symbol of Nature's tragic 

indifference to human affairs. However, I believe that, in Native, Hardy essentially 

reverses the theme of his earlier Far from the Madding Crowd by showing that Nature 

does not so much resist mankind's attempts to make it comprehendible, but that human 

history helps give meaning to Nature. Egdon Heath abounds with history, many of its 

locations are identified with Druid and Saxon legends, and Hardy mentions that the only 

enduring signs of human inhabitation are, significantly, "an aged highway, and a still more 

aged barrow. . themselves almost crystallized to natural products by long continuance" 

(6). The road connects the inhabitants literally to different places on the heath and 

figuratively to the Romans who first built it; and the barrow is of even greater significance; 
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it is the most ideal location to observe the goings-on on the heath, and later the barrow 

will be excavated to reveal the burial urn of an ancient inhabitant. In the opening chapter. 

Hardy's narrator takes an almost anthropological interest in recounting such facts as the 

heath's appearance in the Domesday Book, in feudal charters, and in other historical 

sources (5-6). Admittedly, Hardy depicts the geographical history of Egdon as 

unchanging and resistant to "Civilization;" but he is clearly fascinated with the social 

history of the heath. Hardy's vision of human history is that it changes and evolves, and 

he expresses the belief that humanity might be evolving to a point where thought is 

becoming more sober and tragic; in short, more in keeping with the somber and "haggard" 

appearance of the heath; "The time seems near, if it has not actually arrived, when the 

chastened sublimity of a moor, a sea, or a mountain will be all of nature that is absolutely 

in keeping with the moods of the more thinking among mankind" (4). Just as ancient 

rituals have evolved into present-day traditions and Roman roads become modern 

thoroughfares, people change and evolve, transforming-in Hardy's view-to something 

more intelligent and more tragically self-aware. 

Hardy deliberately places the novel in the past, at a time when the lifestyles of the 

heath people are in the process of transformation and evolution. Hardy explains, for 

instance, that reddlemen, such as Diggory Venn, are-as of 1878-nearly extinct, since the 

coming of the railway largely put an end to their trade routes (69); and that the peoples' 

conceptions of themselves and their roles in life are being transformed by the spread of 

national schools.^ The main characters are all literate and reasonably well-educated; 

Wildeve and Clym, in fact, are mirror-images of one another in terms of the uses to which 
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they've put their educations. Where Wildeve wastes his training as an engineer, Clym puts 

his education to use abroad in the diamond trade. Though education is viewed 

suspiciously by such "folk" characters as Oily Dowden and even by Captain Vye-the latter 

of whom frets that "there's too much of that sending to school these days! It only does 

harm. Every gatepost and barn's door you come to is sure to have some bad word or 

other chalked upon it by the young rascals" (96-7)-there is a strong sense of inevitability 

about the changes brought to Egdon society by the schools. One of Mrs. Yeobright's 

objections to Clym's plan to become a teacher, in fact, is that "The place is overrun with 

schoolmasters" (182). Ironically, Hardy posits that Clym himself is a kind of evolved 

"type;" Clym's physical appearance represents a step up in the human conception of 

attractiveness, as physically beautiful men were "the glory of the race when it was young," 

and "almost an anachronism now" (151); but Clym's m/Whas evolved to a point where he 

has surpassed the needs of the Egdon community, and there is little he can bring to it. 

Clym wishes to establish a school that teaches a curriculum that is far in advance of what 

the community can now handle-in effect, he wishes to force the inhabitants to evolve into 

a new way of thinking; but he misses the fact that it is impossible for people to "rise to a 

serene comprehensiveness without going through the process of enriching themselves" 

(156). Clym fails because he believes in immediate, as opposed to gradual, advancement; 

he cannot see-and literally becomes blind to-the truth that the inhabitants of Egdon are 

already evolving, and that they don't need Clym to speed them along.* In contrast, 

Eustacia, who sees herself-and is often seen by the narrator-as a figure who springs from 

the remote, mythical past, is so enraptured by time-worn images of romance that she is 
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never a functioning, integral part of the present community; she stays tied to the past, 

unwilling to move forward, and desperate to escape a place she finds oppressive. Clym 

and Eustacia stand at the opposite poles of evolution; Clym represents a future the 

inhabitants aren't ready for, and Eustacia represents a past to which they cannot go back. 

Small wonder their marriage is a failure in the present. 

The real "hero" of the novel-if this novel has a hero-is Diggory, who, after he has 

been rejected by Thomasin, abandons farming and takes up the reddle trade; for, to "be in 

Thomasin's heath, and near her, yet unseen, was the one ewe-lamb of pleasure left to him" 

(72). Diggory puts himself into a position where he is constantly watching over Thomasin 

to ensure she is spared disgrace and pain; and-perhaps inadvertently-he becomes a kind of 

guardian of the community. Diggory is perhaps the supreme watcher in a novel that is 

filled with watchers; very few of the novel's incidents occur without someone overseeing 

or overhearing what is happening; and, fi'equently, significant actions are not dramatized 

by Hardy-they are related second-hand through another character. Though a system 

wherein people are constantly being scrutinized may strike our postmodern imaginations 

as sinister-and in later Hardy novels the overseeing eye will become sinister-in Native, the 

quality of watching serves to reinforce the importance of the community. There is a sense 

in which the heath dwellers are watching out for one another-not to exert power over the 

other, but to ensure survival of the community, in whatever form the community takes. 

Though Diggory's watchfulness and his taking actions to protect Thomasin does cause 

problems when he inadvertently takes money meant for Clym and gives it to Thomasin, his 

watchfulness ultimately has a positive impact on the community. By keeping Wildeve and 
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Thomasin together, he ensures that a new generation is bom; and later he will marry 

Thomasin to provide the proper guidance to the child that the dissolute Wildeve never 

could. Interestingly, when the heath dwellers scrutinize Eustacia's lone bonfire at the 

beginning of the novel, they are critical of her not so much because of her strange ways or 

because they believe she's a witch-both of which are implied in the TV movie-but because 

she has made a fire inside her "own bank and ditch, that nobody else may enjoy it or come 

anigh it" (25). Eustacia is considered suspicious by the community because she takes 

herself outside of the community. 

As noted before, it would be difficult for any motion picture to capture the themes 

of Hardy's novel in all their complexity: as we have seen, the "Bonfire Night" segment 

from the Return of the Native movie shows little more than gossipy, colorful rural folk 

gathered round a fire. Still, there are ways in which the production could have conveyed a 

sense of evolving history and of the importance of safeguarding the community, but 

neither Lenski's script nor Jack Gold's direction do much with these themes. 

Simplification and splendor are the rules of this production. One particular scene that is 

brimming with potential is the excavation of the barrow-a moment that, in the novel, is 

related to Mrs. Yeobright by Christian Cantle, but which is not actually seen. In the 

movie, Clym (Ray Stevenson) is shown removing a funeral um from a pit, and after he 

speculates as to the identity of the cremated inhabitant, he hands the relic to Eustacia. "It 

was a maiden who wanted to escape the heath," Eustacia declares; and she holds the um 

up to the sky. Gold's camera captures Zeta Jones's figure in full profile, um thrust 

forward and above her head, her cloak flapping dramatically behind her, the billowing 
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clouds and soft grasses of the heath creating a majestic backdrop to her classical form. 

Certainly, the moment captures Eustacia's egotism; but by tying the history of the urn in 

with Eustacia's desire to escape, the object ceases to convey any sense of communal 

history functioning within the heath. Moreover, both Eustacia's vanity and the 

significance of the urn largely become meaningless as soon as Eustacia raises the urn over 

her head. What is ultimately important in this scene is beauty: the camerawork, the 

setting, Catherine Zeta Jones and the pose she holds, are all gorgeous. It is as if the 

barrow were excavated just to give Eustacia an excuse to imitate a statue of a Greek 

maiden holding a votive offering. 

The dramatic shot of Eustacia on the barrow is highly typical of this production; it 

is a glossy, often beautiful movie that derives its visual appeal from two sources-the 

location and from Catherine Zeta Jones herself Zeta Jones is as much an object of Gold's 

camera as Nastassia Kinski was of Polanski's; she is most often photographed in closeup; 

and in scenes where she appears with another character, she is usually positioned so that 

she is in the foreground, or so that her face is fully visible while the other actor's is partly 

obscured. Frequently, she is the sole subject of the camera; in addition to seeing her alone 

on the barrow, we also see her framed in windows, dancing by herself in her room or on 

the heath, and standing alone on the bridge. Eustacia is photographed in such a way that 

we never forget she is the subject of Clym's and Wildeve's admiration-and that we are 

welcome to admire her, too. Similarly, the Exmoor locations are photographed in such a 

way as to maximize the exotic beauty of the area. Though the "Making of . ." 

documentary shows that the movie was shot during cold and wet March weather, the 
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camera captures few gloomy skies or muddy roadways; the photography is bright, the 

heath is in bloom, and the houses and cottages are uniformly charming. Blooms-End 

could be a tony clubhouse at the edge of a golf course; the village dance is held in the 

courtyard of an Anne Hathaway-like cottage; and Clym and Eustacia's cozy little hut has a 

fairytale quaintness about it. The Exmoor location is indeed lovely, and it is usually made 

lovelier by Eustacia's presence in it. This quality is best illustrated during the opening 

credits, in which the action of the movie begins-somewhat like Hardy's novel-by showing 

the heath absent of human habitation; but soon the camera spots a female figure clad in a 

blue cloak, and as it follows her along the moor, the viewer passes a pair of Hardean 

cliches; a sheepshearer, and a man carrying a flirze bundle on his back. Finally, the figure 

stops at a high point on the heath, and the camera reveals the face of Eustacia. As the 

camera pulls back in a dramatic overhead shot that puts Eustacia at the center of the vast, 

rolling expanses of the heath, she is heard in voiceover, declaring, "Deliver my heart from 

this fearful, lonely place. Send me a great love fi-om somewhere, or I shall die. Truly, I 

shall die!"^ The scene is so breathtaking and dramatic that it's hard to understand what 

Eustacia is complaining about. Hardy says that "the subtle beauties of the heath were lost 

to Eustacia; she only caught its vapours," and that the environment makes Eustacia's 

natural rebelliousness become "saturnine" (63). We can certainly see the "subtle beauty" 

of the heath, but there is no shot that corresponds to Eustacia's "negative" point of view 

and which would indicate why she finds the location so oppressive. Further, she seems 

such a natural part of the landscape-like the heath around her, Eustacia is both beautiful 

and exotic-that she appears to be right at home. Since Eustacia is so often made a part of 
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the landscape, it is difficult to understand why she wishes to divorce herself from it. 

In all fairness, it should be noted that although Eustacia is clearly adored and 

idealized by the camera, she isn't turned into a passive subject by it; in fact, the most 

successflil-and most "Hardean"-moments in the movie are those in which the camera is 

used to provide some insight into Eustacia's vanity and romanticism. A particularly good 

sequence shows Eustacia in her room, holding a book and lovingly running her hand over 

an engraving of a woman greeting her lover, when she overhears a group of men outside 

discussing the imminent return of Clym from Paris and speculating that he and Eustacia 

would make a good match. Eustacia puts down the book, and, clearly enchanted by the 

possibilities of represented by the unseen Clym, begins dancing around the room. The 

scene is more or less repeated later on the heath, where Eustacia spies on Blooms-End 

with a telescope, and, after she spots the arrival of Clym's cart, begins an impromptu 

dance on the slopes. Though the device of having Eustacia dance every time she envisions 

being with Clym is a little simplistic, it nevertheless demonstrates her tendency to place 

romantic illusions before reality. Another good sequence occurs after Eustacia is stabbed 

in the arm by Susan Nunsuch, and Eustacia bares her arm to show Clym the wound. In a 

movie where everyone is covered from neck to toe, this is a surprisingly erotic moment; 

and it shows Eustacia's ability to control her own image-to show what she wants to 

show-in order to get the desired response fi'om a man. In the movie, Eustacia can clearly 

deploy an image of herself, but she also become misled and even deluded by the images 

she creates. Although this aspect of Eustacia's character is largely conveyed through the 

camerawork, Catherine Zeta Jones must also be credited for delivering a fine performance 
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that captures Eustacia's vanity and willfulness, but which also shows her vulnerability and 

humanity. Toward the end of the movie, she admits to Clym, "I lived on promises you 

never made;" and it is at moments like this that we can understand that Eustacia might be 

a victim of her own illusions. 

Sadly, the same care that went into Eustacia's characterization and into the 

handling of her point of view is entirely absent in the presentation of the other characters. 

In fact, all of the characters have essentially been turned into a supporting cast for 

Eustacia; these characters are so under-written that they become animated by only the 

most simple of motives. Clym's first sight of Eustacia is on the road to Blooms-End. 

Eustacia appears in a clearing of the fog, stroking the face of a snow-white horse, 

heavenly music in the background; and then she is swallowed up by the mist. It is a corny, 

cliche-heavy moment, and from this point on Clym becomes a love-struck dope, single-

mindedly devoted to Eustacia. Likewise, as soon as Mrs. Yeobright notices her son's 

infatuation she does little more than warn him against Eustacia and cluck over his 

preferring Eustacia to her; but the scenes of mother and son interacting are so few and 

handled in such brief, even peripheral, scenes, that the rift between mother and son seems 

to develop almost instantaneously. Wildeve (Clive Owen), often seen wearing open-

necked collars and sporting a stubbly beard that has more reminiscent of Miami Vice than 

Egdon Heath, is apparently meant to exude Byronic sensuality; but most of his screen time 

is spent mooning after Eustacia; he fulfills the purposes of the plot, and little else. 

Thomasin (Claire Skinner) all but disappears firom the movie after she marries Wildeve. 

Diggory Venn (Steven Mackintosh), perhaps the most interesting character in the novel. 
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fares worst of all. Very little time is given to explaining his history with Thomasin, the 

sacrifice he made in taking up the reddle trade (and no explanation is provided for what a 

reddleman is), or how his self-imposed duties as watcher play a role in the community. A 

crucial scene from the novel that is missing in the movie is where Diggory wins back from 

Wildeve the money that Christian had been holding for Thomasin and Clym. Although 

Diggory's action is inunediately for the benefit of Thomasin, it also has a broader impact; 

for Diggory unknowingly gives Clym's share to Thomasin, and this causes Mrs. Yeobright 

to suspect Eustacia has stolen the missing share-and Mrs. Yeobright's accusation against 

Eustacia helps solidify the divide between mother and son. When, in the movie, Mrs. 

Yeobright makes her fatal journey across the heath to apologize, it's not clear what she's 

apologizingybr. 

Surprisingly, the movie does try to retain some sense of the heath dwellers' 

watching out for others, but there is no sense that they are looking out for the good of the 

community. In fact, the heath dwellers seem to be a suspicious, petty lot who dislike 

anything that is "different" from themselves. Not only do the heath folk at the bonfire 

come across as small-minded snoops and gossips, but when Eustacia bares her arm for 

Clym, the action is watched by a fiirze-cutter who looks on in obvious disapproval. The 

supreme "watcher" in the movie, however, is Susan Nunsuch (Celia Imrie), whose role in 

the movie is far more important than it is in the novel. As soon as Susan leams her son 

has been tending Eustacia's bonfire, she suspects that he has been "bewitched" (why?), 

and she begins following Eustacia with the intensity of a stalker. When Eustacia talks 

Charley into giving her his part in the Christmas mummery and lets him hold her hand as 
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his reward, Susan is revealed to be watching the scene, shock and horror registered on her 

face-though what Susan is doing in the bam watching a rehearsal is anyone's guess. The 

scene where Susan stabs Eustacia with her hat pin is dramatized in the movie-and placed 

during Thomasin and Wildeve's wedding, which neither Susan nor Eustacia have any 

business attending-which gives Clym an opportunity to denounce the "superstition" that is 

rampant on the heath, and which proves to him that his proposed school is necessary. 

Susan is the only character outside the Yeobright circle who is given any real screen time; 

and as a result she seems to be the "typical" heath dweller-a "peasant" who is backwards, 

superstitious, and in need of enlightenment. All told, the heath dwellers in this movie are 

the kinds of rustics Hardy is commonly believed to have created, filled with folklore and 

brimming with color, but incapable of advancing in the world. 

In the final assessment, the TV movie of The Return of the Native has, to its credit, 

fine credit, realistic period details, and a good central performance by Catherine Zeta 

Jones; but the movie raises countless questions that it does not-or cannot-answer. I've 

asked many of these questions throughout this section of the chapter; but many more keep 

coming into my mind: Why does Clym go partially blind? Everything around him is bright 

and airy, so is his blindness symbolic-or perhaps owing to a mysterious eye disease? 

What, exactly, causes the death of Mrs. Yeobright? Her journey across the heath doesn't 

seem particularly arduous-is she done in by exhaustion, a heart attack, or, in fact, by 

seeing Eustacia's face at the window? (For that matter, why does Eustacia stay at the 

window so long that the camera is again allowed to devour her beautiful features?) If the 

reddle on Diggory's skin stays there for months-as he clearly says it does-why does it 
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wash off as soon as he jumps in the river to save Clym, Eustacia, and Wildeve? And was 

there any build-up to that climactic storm, or did it just appear literally out of the blue? 

Finally, what is the meaning ofClym's "rebirth" as a preacher of "no creed," who is last 

seen testifying before a crowd on the heath, as if he is Christ preaching on the Mount?'" 

These questions point to a central problem with the script; it seems that as much of 

Hardy's novel as possible was retained for the movie, but since it all had to fit into a 100-

minute time frame, some much-needed expository material and linking scenes were cut 

out; and the remaining scenes and actions were reduced and simplified. The resulting 

story makes little sense; and with Gold's camera focused more on the locations and on 

Catherine Zeta Jones than on the dramatic sequences, it all seems glossy and superficial to 

boot. 

What, then, of Hardy? Though I believe this Native to be an unsuccessful attempt 

to adapt Hardy's novel, it still delivers an image of Hardy we can recognize: it is the 

Hardy who wrote of people falling in love in the middle of a picturesque setting; the Hardy 

who painted loving pictures of peasants wedded to their stations in the earth; and 

especially the Hardy who wrote timeless works of English literature. Certainly, these are 

the ways that the Hallmark corporation perceived Thomas Hardy, and this is the Hardy 

they have packaged, wrapped, and delivered. 

* 

Far from the Madding Crowd (Granada/WGBH, 1998) 

Far from the Madding Crowd, which ran in four 50-to-55-minute episodes on 

Britain's Granada television, and in two segments on Masterpiece Theatre of roughly 105 
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minutes," is the first serial based on a Hardy novel in 20 years, and is also the first "TV 

version" of a Hardy story that had previously been filmed. In fact, this Crowd in some 

respects even appears to be a remake-or at least a rethinking-of John Schlesinger's 1967 

film. Nicholas Renton's direction at times seems to mirror that of Schlesinger; and 

Philomena MacDonagh's script replicates a few of the dramatic choices that Frederick 

Raphael made in his screenplay for the earlier film: for instance, MacDonagh follows 

Raphael in dramatizing Fanny's mistake of going to the wrong church, and in leaving the 

audience to wonder if Troy has drowned after he throws himself into the ocean. Yet, in 

spite of the familiarity of the production, this version of Far from the Madding Crowd far 

surpasses the Schlesinger film (in my view, at least) and stands next to the serial of Jude as 

the best of the existing television adaptations of Hardy's novels. 

An initial drawback to the serial is that, at first glance, some of its visual qualities 

are highly reminiscent of Schlesinger's film; many of the locations are similar to-and 

perhaps the same as-the ones where the 1967 Crowd was shot; and a few sequences 

almost seem to be patterned after Schlesinger's direction. The herding of the sheep over 

the cliff, Gabriel's rescue of the bloated herd, the saving of the ricks before the coming of 

the storm, Gabriel's alteration of the legend on Fanny's coffin, Bathsheba's opening of 

that same coffin, and Boldwood's murder of Troy are all sequences that could have been 

lifted straight from the earlier film-only the faces and costumes of the actors have 

changed. What, then, makes this 1998 serial so markedly different from Schlesinger's 

1967 version? For a start, there is little to no lingering over "quaint" and "colorful" 

aspects of the story. To cite one example, in the Schlesinger film, after Gabriel fails to 
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find work at the Casterbridge market, he is seen playing his flute for money while a group 

of townsfolk begin an impromptu jig-a moment that is in the novel, but which seems 

included in the film largely for the sake of charm. In the serial, however, after Gabriel is 

not hired he is simply forced to move on to another place where work is likely to be 

found. Another sequence, Troy's performance as Dick Turpin, takes up several minutes in 

Schlesinger's film and is handled like a moment out of Cecil B. DeMille's circus epic JTie 

Greatest Show on Earth', but in the serial, the most that is established is that Troy's true 

identity is in jeopardy of being discovered, and that he must fljrther disguise himself to 

prevent Bathsheba from recognizing him. In 1967, moments such as these seemed to be 

offered solely for their escapist values; while in 1998 there is an acknowledgment of the 

drama in the sequences. 

One of the biggest differences between the two productions is that, in the serial, 

"Nature" is never allowed to be the star of the show. The glossy, pastoral splendor of 

Schlesinger's film is not a part of this production: the Dorsetshire locations are often 

attractive, but they are never idealized. The first episode takes place during winter, when 

the skies are overcast, the weather is visibly cold, and the topography is brown and 

muddy. The weather and location make clear hardships for Gabriel (Nathaniel Parker), 

who cannot water his sheep without first breaking the ice that covers the trough, and who 

closes off all the ventilation in his hut to keep warm-and nearly gases himself to death as a 

result. Although later episodes are set during the spring and summer, when the locations 

grow more inviting and become seemingly more hospitable to humanity, director Renton 

does not allow the camera to linger on rolling meadows and on the sight of wildflowers in 
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bloom. What is usually most important-and this is what completely differentiates the 

serial from the Schlesinger film-is the importance of the work that is being done outdoors. 

When the characters are outside, they are almost always laboring-harvesting grain, 

washing sheep, performing any number of farm chores-and all of it looks hard, and some 

of it even looks like drudgery. No one in the serial seems to be in "communion" with 

Nature; if the people are part of the land it is because they work it, and the land is not 

always cooperative with their efforts. This approach to Nature strikes me as being 

somewhat in accord with Hardy; after all, in the novel, the characters who try to live 

according to the "dictates" of Nature become misled; it is the characters who learn that 

Nature is not in accord with their actions who are most likely to survive and prosper. 

Even though this new Crowd does not idealize Nature and rural life, neither does it 

embrace a view that people blindly suffer at the hands of Nature or-that other old Hardean 

saw-Fate; in fact, the serial clearly argues that people can pull together in order to 

improve the collective lot of the community. Both Gabriel and Bathsheba (Paloma Bieza) 

are positioned as "outsiders" in the Weatherbury community-but instead of bringing harm 

to "traditional" ways of life, they bring with them new ideas that can and will revitalize life 

in the community. When Bathsheba first takes possession of her uncle's farm, the work 

folk treat her with distrust, both because of her sex-"What would a young girl do with a 

farm?" one of the servants asks as Farmer Everdene's body is being removed from the 

house-and out of fear of the changes she's likely to bring. At Warren's Malthouse, the 

workers discuss Bathsheba's farming abilities in entirely contemptuous terms; "She 

doesn't know her pretty arse from her elbow," one grumbles; while another says, "We'll 
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know her fancy come payday-who's to stay and who's to go." The camera then slowly 

pans the workers' faces, all of which register worry and concern. It is a poignant moment, 

an indication that these characters aren't simply colorful "rustics," but men and women 

who have an active stake in the economy of Weatherbury-and that economy is largely 

managed by Bathsheba. 

The fears and concerns of the working community are most often voiced by 

Henery Fray, who in MacDonagh's script is given a slightly larger role than he has in the 

novel. In the serial, Henery (Robin Soans) anticipates being named bailiff after Pennyways 

is fired, and he becomes resentful when Bathsheba does away with the position altogether. 

Later, when Gabriel begins to exert control over the farm, Henery complains that Gabriel 

is bringing in "newfangled machines that can do the work of twenty men"-and which, he 

fears, will put the laborers out of work. In the novel, Pennyways discovers Troy has faked 

his own death, and the old bailiff uses this knowledge for simple monetary gain; but 

MacDonagh makes an interesting change to the story by having Henery discover the secret 

about Troy (Jonathan Firth), who buys Henery's silence by promising that, after he 

resumes control of Bathsheba's farm, he will fire Gabriel and elevate Henery to his place, 

thus restoring the old system on the farm. The last time Henery is seen, he is gathering the 

wheat that has been mown down by a stream-driven thresher. "We shouldn't be 

welcoming this!" Henery mourns. "Soon they won't need none of us!" But this is not the 

impression that the viewer is left with; by this time, Gabriel has combined two farms, he is 

on the verge of winning Bathsheba, and he has brought technological progress. He is a 

man who has ushered in a new era for Weatherbury-without firing anyone. 



In some respects, the positioning of Gabriel as a character who modernizes the 

farm in order to improve it seems to be very much a product of late 1990s ideology, where 

economic success seems to be heralded as the greatest of all possible values. However, 

despite the serial's championing the changes and improvements that are brought about by 

Gabriel, it should not be thought that this CrowJ blindly embraces capitalism or 

industrialism. What the serial does embrace is a strong sense of community, and Gabriel's 

actions constantly go toward making the community thrive. The importance of 

community is perhaps best emphasized by the development of the role of Fanny Robin 

(Natasha Little) to show that she isn't simply the woman who was "wronged" by Troy, 

but that she is a vital part of Weatherbury society.'^ Shortly after Fanny leaves the 

Everdene farm to elope with Troy, Boldwood (Nigel Terry) calls at Bathsheba's house to 

enquire after the girl; and Liddy explains to Bathsheba that it was Boldwood who had first 

taken Fanny under his wing and found her a position with old Farmer Everdene. 

Boldwood, fearing that Fanny is dead, heads the search for her body; and it is their shared 

concern for Fanny that brings Boldwood and Gabriel together in a trusting and friendly 

relationship. It is this concern over the well-being of a single person that indicates just 

how closely-knit the community is, and how dependent these people are on one another. 

At the end of the serial, Boldwood himself will be the recipient of the kind of concern he 

had shown for Fanny; after Boldwood murders Troy-perhaps ridding the community of a 

destructive force-Gabriel gathers evidence and testifies before the court to prove 

Boldwood was insane, thus sparing his life. Gabriel becomes a literal sov/or-he saves 

crops, sheep, and human lives-but he is also a guide who will bring who and what he 
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saves into a new era. The serial perhaps ends on a much more optimistic note than does 

Hardy's novel, but the emphasis on communal cooperation is certainly a part of the 

original novel, and it is a theme that Hardy touches upon in much of his early-to-mid-

career fiction. One of the concluding sentiments of the novel Farfrom the Madding 

Crowd, in fact, is that Gabriel and Bathsheba have been brought together by mutual hard 

work. Hardy writes, "This good-fellowship-comarac/er/e-usually occurring through 

similarity of pursuits, is unfortunately seldom superadded to love between the sexes, 

because men and women associate, not in their labours, but in their pleasures merely" 

(357). By working together toward the same ends, couples can form lasting bonds and 

communities may thrive. This theme is developed even more successfully by Hardy-as I 

have argued-in The Return of the Native\ and it will figure again in many of Hardy's 

subsequent novels.'^ 

A further benefit to the expansion of Fanny's role is that it allows the viewer to 

glimpse societies that are outside of-but not entirely divorced from-Weatherbury. After 

Troy calls off the wedding, the serial devotes a few scenes to illustrating Fanny's progress 

from the church door to the Casterbridge workhouse. We see her taking a job in a dark, 

dusty bam where an army of coughing women beat the wheat from the chaff. "Ain't 

nothing like working in the field," the foreman tells her. Later we see Fanny scrubbing the 

kitchen in a rich man's house. These scenes of Fanny's degradation through physical labor 

perhaps owe something to Tess, but they are also reminders that Weatherbury does not 

exist in a vacuum; just outside its limits is a world of workhouses and often backbreaking 

toil, and where the values of community perhaps have little meaning. And, since it is the 
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places outside of Weatherbury that purchase the wool and grain that the community 

produces, Weatherbury cannot exist without that outside world. The distance between the 

community and the madding crowd may not, in fact, be so far as is usually thought. 

Although the serial's non-pastoral depiction of the locations and its espousal of the 

importance of advancing the community make it fairly in tune with the novel, it perhaps 

best succeeds at evoking "Hardy" in its deployment of the visual gaze. No adaptation of 

Hardy is more concerned with the importance of looking, and, as a result, the serial seems 

to capture Hardy's own interest in the theme of egotistical self-delusion. The opening 

scenes follow the novel very closely, and they create a subtle implication of the ways 

Bathsheba and Gabriel see themselves and each other. The first shot of episode one is of 

Bathsheba's face in her hand mirror. She smiles contentedly, clearly admiring her own 

reflection. The camera then switches to a long shot to reveal that Bathsheba is on the 

back of her cart, stalled at the toll gate. It is at this point we become aware that the scene 

is being watched by Gabriel, who, enchanted by his first sight of the "vain" girl, pays her 

toll. In the following scenes, Gabriel finds Bathsheba's hat on the heath, and then watches 

as she and Mrs. Hurst lead a calf into the bam. The next day, Gabriel is on a spot 

overlooking a clearing in the trees when Bathsheba rides beneath him on a white horse. 

Completely unaware that she is being watched, Bathsheba-as she does in the novel-

releases the reins and reclines on the back of the horse, her arms spread in seeming 

surrender and her face showing the same self-satisfaction as when she looked in the 

mirror. In these three short scenes, which are almost entirely wordless, director Renton 

showcases both Bathsheba's self-absorption, bom of an inward-directed gaze, and 
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Gabriel's absorption with Bathsheba, bom of his own fascination with her image. In the 

first scene where Gabriel and Bathsheba confi'ont each other, dialogue seems to destroy 

the images that both characters have created. Gabriel returns her hat and then sheepishly 

confesses that he saw her on the horse. "You watched mc?" Bathsheba demands. "Yes," 

Gabriel says; then splutters, "No. Yes. But not deliberately." Bathsheba flushes and 

walks away without saying a word. What Renton's direction and the performances of 

Bieza and Parker evoke here is mutual embarrassment; Gabriel's for watching, and 

Bathsheba's for being watched-and, perhaps, for performing a private ritual that reveals 

the extent of her self-love and romanticism. Interestingly, the opening shots of the serial 

are the ones in which the camera is most often used to replicate Gabriel's point of view-

after Gabriel's proposal is rejected and after his dog drives the sheep off the cliff, the 

camera is most often used in a third-person fashion, or to show the points of view of 

characters other than Gabriel. It is as if, having endured rejection from Bathsheba and the 

literal death of his fmancial hopes, Gabriel no longer lets his gaze focus on selfish desires. 

His next significant action is to put out the burning ricks, and this is photographed in 

documentary fashion; Gabriel is now seen as a member of the community, working with it 

and for it. 

The two characters who are most often associated with looking-and who seem the 

most taken with their own reflections-are Bathsheba and Boldwood. It is significant that 

the first glimpse of Bathsheba we are given is actually a reflection in her mirror, for 

Bathsheba will be identified with mirrors throughout the serial. Bathsheba is often 

depicted staring at her reflection, enjoying a framed image of herself; and she occasionally 
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is depicted looking out of windows at the action below. The window frame is usually an 

object that distances Bathsheba from what she sees; at one point, she spots Gabriel in the 

yard below her, and she starts to wave. However, a cloud passes over her face-she is 

perhaps remembering both her rejection of Gabriel's proposal and is mindful of her new 

station as "Miss Everdene"-and she moves from the window. The mirror frame and the 

window frame become ironic contrasts; Bathsheba looks into the mirror and finds self-

satisfaction, while she looks out the window and finds herself separated from the world. 

But what she sees in the mirror and what spies through the window are both fi'amed and 

limited, giving her a view that is always closed off Interestingly, toward the end of the 

serial, Bathsheba moves away from mirrors and windows and seems to develop the ability 

to see without the aid of these devices. Bathsheba begins to pick up on both visual and 

aural clues-Troy's taking an interest in a blonde beggar woman on the road, the sight of a 

lock of blonde hair in Troy's watch, Joseph Poorgrass's news that Fanny was spotted on 

the road, Liddy's description of Fanny as blonde-to deduce that Troy was the mysterious 

"Sergeant" with whom Fanny had eloped, and that Troy still loves Fanny. Bathsheba's 

outburst after she watches Troy kiss the dead Fanny's lips-"Don't kiss her, Frank! Kiss 

me! You love /we!"-marks her last attempt to hold on to her old illusions. From this 

point on, Bathsheba is mostly portrayed as a broken woman-an Oedipus figure who has 

seen the truth and is now enduring a kind of spiritual blindness. But Bathsheba, of course, 

will be rehabilitated by Gabriel. 

In the case of Boldwood, his deployment of the gaze not only demonstrates his 

narcissism, but it becomes deadly. The serial nicely illustrates that Bathsheba's Valentine 
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does more than spark an interest in Boldwood for Bathsheba-it awakens in him a sense of 

his own image, and a desire to live according to that particular image. After he first 

receives the Valentine, Boldwood places it on the mantle directly under a large mirror, 

leading to a scene where he studies the legend MARRY ME stamped in wax on the 

envelope, and then intently studies the features of his own face in the mirror. Later, after 

he has been watching Bathsheba and learning about her from a distance-at the com 

market he asks someone if "Miss Everdene is considered handsome?"-Boldwood is again 

seen before a mirror, this time a full-length one, reciting, "Marry me, marry me, marry me 

. . Miss Everdene!" By tying the words on the Valentine to the words Boldwood speaks 

into the mirror, Renton shows that what Bathsheba has given him is an image of himself as 

a man worthy of her love. Even more than is the case with Bathsheba, Boldwood is often 

positioned in front of mirrors, usually dressing, grooming himself, and working to improve 

the image he puts forth. Boldwood's constant looking in the mirror is, I believe, the 

serial's indictment of his mindset: Boldwood needs Bathsheba not so much for herself-he 

isn't even sure if she's attractive-but to constantly support the image he sees in the mirror. 

At one point he tells her, "You started something in me! I need you!" Nigel Terry's 

performance emphasizes Boldwood's desperation as he is drawn deeper into himself, 

causing him to neglect his crops and fmally-when it becomes obvious he never will have 

Bathsheba-lashing out against the broader community by committing murder. . . although 

who he kills isn't entirely a friend to the community. 

Finally, the Far from the Madding Crowd serial deserves tremendous credit for the 

depth of characterization that is provided by the performers and by MacDonagh's script. 
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Whereas the Schlesinger film boasted major stars of the 1960s, this Crowd features a fairly 

young cast of actors who are essentially unknown outside of Britain. The standout 

performer, no doubt, is Paloma Bieza. Like the serial itself, she is pretty without being 

distractingly beautiful; and she at all times conveys the qualities of youth and inexperience. 

Julie Christie's Bathsheba seems always to be acting out of cocky self-confidence, thus 

giving rise to the numerous complaints that hers was a character who belonged more to 

the 1960s than the 1860s; but Bieza's Bathsheba is, simply put, a girl who is trying to live 

up to her own expectations and down to the negative assumptions that others have of her. 

When she first arrives at the farm, she looks about nervously, clearly overwhelmed by her 

new station in life; and when she makes her first address to the work folk-"I shall be up 

before you are awake, I shall be afield before you are up, and I shall have breakfasted 

before you are afield. In short I shall astonish you aH"-she speaks in a nervous, halting 

way, as if by speaking bold words she can give herself the confidence she really lacks. 

(Compare this to Julie Christie's delivery of the same lines-one would think she's rallying 

the troops.) It is also clear that Bathsheba believes that taking charge of the farm has 

elevated her to a position far above everyone else's, and that she is determined to play the 

role she's been assigned-even if she doesn't like it. In one scene, Bathsheba is on the 

verge of entering a room where the servants are gathered together and laughing merrily, 

but she stops herself and sadly walks away. Bathsheba even distances herself from 

Gabriel, although it is evident she does not want to. When Gabriel addresses her by her 

first name, she corrects him with a terse "Miss Everdene;" but Bieza delivers the line 

sadly, as if Bathsheba regrets having to put a barrier between them. Gabriel also attempts 
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to give her advice on her personal conduct, and she responds by trying to hold him to his 

lower station in life: "How dare you speak to me like that? I pay your damn wages!" The 

profanity is not firom Hardy's novel, but the moment works, since Bathsheba's use of 

"damn" is pure bravado, a signal that she is really a girl who sees herself in the masculine 

role of landowner, and that she is willing to appropriate masculine discourse to prove her 

own power. 

Bathsheba's girlish qualities also explain her reasons for sending the Valentine to 

Bold wood. In the serial, Bathsheba is in the house on a Sunday afternoon, clearly bored 

and fhistrated with having nothing to do. Liddy proposes tossing the hymn book to 

determine who should receive the Valentine, and Bathsheba quickly agrees-it is, to her, 

just a game to pass the time. Bathsheba becomes ashamed of her conduct once she 

realizes Boldwood takes her seriously; and she even uses her youth as a pretext to get 

Boldwood to end his suit. "Don't speak to me like this!" Bathsheba pleads afler 

Boldwood presses her to marry him. "I'm only a girl!" Similarly, it is Bathsheba's youth 

and lack of experience with men that leads her to marry Troy; as she later admits to 

Gabriel, Troy had told her he'd met a woman who was more beautiful than Bathsheba, so 

she married him just to keep him. The serial makes it clear that, fi'om beginning to end, 

Bathsheba is in over her head; and that all her mistakes are owing to her being too young, 

too vain, and too inexperienced in running a farm. Granted, this treatment of Bathsheba 

by the makers of the serial may seem patronizing and sexist; but in many respects, so is 

Hardy's. In both the novel and the serial, Bathsheba at times is a wild, impetuous force 

who confesses that what she really needs is a man who will "tame" her; and, as it turns 
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out, Gabriel, who cultivates the land and who brings new innovations to the farm, is the 

perfect man to bring Bathsheba into maturity as matron of the farm. 

Another character who is well-served by this adaptation is Troy, whose status as 

illegitimate child of a local lord (which is essentially ignored in the 1967 film) is used to 

explain many of his motives in pursuing Bathsheba. On the morning after their wedding, 

Troy tells Bathsheba about his origins and admits, "This is what I am, Bathsheba. a 

bastard, destined to never belong anywhere." He then shows her his watch, the one thing 

his father had given him, and says, "If we should have a son, the watch shall go to him. 

He shall know who he is." Troy, then, is a social climber who by marrying Bathsheba is in 

a position to start a dynasty, and who will be able to leave his children the land and money 

his own father refused to give him. However, in the dialectic of the serial (and, for that 

matter, in Hardy), Troy is a poor steward of the land, whose getting the men drunk nearly 

results in the loss of the ricks. Troy may come fi-om the Weatherbury community, but he 

brings nothing to it, and he is, in fact, a figure who could ruin it. 

In spite of Troy's status as ostensible "villain" of the piece, Jonathan Firth still 

invests the character with a good deal of humanity. The serial does not gloss over Troy's 

womanizing-when he takes leave of his company to harvest grain, a fellow soldier asks 

him, "Wenching in the country again?"-but it also shows that Troy truly is in love with 

Fanny. When Troy first arrives in the fields, several women flock around him (old 

conquests?), but his first question is to whether Fanny is there-an indication that she is, 

perhaps, the reason for his return home. It is also evident that Bathsheba is, to Troy, first 

a distraction and then a means to obtain financial success. Even though Troy lusts for 
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Bathsheba, he doesn't even seem to like her. During his sword demonstration, Troy 

stands just a few feet from Bathsheba, hacking and thrusting at her in a manner that 

suggests subsumed hatred." His imagined abuse of Bathsheba perhaps becomes real on 

his wedding night, when Troy roughly shoves Bathsheba up against a wall and begins 

thrusting against her in a sex act that comes extremely close to violence. That Bathsheba 

is so taken by Troy's looks and his flattery that she cannot she the contempt he has for her 

creates a complete condemnation of Bathsheba's point of view. 

The 1998 Far from the Madding Crowd serial, then, succeeds not just in 

replicating the plot of Hardy's novel; but, by developing the minor characters and focusing 

on individual points of view, it manages to convey both Hardy's interest in the value of 

community and his concern with the illusions by which people tend to live their lives. 

Granted, at times the serial is as visually attractive as are other films based on Hardy's 

works, but it is clear that the producers were far more interested in what the characters are 

doing than in where the characters are. The serial retains the Hardean notion that mutual 

shared labor and concern for the community are the only safeguards for happiness—and it 

has been difficult in the past for filmmakers to show this Hardy without making him into a 

cloying pastoralist. The Madding Crowd serial presents an honest and straightforward 

interpretation of Hardy and his novel-which would not be the case in the serial of Tess of 

the d'Urbervilles, released later in the same year. 

Tess of the D'Urbervilles (A & E/LWT, 1998) 

The two-part, three-hour serial of Tess of the D 'Urbervilles (the capital D is used 
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onscreen and in all of the publicity material, and will be respected here) is, to date, the 

most recent adaptation of a Hardy novel; and it is the only one produced in association 

with an American cable company. Significantly, that company is the Arts and 

Entertainment network, which, as its name announces, would seem to be dedicated to 

providing the best in cultural programming and thus be the ideal medium for an adaptation 

of Hardy. However, A & E seems to put more emphasis on entertainment than it does on 

art . the bulk of its programming consists of documentaries-many of which are educational 

and informative; others of which deal in cheesy topics like government conspiracies and 

psychic phenomena-and old American detective shows fi'om the 1980s. Where A & E 

seems to lay claim to airing "artistic" programs is in its reliance on British television 

shows. During its early years, A & E simply re-ran the same British serials and TV movies 

that had previously been shown in America on Masterpiece Theatre and Mystery!, but, 

beginning around the mid-1990s, the network managed to bypass PBS and secured the 

exclusive rights to air such programs as "Cracker" and the "Inspector Frost" mysteries. 

Where PBS has once been practically the sole vessel for British programs in the United 

States, A & E emerged as a serious rival; and in short order A & E began to beat WGBH 

at its own game; teaming up with British television companies to create their own Classic 

Serials and TV movies." 

A & E announced its entry into the serial competition with the airing in late 1995 

of a lavish, six-part adaptation of Pride and Prejudice, produced in conjunction with 

BBC-1. The program was a hit with both critics and viewers; and since that initial 

success, A & E has worked with the British networks to create more serials and movies. 
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many of which have aired as part of "A & E's Literary Collection." The Collection has 

been made up of adaptations of such tried-and-true classics as Jane Eyre and Tom Jones-, 

and has even featured some offbeat choices, such as a series of movies based on C. S. 

Forester's Horatio Homblower stories. Stylistically, A & E's serials and movies are little 

different from the ones that air on Masterpiece Theatre-xh& programs, after all, are 

produced under identical circumstances, and often utilize members from the same British 

casts and crews-and they ultimately serve a similar purpose; to preserve (for Americans, 

at least) an image of British TV as "high-minded," informed by a literary sensibility, and 

impeccable in terms of acting, writing, and production values; and, more importantly, to 

present the novels on which these programs are based as capital-L Literature. 

A & E's Tess ran as part of the "Literary Collection;" but, unlike some of the other 

productions-Fom Jones excluded-this Tess was put at an automatic disadvantage in 

having to compete not just with the memory of a widely-read novel, but with the memory 

of a popular and respected film. By the time the WGBH/Granada version of Far from the 

Madding Crowd was shown, more than thirty years has passed since Schlesinger's version; 

and in America at least, the film had little impact on the popular consciousness-even 

though it has had a second life on home video. The makers of the new Crowd didn't have 

to worry about negative comparisons to a beloved film. Polanski's Tess, however, was a 

major hit with audiences in Europe and America, and the film has endured as something of 

a minor classic. Admittedly, in terms of film production, the nineteen years that separate 

Tess and Tess of the D 'Urbervilles might as well be a century (the 1990s alone saw more 

than one version of Hamlet, Jane Eyre, fVuthering Heights, Great Expectations, and other 
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classics); but the continuing popularity and acclaim of the Polanski film, and the fact it 

continues to be studied as an example of filmcraft, have given it a life that goes beyond the 

period in which it was made. The producers of the serial version of Tess were therefore 

put in the position of not only having to adapt Hardy's novel, but of differentiating their 

version of the story from Polanski's. 

The best source on the Tess of the D 'Urbervilles serial is the A & E website, 

which reveals a great deal as to how the cast and crew went about making their adaptation 

of the story both separate from the Polanski film and "true" to the Hardy novel. Director 

Ian Sharp, who says that the time is right for a new Tess because the story "has never been 

on television before and I've always wanted to have a go at an old classic," explains that 

his movie is different from Polanski's in that "we exploit the passion in the novel much 

more. [Polanski's Tess] had a curious detachment to it, I felt. It was treated and shot as a 

series of tableaus, as opposed to really getting inside and under the skin of the characters 

and their relationships" (AandE.com). Scriptwriter Ted Whitehead admits to never having 

seen the earlier film, but he lays claim to having captured an essential Hardean theme that 

Polanski likely missed; 

I guess from the title, Tess, one major difference I've highlighted is the fact that 
this is Tess of the D 'Urbervilles. Hardy does this very deliberately. Okay, the 
D'Urbervilles are a now extinct family, but Hardy has a great fondness for the old 
English families, even if they are extinct. He admires, you know, a certain sort of 
fighting warrior quality, as he sees it, and a certain haughtiness, if you like. 
Whereas, he has very little time for the nouveau riche. . . .[The Stokes have] 
come down south and adopted the name of D'Urberville, which, for Hardy, is a 
travesty. You can't buy that kind of fineness. Now, Tess has inherited it. She's 
fine, she's noble, and you know money doesn't mean much to her. What matters 
to her is the truthfulness of her love. (AandE.com) 
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Of the three actors interviewed for the website-Justine Waddell (Tess), Oliver Milbum 

(Angel), and Jason Flemyng (Alec)-only Jason Flemyng professes any familiarity with the 

Polanski film, and he credits it only for the eroticism of the strawberry sequence and for 

getting "the story firm in [his] head" (AandE.com). Otherwise, all three performers 

reminisce about reading Hardy in school, and they all profess admiration for the "classic" 

qualities of his characters. Reading all five interviews is a fascinating experience; it is 

difficult to click off the Tess web pages and not come away with the impression that all the 

principals involved in the production wish us to put the Polanski film to one side; what 

they are offering on A & E is the authentic Tess. 

Strangely, despite the producers' desire to distance their production fi'om Polanski, 

at times the serial plays like a critique of the earlier film. Specifically, it almost seems that 

before he began writing his script, Ted Whitehead studied Jane Marcus's blistering attack 

on Polanski, "A Tess for Child Molestors," and set about to make sure the same charges 

couldn't be leveled against this adaptation. As was discussed in chapter four, Marcus 

accused Polanski of infantilizing Tess, and of making her nothing more than a passive 

victim. Marcus was especially offended because, in her eyes, Polanski sides with Tess's 

rapist and denies women the satisfaction of seeing Tess "punish" Alec by killing him 

(Marcus 90 ff). Of course, Marcus misses the point that Hardy obscures the issue of 

whether Tess is raped or not-and, for that matter, he doesn't "show" the murder of Alec; 

but it is clear in the serial that Tess is the victim of rape. During the scene in The Chase, 

Tess is depicted as initially resisting Alec's kisses, then acquiescing to them. Soon, 

though, it is clear that Tess is uncomfortable; Alec roughly holds her down and (it is 
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strongly implied) penetrates her. Tess clearly cries out, "No! Stop!", which is absolute 

and incontestable proof that she has not submitted willingly to Alec. Following this scene, 

there is a cut to Tess on the road to Marlott. In her ensuing dialogue with Alec, there is 

no mention of the length of time that has elapsed since the night in The Chase; it could, for 

all we know, be the next morning. There is no sense that Tess may have cooperated with 

Alec; as a result, the viewer has no choice but to see Alec as Rapist, and Tess as Victim. 

Whitehead also takes pains in his script to show that Tess is anything but accepting 

of what Alec has done to her; and he allows Tess a "victory" by dramatizing the events in 

the hotel room that lead to Alec's death. Whitehead makes a major change to the story by 

leaving Tess in the dark as to Alec's lack of kinship; she learns the truth only in the hotel 

room, when, during an argument, he shouts out, "My people are not D'Urbervilles! We 

only adopted the name!" This news comes as a shock to Tess-who had just confessed to 

Angel that she returned to Alec only because of the filial kindness he displayed toward her 

family-and then her confusion gives way to anger. She begins to slap and push Alec, all 

the while crying, "Then it was all lies fi'om the very start! Deceit and lies! You have 

destroyed me! You have destroyed my life! You have destroyed my one true husband!" 

Alec breaks away fi'om Tess and says with a sadistic sneer on his face, "Your one true 

husband is a spineless bastard!" Tess erupts into a fit of rage, seizes the bread knife, and 

graphically plunges it into Alec's chest. In the serial, then, Tess is allowed the victory that 

Jane Marcus claims Polanski has denied her. Alec has raped, lied to, and manipulated 

Tess. He deserves everything he gets. 

The kind of fury that Tess displays in the hotel room is not isolated to this one 
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scene; Justine Waddell's characterization of Tess emphasizes her anger, her fierce pride, 

and even her ability to be a bit of a coquette. It cannot be argued that this Tess merely 

accepts what life hands her, or that the director turns her into the dumb object of his 

camera's admiration. Waddeil is such a spitfire, in fact, that it is difficult to believe that 

she is as "tractable" as her mother (Lesley Dunlop) claims, or that she is as capable of 

being Alec's dupe as the script makes her out to be. In most of her scenes with Alec, Tess 

usually shows scorn and defiance-though there is a nice moment when Alec tries to teach 

her to whistle and she breaks into a wide grin; likewise, in her dealings with the other 

characters, Tess is often quick to anger and she usually seems capable of maintaining the 

upper hand. Her scenes with Joan almost invariably turn into shouting matches, with Tess 

loudly condemning her mother's scheming and her foolishness; and even during the scenes 

of her courtship with Angel, Tess tends to fly off the handle. In the "garden" sequence. 

Angel (who in this serial plays the concertina and had just been depicted squeezing out a 

tune that resembles "How Much is that Doggie in the Window?") says to Tess, "I should 

call you Artemis, the goddess of purity ." Tess, who had been coyly playing with some 

flowers, suddenly flashes her eyes at Angel. "Call me TessP' she snaps, and she begins to 

storm off. Toward the end of the production, when Angel finds and confronts Tess in the 

Sandboume hotel, she tells him in a mocking, sing-song tone that he is "too late"-before 

she is eventually won over by his eloquence. Waddell's emphasis on Tess's fiery qualities 

almost seem designed to erase the memory of Nastassia Kinski's quiet, subdued Tess; 

however, this aspect of Tess's character is played up to the expense of her other qualities. 

Waddell's Tess very seldom shows vulnerability or charm; she does, however, frequently 
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burst into tears-over the dead horse, after Angel calls her "the most perfect woman I have 

ever met," after Angel comes to the hotel and admits his mistake in leaving her. Waddell 

is a very good performer, but she bounces so often between fiiry and tears that her 

performance is frequently alienating. She is also somewhat hampered by her looks; 

though Waddell is certainly beautiful, her sharp, high eyebrows, pouty mouth, and 

crooked smile lend a supercilious-even vulpine-cast to her features. The glances she casts 

toward Angel at times seem downright predatory. Waddell would actually be used to 

greater advantage the following year, when she was cast as Estella in BBC's serial version 

of Great Elxpectatiom. 

Beyond answering the "charges" that have been leveled against the Polanski film, 

what else does this new Tess of the D 'UrbervUles do; and, more importantly, how does it 

contribute to the process of seeing Hardy? The serial, as was mentioned before, is 

positioned as an "authentic" version of the Hardy novel. Like so many Hardy adaptations, 

it was filmed on location in Dorset (though many of the outdoor settings are oddly similar 

to those Polanski used in France, throwing into question the need to film in "real" places), 

and boasts the usual period detail and "Hardean" touches. Ted Whitehead claims in his 

interview on the A & E website that "the only alterations we've made to the novel really 

are in terms of omitting some material we just did not have time to include;" otherwise, his 

major task as screenwriter was to edit and condense Hardy's material (AandE.com). The 

script does include some incidents from the novel that aren't in the 1979 film-for instance, 

the death of Prince, the midnight baptism of Sorrow, and Alec's reappearance as an 

evangelist-but Whitehead also follows Polanski's lead in eliminating the sign painter. 
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Angel's somnambulistic "burial" of Tess, and the scene of Tess's execution, followed by 

Angel's leaving with Liza-Lu. Whitehead's script even eliminates some Hardy material 

that Polanski's film retains-most of it relating to Angel. Mr. and Mrs. Clare, Mercy 

Chant, and the moment where Angel nearly asks Izz to accompany him to Brazil are all 

gone. As a result. Angel loses much of his background and many of the contexts by which 

we understand him. And, as we have already seen. Whitehead's script changes Hardy's 

novel by having Alec mislead Tess about his "kinship" to her all throughout the serial. 

Certainly, Whitehead does a bit more than simply edit, omit, and condense. 

The essential problem with both Whitehead's script and Sharp's direction is that 

they tend to radically simplify Hardy's story to the extent that it is dumbed-down. The 

fact Tess will be raped could not be more apparent had Sharp included an intertitle card 

announcing the fact. When Joan proposes to scheme of claiming kin to Jack (John 

McEnery) at Rolliver's, an eavesdropper comments to a companion, "Joan Durbeyfield 

better be careful-she'11 be getting that Tess into trouble." When Tess alights from the cart 

that has taken her to The Slopes, her first sight is of a man sharpening a scythe. As Alec 

leads Tess to other parts of the grounds, several washer-women watch them and exchange 

knowing grins; and Car Darch (Linda Armstrong) emerges from the same building Alec 

had just exited, buttoning her dress. Finally, after Tess has returned home. Whitehead 

includes a scene where Alec discusses with his blind mother (Rosalind Knight) the 

possibility of hiring Tess. Mrs. D'Urberville at first scolds her son for not revealing that 

their name is adopted; but presently she asks Alec, "Is she pretty?" Alec admits that Tess 

is, and Mrs. D'Urberville says with resignation, "Then I suppose you'd better go get her." 
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Frankly, Sharp's manipulation of images and Whitehead's invented scene constitute an 

insult to the intelligence; isn't it enough to hint as to what might happen to Tess? And 

why make Mrs. D'Urberville complicit in what befalls Tess? The answer is that Sharp and 

Whitehead are narrowly invested in presenting Tess's tragedy as tied up in the workings of 

Fate. When Tess is hired to work at The Slopes, the voiceover narrator (Gerald James) 

solemnly intones, "So Tess had to abandon any hope for the future that she might become 

a teacher and instead accepted the role that Fate had decreed for her." If all the imagery 

and the scene between Alec and his mother haven't made it clear enough that Tess is 

destined to suffer at Alec's hands, the narrator removes all doubts. 

The narrator, whose voice and general persona is that of a wise old man, is 

omnipresent in the serial. At times the presence of this voice is merely annoying; for 

instance, shortly after Tess is raped, she is depicted lying on her back and looking up at 

the stars, while the narrator tells us, "Tess had run away from her past, hoping to escape 

it, but there was no escape-she was carrying a child." Apparently, Whitehead or someone 

else involved in the production feared most viewers wouldn't understand where the baby 

that appears in subsequent scenes came from. In another instance-and in another moment 

entirely invented by Whitehead—Tess's decision to confess her past to Angel is sparked by 

Car Darch being hired on at Talbothays. This addition to the story in itself simplifies 

Tess's reasons for writing to Angel-she seems merely afraid that Car will reveal her past 

with Alec-but the implications of the moment when Tess first sees Car are needlessly 

spelled out for the viewer by the narrator; "The past would not go away, but appeared 

right there in front of her in the form of her old enemy. Car Darch, filling Tess with the 
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dread of exposure." Doesn't the expression on Tess's face already convey this 

information? 

Though it may seem that the narrator is a mere gadfly, he actually serves a clear 

ideological purpose of imposing a text upon the serial. The narrator makes the viewer see 

the story as a tragedy of Fate. The narrator is first heard over the opening scene, when the 

camera picks up the sight of Jack Durbeyfield walking up a country lane; "It was on the 

day of the May dance that Tess's father encountered the parson who revealed to him what 

would better have been left forgotten. A chance encounter-a chance remark-yet such 

things determine our fate." As we have already seen, the narrator also attributes to "Fate" 

Tess's rape and the reappearance of Car Darch; yet, strangely enough, in his final 

pronouncement on the story, the narrator doesn't invoke Fate at all; "Justice was done. 

Mankind in time-honored way had finished its sport with Tess." Does this mean that the 

narrator has shifted blame from Fate to mankind; or does he suggest that mankind in 

persecuting Tess has acted as the imtnment of Fate? One would tend to suspect the 

latter, since the narrator's overall tendency is to make gloomy and "fateful" 

pronouncements on just about every significant action. 

But who is this narrator? That he has been given a distinctive voice-that of an old 

man-would indicate that he is a definite character; but there is no one in the first half of 

the story to provide a face to the narrator's voice. However, the narrator's identity is 

revealed in the second half of the serial, during circumstances that are utterly bizarre. Tess 

has made her wedding night confession to Angel; and, as in the book. Angel walks out 

into the night air, with Tess meekly following. In the production. Angel and Tess walk in 
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single-file down a public street, where they pass a small man-his back to the camera-who 

dofTs his hat, revealing a bald head surrounded by a fnnge of white hair. The narrator 

rasps, "I shall never forget those lovers, their faces blind to time and place, each isolated in 

their mutual despair." As the narrator speaks, the old man turns to watch the couple walk 

away. There is a close-up on his face, and the narrator is revealed to he-Thomas Hardy 

himself! Or at least that's what we are to think, as the old man in the serial bears an 

astonishing resemblance to the octogenarian Hardy. 

The "author's" presence in the production raises numerous questions. For viewers 

who are unfamiliar with Hardy's physical appearance and with his works, the moment 

when the narrator's face is revealed is meaningless; they are left to wonder, who is this 

character, and how did one glance at Tess and Angel give him such intimate knowledge of 

the story? To those viewers who are in on the joke. Hardy's physical presence makes no 

sense at all: the serial is set around 1890, when Hardy was 50, so why is he depicted as a 

very old man? And why include Hardy as a character/narrator at all? It almost seems that 

Whitehead and Sharp are trying to pull off the same trick that was used to great effect in 

the A & E/BBC coproduction of Tom Jones, in which an actor playing Henry Fielding 

wandered in and out of the scenes, interacted with the characters, and made commentaries 

and observations directly to the camera. This device proved to be the perfect way to 

dramatize Fielding's "intrusive" narrator, and it actually furthered the serial's spirit of 

freewheeling fun. In some respects. Hardy's narrator in Tess is every bit as intrusive as is 

Fielding's in Tom Jones-, but, unlike Fielding, Hardy does not position his narrator as a 

flesh-and-blood character who can interact with other characters, and who is reporting 
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what other characters have told him; and Hardy never lets the reader forget that his 

narrator's viewpoint is one perspective, and not a totalizing one. Perhaps Whitehead and 

Sharp felt that, by creating a Hardy figure who narrates the story, they would be 

recreating for the screen Hardy's narrative voice. Unfortunately, all they have delivered is 

a Hardy stereotype; he emerges as the Grand Old Man of English Literature, who saw life 

as material evidence of the tragic workings of Fate. 

In another sense, it almost seems disingenuous that the makers of this serial are 

trying to give credit to Hardy for the authorship of the story, for it is clearly far removed 

from Hardy's original. Many of the plot functions are intact, but the story is presented in 

such a way that we must see Tess as a victim of rape and, in a larger sense, of Fate. But it 

is the full-scale dumbing-down of everything that makes Tess of the D 'Urbervilles both a 

lousy drama in its own right and a poor vehicle for seeing Hardy and his novel. One has 

to wonder why Whitehead had to spell out every detail, and why Sharp had to employ 

such heavy-handed images. Was it necessary to cast three comically ugly actresses to play 

Izz, Marian, and Retty, thus making Tess the only possible object of Angel's interest? 

Could Marian's descent into alcoholism be conveyed more poignantly than by having her 

lug a bottle around in every scene? Was it necessary to have a violinist scratching out 

"Beautiful Dreamer" over the scene in which Jack Durbeyfield proposes turning himself 

into a "living monument," and then drops dead? Certainly if the makers of Tess of the 

D 'Urbervilles thought they were doing justice to Hardy, their vision of his novel is a 

simplistic one; and the serial has done nothing to dislodge Polanski's film from its perch. 

If Polanski's Tess is a painting inspired by Hardy's novel, A & E's Tess of the 
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D 'Urbervilles is more akin to Classics Illustrated. 

* 

The four television adaptations of Hardy's novels considered here represent, I 

believe, both the best and the worst ways to bring Hardy to the screen—whether that 

screen is on a television or in the cineplex. Both \91VsJude the Obscure and 1998's Far 

from the Madding Crowd succeed not by slavishly trying to reproduce everything that is in 

Hardy's novels, but by creating dramatic equivalents to themes and ideas that are often 

relegated to the margins of Hardy's prose. These two adaptations show the depth of 

Hardy's thought, and they showcase the fact he was more than a pastoralist and tragedian. 

The Return of the Native and the 1998 Tess of the D 'Urbervilles are, to my mind, failures 

because they try only to replicate the Hardy that we know; as a result. Hardy's stories 

become simplified, laden with cliches, and little more than a series of pretty sequences. 

The serial adaptation-if done correctly-could be the ideal form for reproducing 

Hardy's works. However, television producers seem narrowly focused on just the most 

popular titles among Hardy's novels, so there is little reason to believe we will be given 

versions of Hardy's novels that aren't already in the public consciousness. Interestingly, 

one of the best Classic Serials to air during the 1990s was the 1994 BBC-2AVGBH 

version of one of Dickens's less-familiar titles, Martin Chuzzelwit, which was dramatized 

by David Lodge. The fact the novel is so seldom-read and has not been filmed and 

refilmed gave the story a certain freshness and vitality; yet in its characterizations, its 

satire, and its social concerns, the serial emerges as recognizably "Dickensian." Perhaps 

the time is right for one of Hardy's "lesser" novels-i4 Pair of Blue Eyes or The Trumpet-
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Major, perhaps-to be given a second life through a good serial adaptation. After all, 

seeing Hardy should involve more than rehashing the familiar; it should involve 

experiencing Hardy in his totality. 
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NOTES 

1. For the sake of convenience, I refer to the program merely as Masterpiece Theatre 
throughout the chapter. In point of fact, in the early 1990s the program's sponsor 
changed the title to Mobil Masterpiece Theatre. Following Mobil's merger with 
another oil giant in 1999, the program became Exxon/Mobil Masterpiece Theatre. 

2. See Jarvik, 9 and 29-33 for the influence of the success of The Foresyte Saga in 
inspmng Masterpiece Theatre, 36-44 and 165-202 for Mobil's sponsorship of the 
program; and 204-17 for Nixon's hostility toward PBS and his desire to promote 
"Classic" learning through public television. 

3. I am, of course, considering the total running times of the serials of Crowd and 
Tess. In America, the Crowd serial was re-edited to run in two two-hour blocs 
with opening and closing commentary by Russell Baker. When it was released on 
video, the serial had been edited so that parts one and two and parts three and four 
ran as continuous episodes. The total running time is 208 minutes, compared to 
169 for Schlesinger's film. Tess also ran in two two-hour blocs, but it aired with 
commercial interruptions. The video version is 180 minutes, compared to the 190 
minutes of Polanski's film. 

4. Interestingly, in his 1989 study. Hardy in History, Peter Widdowson reports the 
1971 Jude serial as being "almost impossible to view" (95); but he was capable of 
viewing the five existing parts of The Mayor of Casterbridge through the kind 
offices of a friend at the BBC (97, 235 n.). Jude the Obscure is now readily 
available on video, so it is entirely possible that the serial had been lost and was 
"rediscovered" after Widdowson's book appeared; but Mayor remains unavailable, 
and I am presently incapable of taking advantage of the same services as did 
Widdowson in order to watch the existing parts. The Internet Movie Database 
(www.imdb.com) has no listings for either The Distracted Preacher or the 1970 
Woodlanders, it does, however, provide write-ups of Wessex Tales and Mayor, 
but it indicates that neither of these programs exist in video or DVD form. Finally, 
to my knowledge, the only serials to air in America were Jude and The Mayor. 
Jarvik indicates that The Woodlanders was considered for Masterpiece Theatre, 
but that the U.S.A. rights to the serial were "unavailable" (147). What befell The 
Woodlanders and the other programs I cannot tell; though I once came across the 
stunning information that, in the 1970s, the BBC began a policy of junking old 
programs it believed no one would ever watch again. It is entirely possible that 
these missing Hardy serials ended up in the furnace. 

5. This is not to say that Hardy's earlier works did not generate concern over his 
"morality." Most famously, Leslie Stephen, who edited Far from the Madding 
Crowd, objected to-and in some cases expunged-some passages he found 
particularly offensive; and he succeeded in persuading Hardy to tone down the 

http://www.imdb.com
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scene where Bathsheba finds the dead baby (Millgate, Thomas Hardy 160). 
However, it appears that it wasn't until Two on a Tower—\n which Viviette entraps 
a bishop into marriage to conceal the true parentage of her biiby-that Hardy 
became a regular target for Grundyan attacks over the issue of sex. 

6. Patricia O'Hara reads such continuing rituals in light of the anthropological theory 
of "survivals." Accordingly, Victorian anthropologists saw "savages" or-closer to 
home-"rustics" as carrying on traditions that date from the "childhood" of 
mankind. O'Hara argues that Hardy's treatment of this theme in Native is split 
between viewing survivals as satisfying an innate need, yet showing the heath folk 
as impediments to progress (155-6). My own view, explained below, is that the 
heath folk themselves are progressing. 

7. Simon Trezise points out that the novel is set during "the period of Chartist unrest 
from 1840 to 1850," when widespread education was either hailed as a means of 
social control or feared as fomenting revolution (57). 

8. O'Hara reads the novel more cynically than I do (though she attributes the 
cynicism to Hardy): "Clym will never be able to elevate the 'clowns' because they 
aspire to luxury, and not the sweetness and light of'culture'" (157). 

9. Eustacia's voiceover monologue is a nearly direct transportation from the novel of 
Eustacia's "prayer:" "O deliver my heart from this fearful gloom and loneliness: 
send me a great love from somewhere, else I shall die" (62). The passage occurs 
toward the middle of the "Queen of Night" chapter, in which Hardy reveals 
Eustacia's background (barely mentioned in the TV movie) and systematically 
deconstructs her romanticism. Afler Hardy records Eustacia's prayer, he writes, 
"Her gods were William the Conqueror, Strafford, and Napoleon Buonoparte, as 
they had appeared in the Lady's History used at the establishment in which she was 
educated" (62). Certainly no "great love" can live up to the heroes of Eustacia's 
imagination; and Hardy clearly condemns education for fostering her wildest 
dreams-an indication he saw the negatives in universal education. 

10. Here again we see how Hardy's narrative voice is sorely needed. The movie 
shows a crowd gathered around Clym, clearly transfixed by his words; while in the 
novel, the people "listened to the words of the man in their midst. . .while they 
abstractedly pulled heather, stripped ferns, or tossed pebbles down the slope" 
(370). Hardy closes the novel by reporting that Clym preaches all over Wessex, 
where "Some believed him, and some believed not; some said that his words were 
commonplace, others complained of his want of theological doctrine; while others 
again remarked that it was well enough for a man to take to preaching who could 
not see to do anything else. But everywhere he was kindly received, for the story 
of his life had become generally known" (371). Clym has become chastened by 
events, but he has not gained knowledge; he continues trying to spread a message 
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that the heath folk neither want nor need. The final image of Clym in the movie, 
however, is of a man who has gained enlightenment. 

11. I am considering the length only of the Crowd serial as it ran on Masterpiece 
Theatre. With opening and closing credits and comments by Russell Baker, the 
episodes of Masterpiece Theatre run nearly two full hours. See note 3 above. 

12. Interestingly, in 1999 Natasha Little starred as Becky Sharp in A & E's serial of 
Vanity Fair. Between Fanny and Becky, Little has portrayed the "extremes" in the 
Victorian conception of womanhood. 

13. One of Hardy's most optimistic passages appears in A Laodecian (1881), where he 
demonstrates that is even possible for a masonry structure and the natural world to 
"work" together to form an image of beauty. In chapter 12, Hardy devotes an 
entire paragraph to describing the railway tunnel; "Somerset looked down on the 
mouth of the tunnel. The absurdity of the popular commonplace that science, 
steam, and travel must always be unromantic and hideous, was proved on the spot. 
On either slope of the deep cutting, green with long grass, grew drooping young 
trees of ash, beech, and other flexible varieties, their foliage almost concealing the 
actual railway which ran along the bottom, its thin steel rails gleaming like silver 
threads in the depths. The vertical front of the tunnel, faced with brick that had 
once been red, was now weather-stained, lichened, and mossed over in harmonious 
hues of rusty-browns, pearly greys, and neutral greens, at the very base appearing 
a little blue-black spot like a mouse-hole-the tunnel's mouth" (95-6). This passage 
echoes Hardy's description of the road and the barrow in The Return of the Native 
as becoming nearly natural parts of the landscape; and it anticipates Tess, where 
such ancient monuments as Cross-in-Hand and Stonehenge represent ancient 
inhabitation. 

14. Compare this to the way Schlesinger handles the scene; he has Troy running up 
and down the ramparts of the old fort; and-through Bathsheba's eyes-he is 
transformed into the head of a charging cavalry. Again, romantic spectacle rules 
the 1967 film, while the serial creates a sense of intimacy and immediacy. 

15. To be fair, A & E also contracts with American and Canadian production 
companies to create original movies and miniseries—most of which seem to be 
mysteries; e.g., adaptations of Robert B. Parker's "Spenser" novels and even a 
new take on Nero Wolfe. 
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POST SCRIPT: 
HARDY ON THE HORIZON 

It would be somewhat inappropriate to label this closing section a "conclusion," 

since the process of visualizing Hardy on the motion picture and television screens is an 

ongoing one. This particular study is really just a snapshot in time-a glimpse of how 

Hardy has been seen by filmmakers and TV producers up to this particular moment. I 

imagine that one day I will return to this project-either to craft a second, updated edition 

of Seeing Hardy, or perhaps to create an entirely new study that serves as a "sequel" to 

the present one. More adaptations of Hardy are likely to emerge, and with them will come 

images of the author that will demand critical scrutiny. In fact, at the time I am writing 

these words, a new film derived from a Hardy novel is in the post-production stage and 

due to be released at the end of 2000; and already I have seen evidence that Hardy himself 

is being made visible not only to new groups of filmgoers, but to patrons of the Internet as 

well. 

The film, originally described as an adaptation of The Mayor of Casterbridge, only 

with the setting transported to California during the Gold Rush, is being directed by 

Michael Winterbottom and features Nastassia Kinski as the woman who is sold by her 

husband. The presence of the director of one Hardy adaptation and the star of another 

immediately raises an intriguing question; what will these artists bring to this new take on 

Hardy that they didn't bring with them before? As it turns out, though, this is a rather 

moot question, since the official website for the film-which was first entitled Kingdom 

Come and then changed to the more prosaic The C/aim-makes it clear the connection to 
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The Mayor of Casterbridge is really a rather tenuous one, and Hardy should be credited 

only with "inspiring" the film story, rather than providing the novel on which it is based. 

Accordingly, the film is related to the Hardy novel only in that the Henchard figure (called 

Dillon in the film and made into an Irish immigrant) sells his wife and daughter; and, of 

course, the wife and daughter return twenty years later, when Dillon is mayor of the boom 

town "Kingdom Come." Screenwriter Frank Cottrell Boyce, who is interviewed on the 

website, says that the script did begin as a straightforward version of Mayor, only with the 

location changed; but his own story eventually moved so far from Hardy's that "now I 

would probably say it was adapted from the same newspaper story that Thomas Hardy 

used for The Mayor of Casterbridge. They're both based on the same story but they've 

got nothing in common in terms of treatment and everything" (theclaimmovie.com). 

Essentially, Boyce is saying that his film and Hardy's novel share some of the same 

intertextual space, but that it would be pointless to consider The Claim to be anything 

other than a mostly original work. 

Despite Boyce's attempts to distance the film from Hardy, the website still 

promotes a certain identification between The Claim and The Mqyor-and to the novel's 

author. From the site, a user can link to an astonishingly inaccurate biography of Hardy 

(which says of Jude the Obscure, "Depiction of an incestuous relationship within that 

novel caused such a public outcry at the time that Hardy retreated into writing poetry"); 

and can also download the entire text of The Mayor of Casterbridge from Project 

Gutenberg. Further, although Frank C. Boyce takes pains to say his script is not based on 

Hardy's novel, he still credits Hardy with creating themes that lend themselves to 
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westerns; specifically, "Landscape, big men, big landscapes, big passages of time, old 

crimes, retribution, revenge." Boyce is not the first person to associate elements of 

Hardy's novels with those of film westerns; but the presentation of Hardy on the Claim 

website actually makes him sound like an author of westerns. Boyce's comments about 

Hardy writing about "big men and big landscapes" brings to mind Gary Cooper in 

Montana more than it does Tess wandering through the Valley of the Little Dairies; and 

the photograph of Hardy that is reproduced with the biography dates fi'om the mid-1890s, 

when Hardy wore a long handlebar mustache that brings to mind Wyatt Earp. One gets 

the sense that the compilers of the website wish us to see Hardy as a rather wild and 

wooly character; but, at the same time, they have given us a Hardy we already know; a 

man who wrote about the past, about a way of life that is long gone, and about people 

who are unmatched by anyone you're likely to see walking down the street today. In 

many respects, a new piece of technology is being used to replicate a familiar image. 

One of the most interesting things about Hardy's role on the Claim website is that 

it turns him into a participant in a major undertaking, one that includes not only Hardy and 

the filmmakers, but patrons of the Internet as well. Like many movie sites, there is a 

conscious effort on the part of the devisers of the Claim site to make everyone a 

participant in the moviemaking experience. There are daily status reports and rushes, and 

users are allowed to download portions of the script and even e-mail their approval or 

disapproval of what they read directly to the site. Users were asked to vote on a new title 

for the picture when it was felt that Kingdom Come wouldn't do; and they may even 

submit their own taglines for the film. The Claim website is a perfect example of how 
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moviegoing has become a much more involved process than merely heading for the 

cineplex and shelling out the money for a ticket: a person can now keep up with a film as 

it is being made, and can, on occasion, even be made to feel that he or she is participating 

in the process of making the film. In some respects, the website shows that Thomas 

Hardy was merely another "participant" in the ecumenical process of making The Claim -. 

he supplied some of the material at the beginning of the project, just as the average web 

surfer can supply a tagline or a new title at project's end. And, just as the website links 

you to Frank Cottrell Boyce, who fills you in on the writing process, it also links you to 

the life of Thomas Hardy and to his actual novel. 

As to the actual role The Claim film itself will play in creating an image of Hardy, 

that remains to be seen. At this stage, I will say that it was probably a wise choice on the 

part of the filmmakers to move their story away from Hardy's, since a faithful version of 

The Mayor of Casterbridge set in the wild west would, I believe, result in conflicting 

mythologies. The Mayor is perhaps Hardy's most class-conscious novel; Henchard's 

selling his wife and daughter isn't merely a crime against humanity, as it is easy for people 

to believe; the public revelation of this crime exposes him as a lower-class imposter who 

has wormed his way into more "polite" society. All of Henchard's accomplishments as a 

farmer and as a community leader vanish in light of the knowledge of who he was. 

However, the most popular American myth-which is probably best embodied in film and 

literature through the Western-is of the poor boy who raises himself from obscurity and 

even degradation into wealth and prestige. I find it hard to believe that, in The Claim, the 

revelation of Dillon's past will be as humiliating an experience as it was for Hardy's 
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Henchard. Having grown up less than twenty mites from Tombstone, Arizona, I know 

that many western boom towns were founded by men who would have considered selling 

a wife and child a misdemeanor; if The Claim is authentic at all to American history, it will 

not be able to acconunodate Hardy's critique of the class system. However, if the film 

does retain Hardy's class consciousness, what is likely to happen is precisely what 

weakened Alfonso Cuaron's modem American take on Great Expectations. The 

filmmakers had the character of "Finn" retain Pip's very British shame of being a poor boy 

who tries to pose as a gentleman, while at the same time Finn embraces the very American 

notion that the individuals who are of most value are those who can rise above poverty to 

make a name in the world. In fact, Finn even lies about his background to make it look as 

though he came from a much more deprived situation than he actually did; his "shame" is 

that he is discovered to be neither as poor nor as disadvantaged as he made himself out to 

be. 

Regardless of what The Claim "does" to Hardy-and I doubt that it will do very 

little-the film could actually spark a new interest in Hardy's works. It is clear that, unlike 

Winterbottom's previous films, which were all small and done on tight budgets. The Claim 

is being packaged as a "prestige" picture. Given the intricacy of the website, the film is 

likely to be given an expensive ad campaign and put into wide release to quickly recoup 

the costs. If The Claim is indeed a success, it is possible that a producer may hit upon the 

idea of creating a "straight" version of The Mayor of Casterbridge-just as the success of 

Amy Heckerling's Emma-inspired Clueless perhaps eased the way for Douglas McGrath's 

"straight" adaptation of the original novel. If more Hardy adaptations are to come, then it 
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is worthwhile to consider here what ''kinds" of Hardy we're likely to get, and to look back 

upon the versions of Hardy we've already received. 

As should be apparent, I am convinced that if Hardy's novels are to continue to be 

the subject of film adaptations, then filmmakers need to do more than simply recreate a 

safe and familiar version of Hardy that we know and then hope that by evoking this 

particular image, the film will gain authenticity and be seen as something truly "Hardean." 

To my mind, the weakest of the existing Hardy adaptations-John Schlesinger's Far from 

the Madding Crowd, Hallmark Hall of Fame's The Retttrn of the Native, and A & E's Tess 

of the D 'Urbervilles-are weak because they try to use period detail, authentic Dorset 

locations, and images associated with Hardy instead of developing screenplays that 

actually dramatize the ideas and issues with which Hardy was concerned. Winterbottom's 

Jude does away with familiar Hardean "imagery" and locations, but his film also takes a 

very narrow approach to the novel, replicating the most common and most popular 

cultural assumption about the "kind" of novel Jude the Obscure is-as a result, the source 

is diminished and Hardy's own art and thought have been contained and simplified. The 

best of the Hardy adaptations-Polanski's Tess, BBC's the Obscure, and the 

WGBH/Granada Far from the Madding Crowd-v/orV. so well because their adapters cull 

Hardy's themes and ideas from the margins of his novels and create dramatic equivalents 

for them; and, in the cases of Tess and the Jtide serial, the screenwriters and directors 

work to distort reality, to create a sense of the "artificiality" of life, with which Hardy 

himself was deeply concerned. Polanski's film and the two TV serials are indeed faithful 

to Hardy in that they replicate his stories and characters as completely as possible; but. 
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more importantly, they remain faithful to his themes and ideas, which is perhaps more 

important than literal faithfulness to his texts. 

Needless to say, I would like to see future adaptations of Hardy follow the lead of 

Polanski and of the two serial makers; but the popularity of British period dramas remains 

strong, so it is therefore difficult to believe that most filmmakers would be willing to 

divest Hardy from his familiar time and place, his "heritage" trappings. The irony is that 

many of Hardy's stories would actually work quite well in a modem context. Though I 

am presently not convinced that The Mayor of Casterbhdge-done faithfully-would make 

a good plot for a western, its central premise is still relevant today. It isn't uncommon to 

read in today's newspapers of parents selling their own children for money or drugs, or 

pushing family members into prostitution. It seems possible, then, that The Mayor could 

either be relocated to the modem world, or, better yet, directed in such a way that 

Henchard's situation is made to shine a light on a very modem problem. Furthermore, 

I've always felt that readers and critics do a disservice to Jude the Obscure when they 

approach it simply as a relic fi'om the past. When I look at aspects of American society 

today-at how people of my generation and even those who are years younger than me 

have put pressure on themselves to attain instant fame, instant wealth, and instant success, 

and who've put aside the things they're good at in order to pursue an unobtainable 

dream-I've often thought, how sad, and how absurdly funny, it all is. How Hardean. 

How very Jude-W\ie. By positioning Hardy's novels in the past-by stressing that he wrote 

about a world that was fundamentally different from our own-Hardy is minimized and 

contained. Film can open people up to the fact that many of Hardy's concerns are our 
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concerns, and that his novels do more than provide us with a glimpse into the past. 

The problem with doing a modem-dress version of Hardy is that it is all too 

probable that such an effort would emerge as a stunt, and have little to offer beyond the 

novelty of seeing Hardy done in Levis. However, it has been recently been shovm-to me, 

at least—that a "historical" or "literary" film can be made that is both faithful to the period 

in which it is set, and which manages to shed light on our own times. Mike Leigh's 

Topsy-Turvy {\999) is ostensibly a straight biopic-a look at the lives of Gilbert and 

Sullivan during the time The Mikado was conceived, written, rehearsed, and first 

performed. As such, the film is slavishly attentive to detail, and it is remarkably 

entertaining as a backstage drama-qua-musical: in fact, at the showing I attended, an 

elderly gentleman behind me was enjoying the film so much he couldn't help but sing 

along with the songs. But beneath Leigh's seeming affection for Victoriana, there is a 

criticism both of the age and of the mentalities that led to the creation of our own era. 

Leigh focuses on a number of gadgets that were new to the Victorians, but which we take 

for granted as parts of our daily lives-and which, in fact, we have improved upon through 

technological advances: electric doorbells (from which Gilbert's father fears 

electrocution), telephones (over which Gilbert speaks in code, lest anyone be listening in), 

even fountain pens. Furthermore, Leigh draws the viewer's attention to details that are 

outside the action of the film, such as the death of Gordon at Khartoum and the dawning 

importance of Ibsen's drama. Such moments as these are reminders to us that the 

Victorian era is drawing to an end: Khartoum was one of the first major cracks in the 

Empire over which Victoria reigned; and the drama of Ibsen would revolutionize the 
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theater, effectively driving entertainments like those of Gilbert and Sullivan off the stage. 

In several small, isolated moments, Leigh highlights small and fairly insignificant physical 

and emotional defects in the characters-Gilbert's bad teeth, Sullivan's sudden cough in the 

middle of a rehearsal, an actress's alcoholism; another with a diseased leg; an actor who 

shoots cocaine-and he creates the subtle suggestion that everyone in the film is slowly, bit 

by bit, dying. Of course, we all know that the historical characters being portrayed on film 

(there are, I believe, no fictional characters in the picture) really are dead-and so will we 

all be. The characters in the film do not know their own fates, but we know what happens 

to the Victorian era, and we know about the world that supplanted it. It is our world, and 

the fact we don't know what will become of our world makes Topsy-Turvy far more 

chilling than its comedy and bright musical numbers would suggest. 

Whether Leigh himself would be interested in tackling an adaptation of Hardy is 

not in my realm of knowledge; however, his approach in Topsy-Turvy strikes me as one 

that would complement one of Hardy's novels. Ideally, a filmmaker shouldn't just show 

us the world as Hardy knew it; rather, the filmmaker should strive to show us both 

Hardy's world and what it was to become. Such an approach would create-as Topsy-

Turvy creates-a sense of dissonance, a realization that the objects and images presented on 

the screen have more than one meaning. I believe that Hardy largely saw the world as a 

place where few things were certain and where words, images, and even nature itself were 

rife with multiple meanings and multiple interpretations. A filmmaker who wishes to 

faithfully dramatize Hardy should realize that transferring Hardy's plot functions to the 

screen is only half the battle; what that filmmaker must then do is question or even 
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criticize the significance of the images he or she has brought to the screen. Hardy was a 

writer who was constantly asidng questions, constantly throwing down challenges, and 

constantly undermining the authority of his readers' assumptions. To truly see Hardy on 

the screen is to see as Hardy-and that means that what is seen is only one possible 

interpretation of what is. 
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